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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This mapping Report addresses the following main research question: how can we map the impact on access to culture in the Digital Single Market (DSM) of content moderation of copyright-protected content on online platforms?

After an introduction, Chapter 2 develops a conceptual framework and interdisciplinary methodological approach to examine copyright content moderation on online platforms and its potential impact on access to culture. The analysis clarifies our terminology, distinguishes between platform “governance” and “regulation”, elucidates the concept of “online platform”, and positions our research in the context of regulation “of”, “by” and “on” platforms. Our legal analysis focuses on the regulation “of” platforms, predominantly through EU and national law. Our empirical analysis focuses on a subset of the regulation “by” platforms, namely (1) the rules they set to moderate copyright-protected content – their terms and conditions (T&Cs), and (2) the systems that platforms deploy to automatically moderate and enforce copyright through computational techniques, such as content recognition and filtering/blocking tools.

This chapter also advances a working definition of “copyright content moderation”, which builds on the concept of “content moderation” in the Digital Services Act (DSA). In doing so, we highlight the fact that many content moderation activities are not explicitly regulated in EU copyright law. Hence, the regulation of such activities is mostly left to the complementary application of other instruments (e.g., the DSA), national legislators’ margin of discretion, and – perhaps predominantly – private ordering by online platforms. Our research shows that EU copyright law mostly focuses on certain measures aimed at addressing the availability or accessibility of content, such ex ante filtering, blocking or removal of content. This results in regulatory gaps in the coverage of other copyright content moderation activities, in particular rules on measures: (1) affecting the visibility and monetization of content or (2) addressing a user’s ability to provide information, e.g., relating to the termination or suspension of his account.

Finally, we briefly outline a possible approach to define access to culture for purposes of content moderation, highlighting the descriptive and normative dimensions of the concept. The descriptive dimension posits that the “quality” of copyright content moderation is correlated to access to culture, because access to culture is considered embedded in the existing copyright framework. Since this framework is assumed to strike the appropriate balance between exclusivity in copyright protection and access to culture, any variation in that balance – beyond the margin of interpretation allowed by law – will impact on access to culture. The focus of our approach is on the “downstream” issue of
mitigation of errors in content moderation (i.e., false positives and false negatives). This is particularly relevant in the context of EU copyright law, since the crux of the balance sought by the Advocate General (AG) and the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU) in case C-401/19 – on the validity of art. 17 of Copyright in the Digital Single Market Directive (CDSMD) – is placed on whether ex ante filtering measures can be deployed while avoiding the risks of over-blocking (and false positives) to platform users’ right to freedom of expression.

The normative dimension, on the other hand, rejects the notion that the existing copyright framework strikes the optimal balance between exclusivity in copyright protection and access to culture. The model suggests that substantive law relevant in the field of copyright can be amended in a way that changes the balance with the result that it further increases access to culture by providing more freedoms to third parties to use and disseminate protected works, without encroaching on the legitimate interest of copyright holders. The actual practices of content moderation by platforms are affected by the state-enacted law (including case law) that platforms are subject to, which determines their “autonomy space” in determining such practices. Under this framework, adjustments to state-enacted law can affect the content moderation practices of platforms either by narrowing down their autonomy space (e.g., by broadening the scope of liability for platforms) or by raising the costs of acting outside the autonomy space (e.g., introducing more severe sanctions and more effective remedies). Both the descriptive and normative approach are useful to frame and understand EU copyright law’s approach to regulating content moderation by platforms. These approaches will be further developed in a subsequent evaluation report.

Chapter 3 carries out a mapping of copyright content moderation by online platforms at secondary EU law level. The chapter starts with an analysis of the baseline regime from which art. 17 CDSMD departs from, which we call the pre-existing acquis. EU law has been subject to a high level of harmonization stemming from many directives on copyright and related rights, the interpretation of which is determined by the case law of the CJEU. In particular, the legal status of copyright content moderation by online platforms under this regime is mostly set by the Court’s interpretation of arts. 3 and 8(3) InfoSoc Directive – on direct liability for communication to the public and injunctions against intermediaries – and arts. 14 and 15 e-Commerce Directive – on the hosting liability exemption and the prohibition on general monitoring obligations. We explain this case law and its implications for platform liability and content moderation obligations up to the Court’s Grand Chamber judgment in YouTube and Cyando, and how developments contributed to the proposal and approval of art. 17 CDSMD. Setting aside the political nature of legislative processes, from a systematic and historical perspective, art. 17 CDSMD and subsequently the DSA can be seen as the result of efforts in EU law
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and its interpretation by the Court for the last 20 years to adapt to technological developments and the changing role and impact of platforms on society. The result has been an “enhanced” responsibility for platforms, characterized by additional liability and obligations regarding content they host, as well as an increased role of fundamental rights – especially of users – in the legal framework.

The heart of the analysis in this chapter is the complex legal regime of art. 17 CDSMD, which we examine in light of existing scholarship, the Commission’s Guidance (COM/2021/288 final), and the AG Opinion and Court’s Grand Chamber judgment in Case C-401/19. Our analysis sets out in detail the different components of this hybrid regime, including:

- The creation of the new legal category of “online content-sharing service providers” (OCSSPs), a sub-type of hosting service providers under the e-Commerce Directive, and “online platforms” under the DSA;
- The imposition of direct liability on OCSSPs for content they host and provide access to;
- The merged authorization regime for acts of OCSSPs and their uploading users, provided the user act does not generate significant revenue;
- The *lex specialis* nature of art. 17 in relation to art. 3 InfoSoc Directive and art. 14 e-Commerce Directive, which is endorsed explicitly by the Commission’s Guidance and AG Opinion in C-401/19, and in our view also implicitly by the Court in the same judgment;
- The relationship between the prohibition on general monitoring obligations in art. 15 e-Commerce and art. 17(8) CDSMD, where we argue that the latter may be understood as being of merely declaratory nature;
- The complex liability exemption mechanism that comprises best efforts obligations on OCSSPs (to obtain an authorization and to impose preventive and reactive measures) in art. 17(4); and
- The substantive and procedural safeguards in the form of exceptions or limitations (E&Ls) or “user rights” and in-/out-of-platform (complaint and) redress mechanisms in art. 17(7) and (9).

Our analysis addresses multiple points of uncertainty in this regime, some of which will no doubt be subject to litigation at the national level and likely the CJEU. It is however worth highlighting the following aspects, as they also reflect possible points of improvement of this regime, from the perspective of copyright content moderation.

First, whether an online platform is subject to the pre-existing regime (as updated by the DSA) or the new regime in art. 17 CDSMD will depend on whether it qualifies as an OCSSP. Our research shows that there is significant legal uncertainty as regards this qualification, even despite the Commission’s Guidance. To be sure, certain large-scale platforms, especially with video-sharing features (e.g. YouTube, Meta/Facebook, Instagram), clearly qualify as OCSSPs. Others will also clearly be excluded from the scope of art. 17 because they are covered by the carve-outs in art. 2(6) CDSMD. Still, there remains a significant grey area, which affects both larger platforms and (especially) medium-sized and small platforms. The main reason is that the definition includes a number of open-ended concepts (“main purpose”, “large amount”, “profit-making purpose”) that ultimately require a case-by-case assessment of what providers qualify as an OCSSP. Furthermore, even where it can be established that
a platform falls within the scope of the legal definition, it might remain unclear to what extent (i.e., for which services) it does so. The outcome might well be that the same provider is subject to art. 17 CDSMD for certain services and the pre-existing regime for others, resulting in significant complexity in determining liability regimes and respective content moderation obligations.

Second, a crucial part of our analysis of platforms’ liability and copyright content moderation obligations refers to the normative hierarchy of art. 17 CDSMD. We provide a critical analysis of how the Commission’s Guidance has attempted to address this hierarchy and strike the balance between the competing rights and interests of rightsholders, platforms and users, drawing from the arguments in the AG Opinion and the Court’s Grand Chamber judgment in case C-401/19. We identify the following important implications from the judgement.

- The Court recognizes that art. 17(7) includes an obligation of result. As such, Member States must ensure that these E&Ls are respected despite the preventive measures in paragraph (4), qualified as “best efforts” obligations. This point is reinforced by the Court’s recognition that the mandatory E&Ls, coupled with the safeguards in paragraph (9), are “user rights”, not just mere defences.
- The Court rejects the possibility of interpretations of art. 17 that rely solely on ex post complaint and redress mechanisms as a means to ensure the application of user rights. That was for instance the position defended by certain Member States during the hearing before the Court and in their national implementations. Instead, the judgment clarifies that Member States’ laws must limit the possibility of deployment of ex ante filtering measures; assuming that occurs, the additional application of ex post safeguards is an adequate means to address remaining over-blocking issues.
- The Court states unequivocally that only filtering/blocking systems that can distinguish lawful from unlawful content without the need for its “independent assessment” by OCSSPs are admissible. Only then will these measures not lead to the imposition of a prohibited general monitoring obligation under art. 17(8) CDSMD. Furthermore, these filters must be able to ensure the exercise of user rights to upload content that consists of quotation, criticism, review, caricature, parody, or pastiche. Considering the Court’s statements in light of the previous case law and current market and technological reality, we conclude that only content that is “obviously” or “manifestly” infringing – or equivalent content – may be subject to ex ante filtering measures. Beyond those cases, for instance as regards purely “earmarked content”, the deployment of ex ante content filtering tools appears to be inconsistent with the judgment’s requirements.
- It remains unclear whether this reasoning applies more broadly to other types of illegal content beyond copyright infringement. If it does, it might help to shape the scope of prohibited general monitoring obligations versus permissible “specific” monitoring, with relevance for future discussions on the DSA. In drawing these lines, caution should be taken in the application of the “equivalent” standard in Glawischneg-Piesczek, which likely requires a stricter interpretation for filtering of audio-visual content in OCSSPs.
Finally, we provide a brief analysis of the interplay between art. 17 CDSMD and the potentially applicable provisions of the DSA to OCSSPs. Departing from the observation that a platform may qualify as an OCSSPs under the CDSMD and an “online platform” (and “very large online platform”) under the DSA, we conclude that the DSA will apply to OCSSPs insofar as it contains rules that regulate matters not covered by art. 17 CDSMD, as well as specific rules on matters where art. 17 leaves a margin of discretion to Member States. This includes, to varying degrees, rules in the DSA relating to the liability of intermediary providers and to due diligence obligations for online platforms of different sizes. Importantly, we consider that such rules apply even where art. 17 CDSMD contains specific (but less precise) regulation on the matter. In our view, although there is legal uncertainty in this regard, such rules include both provisions in the DSA’s liability framework and in its due diligence obligations (e.g., as regards the substance of notices, complaint and redress mechanisms, trusted flaggers, protection against misuse, risk assessment and mitigation, and data access and transparency).

In light of the above, one important conclusion from our analysis concerns the emergence of a bifurcated legal framework for online platforms engaging in copyright content moderation. On the one hand, OCSSPs are subject to the regime of art. 17 CDSMD as regards liability and content moderation. On the other hand, non-OCSSPs are subject to the pre-existing regime under the InfoSoc and e-Commerce Directives (and soon the DSA), as interpreted by the CJEU (most recently in *YouTube* and *Cyando*). Although the regimes have similarities – and can be approximated by the Court’s interpretative activity – they are structurally different. This divergence may lead to further fragmentation, on top of the fragmentation that is to be expected by the national implementations of art. 17 CDSMD. To this we must add the application of the horizontal rules on content moderation liability and obligations arising from the DSA. In sum, the multi-level and multi-layered EU legal landscape on copyright content moderation that emerges from our mapping analysis is extremely complex.

Relatedly, as noted, certain copyright content moderation issues of relevance remain unregulated in the copyright *acquis*, namely rules on measures: affecting the visibility and monetization of content; and addressing a user’s ability to provide information, e.g., relating to the termination or suspension of his account. From our perspective, the issue of monetization is the most glaring regulatory gap, since monetization actions play a central and financially consequential role in platforms’ content moderation practices. We return to this point in our recommendations. Still as regards regulatory
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1 On this topic, we refer to our parallel research, which offers an in-depth analysis. See João Pedro Quintais and Sebastian Felix Schwemer, ‘The Interplay between the Digital Services Act and Sector Regulation: How Special is Copyright?’ (2022) 13 European Journal of Risk Regulation 191.
gaps, it is important to underscore the complexity of the legal determinations and judgments required to assess human and algorithmic copyright content moderation practices. This strongly suggests a need for better transparency and access to data from platforms. Thus, serious consideration must be given to the potential application to OCSSPs and other copyright platforms of the DSA’s transparency provisions, as well as to national solutions that impose transparency and data access obligations on OCSSPs and non-OCSSPs hosting protected content. In this regard, the German transposition law provides an promising blueprint in Section 19(3) UrhDaG (on rights to information).

Chapter 4 follows up on the EU level analysis with the comparative legal research at national level, based on legal questionnaires carried out in two phases with national experts in ten Member States. The key findings of the first phase questionnaire (pre-CDSMD implementation date) are as follows:

• Most Member States conceptualized service providers that store and give the public access to a large amount of protected content uploaded by their users; but the direct liability of such service providers was far from uniformly treated. E-Commerce, criminal and civil law concepts are alternatively or complementarily applied; and such liability is completely missing in some countries. The new regime in art. 17 CDSMD will therefore require the introduction of new mechanisms in most Member States studied.
• There appears to be a need for the transformation of the liability regime of OCSSPs in the Member States’ laws. So far, injunctions, secondary liability, safe harbour and content moderation practices were mainly present in the analysed countries, unlike complaint-and-redress mechanisms, which were regulated only in a small number of Member States. Art. 17 CDSMD will require the implementation of all of these elements through amendments in the legal systems of Member States.
• End-users might in theory be directly liable for unauthorized uploading of protected subject matter to OCSSPs’ systems, but such liability is rarely enforced in practice. Art. 17 CDSMD will also tend to push OCSSPs to authorize online users, and Member States’ practices regarding end-user activities won’t need to be amended significantly. On the other hand, several Member States will need to make more significant changes related to end-user flexibilities, user rights, and complaint-and-redress mechanisms.

The key findings of the second phase questionnaire (post the deadline for CDSMD implementation) are as follows.

- The implementation of art. 17 CDSMD (or the related legislative proposals) took place in nine of the Member States under analysis, with important differences as regards the implementation of the primary building blocks of art. 17: the economic rights affected; the new liability regime; or the balancing of fundamental rights of stakeholders. Such diversity suggests that the initial goal of the CDSMD to harmonize certain aspects of copyright in the digital single market might not be met, leading instead to a fragmented legal landscape.
- Nine of the Member States under analysis have implemented (or were in the process of implementing) art. 17. They can be grouped into three tiers: (1) the German and the Swedish models show above-the-average detail in the implementation of the new regime, with a special focus on the strengthened protection of user rights and detailed liability mechanisms; (2) the Estonian, French and the Dutch legislation applies a smaller number of individual solutions; (3) Denmark, Hungary, Ireland and Italy took a rather restrictive approach through an almost verbatim transplantation of art. 17 CDSMD. It is almost certain that all national
legislative institutions shall reconsider their domestic rules to make their laws fully compatible with the CJEU ruling in case C-401/19.

Our comparative research also flagged certain conflicting statements in the Commission’s and the CJEU’s view on the proper method of implementation and substance of the national laws that are consequential for national implementations, especially as regards compatibility with fundamental rights. The studied national solutions seem to be rather limited in terms of, e.g., the priority of user rights over content filtering. Despite that, it is important to note that there is still no consensus on the proper method of transposition of art. 17, namely as regards the question of whether it is preferable to follow a (near) verbatim or more sophisticated implementation of the provision. Still, considering the Commission’s Guidance, the AG Opinion and the CJEU judgment in C-401/19, there are strong arguments that national implementations must go some way beyond quasi-verbatim transpositions. In light of the above, it is plausible that a number of preliminary references on different core aspects of art. 17 CDSMD will find their way to the CJEU in the short to medium term.

Chapter 5 mapped out the copyright content moderation structures adopted by 15 social media platforms over time, with a focus on their T&Cs (rules) and automated systems. The analysis suggests that two processes may explain these structures’ development. The first is termed complexification/opacification. Our empirical work indicates that virtually all 15 platforms’ T&Cs have become more intricate, in various ways and to different extents. Over time, more (kinds of) rules were introduced or made public, and these rules were communicated in increasingly more diverse sets of documents. These documents were changed and tweaked several times, producing sometimes a plethora of versions, often located in a dense web of URLs. We therefore conclude that the way platforms organize, articulate and present their T&Cs matters greatly. For one, under increasing public and policy pressure, platforms have felt the need to express and explain their practices and rules of operation, and they have done so with complex and greatly varying documentation. For observers, although this provides more information about platforms, it nevertheless makes understanding the trajectory of platforms and their T&Cs extremely challenging. For example, with YouTube as a major actor when it comes to copyright, our database of their highly fragmented T&Cs has not resulted robust enough to allow for a precise longitudinal examination of their rules. In that way, the very organization and presentations of T&Cs should be understood as one element of platforms’ governance of content. Substantially, we demonstrated that complexification can be radically distinct, depending on which platforms one considers. Very large ones, such as Meta/Facebook, experienced an almost continuous and drastic transformation; smaller ones, such as Diaspora, have barely changed. Yet, when a change occurred, it made those sets of rules more difficult to comprehend.
Whilst our analysis did not take a longitudinal take on automated copyright content moderation systems, their emergence and eventual transformation into a central governance tool for various platforms is, in itself, an important element of broader complexification processes. These systems work at a scale that is hard to comprehend, through computational operations that are technically intricate, and under largely unjustified and seemingly arbitrary protocols on, e.g., how to appeal decisions. In other words, they are remarkably opaque, as are many of the T&Cs we studied. Our analysis points out that while in some cases some complexification might be impossible to avoid, opacification is by no means necessary or necessarily justifiable. From this perspective, then, the imposition by law of rules on platforms’ internal content moderation procedures and their transparency is sensible and desirable.

The second process is platformisation/concentration. By categorizing rules into what we termed “normative types”, we argue that various platforms in our sample altered their rules so as to give themselves more power over copyright content moderation, usually by increasing the number of their obligations and rights, which were, in turn, largely aligned with their own interests, logics and technologies. We suggested that this could be interpreted as a particular example of the broader phenomenon of “platformisation”. But this transformation is not unidirectional. For platformisation enhances not only platforms’ power but also their responsibilities over content moderation. It was curious to note, therefore, that while emboldening their normative legitimacy to control copyright, platforms did not necessarily alter their discursive focus on users-oriented rules. As with complexification, platformisation has been experienced differently by different platforms and deepened by the rise of automated copyright content moderation systems, which may severely impair ordinary users’ ability to participate in and challenge removal decisions. Our research also suggests that this platformisation process might end up giving more power to large rightsholders, to the detriment of essentially smaller rightsholders and creators, as well as other users.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE POLICY ACTIONS**

- Considering the potential for legal uncertainty and fragmentation of the digital single market as regards copyright content moderation, we recommend that the Commission reviews its Guidance on art. 17 CDSMD (COM/2021/288 final) in order to provide clearer guidelines on the definition of OCSSPs, especially for small and medium-sized online platforms.

- National legislators should review their national transpositions of art. 17 CDSMD to fully recognize the nature of the exceptions and limitations in paragraph (7) as “user rights”, rather than mere defences.
• We further recommend that the Commission reviews its Guidance in order to provide guidelines from the perspective of EU law as to the concrete implications of a “user rights” implementation of paragraph (7) in national laws. This should include, to the extent possible, concrete guidance on what type of actions users and their representatives (e.g., consumer organisations) may take against OCSSPs to protect their rights.

• National legislators should review their national transpositions of art. 17 CDSMD to ensure that ex post complaint and redress mechanisms under paragraph (9) are not the only means to ensure the application of user rights, but rather a complementary means, in line with the Court’s judgment in Case C-401/19.

• We further recommend that the Commission’s Guidance is updated to fully reflect the Court’s approach in case C-401/19, as regards the complementary role of complaint and redress mechanisms under paragraph (9).

• The Commission should review its Guidance to clearly align it with the Court’s judgment in case C-401/19, namely by clarifying that: (1) OCSSPs can only deploy ex ante filtering/blocking measures if their content moderation systems that can distinguish lawful from unlawful content without the need for its “independent assessment” by the providers; (2) such measures can only be deployed for a clearly and strictly defined category of “manifestly infringing” content; and (3) such measures cannot be deployed for other categories of content, such as “earmarked content”. Member States should further adjust their national implementations of art. 17 CDSMD to reflect these principles.

• In implementing these principles, the Commission and Member States could take into consideration the approach proposed by the AG Opinion on how to limit the application of filters to manifestly infringing or “equivalent” content, including the consequence that all other uploads should benefit from a “presumption of lawfulness” and be subject to the ex ante and ex post safeguards embedded in art. 17, notably judicial review. In particular, the AG emphasized the main aim of the legislature to avoid over-blocking by securing a low rate of “false positives”. Considering the requirements of the judgment, in order to determine acceptable error rates for content filtering tools, this approach implies that the concept of “manifestly infringing” content should only be applied to uploaded content that is identical or nearly identical to the information provided by the rightsholder that meets the requirements of art. 17(4) (b) and (c) CDSMD.

• The Commission should review its Guidance to clarify which provisions in the DSA’s liability framework and due diligence obligations Chapters apply to OCSSPs despite the lex specialis of art. 17 CDSMD, within the limits of the Commission’s competence as outlined in art. 17(10) CDSMD.

• At EU level, EU institutions and in particular the Commission should explore to what extent copyright acquis already contains rules addressing content moderation actions relating to
monetization of copyright-protected content on online platforms (e.g., in arts. 18 to 23 CDSMD), and to what extent policy action is needed in this area. Further research is needed specifically on the imbalanced nature of the contractual relationship of online platforms and uploading users, as well as in the transparency and fairness of their remuneration.

- At EU level, EU institutions and in particular the Commission should explore the application of the DSA’s provisions on transparency and access to data to OCSSPs and non-OCSSPs hosting copyright protected content, as well study and if adequate propose EU level action that imposes transparency and access to data obligations on online platforms regarding their copyright content moderation activities. Inspiration could be drawn by the design and implementation of the German national transposition law under Section 19(3) UrhDaG as regards rights to information. In that context, special care should be taken to assess the potential negative effects of requiring researchers to reimburse the platforms’ costs related to complying with such requests. To the extent possible, the Commission should advance recommendations in this direction in its revised version of the Guidance on art. 17 CDSMD.
1. INTRODUCTION

This Report describes the results of the research carried out in the context of WP6 on the mapping of the EU legal framework and intermediaries’ practices on copyright content moderation and removal. The nature of the research described in this report is that of a mapping exercise, on which the subsequent evaluative work in WP6 is developed, in particular the deliverables D.6.3 (Final Evaluation and Measuring Report - impact of moderation practices and technologies on access and diversity) and D.6.4 (Best Practices and Policy Recommendations Brief).

This mapping report consists of six chapters. This Chapter 1 includes a brief introduction and outline of the Report. Chapter 2 identifies our research questions, sets out our conceptual framework and methodology. The main research question of this Mapping Report is as follows:

- How can we map the impact on access to culture in the Digital Single Market (DSM) of content moderation of copyright-protected content on online platforms?

For the purposes of this Report, we divide this research question in the following seven sub-research questions (SQR).

- SQR(1): How to conceptualise and approach from a methodological perspective the interdisciplinary analysis of content moderation of copyright-protected content on online platforms and its impact on access to culture in the DSM?
- SQR(2): How is the private and public regulatory framework for content moderation for online platforms structured?
- SQR(3): How do the various elements of that regulatory framework interact?
- SQR (4): How are copyright content moderation rules organized by platforms into public documents?
- SQR (5): Which copyright content moderation rules do different platforms employ to regulate copyright, and how have they changed over time?
- SQR (6): How do platforms’ automated copyright content moderation systems work?
- SQR(7): How are the various elements of the regulatory framework and the online platforms’ Terms and Conditions etc. likely to impact access to culture in DSM?

Chapter 3 carries out a legal mapping of the topic of this report at EU level. This corresponds to our work on Task T.6.1.1 (EU Level Mapping). Our focus here is the legal regime of art. 17 of the Copyright in the Digital Single Market Directive (CDSMD). To explain this complex provision and its implications, we first provide some context on the legal regime that precedes the CDSMD. We then briefly explain the legislative process leading to the adoption of the Directive, followed by a snapshot of the legal
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2 All authors contributed to this chapter.
regime, including remarks relating to the European Commission’s stakeholder consultations and Guidance on art. 17, and the action for annulment of art. 17 initiated by the Polish government in Case C-401/19, which Grande Chamber judgment by the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU) was published on 26 April 2022.\footnote{Case C-401/19, Republic of Poland v European Parliament and Council of the European Union, 26.04.2022, ECLI:EU:C:2022:297 (Poland v Parliament and Council).} We then offer a detailed analysis of art. 17, with an emphasis on its liability regime and rules with implication for copyright content moderation by OCSPPs. We briefly allude to the interface of art. 17 CDSMD with the Digital Services Act (DSA)\footnote{Digital Services Act (as approved by the European Parliament by legislative resolution of 5 July 2022 on the proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on a Single Market For Digital Services (Digital Services Act) and amending Directive 2000/31/EC (COM(2020)0825 – C9-0418/2020 – 2020/0361(COD)) (DSA). Since at the time of writing this Regulation has not yet been published in the Official Journal of the European Union, we make reference throughout this report to the numbering of provisions as listed in the European Parliament’s legislative resolution.}, which final version was agreed in the concluding stages of this Report.

Chapter 4 then follows with a detailed analysis of the findings of our comparative legal research at national level. The findings are based on two legal questionnaires carried out with national experts in ten Member States. This corresponds to our work on Task T.6.1.2 (Comparative National Level Mapping). The comparative legal questionnaire was designed to run in two main periods or phases. The \textit{phase one} questionnaire collected and analysed legal data from the period preceding the implementation deadline of the CDSMD. As such, it focused on the status quo in this field of law. The \textit{phase two} questionnaire was dedicated to the national implementations of art. 17 CDSMD, and the consequences of such implementation, and was carried out after the implementation deadline of the Directive. The phase one and two questionnaires aimed to allow a comparison of the legal environment of the service providers at issue in the pre- and post-implementation periods of the CDSMD. The collected data highlighted both the similarities and, in some cases, remarkable differences in the Member States’ legal systems both before and after art. 17 CDSMD, which cast doubt on the effectiveness of the provision for EU harmonisation in this field.

Chapter 5 uses qualitative methods to map out the copyright content moderation structures of key social media platforms, with a focus on their Terms and Conditions (rules) and automated systems. This corresponds to the empirical research carried out in the context of Task T.6.1.3 (Private Regulations by Platforms: ToS, Community Guidelines). The chapter first presents empirical findings regarding which kinds of public documents and rules have been adopted by a sample of 15 platforms, categorised as \textit{mainstream} (Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Twitter, SoundCloud), \textit{alternative} (Diaspora, Mastodon, DTube, Pixelfed, Audius) and \textit{specialised} (Vimeo, Twitch, Pornhub, FanFiction, Dribble). It also provides an in-depth longitudinal examination of how the copyright content
moderation rules of six case studies (Facebook, SoundCloud, PornHub, FanFiction, Diaspora, and DTube) changed since these platforms’ launch, as well as a comparison between three automated copyright content moderation systems: Content ID (YouTube), Audible Magic (several platforms), and Rights Manager (Facebook), with a thorough description of the last one. Then, the chapter suggests that two dual processes seem to mark the evolution of platforms’ copyright content moderation structures: (1) over time, these structures became more complex (more rules, spread on more types of documents), and opaquer (harder to access and understand); and (2) the control over copyright content moderation tilted strongly towards platforms themselves, a development that helped concentrate power in the hands of both platforms and large rights holders, at the expense of ordinary users and creators. While not equally true to all platforms we analysed, complexification/opacification, and platformisation/concentration seem to be some of the clearest developments in the recent history of private regulation of copyright content moderation.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes with a summary of our analysis and recommendations for future policy actions.
2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK, METHODOLOGY AND METHODS

This chapter identifies our interdisciplinary research questions, develops a conceptual framework, and explains our methods. The analysis proceeds as follows. We first outline our main research question and sub-questions (2.1). The remaining sections explain our methodology, conceptual framework and specific methods. We start by framing content moderation in the context of the regulation “of”, “by” and “on” platforms (2.2). We then develop a working definition of “copyright content moderation” from a legal perspective (2.3), discuss the structures of copyright content moderation from a sociological angle (2.4), examine the concept of online platform (2.5), and elucidate our approach and framing of “access to culture” (2.6). We conclude the chapter by explain the specific legal and empirical research methods used to answer our research questions (2.7).

2.1. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The main research question of this Mapping Report is as follows:

- How can we map the impact on access to culture in the DSM of content moderation of copyright-protected content on online platforms?

For the purposes of this Report, the main research question is divided in the following sub-research questions (SQR).

- SQR(1): How to conceptualise and approach from a methodological perspective the interdisciplinary analysis of copyright-protected content on online platforms and its impact on access to culture in the DSM?
- SQR(2): How is the private and public regulatory framework for content moderation for online platforms structured?
- SQR(3): How do the various elements of that regulatory framework interact?
- SQR(4): How are copyright content moderation rules organized by platforms into public documents?
- SQR(5): Which copyright content moderation rules do different platforms employ to regulate copyright, and how have they changed over time?
- SQR(6): How do platforms’ automated copyright content moderation systems work?
- SQR(7): How are the various elements of the regulatory framework and the online platforms’ Terms and Conditions etc. likely to impact access to culture in DSM?

SQR(1) is addressed in the subsequent sections in this Chapter 2. The approach developed here informs the subsequent legal and empirical analysis. SQRs(2) and (3) are addressed from a descriptive legal perspective – as a mapping exercise – in Chapters 3 (at EU law level) and 4 (at national level).
SQRs (4), (5) and (6) are addressed in Chapter 5, building on the empirical methods described in this Chapter 2. SQR(7) is only framed but not addressed in this Report, since it will be the core of a subsequent normative assessment (D.6.3.) based on our mapping research here. For ease of reference, Table 1 provides a schematic representation of this relationship.

Table 1. Relationship SQRs and Chapters/Deliverables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SQR</th>
<th>Chapter / Deliverable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>How to conceptualise and approach from a methodological perspective the interdisciplinary analysis of content moderation of copyright-protected content on online platforms and its impact on access to culture in the DSM?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How is the private and public regulatory framework for content moderation for online platforms structured?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>How do the various elements of that regulatory framework interact?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>How are copyright content moderation rules organized by platforms into public documents?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Which copyright content moderation rules do different platforms employ to regulate copyright, and how have they changed over time?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>How do platforms’ automated copyright content moderation systems work?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>How are the various elements of the regulatory framework and the online platforms’ Terms and Conditions etc. likely to impact access to culture in DSM?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To answer these research questions, we develop and use a specific methodology, including an underlying conceptual framework and terminology (see sections 2.2 to 2.6) – and research methods (2.7). Because of the complex nature of the social science methods used in our research, that specific section contains not only a description of such methods but also a more detailed explanation of the underlying methodology (see 2.7.2).

2.2. CONTENT MODERATION IN THE CONTEXT OF REGULATION OF, BY AND ON PLATFORMS

In this section we begin to address our first sub-research questions:

- SQR(1): How to conceptualise and approach from a methodological approach the interdisciplinary analysis of content moderation of copyright-protected content on online platforms and its impact on access to culture in the DSM?
The framing for our analysis is that the regulatory context of platforms be understood along three dimensions, namely the regulation of, by and on platforms. We explain this and associated terms in greater detail below.

2.2.1. (PLATFORM) GOVERNANCE AND (PLATFORM) REGULATION

Before moving further, it is important to disentangle the concepts of platform regulation and platform governance, since the latter is also used often in the analysis of content moderation. From our perspective, the (scholarly) debate on “platform regulation” and “platform governance”, as well as the broader scholarly debate on “regulation” and “governance” concepts, are not necessarily interconnected. The more recent terms of “platform regulation” and “platform governance” rather seem to emerge as concepts in each field that studies these topics.

Our aim is therefore to clarify our conceptual approach and how it relates to approaches followed in different scholarly traditions. “Regulation” and “governance” are terms often used interchangeably, sometimes without further clarification regarding their demarcation or conceptual meaning. In general terms, governance refers to broader processes of ordering whereas regulation is the narrower term that describes intentional and usually goal-directed interventions, often of a legal nature. Others differentiate regulation and governance: regulation regards the substantive rules, whereas governance relates to the institutional framework for rule-setting.

In the work of media and legal scholars researching on platforms, the terms are also often used interchangeably. Yet, platform governance often indicates a slightly broader scope of investigation that “capture[s] all of the many facets of how a social network governs the activity of its participants”.

---

and not only factual rulemaking. This appears to resemble earlier discussions for instance in the “Internet Governance” literature.\(^\text{13}\)

In the following, we explain in greater detail what is meant by regulation “of”, “on” and “by” platforms for the purposes of this report.\(^\text{14}\)

### 2.2.2. REGULATION “OF” PLATFORMS

By regulation “of” platforms we refer to legislation and soft law of a public nature applicable to online platforms.\(^\text{15}\) In other words, the regulation is induced and influenced, at least to a certain degree, by actors other than the platform. This category would also encompass industry standards and other coordinated self-regulation, for example compliance with Santa Clara Principles on transparency and accountability in content moderation.\(^\text{16}\) Importantly, such regulation “of” platforms will not always have binding legal effect.

In this report, our focus is on the legal rules that shape the processes, norms and technologies that meet our definition of “content moderation” for certain types of online platforms. For example, in EU law, regulation of platforms would include the rules in: art. 17 CDSMD; arts. 12 to 15 e-Commerce Directive; the Recommendation (EU) 2018/334 on measures to effectively tackle illegal content; and many of the rules governing online platforms in the DSA. Our analysis in Chapters 3 and 4 focuses on this type of regulation at the EU and national levels, respectively.

### 2.2.3. REGULATION “BY” PLATFORMS

Regulation by platforms refers to content moderation rules, technologies and processes adopted by “platforms” proper, i.e., a form of private ordering. This type of regulation can fit into two broad

---


\(^\text{15}\) NB the reference to public nature is meant to exclude e.g. MoUs from the scope of regulation of platforms; they are instead examples of regulation by platforms.

categories. First, Terms of Service and similar documents (Community/Policy Guidelines, etc.) adopted by platforms. Some authors go as far as to refer to terms of service as “platform law”.  

Second, regulation by platforms can be carried out through technological devices or code, such as in the case of algorithmic moderation systems (e.g., for filtering of illegal content). In this respect, we recognize that there exists an underexplored gap between what is stated in the substantive norms in terms of service and how algorithmic systems moderate content on platforms. Nevertheless, in the context of our empirical research we focus on selected terms of service and other norms that shape the processes, norms and technologies that meet our definition of “content moderation”. In EU law, this would include for instance what is covered by the definition of “terms and conditions” in the DSA:

> ‘terms and conditions’ means all terms and conditions or clauses, irrespective of their name or form, which govern the contractual relationship between the provider of intermediary services and the recipients of the services.

For the purposes of this report, we will adopt this definition of terms and conditions or “T&C” to refer to all the terms and conditions or clauses, irrespective of their name or form, which govern the contractual relationship between the provider of intermediary services and the recipients of the services, namely those referring to copyright content moderation (defined below at 0) and examined in the context of our research.

The scope and meaning of regulation “by” platforms are shaped by the regulation “of” platforms. For example, in EU law, terms and conditions and similar norms are (or will be post-DSA) bound by the legal framework on what qualifies as “illegal content”, i.e., “any information, which, in itself or in relation to an activity, including the sale of products or the provision of services, is not in compliance with Union law or the law of any Member State, irrespective of the precise subject matter or nature of that law;”. Importantly, copyright infringing content is one type of illegal content. Furthermore, the regulation “by” platforms, including the actual moderation practices of the platforms, is shaped

---


19 Art. 2(g) DSA.
by the underlying regime that allocates the liability for copyright infringement between the platform and their users.

On the other hand, the regulation by platforms will to some extent influence and implement in practice the regulation of platforms. In this sense, T&Cs may determine for instance: (i) open concepts advanced by law to assess whether content is illegal (e.g., regarding certain copyright exceptions and limitations that require assessment of context); and (ii) for content that does not qualify as illegal, what constitutes for each platform harmful or otherwise objectionable content, which they may limit on their services.

Our empirical analysis in Chapter 5 focuses on this type of regulation.

2.2.4. REGULATION “ON” PLATFORMS

Finally, regulation “on” platforms refers to content moderation actions and processes performed by online platforms (including their employees or subcontractors, which we refer to as “human moderators”) within the specific framework set out by the platform.20 This would also comprise the moderation performed by e.g., administrators of groups in accordance with the rights and responsibilities delegated by the platform itself. This term therefore refers to the procedural, organisational/institutional dimensions and factual implementation of the platforms’ self-regulation.

Naturally, this framework is shaped by the regulation “of” and “by” platforms described above. One example is the human-in-the-loop (human review) requirement in art. 17 CDSMD as an ex-post safeguard in the context of complaint and redress mechanisms.21

Our research does not directly address this type of regulation. Nevertheless, as pointers for future research we identify aspects at different stages aspects of the regulation “of”/”by” platforms that may affect the regulation “on” platforms.


21 See art. 17(9), second paragraph CDSMD: “…Where rightholders request to have access to their specific works or other subject matter disabled or to have those works or other subject matter removed, they shall duly justify the reasons for their requests. Complaints submitted under the mechanism provided for in the first subparagraph shall be processed without undue delay, and decisions to disable access to or remove uploaded content shall be subject to human review”. On this provisions, see e.g. João Pedro Quintais and others, ‘Safeguarding User Freedoms in Implementing Article 17 of the Copyright in the Digital Single Market Directive: Recommendations from European Academics’ (2020) 10 JIPITEC <https://www.jipitec.eu/issues/jipitec-10-3-2019/5042>; Sebastian Schwemer and Jens Schovsbo, ‘What Is Left of User Rights? –Algorithmic Copyright Enforcement and Free Speech in the Light of the Article 17 Regime’ in Paul Torremans (ed), Intellectual Property Law and Human Rights, (4th edition, Wolters Kluwer 2020).
“Content moderation” is a broad concept with fuzzy borders. Without being exhaustive, it is possible to illustrate this point by identifying a variety of definitions that fall within a wide spectrum of activities by platforms.

On the one hand, some authors advance broader – or at least more general – definitions. For instance, in an influential article, Grimmelmann defines content moderation as a *broad set of governance mechanisms* “that structure participation in a community to facilitate cooperation and prevent abuse.” 22 Roberts, for her part, views it as “the organized practice of screening user-generated content (UGC) posted to Internet sites, social media and other online outlets, in order to determine the appropriateness of the content for a given site, locality, or jurisdiction.” 23 Bloch-Webha similarly defines it as “the set of practices that online platforms use to screen, rank, filter, and block user-generated content”. 24 Finally, Gillespie et al. have recently defined the term as “the detection of, assessment of, and interventions taken on content or behaviour deemed unacceptable by platforms or other information intermediaries, including the rules they impose, the human labour and technologies required, and the institutional mechanisms of adjudication, enforcement, and appeal that support it”. 25

On the other hand, some authors advance stricter – or at least narrower – definitions. Gorwa, Binns and Katzenbach, for instance, propose to define algorithmic commercial content moderation “as systems that classify user-generated content based on either matching or prediction, leading to a decision and governance outcome (e.g. removal, geo-blocking, account takedown).” 26 This is a narrower definition of moderation than espoused by authors above, since Gorwa, Binns and Katzenbach investigate only systems that make decisions about content and accounts (exerting “hard

---


26 Gorwa, Binns and Katzenbach (n 7).
moderation”) and exclude the litany of “soft” moderation systems (recommender systems, norms, design decisions, architectures) that form the base of e.g., Grimmelmann’s moderation taxonomy.  

In this report, while taking these definitions as a background, we develop our own working definition of “copyright content moderation”, built on the legal definition advanced in the DSA.

2.3.1. THE CONTENT MODERATION DEFINITION IN THE DSA

The only example of a definition of content moderation in EU law is found in the DSA:

> 'content moderation' means the activities, automated or not, undertaken by providers of intermediary services aimed, in particular, at detecting, identifying and addressing illegal content or information incompatible with their terms and conditions, provided by recipients of the service, including measures taken that affect the availability, visibility, and accessibility of that illegal content or that information, such as demotion, demonetisation, disabling of access to, or removal thereof, or the recipients’ ability to provide that information, such as the termination or suspension of a recipient’s account.

The definition must be seen within its context of the DSA and would not preclude deviating definitions of “content moderation” in other areas.

It is useful to break down this definition into a positive (what is covered by the definition) and a negative scope (what is excluded from it).

Regarding its positive scope, “content moderation” covers activities of intermediary service providers. In other words, it applies to several types of intermediaries across the “stack” beyond the application layer, not just to types of hosting service providers.

---

27 Gorwa, Binns and Katzenbach (n 7).
28 In this effort we will largely rely on the text of the legal proposal and not make reference to legal doctrine.
29 Art. 2(p) DSA.
30 An example for this is, e.g., the varying definitions in secondary EU legislation of a specific type of online intermediary, online search engine, in EU legislation, see Sebastian Felix Schwemer, Tobias Mahler and Håkon Styri, ‘Liability Exemptions of Non-Hosting Intermediaries: Sideshow in the Digital Services Act?’ (2021) 8 Oslo Law Review 4.
31 The definition of providers of intermediary services in the DSA comprises services relating to ‘mere conduit’, ‘caching’ and ‘hosting’ (art. 2(f)), continuing the e-Commerce Directive’s structure.
32 In the engineering community, networks often are described in layers, which each relate to a separate functional level of the network, cf., e.g. the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model. See ‘OSI Model’, Wikipedia (2022) <https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OSI_model&oldid=1072600519> accessed 20 February 2022. We refer to the OSI model merely as a reference point for the notion of “stack”, which is used with different meanings in different fields.
In the second place, content moderation relates to actions or activities that have a certain purpose ("aimed at"), namely detecting, identifying and addressing either illegal content or information incompatible with the T&Cs of intermediary service providers, which could also include provisions on harmful content.33

Third, in line with the scope of the DSA regulation, the content at issue must be provided by the recipients of the service.34 In other words, the concept refers to content originating from the user and not the provider itself. For online platforms, at the current state of the technology, this is mostly content uploaded by users.

Fourth, the definition is merely indicative and non-exhaustive. It is an open clause that lists a range of measures that qualify as “content moderation”. This open definition comprises a general clause and different types of examples. The general definition states that content moderation includes measures that affect availability, visibility and accessibility of that illegal content or that information.35 There are then two sets of examples of such measures. One set refers to measures on content or information: demotion, disabling access, and removal. The other exemplifies measures that relate to the user/account: termination of user account; suspension of user account.36

In contrast to this broad and open positive scope, the DSA does not offer much in the way of negative delimitation of the definition. However, from the structure of definitions and legal obligations in the DSA, we note that the notion of “content moderation” appears to exclude “recommender systems”, which are defined as

*fully or partially automated system used by an online platform to suggest or prioritise in its online interface specific information to recipients of the service, including as a result of a search initiated by the recipient of the service or otherwise determining the relative order or prominence of information displayed.*37

---

33 By “harmful” content we mean that content that the platform defines as objectionable but that from a legal perspective is legal. This type of content is sometimes referred to as “lawful but awful”. See e.g., Eric Goldman and Jess Miers, ‘Online Account Terminations/Content Removals and the Benefits of Internet Services Enforcing Their House Rules’ (2021) 1 Journal of Free Speech Law 191, 194.
34 Art. 2(b) DSA: ‘recipient of the service’ means any natural or legal person who uses the relevant intermediary service.
36 NB that some of these examples are not fully technology neutral. For instance, the definition presupposes a recipient’s account that can be terminated or suspended, which may not be the case e.g., for platforms that are built on more decentralized systems.
37 Art. 2(o) DSA.
In principle, the action or measure of recommendation that is taken by a provider when using a recommender system could be viewed as a measure that affects availability, visibility and accessibility of content in an “online platform”. \(^{38}\) However, the concept of recommender system appears to be defined neutrally as applying to the operation of automated recommendation services for all types of content through an online interface, whereas “content moderation” targets measures aimed at disabling illegal or harmful content that infringe terms and conditions of an information society provider.

Another question is whether activities performed under the notice-and-action regime for hosting\(^ {39}\) would be considered “content moderation” in the meaning of the definition. On the one hand, the definition in art. 2(p) DSA refers to “activities undertaken by providers of intermediary services” that are “aimed at detecting, identifying and addressing” inter alia illegal content. A narrow reading of this provision could lead to the conclusion that it covers only activities that go beyond notice-and-action mechanisms required by law. But since the “disabling of access to” or “removal” of illegal content is covered by the definition, it is difficult to argue against the conclusion that also notice-and-action mechanisms (including e.g., trusted notifier/flagger arrangements) are considered content moderation. \(^ {40}\) This latter reading is also supported in the recitals, which notes that content moderation includes “the measures taken as a result of the application and enforcement of their terms and conditions.”\(^ {41}\) Consequently, it also makes sense that measures resulting from or related to legal obligations to remove content are covered by the concept of “content moderation”.

### 2.3.2. COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION: WORKING DEFINITION

For the purposes of this Report, we adopt as a working definition an adjusted version of that which is advanced in the DSA.

- ‘copyright content moderation’ means the activities, automated or not, undertaken by providers of hosting services – either as consequence of a legal notice-and-action obligation or as voluntary activity – aimed, in particular at detecting, identifying and addressing content or information that is illegal under EU copyright law and is incompatible with their T&Cs, provided by recipients of the service, including measures taken that affect the availability, visibility and accessibility of that illegal content or that information, such as demotion, demonetisation,

---

\(^{38}\) See e.g. on this topic Sebastian Felix Schwemer, ‘Recommender Systems in the EU: From Responsibility to Regulation’ (2022) 1 Morals & Machines 60.

\(^{39}\) Art. 14 e-Commerce Directive and 5 DSA respectively.


\(^{41}\) Recital 39 DSA.
disabling of access to, or removal thereof, or the recipients’ ability to provide that information, such as the termination or suspension of a recipient’s account.

It is important to briefly explain some adjustments to our definition, as compared to that advanced in the DSA. First, the content that is moderated must be protected by copyright (works) or related rights (other subject matter). We will only examine content moderation of other types of content (e.g., hate speech, terrorist content, etc.) to the extent necessary and relevant to the discussion on copyright-protected content.

Second, our focus is on providers of hosting services, a term which comprises online platforms. This will exclude other information society service providers (i.e., the provision of non-hosting services) related to functions of “mere conduit” and “caching”. Although we explain this in further detail below in section 2.5, it is important to note here that (copyright) content moderation may also take place at other levels of the “stack”, which directly affects the availability of content by providers of hosting services. Importantly, for non-hosting service providers the moderation of content is not a legal consequence of the liability exemption regime.

Despite the relevance of content moderation activities outside hosting, our focus on providers of (especially user-upload) hosting services and copyright allow us to capture the most relevant players and activities for purposes of our research question, namely online content-sharing service providers (OCSSPs) under art. 17 CDSMD, and “online platforms” in the DSA.

Third, although we consider them to be covered by the definition of “content moderation”, we will not investigate recommendation activities made by platforms via their recommender systems. Admittedly, the recommendation of content may very well have significant impact on access to culture (see below) in general, for example in relation to niche repertoires. Yet we delimit our study to forms of content moderation where the consequence is not increased visibility but unavailability of content. The reason for this is two-fold: firstly, from a copyright-perspective, the primary question to date relates to the availability/unavailability of copyright-protected content. Secondly, it is especially this form of moderation that has been in the focus by policy- and law-making at the EU level in the area of copyright.

42 See arts 12 and 13 e-Commerce Directive, as well as the definitions in art. 2(f) DSA.
43 A prominent example outside copyright is the suspension of a right-wing website The Daily Stormer by the content delivery network Cloudflare. There exist for example MoU and trusted notifier/flagger arrangements with non-hosting intermediaries, see Schwemer, Mahler and Styri (n 30); Sebastian Felix Schwemer, ‘Trusted Notifiers and the Privatization of Online Enforcement’ (2019) 35 Computer Law & Security Review 105339.
In our view, our working definition is consistent with existing (and future) EU law and it both sufficiently precise and flexible to enable the type of mapping exercise and exploratory interdisciplinary research undertaken in this report.

2.4. THE STRUCTURES OF COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION: A SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

From the perspective of the empirical research in this report, we take a sociological understanding of platforms’ copyright content moderation and define it as a more or less stable ensemble of structures.

The concept of structure is overly used but rarely defined. Perhaps the clearest theoretical articulation of it was proposed by Sewell. By reviewing and critiquing the work of key social theorists, Sewell advances his own definition of structures as composed of two kinds of elements. On the one hand, he argues, structures are made of symbolic and virtual *schemas*, not only the “binary oppositions that make up a given society’s fundamental tools of thought, but also the various conventions, recipes, scenarios, principles of action, and habits of speech and gesture built up with these fundamental tools”. Resources, on the other hand, are not symbolic but actual, and comprise both non-human (“objects, animate and inanimate, naturally occurring or manufactured”) and human (“physical strength, dexterity, knowledge”) elements, which are used to “enhance or maintain power” and are “unevenly distributed”. Structures retain some level of independence but are continuously shaping one another, Sewell posited.

How can we translate this conceptualization to platforms’ regulation of copyright? In this context, *schemas* might include the bundle of abstract normative assumptions that various actors (platforms, users, states) hold of what copyright is, whom it serves, and how it should or not be protected and enforced. There is much to be said – and studied – about these schemas. Yet, this report focuses on the *resources* that *platforms* create and employ to regulate copyright. There are innumerable elements that could be understood as platforms’ copyright content moderation resources: what their owners or executives and employees know about copyright legislation, their computational skills, the physical devices and computational code that underpins platforms’ interfaces, the actions taken by platforms’ controllers and employees, to name a few.

45 Sewell (n 44) 8.
46 Sewell (n 44) 9–10.
Two kinds of resources appear to be particularly relevant, though. Firstly, the (platform’s) *rules* that copyright content moderation are based on. Here, rules should not be mistaken for unsaid social norms. Rather, they are the “publicly fixed codifications”\(^{47}\) in which platforms explain to users, regulators and – to some extent – their own employees how copyright content moderation is and ought to be executed in their services. As noted above, we refer to these “house rules” as T&Cs.

Rules play a dual role, which is simultaneously *normative* and *performative*. Evidently, they are a central element in the definition of what is permitted and prohibited to not only users but platforms themselves. For even when these provisions do not explicitly define what platforms ought to do, they unavoidably make platforms responsible for their nature (are these rules ethical, legal, realistic?) and enforcement (do platforms follow their own precepts?). That is, the very public codification of what counts as an acceptable conduct creates expectations of accountability that are potentially mutual, even if radically unequitable. Since normativity is inherent to rules, our empirical analysis understands that the very examination of which copyright content moderations provisions are employed by platforms suffices to map out their normative role.

The second role is less evident and deserves further clarification. Our argument is that, by the virtue of being public, these rules are, inevitably, an organizational performance.\(^{48}\) When a platform publishes its T&Cs, it most certainly takes into consideration how others will understand them, and the ways in which this understanding will reflect back on opinions and assumptions about the platforms. Rules *might* lead users (or at least influence them) to leave or join a social network, prompt policymakers to seek legal action or refrain from doing so, attract and repel potential employees and investors. In fact, rules will shape how people understand a platform even if the platform does not consciously approach such rules as a performance. For what a platform is depends considerably on what it aspires to be, and rules unavoidably suggest such telos.

Performativity directs our attention to the discursive aspects of rules. Put another way, how these provisions are conveyed matters. Our empirical research highlights two of those discursive aspects that, in our view, seem to be particularly relevant in the context of digital platforms. One of them refers to the rules’ location, i.e., the sort of public documents whereby platforms choose to communicate their codes – termed here as Terms and Conditions or T&Cs. While this expression often refers to documents whose language resembles that of formal contracts (e.g., Terms of Service), it means here any public document drafted and published by platforms with the intention to

\(^{47}\) Sewell (n 44) 8.

\(^{48}\) Tarleton Gillespie (n 11).
communicate their rules. Different T&Cs-related documents enjoy different statuses and visibilities. It is reasonable to suppose, for instance, that a provision buried in a Help page, which is usually written in an informal manner, might not be understood by users as authoritative as a provision published in a much more traditional document such as the Terms of Service or Community Guidelines. At the same time, it might also be that the Help page provision might at least be read – while those in the Terms of Service most likely will never be seen by most users. Second, there is the issue of how much emphasis a platform gives to a certain rule in their documents. It is likely that different rules are understood by companies as being more important than others, and thus, as deserving more prominence. One way of assessing the discursive prominence of a rule is measuring how many times such provision is mentioned in the documents of a given platform. It is logical to assume that a rule that appears only once in one version of a given document and then vanishes is considered by the platform as less relevant than a rule that is mentioned several times in several documents for several years. This is not to say that users will indeed perceive rules that are more often mentioned as necessarily more important, of course. But from the perspective of the platforms, the one our research considers, charting these emphases via the number of mentions offers an entry point into platforms’ priorities and concerns.

The second structure our empirical research investigates is the systems that platforms deploy to automatically enforce copyright. By this we mean the ways in which companies can automatically identify and remove supposedly infringing content through computational techniques, in particular filtering through matching and “fingerprinting” techniques.

Our interest in these systems stems from their sheer practical relevance. The enforcement of copyright in the digital sphere was an early challenge of internet regulation and has become one of the first use-cases for the employment of large-scale algorithmic content moderation systems. While online copyright enforcement practices were initially shaped by laws such as the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) under US law, the algorithmic copyright enforcement systems developed in the past two decades have extended well beyond what is legally mandated, and they operate in a largely automated fashion. Over time, these systems have become the primary structures of some platforms’ copyright content moderation efforts. Yet, in contrast to rules, these systems are not a

typical or single resource; they are far from trivial. Thus, it seems necessary to clarify in more depth how scholars have defined and criticized these systems.

Generally, automated copyright content moderation systems (sometimes called simply if vaguely “copyright filters”) employ algorithms to automatically identify copyrighted works within a set of content, and to enforce the will of rights holders by carrying out predefined actions, such as blocking, monitoring or monetising the detected piece of content. The emergence of these systems has been described as part of a broader shift towards algorithmic content moderation and algorithmic law enforcement by online intermediaries. In the special case of copyright enforcement, the rise of these automated systems has been at least in part facilitated or made possible by regulatory factors such as the DMCA in the US (in 1998), which led to an immense volume of takedown requests sent by copyright owners to online platforms, especially those mainstream large-scale platforms originating from the US. In Europe, the turn towards this type of enforcement measures was at least partially enabled (for notice-and-action measures) by the implementation of the 2000 e-Commerce Directive, in particular through the application of the liability exemptions or “safe-harbours” for providers of hosting services, as better described in Chapter 3. To be sure, actual deployment of automated moderation tools appears to have started only later, as the technological solutions available to platforms developed sufficiently to enable their application.

Prompted in part by these legal developments and increasing pressure from rightsholders, social media platforms such as YouTube (in-house) and digital technology companies such as Audible Magic and Pex (as third-party providers) started to develop their own solutions for how to deal with copyright-protected content. Eventually, these systems evolved beyond a mere notice-and-takedown approach to the incorporation of notice-and-stay down and pre-emptive filtering mechanisms. This evolution has been described as a “shift from an ex-post to an ex-ante system of technological enforcement of the law”. In recent years, this development has been further amplified through the proposal and eventual adoption of art. 17 CDSMD, which as we detail below strongly incentivizes or even requires the adoption of preventive measures by online platforms, namely, to

51 Perel (Filmar) and Elkin-Koren (n 50).
52 See infra Chapter 5.
filter ex ante uploaded content for copyright-protected content. This provision has been described as the “de facto imposition” of the use of automated systems for online platforms.

A variety of concerns have been raised about the employment of these systems. A first set of problems has been identified in relation to their lack of accountability. As Maayan Perel and Niva Elkin-Koren lay out, this is evidenced by (i) a lack of transparency regarding the ways in which these systems operate and which content they block, (ii) a lack of due process, i.e., the absence of standardized and legally mandated redress mechanisms, which allow users to dispute algorithmic decisions, as well as (iii) a lack of public oversight. Another problematic factor about accountability is seen in the convergence of the hitherto separate functions of law enforcement and adjudication powers in the hands of private companies. The introduction of automated copyright enforcement has hence been described as “an example of a controversial institutional shift from public to private modes of regulation”.

In this way, automated copyright content moderation systems are seen a potential threat to the protection of fundamental rights. Indeed, “the use of opaque codes to implement discretionary legal doctrines that effectively adjudicate online content, at the hands of private, profit-maximizing mega-players, can have worrying impacts over freedom of speech and the rule of law”. Specifically, these criticisms concern the possibility of overenforcement, i.e., the erroneous removal of content because of automated decision-making. In the US, the inability of algorithmic fingerprinting to recognise valid copyright exceptions such as fair use has been described as the “de facto loss of the fair use exception” – a problem to which no automated solution appears to exist. In Europe, as discussed below, much of the same freedom of expression-based concerns have led to challenge before the CJEU on the validity of art. 17, as well as to an interpretation of the provision that recognised the normative superiority of exceptions and limitations in paragraph (7) – as obligations of result – over preventive measures in paragraph 4 (as obligations of best efforts), as well as the requirement of ex

---

54 See infra Chapter 3.
55 Schwemer and Schovsbo (n 21).
56 Perel (Filmar) and Elkin-Koren (n 50).
57 Perel (Filmar) and Elkin-Koren (n 50) 481.
59 Perel (Filmar) and Elkin-Koren (n 50).
61 Burk (n 60) 306.
ante safeguards to prevent the negative consequences from the implementation of preventive measures of filtering content by platforms. 62

Studies have furthermore problematized the potential negative effects of over blocking on cultural diversity. 63 As Sabine Jacques and colleagues point out regarding YouTube’s Content ID, the automated nature of algorithmic fingerprinting can result in “a chilling effect on creativity, diversity and more generally, citizen participation in a democratic society”. 64

Finally, authors have mentioned the risk of built-in biases and the deepening of power imbalances that favour the interests of specific user groups at the expense of others. As it has been argued about Content ID, the system was developed in cooperation between YouTube and large rights holder organizations. 65 It is not a surprise, then, that large rights holders are said to greatly benefit from these systems, largely against the interests of ordinary users and less powerful creators, in areas such as dispute resolution mechanisms 66 and monetisation. 67 68

These theoretical premises lead us to propose the empirical sub-research questions (SQR) in this research, which we restate below, with additional remarks:

- How are copyright content moderation rules organized by platforms into public documents? (SQR4)

In not making assumptions about the location of rules, we realised that there are various ways in which these rules could be organised into public documents. This organizational element also matters if we are to consider users’ ability to access and know platforms’ copyright content moderation rules.

- Which copyright content moderation rules do different platforms employ to regulate copyright, and how have they changed over time? (SQR5)

62 See infra Chapter 3.
64 Jacques and others (n 63) 29.
65 Rebecca Tushnet, ‘All of This Has Happened before and All of This Will Happen Again: Innovation in Copyright Licensing’ [2014] Georgetown Law Faculty Publications and Other Works <https://scholarship.law.georgetown.edu/facpub/1459>.
66 Jacques and others (n 63).
Considerations about organization aside, one of our main goals was to understand what these rules are. This involves analysing the number of rules (and mentions to rules) over time. We do that using rules’ normative types, subjects, and normative periods – expressions we explain below in Chapter 5.

- How do platforms’ automated copyright content moderation systems work? (SQR6)

This question aims to map out the different systems used by platforms to moderate copyright-protected content automatically and explain, in as much detail as our data allow, how these systems work. By “work” here we mean not merely their mechanics but also the (unequal) relationships between users, platforms and rights holders they enable.

### 2.5. “ONLINE PLATFORMS” ENGAGED IN CONTENT MODERATION

The focus of our analysis is on copyright content moderation carried out by (or in the context of the services of) what can be broadly defined as a specific type of internet “intermediary”, namely user-upload online “platforms”. The exact meaning and scope of these and associated terms varies across legal areas within information law, case law and scholarship. Moreover, the meaning of these terms is currently in flux, as the DSA advances a set of new concepts that reshapes and adds to pre-existing legal concepts. It is therefore important to be precise about the type of intermediaries or platforms that are the object of our analysis, while placing them in the proper legal and interdisciplinary context. Our starting point is that the focus of our research is on “copyright content moderation” at the hosting layer of the stack. This perspective guides the following analysis.

#### 2.5.1. EU LAW TERMINOLOGY: A BRIEF TOUR

A good departure point for analysis is the often-cited OECD definition of “Internet Intermediaries” as those that:

> “bring together or facilitate transactions between third parties on the Internet. They give access to, host, transmit and index content, products and services originated by third parties on the Internet or provide Internet-based services to third parties”.\(^{69}\)

This broad definition covers a wide range of online service providers. In contrast, there exists no uniform definition or concept of “intermediary” in EU law. To be sure, the term is mentioned in several legislative texts with relevance to copyright, namely in EU secondary legislation. For example,

---

intermediaries are addressed in art. 8(3) InfoSoc Directive and art. 11 Enforcement Directive, laying out civil remedies for infringements of intellectual property (IP) rights in the form of injunctions. 70 There is also a reference to “intermediary service providers” in the title of section 4 of the e-Commerce Directive, which regulates the liability exemptions or “safe-harbours” for the provision of different intermediary services, as further explained below.71

In addition, the CJEU appears to use the notion of intermediary in a broad manner. It was, for example, used by the Court for different types of service providers and services:72 a search engine’s advertising service;73 an online sales platform;74 a social networking platform;75 Internet access providers;76 a provider of an open Wi-Fi network.77

Importantly, the notion intermediary is not relied upon in the context of the intermediary liability framework of the e-Commerce Directive. Instead, a related term that anchors much of the discussion of Internet intermediaries in EU law is that of “service provider” of “information society services”.78 This term underpins the e-Commerce Directive79 and is defined in the Technical Standards Directive.80

The latter Directive advances the following complex autonomous definition of information society “service”:81

---


71 See section 4 e-Commerce Directive, arts 12-15. See also references to “intermediary” or “intermediaries” in recitals 14, 40, 45, 50.


73 CJEU, 23 March 2010, case C-236/08 -Google France SARL and Google Inc. v Louis Vuitton Malletier SA et al (Google France/Louis Vuitton).

74 CJEU, 12 July 2011, case C-324/09 -L’Oréal SA and Others v eBay International AG and Others (L’Oréal/Ebay).

75 CJEU, 16 February 2012, case C-360/10 -Belgische Vereniging van Auteurs, Componisten en Uitgevers CVBA (SABAM) v Netlog NV (Netlog).

76 CJEU, 16 May 2009, case C-557/07 LSG v Tele2; CJEU, 24 November 2011, case C-70/10, Scarlet Extended SA v Société belge des auteurs, compositeurs et éditeurs SCRL (SABAM) (Scarlet Extended)

77 CJEU, 15 September 2016, case C-484/14 Tobias Mc Fadden v Sony Music Entertainment Germany GmbH (McFadden)

78 Riordan for example, notes that the “information society service concept” is “a slightly narrower category than the field of internet services at large, but it remains a very broad genus, and may be wider than the class of persons who can be said to act as internet intermediaries”. See Jaani Riordan, The Liability of Internet Intermediaries (Oxford University Press 2016) 387.

79 See the definitions in art. 2(a) and (b) E-Commerce Directive.


(b) ‘service’ means any Information Society service, that is to say, any service normally provided for remuneration, at a distance, by electronic means and at the individual request of a recipient of services.

For the purposes of this definition:

(i) ‘at a distance’ means that the service is provided without the parties being simultaneously present;

(ii) ‘by electronic means’ means that the service is sent initially and received at its destination by means of electronic equipment for the processing (including digital compression) and storage of data, and entirely transmitted, conveyed and received by wire, by radio, by optical means or by other electromagnetic means;

(iii) ‘at the individual request of a recipient of services’ means that the service is provided through the transmission of data on individual request.

An indicative list of services not covered by this definition is set out in Annex I.

The mentioned Annex I provides an “indicative”, i.e., non-exhaustive list of services not covered by the above definition, either because they are not considered to be provided “at a distance”, “by electronic means”, or “at the individual request of the recipient of services”. Information society service providers (ISSPs) can therefore be considered a type of Internet Intermediaries.

The e-Commerce Directive further stipulates three specific functions of ISSPs in the context of liability exemptions or “safe-harbours”, namely the provision of services related to: “mere conduit”; “caching”, and hosting. They can be represented as follows.

---


83 See arts 12 to 15 e-Commerce Directive.
Figures 1. ISSPs Functions e-Commerce Directive

These functions are relevant at different levels of the “stack” and performed by different service providers. For our purposes, we are exclusively interested in the type of intermediaries that provide hosting services, i.e., those that provide an “information society service… that consists of the storage of information provided by a recipient of the service.” \(^{84}\) In particular, we focus on those providers that host copyright-protected content. Considering the broad variety of copyright-protected works this includes *inter alia* music, audio-visual content, text, images, programming code, or any combination thereof.

In sociological (and some legal) scholarship, such providers are often referred to also “user-upload” or “user-generated content platforms”, or merely “platforms”. But this commonly used terminology is not necessarily accurate from a legal standpoint.

Take for instance the Regulation of Platform-to-Business Relations (P2B Regulation)\(^{85}\), which refers frequently to the “online platform economy”. Without defining “platform”, the P2B Regulation seems

---

\(^{84}\) Art. 14(1) E-Commerce Directive.

to relate it to the provision of “online intermediation services”\textsuperscript{86}, which does not necessarily overlap with the notion of provider of hosting services.\textsuperscript{87}

The notion of hosting services, as we note below, has been refined by the CJEU in the context of abundant case law, inter alia on the enforcement of IP rights, in a complex articulation of the liability exemptions in the e-Commerce Directive and rules on exclusive rights and enforcement in the InfoSoc and Enforcement Directives.\textsuperscript{88}

To complicate things further, the 2019 CDSMD introduced a new legal concept, which is at the heart of this research: “online content-sharing service providers” or OCSSP. As we explain below, art. 17 CDSMD creates a new regime for OCSSPs.\textsuperscript{89} While this concept is new to the copyright acquis, OCSSPs do not appear to constitute a new category of service providers in a technological or business sense. Rather, this is a new legal category covering a type of provider of hosting services whose activities were – until the implementation date of the CDSMD – regulated in different legal instruments, such as for our purposes, the e-Commerce Directive (especially art. 14), the InfoSoc Directive (especially arts. 3 and 8) and the Enforcement Directive (especially arts. 5 and 11).\textsuperscript{90} The placement of OCSSPs within the context of the functions of ISSPs in the e-Commerce Directive can be represented as follows.

\textsuperscript{86} NB that the term is distinguished from that of “online search engine” in art. 2(5) P2B Regulation: “‘online search engine’ means a digital service that allows users to input queries in order to perform searches of, in principle, all websites, or all websites in a particular language, on the basis of a query on any subject in the form of a keyword, voice request, phrase or other input, and returns results in any format in which information related to the requested content can be found”.

\textsuperscript{87} See art. 2(2) and (3) P2B Regulation: “(2) ‘online intermediation services’ means services which meet all of the following requirements: (a) they constitute information society services within the meaning of point (b) of Article 1(1) of Directive (EU) 2015/1535 of the European Parliament and of the Council (12); (b) they allow business users to offer goods or services to consumers, with a view to facilitating the initiating of direct transactions between those business users and consumers, irrespective of where those transactions are ultimately concluded; (c) they are provided to business users on the basis of contractual relationships between the provider of those services and business users which offer goods or services to consumers; (3) ‘provider of online intermediation services’ means any natural or legal person which provides, or which offers to provide, online intermediation services to business users. NB ather potentially “competing” definitions: e.g., “digital service” in Art. 4(5) NIS Directive and Art. 2 Directive 2019/770.

\textsuperscript{88} See infra at 3.1.

\textsuperscript{89} See infra at 3.4.1. OCSSPs are defined in art. 2(6), with further guidance in recitals 62 and 63.

\textsuperscript{90} NB there is room to argue that the specific nature of the of the legal definition of OCSSP affects the nature of its “hosting function”.
Finally, it is important to note that much of the terminology discussed above in connection with the e-Commerce Directive is subject to discussion and change in the context of the DSA. Although this will likely not (directly) affect the more recent definitions and regimes set forth in the CDSMD (such as OCSSP) and the P2B Regulation, it will certainly affect or at least further nuance the conceptualisation and legal treatment of ISSPs as it was developed in the e-Commerce Directive.

In fact, the DSA advances a host of new notions that restructure the pre-existing legal framework. While retaining the definition of “information society service” the DSA makes a distinction between the following categories of service providers, from general to increasingly more specific: (1) intermediary services, (2) hosting services, (3) online platforms and online search engines, and (4) very large online platforms (VLOPs) and very large online search engines. For the purposes of our subsequent analysis, we will focus on online platforms and not on online search engines.

---

91 Art. 2(a) DSA.
Intermediary services as are defined as services of “mere conduit”\(^{93}\), “caching”\(^{94}\) and hosting\(^{95}\). In addition to the aforementioned narrower categories of hosting services, online platforms and VLOPs, intermediary services also include, according to the European Commission’s press release accompanying the DSA proposal, services “offering network infrastructure: Internet access providers, domain name registrars [sic]”.\(^{96}\)

---


\(^{93}\) A “mere conduit” service is one that consists of the transmission in a communication network of information provided by a recipient of the service, or the provision of access to a communication network. Art. 2(f) DSA.\(^{93}\)

\(^{94}\) A “caching” service ‘caching’ service that consists of the transmission in a communication network of information provided by a recipient of the service, involving the automatic, intermediate and temporary storage of that information, performed for the sole purpose of making more efficient the information’s onward transmission to other recipients upon their request. Art. 2(f) DSA.\(^{94}\)

\(^{95}\) European Commission, ‘The Digital Services Act: Ensuring a Safe and Accountable Online Environment - Which Providers Are Covered?’ (n 92). (“Which providers are covered?”). NB that the correct reference should probably be to Internet “registries” rather than “registrars”.\(^{95}\)
Hosting services are those that consist of the storage of information provided by, and at the request of, a recipient of the service. They include also the subsequent categories of online platforms and VLOPs.

“Online platforms” are defined as “providers of a hosting service which, at the request of a recipient of the service, stores and disseminates to the public information, unless that activity is a minor and purely ancillary feature of another service or a minor functionality of the principal service and, for objective and technical reasons, cannot be used without that other service, and the integration of the feature or functionality into the other service is not a means to circumvent the applicability of this Regulation”. In simple terms, VLOPs are those online platforms that provide their services to a number of average monthly active recipients of the service in the EU equal to or higher than 45 million and which have so been formally designated by the Commission. As we explain below, the definition of OCCSP in the CDSMD covers online platforms and VLOPs (see representation in Figure 4).

Figure 4. OCCSSPs as online platforms in DSA framework

---

97 Art. 2(f) DSA.
98 Art. 2(h) DSA.
99 Art. 25 DSA.
100 See infra at 3.6.
2.5.2. OTHER PLATFORM TERMINOLOGIES

There exist many different studies on platforms, both in digital and analogue contexts. Instead of an in-depth analysis, suffice it here to point towards some selected literature. With regards to digital platforms, de Reuver, Sørensen & Basole (2018) identify three main features, namely: (i) platforms are technologically mediated; (ii) platforms enable interactions between different types of users; (iii) platforms allow those types of users to implement specific activities.101

The IGF Coalition on Platform Responsibility, a multistakeholder group under the auspices of the UN Internet Governance Forum, has suggested a broad definition of platform as “any applications allowing users to seek, impart and receive information or ideas according to the rules defined into a contractual agreement.”102

Sociologists of technology and media scholars’ definitions tend to be mostly concerned with the politics of platforms’ discourses, materiality and business models. Gillespie’s seminal paper indicated how digital technology firms themselves employ the term from contrasting angles: “computational, (as) something to build upon and innovate from; political, (as) a place from which to speak and be heard; figurative, in that the opportunity is an abstract promise as much as a practical one; and architectural, [as something; designed as an open-armed, egalitarian facilitation of expression, not an elitist gatekeeper with normative and technical restrictions]”.103

Others noted that the novel complexity of platforms poses a challenge to any attempt to define them. As markets, Bratton argues, platforms distribute resources and individuals; as states, they govern the interactions between these resources and individuals, but on a global scale. And yet they are neither markets nor states. Bratton offers then his own “working definition”, according to which a “platform” is “[a standards-based technical-economic system that simultaneously distributes interfaces through their remote coordination and centralizes their integrated control through that same coordination]”.104

Bratton’s conceptualization points to what various other sociological definitions have in common: platforms should be understood as “systems”. These systems are not isolated from each other, Van

---

Djick, Poell & de Wall posit, but are part of larger environments. In this way, an online platform might be defined as “programmable digital architecture designed to organize interactions between users... corporate entities and public bodies[, and]... geared toward the systematic collection, algorithmic processing, circulation, and monetization of user data” which, in conjunction with others, form a “platform ecosystem, ... an assemblage of networked platforms, governed by a particular set of mechanisms... that shapes everyday practices”. An example of “ecosystem” is the one formed mostly by “Big Tech” companies (Alphabet, Apple, Meta/Facebook, Amazon, and Microsoft), they say.

Another concept that is commonly used in connection with online platforms is “infrastructure”. Both online platforms and infrastructures share several characteristics, “including embeddedness, a degree of invisibility, extensibility, and broad coverage”. But equating platforms with infrastructure would be a mistake. Surely, most “influential” platforms are “infrastructural”, as they “they form the heart of the ecosystem upon which many other platforms and apps can be built”. However, platforms might also play “sectoral” roles, serving “a particular sector or niche, such as news, transportation, food, education, health, finance, or hospitality”.

Gillespie’s (2018) conceptualization brings platform’s complexity and systemic and infrastructural components into a single definition. He contends that “platforms are sociotechnical assemblages and complex institutions” which, as online sites, “a) host, organize, and circulate users’ shared content or social interactions for them b) without having produced or commissioned (the bulk of) that content c) built on an infrastructure, beneath that circulation of information, for processing data for customer service, advertising, and profit.”

2.6. DEFINING “ACCESS TO CULTURE”

Our main research question refers to the concept of “access to culture” in the DSM. This is in line with the broader focus of the reCreating Europe project on a “culturally diverse, accessible, and creative Europe”. To assess the role of intermediaries (platforms) and their copyright content moderation’s
impact on a culturally diverse, accessible and creative Europe within the remit of the reCreating Europe project, it is necessary to locate our research in the context of these concepts already at the stage of mapping. These perspectives constitute the basis for and will be revisited in the evaluation stage of the ReCreating Europe project.

Cultural diversity, accessibility and creativity are cornerstones of the EU. Art. 3(3) of the Treaty on European Union (TEU), for example, sets out that the Union “shall respect its rich cultural and linguistic diversity, and shall ensure that Europe’s cultural heritage is safeguarded and enhanced.” Instead of providing an in-depth analysis of the concepts and their deep and rich history, however, we focus on the dimensions most relevant for the analysis of online platforms engaging in copyright content moderation.

The further analysis is based on our hypothesis that cultural diversity is both a property of as well as in an interdependent relationship with access to culture. Similarly, possibilities for unfolding creativity are in an interdependent relationship with access to culture. In the following, we focus on our analysis on access to culture.

2.6.1. “ACCESS TO CULTURE” FROM AN INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVE: A POSSIBLE APPROACH

At an international level, it is possible to identify a basis for a concept of access to culture as it relates to copyright in art. 27 of the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). Art. 27 states that

(1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits’. 111

(2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.’

In simple terms, from a legal technical perspective, copyright law predominantly excludes access to protected works for the purpose appropriating economic value from those works. Since many expressions of cultural phenomena and artifacts are protected by copyright, there is an inherent conflict of interests between copyright and access to culture. In EU law, as interpreted by the CJEU, this is complicated by a relatively low threshold of originality for the copyright protection of works,

111 Cf. art. 15 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
broad exclusive rights and enforcement measures recognised to rights holders, and relatively narrow exceptions and limitations to the benefit of users.\textsuperscript{112}

Online platforms constitute an important gateway for accessing protected content. The stress field of copyright-protected content and online platforms also concerns several fundamental rights in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (\textit{CFREU})\textsuperscript{113}, such as the right to property (art. 17(2) CFREU), the rights to privacy and data protection (arts 7 and 8 CFREU), the rights to freedom of expression (art. 11 CFREU), freedom of arts (art. 13 CFR), and the freedom to conduct a business (art. 16 CFREU).

For the purpose of the following analysis, we distinguish between two dimensions of the concept of “access to culture” in relation to copyright content moderation by online platforms: a descriptive dimension (2.6.2); and a normative dimension of the concept (2.6.3). From each dimension we derive two different models against which to assess the impact of copyright content moderation on access to culture.

\textbf{2.6.2. THE DESCRIPTIVE DIMENSION OF ACCESS TO CULTURE IN CONTENT MODERATION}

Train (1991) notes that “[r]egulation in the real world is far from optimal, and it is perhaps unrealistic to believe that it ever will be”.\textsuperscript{114} Nonetheless, for the analysis of the descriptive dimension of access to culture, we set out the following assumption for our basic analytical model: We assume that the EU copyright framework regarding substantive rights as well as the framework for intermediaries represent a point of “optimal” regulation.\textsuperscript{115}

Transferred to the context of copyright content moderation\textsuperscript{116} by online platforms this means the following: The “quality” of copyright content moderation is correlated to access to culture, because

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
    \item There is ample scholarship describing these aspects. For recent overviews, see e.g. Eleonora Rosati, \textit{Copyright and the Court of Justice of the European Union} (Oxford University Press 2019); Tito Rendas, \textit{Exceptions in EU Copyright Law: In Search of a Balance Between Flexibility and Legal Certainty} | Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory (Kluwer Law International 2021).
    \item See, e.g., recital 84 CDSMD: “This Directive respects the fundamental rights and observes the principles recognised in particular by the Charter. Accordingly, this Directive should be interpreted and applied in accordance with those rights and principles.”
    \item By “optimal” regulation we mean in this context that the framework strikes the appropriate balance between conflicting interests and fundamental rights, namely by recognizing time-restricted (exclusive) rights and corresponding exceptions and limitations. By “appropriate” we mean the balance that was struck as a result of the normal operation of a democratic legislative process. In other words, we do not mean to pass a value judgment on the desirability of such balance from the perspective of any normative theory or viewpoint about copyright law.
    \item The use of copyright moderation for non-copyright purposes and the use of non-copyright moderation (e.g. privacy) for copyright purposes is not addressed in the following.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
access to culture (as per the definition above) is considered embedded in the existing copyright framework. Since the existing framework is assumed to strike the appropriate balance between exclusivity in copyright protection and access to culture, any variation in that balance – beyond the margin of interpretation allowed by law – will impact on access to culture.

Consequently, both excessive and insufficient content moderation will have a negative impact on access to culture. Simply put, excessive content moderation by platforms restricts access to culture. Conversely, insufficient content moderation increases access to culture, but in a harmful way because it encroaches on the legitimate interest of copyright holders and thus distorts the optimal balance. In other words: the smaller the difference between actual content moderation performed by intermediaries and the correct application of the legal framework, the smaller the negative impact on access to culture.

This “quality” of content moderation can in simple terms be described in terms of correct and false results. For simplicity, in the following we differentiate between illegal content (infringement of copyright) and legal content (no infringement of copyright). Suffice it here to note that we can differentiate between two sets of outcomes. In the first set of outcomes, error is absent. In the second set, errors arise in instances where, firstly, legal content is taken down and, secondly, where illegal content is not taken down. Based on the above hypothesis then, both types of errors are detriment to the access of culture.

This simplified model, which will be explored in depth in the context of the evaluation based on this present mapping analysis, might be useful because it allows us to compartmentalise the specific issues of copyright content moderation by online platforms: the focus is consequently on the “downstream” issue of mitigation of errors in content moderation. In this context, both ex ante obligations as well as ex post procedural redress mechanisms will become relevant.117 Such simplification, however, comes with several drawbacks. Chief among them the fact that it does not consider the normative aspects of copyright law. It is, for example, far from certain that outcomes (i.e., takedown of illegal content), or over- and under-enforcement will always have a negative effect on access to culture. Furthermore, this model does not account for the uncertainty associated with the margin of discretion that platforms may have when designing their content moderation T&Cs – what we call regulation “by” platforms – or other means such as licensing.

117 What is meant by these ex ante and ex post measures from a legal perspective in the context of art. 17 CDSMD is explained in Chapter 3.
This normative “upstream” dimension of access to culture therefore challenges the assumption on which our descriptive model is based, reintroducing the complexity regarding the copyright-balance as such. We address this in the following section.

2.6.3. THE NORMATIVE DIMENSION OF THE CONCEPT OF ACCESS TO CULTURE

In the model based on the normative dimension of the concept of access to culture, the notion that the existing copyright framework strikes the optimal balance between exclusivity in copyright protection and access to culture is rejected. The model does not exclusively focus on the copyright framework but also on other parts of law that affect the de facto regulation of copyright-protected subject matter and in particular the liability regime that intermediaries are subject to. The model suggests that substantive law relevant in the field of copyright can be amended in a way that changes the balance with the result that it further increases access to culture by providing more freedoms to third parties to use and disseminate copyright-protected works, without encroaching on the legitimate interest of copyright holders.

The actual practices of content moderation by platforms are affected by the state-enacted law that platforms are subject to. In this context, “state-enacted” law refers to statute and case law. In essence, this is what we describe above as regulation “of” platforms. In order to elaborate on the interrelationship between the practices of platforms and state-enacted law, we introduce the concept of “autonomy space”.

Autonomy spaces refers to the margin of discretion or space within which legal actors may act autonomously under applicable law. In essence, this corresponds to what we describe above as regulation “by” platforms. In parts of state-enacted law where public policy protection plays a minor role, the autonomy space or margin of discretion for platforms to engage in content moderation is wide. Conversely, in parts of state-enacted law where public policy protection is dominant the autonomy space is narrow.

Outside the autonomy spaces, private parties such as intermediaries are not allowed to act, as their conduct – their content moderation activity – is qualified as unlawful. Parties are not actually
prevented from acting outside autonomy spaces; but if they do, they will face certain costs in the form of legal sanctions or remedies.118

If state-enacted law is amended for the purpose of changing the practices of intermediaries, this can be done in two ways. Either by narrowing down the autonomy space (e.g., by broadening the scope of liability for platforms) or by raising the costs of acting outside the autonomy space (e.g., introducing more severe sanctions and more effective remedies). Again, this perspective will be taken up in the subsequent evaluation based on this mapping analysis.

2.7. METHODS

In this section we identify the methods used in the legal and interdisciplinary research carried out so far. This includes two main components. First, multi-level doctrinal legal analysis, focusing on mapping of copyright content moderation rules in EU law and select national laws, the latter through comparative legal research (2.7.1). Second, empirical research on copyright content moderation by online platforms (2.7.2).

2.7.1. DOCTRINAL LEGAL RESEARCH: EU LEVEL MAPPING AND COMPARATIVE LEGAL RESEARCH

Our legal analysis in this report is comprised of descriptive and normative doctrinal legal research aimed at the EU and national level mapping of copyright content moderation rules. For the EU level mapping, the scope of our analysis is delimited to EU law, and in particular the copyright acquis and adjacent legal instruments interpreted in light of international law. This means that the analysis covers the EU copyright acquis, which is mainly comprised of Directives, and its interpretation by the CJEU. The most relevant instruments in this respect are the InfoSoc Directive, the CDSMD, the e-Commerce Directive, and the DSA. The relevant international legal framework includes the Berne Convention, the TRIPS Agreement, the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT), and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT).119 The primary means of research is desk research.


In addition to the EU level mapping, we carry our national level mapping through comparative legal analysis.\(^{120}\) This included both desk research and questionnaires completed by national experts in selected Member States. Our comparative research addresses on the legal status of OCSSPs at EU level, with a focus on rules related to liability and content moderation that have a potential impact on accessing cultural goods and information.

Our comparative legal research adopts van Hoecke’s idea of “toolbox”, rather than a fixed methodological roadmap.\(^{121}\) Within this toolbox, we mainly rely on the functional,\(^{122}\) contextual,\(^{123}\) and, consequently, the common core\(^{124}\) methods. These aim to look at the effects and the “living” nature of the law, with special regards to the specific national regulatory sources and – to a certain degree – private ordering mechanisms, as well as the impact on access to culture and content diversity.

The focal point of the research is art. 17 CDSMD. Our aim is not to reveal the legislative history of art. 17, but to focus on the probable impacts on content moderation, accessibility of user-generated content (UGC) and the liability of platforms. By applying the comparative legal method, the following questions must be defined: (i) why to compare, (ii) what to compare, (iii) how to compare.

First, on why to compare (i), it is undeniable that OCSSPs play a crucial role in the “platform-driven economy.”\(^{125}\) In this environment, it is inevitable to understand their legal position prior to formulating any policy or recommendation that might bring unwanted restrictions on platforms.\(^{126}\) Second, regarding what to compare (ii), the new statutory framework drawn by art. 17 provides an opportunity to map the existing framework to understand the extent of the changes to the existing legal framework required by the new rules. Third, on how to compare (iii), we have selected a

---


\(^{122}\) According to van Hoecke, this method practically means that “rules and concepts may be different, but that most legal systems will eventually solve legal problems in a similar way”. This method allows for the looking for functional equivalents and differences in various legal systems. Compare to Hoecke (n 121) 9.. On the “functionalism” of comparative law see especially Konrad Zweigert and Hein Kötz, *Einführung in die Rechtsvergleichung: Auf dem Gebiete des Privatrechts* (3., neubearbeitete edition, Mohr Siebeck 1996).

\(^{123}\) This method focuses on the political-technological-economic environment, which formed the body of the law; it necessitates the empirical observation of case law and more. Compare to. Hoecke (n 121) 16–18.

\(^{124}\) This method “looks for commonalities and differences between legal systems in view of the question to what extent harmonization on certain points would be possible among the compared legal systems or the question how a European rule (…) could be interpreted in such a way that it fits best the different national traditions”. Compare to Hoecke (n 121) 21.


\(^{126}\) Savin (n 125).
representative sample of ten Member States for comparison. Common features of these countries are the EU membership and similar level of legal development. What is different on the other hand are the economic, social and legal characteristics, including their size (small, medium and large Member States), as well as their role and relevance in the European copyright and platform discourse.

Furthermore, in order to map the pre- and post-CDSMD (steps taken by the selected jurisdictions in the implementation of art. 17) regulatory environment and practices regarding both court cases and platform control, a two-phase questionnaire was designed. The details of the first-phase questionnaire and the interim findings of the research are included in Chapter 4. The questionnaires are reproduced in Annex I.

### 2.7.2. SOCIAL SCIENCE METHODS

In this section, we explain and justify our methodological decisions and strategies concerning the collection and analysis of data about companies’ copyright content moderation structures, namely, rules and automated copyright content moderation systems, as explained above 127.

Our approach is based on three main decisions. First, we took an open-ended and inductive perspective. The goal was to collect all platforms’ public documents that could be understood as concerning the regulation of copyright content moderation. This decision both drastically expanded the projects’ dataset and unveiled the importance of this organizational aspect for the very governance regimes we wanted to understand. Also, different social media platforms might have multiple functionalities, designs, goals and users. This comparative element addresses the possibility that these variations can be linked with a diverse range of copyright content moderation structures. Furthermore, while all platforms of our sample had their own rules, not all of them used automated moderation systems. Our work provides an overview of the most important existing rules and enforcing systems, comparing and contrasting them. Finally, we assumed that there was much to be gained from the investigation of how the copyright content moderation structures evolved over time. This longitudinal approach greatly expanded the analytical potential of the project: platforms’ rules are constantly changing; our work helps interrogate the nature of these shifts. Importantly, uncertainties about the collected data led us to not extend this longitudinal approach to the automated copyright content moderation systems.

127 On which, see infra Chapter 5.
This sub-section begins by explaining the criteria used to select which platforms we should investigate (2.7.2.1). This is followed by an analysis of how we collected and qualitatively analysed data (2.7.2.2 and 2.7.2.3). It closes with a brief reflection on the limitations and ethical issues that we considered during our research (2.7.2.4).

2.7.2.1. BUILDING A SAMPLE OF PLATFORMS: MAINSTREAM, ALTERNATIVE AND SPECIALISED PLATFORMS

In face of the growing number of social media platforms and the project’s constraints, we decided to focus on 15 platforms (see Table 3). They were selected through a purposive sampling procedure. This sampling was driven by two main criteria – relevance and diversity – and generated three different sets of platforms that we label mainstream, alternative, and specialised. First and foremost, our choice was guided by the relevance of a given platform, in particular for European citizens. For our purposes, the relevance of a given platform was primarily a function of the number of users of such platform. Figures matter because very large services are also central channels to access and produce culture, attracting the interest of ordinary users, creators, large rights holders and policymakers. There is no thoroughly reliable and verifiable public record of users’ numbers by platforms. We opted for what we judged was the best possible approximation. Using data compiled by StatCounter\(^{128}\), we found that Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram were among the top platforms for market share in Europe. To counterbalance the dominance of American-based companies, we also added the Berlin-based music sharing platform SoundCloud. While we could have included other global giants with strong European presence, such as Tumblr, TikTok, and Pinterest, time limitation led us to cap this group of what we term “mainstream social media platforms” to five services.\(^{129}\) Such limitation was important, largely, because we wanted to analyse other sorts of platforms.

This is related to our second criterion: diversity – a central concept to the wider reCreating Europe project. First, we wanted to understand whether and how what we term “alternative social media platforms” (as opposed to the those classified as “mainstream”) regulate copyright content moderation differently. These “alternative” platforms share some characteristics: (1) their computational infrastructure is usually decentralised (e.g., users may be able to tweak or even control the design of the platform, and content moderation decisions are not necessarily made by any single controller); and (2) many are predominantly non-commercial and do not dependent on the

---


\(^{129}\) Whereas we are lining the classification of mainstream to the number of users this classification also aligns well with these platforms’ organization size and structure, as well as revenue.
datafication of users’ actions (i.e., the commercial exploitation of user’s data via ad-driven business models). These much smaller platforms might not be “relevant” in the sense described above, since their number of users rarely surpasses the dozens of thousands. Yet, our initial assumption was that, in examining them, we could encounter diverse copyright content moderation structures, organized in different ways, than those of mainstream platforms.

There is a plethora of alternative platforms, and many of them experiment a transient existence. We selected five platforms whose core functionalities could be compared coherently to mainstream ones. To be sure, we do not claim that this group of five are the most important alternative platforms. They are treated in this report merely as key examples. Following this direction, we chose to investigate: (1) DTube, which positioned itself as an alternative to audio-visual platforms, such as YouTube; (2) Audius, a blockchain-based service focussed on musical content, as SoundCloud is; (3) Diaspora and (4) Mastodon, widely described as “ethical” replacements of all-purpose large platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter, respectively; and (5) Pixelfed, an alternative to picture-based platforms such as Instagram.

However, diversity is not necessarily limited to platforms that are explicitly designed and defined as “alternatives”. There are platforms that while being mainstream in some respects – centralized, commercial, having significant revenues, large number of users, and dealing with large amounts of copyright-protected content – cater to some particular types of users and creators. We classify these as specialised platforms.

Our assumption was that, at least in principle, this particularity could also be connected to diverse copyright structures, but in a way that is fundamentally different from that of alternative platforms. The decision of which specialised platforms we should look at was based on the following criteria: number of users, variety of kinds of creators, and comparability with at least some of the mainstream and alternative platforms we selected. We ended up focussing on: (1) game streaming platform Twitch; (2) the video-sharing platform Vimeo, which aims to offer a more sophisticated experience than YouTube and is quite popular amongst visual artists and professionals; (3) FanFiction, an older platform where ordinary people can post and archive fiction based on characters and stories from copyright-protected works, such as “Harry Potter” and “Twilight”; (4) Dribble, an image-centred platform that is mainly used by designers; and (5) PornHub, a highly popular pornographic video-

130 However, Diaspora and Mastodon have generated much journalistic buzz, in particular after the so-called post-2016 “techlash”.
131 Mastodon and Diaspora have different “pods”, that is, smaller platforms within the larger platform, a decision had to be made also about which of these pods we would look into. We decided to focus on their two main pods.
sharing platform that has attracted sex workers and ordinary users interested in posting their own material.

Table 2. Sample of 15 platforms chosen to be analysed. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online Platforms</th>
<th>Mainstream</th>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Specialised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td></td>
<td>Diaspora</td>
<td>Twitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td></td>
<td>DTube</td>
<td>Vimeo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mastodon</td>
<td>FanFiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pixelfed</td>
<td>Dribble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Cloud</td>
<td></td>
<td>Audius</td>
<td>Pornhub</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This sample of 15 platforms served our research in different ways. When analysing broader structures (such as the of rules and automated systems), we were able to look into the entirety of the sample. Yet, given the extension and complexity of the data we collected and examined qualitatively, deeper analyses could only be done in relation to a subset of platforms, in the form of case studies. Chapter 5 explains the decisions on these case studies.

2.7.2.2. DATA COLLECTION

Having decided which platforms we would investigate, a second task involved deciding how to collect data that could answer the empirical sub-research questions (SQR) (4), (5) and (6), reproduced below for ease of reference.

- SQR (4): How are copyright content moderation rules organized by platforms into public documents?
- SQR (5): Which copyright content moderation rules do different platforms employ to regulate copyright, and how have they changed over time?
- SQR (6): How do platforms’ automated copyright content moderation systems work?

Our goal of mapping out selected platforms’ copyright content moderation rules and automated copyright content moderation systems demanded, mainly, the direct analysis of platforms’ public
documents. Auxiliary approaches were also employed. Procedures regarding the research of rules and systems followed different approaches, as explained next.

**A) COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES**

Instead of focussing on documents that have been already studied as regulating copyright, such as those expressly labelled as “Terms of Service”, we assumed that all T&Cs-related public documents could, in principle, be somehow related to copyright content moderation. Therefore, the initial goal was to investigate all versions of all public documents of those 15 platforms, from the day the platforms were created until 31 December 2020 – when our data collection ended.

To collect these documents, we resorted to platforms’ websites and, mainly, Internet Archive’s WayBack Machine (WBM), the largest online archive of websites’ previous impressions. Before we explain how we used the WBM, it is worth clarifying how this archive works. Beginning in 1996, the Internet Archive (the organization behind the WBM) had by December 2020 collected over 475 billion webpages.\(^{132}\) The WBM use “crawler” software to download and store all publicly available data about websites, producing a snapshot of a given page at a given moment. Yet, not all the history of all websites is stored in the WBM. There are three main reasons for this: “some sites may not be included because the automated crawlers were unaware of their existence at the time of the crawl”; others “were not archived because they were password protected, blocked by robots.txt, or otherwise inaccessible to our automated systems”; and finally, “site owners might have also requested that their sites be excluded” from the WBM\(^{133}\). In short, the WBM is the best tool to access previous versions of websites – but it is also unavoidably flawed. Ultimately, it might be impossible to know what, after all, the archive does not contain.

There’s a rich literature that uses the WBM to amass large quantities of data about websites’ T&Cs. These studies typically cast a very wide net as their goal is to produce high level insights about how the private regulation of the Internet as whole has changed over the years. Amos et al (2020)\(^{134/135}\) examine privacy policies often with the goal of understanding the effect of certain new legislations on


websites’ T&Cs. Yet, we could not find a study with our particular focus: to make of sense of the rules that social media platforms use to regulate copyright content moderation. Therefore, while not technically innovative, our collection procedures are original.

Through our inductive approach, we quickly learned that what counts as platform T&Cs could hardly be limited to documents that resemble legal contracts – specifically, Terms of Service and Privacy Agreements (sometimes called Data Policy). For years now, platforms have used some sort of Community Guidelines, Help pages and various specific kinds of public documents (e.g., Principles) to further specify the rules that users should comply with when using their services. Thus, these documents would have to be gathered, too – in addition to the said more explicit contractual terms. Also, there was a number of documents that the (non-legal) literature only rarely paid attention to: law enforcement guidelines and Cookies Policy. In sum, platform’s T&Cs were far from centralized, homogenous or stable. Names of T&Cs and their URLs changed and expanded over time, without any transparent explanation. This unexpected fragmentation both imposed additional hurdles, as we explain below, and can be a finding in itself, as we explore in Chapter 5.

The data collection followed some basic procedures for all platforms:

- We visited the platforms’ corporate websites and checked whether and how documents were displayed and archived.
- Using keywords (mainly, “policy”, “copyright”, “content moderation”, “regulation”), we searched for and saved corporate publications of interest.
- If the platform provided no comprehensive, reliable change log of its documents, we resorted to the WBM. Using a pre-existing list of URLs of the original versions of three kinds of T&Cs (Terms of Service, Privacy Agreement and Community Guidelines), we located and saved all unique versions of all documents we could find. “Unique version” is defined here as the version containing at least one change in the T&Cs text that somehow modified any of the platform’s rules – not only copyright content moderation.
- We strived to find the exact day that a given new version was archived in the WBM. To do so, we used online text comparison software139 to manually compare the first archived version of a given document to the latest version of the same document in a given year. If there was no substantive change, we then moved to compare it with the latest version of the same document in the next year, and so on, until we found a substantive change. When this sort of

---

137 Eventually, we also used WBM’s API to automatically collect hundreds of versions at once. Yet, this procedure was not systematically followed for all platforms of our sample; what is more, no document was added to our sample without passing through a manual check to be sure that it was a unique version.
138 This initial list was part of Kirsten Gollatz’s doctoral work, partially developed at the HIIG.
change was found, we then tried to ascertain its date by establishing, in this order, the year, semester, trimester, month and, finally, day of the change – although on many occasions the archive was too incomplete to allow us to be confident of even the year of the change.\textsuperscript{140}

- When necessary, we annotated the URLs of the relevant hyperlinks of a document with the aim of constructing a map of all URLs of all T&Cs – what amounted to a sort of manual crawling.
- We finally searched the URLs of the resulting map in the WBM, saving all available versions.

The relative simplicity of these steps might obscure how convoluted, uneven and time-consuming the data collection was. The more we browsed the WBM and platforms’ own websites, the clearer it became that several platforms’ T&Cs landscape is acutely fragmented into a web of pages, sub-pages and sub-subpages, each one with its own URL. This imposed a methodological challenge. For the WBM seemingly tends not to archive many of the URLs of the various sub-pages and sub-subpages that platforms created over time to explain their T&Cs. In total, after discarding the collection of types of T&Cs that, we realised, do not explicitly regard copyright at all (e.g., Privacy Policy), we collected 626 versions of relevant versions published by the 15 platforms of our sample since the early 2000s (see Table 6 in Chapter 5).

The sheer number of versions, the limitations of our project, and the inconsistent nature of the available data, led us to adjust our research. First, due to time and resources constraints, we analysed 318 of the 626 documents collected. The difference between these numbers is explained by two decisions, which aimed at making the analysis feasible and our conclusions as valid as possible: (1) to focus on two temporal points: 30 of June and 31 of December of each year; that is, if a given document of a given platform changed more than once during a given semester, only the version standing at the end of the semester was analysed; (2) not to examine YouTube’s huge and highly fragmented collection of “Copyright Policy” documents – selected available versions of their Terms of Service, Community Guidelines and Help pages were examined, though.

This second decision warrants further explanation. More than demanding more time than we had to complete this element of the project, the examination of these versions could also lead to misleading conclusions. Since WBM’s often had only one or two versions of the various URLs that YouTube created to host the pages and sub-pages of their T&Cs, our collection of these versions, while large in absolute numbers, was likely incomplete. With more time, it would be possible to curate this sub-collection, something that we plan to do in the future. Furthermore, of all platforms of our sample, YouTube appears to be the most researched one. Focussing on other services could generate new insights, we judged.

\textsuperscript{140} On this point, see our analysis infra in Chapter 5.
The other way in which these methodological difficulties shaped our research concerns the very understanding of what “mapping” platforms’ copyright content moderation structures should mean. If platforms’ rules are spread-out through various documents, located at different spaces of services’ websites, as we learnt during the data collection, their very organization of rules into documents should be understood as one element of platforms’ T&Cs. For this component will affect whether and how users can see these rules, and the discursive status these rules may enjoy. Put another way, making sense of which kinds of documents exist is, in itself, relevant – hence, our decision to pose SQR(4): How are copyright content moderation rules organized by platforms into public documents?

Time limitations led us to use case studies to present our data. We focus on six platforms, two per group of services (see the three groups in Table 3 above). When choosing which services should be discussed in depth, we took into consideration two main elements. To ensure that our conclusions would be as accurate as possible, we privileged the platforms with the most complete collection of collected documents. Thus, for instance, while YouTube is a hugely important actor when it comes to copyright, our database of their highly fragmented T&Cs is not robust enough to allow for a precise longitudinal examination of their rules, as we said above. Secondly, we wanted to make sure that platforms represented the diversity of their group. Instead of, say, examining two platforms with similar functionalities, models and audiences, we sought to detail services that had contrasting technical approaches to regulating copyright. In so doing, this case studies showcase most rules our analysis has found. Following these criteria, we chose the following case studies: Facebook and SoundCloud (mainstream platforms); Diaspora and DTube (alternative platforms); and Pornhub and FanFiction (specialised platforms).

B) AUTOMATED COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION SYSTEMS

When deciding how to examine platforms’ documents on automated copyright content moderation systems, we early on realised that a longitudinal approach was either too unreliable (in the case of YouTube) or largely unnecessary (in the case of Facebook and Instagram). Documents regarding YouTube’s Content ID, which was launched in 2006, are mostly buried in the companies’ “Copyright Policy” section – which, as we explained in the previous section, is deeply fragmented, casting credible doubts on the completeness of WBM’s collection of their various pages and sub-pages. It is certainly possible to discuss these older documents. But our confidence in the possibility of a rigorous reconstruction of this trajectory, with our methods at least, was low. Facebook and Instagram’s shared system, Rights Manager, in contrast, is much younger – it was made public in 2016. A preliminary analysis of the older documents we could find on WBM did not surface differences that, we judged, were important enough to justify a longitudinal analysis.
Therefore, the data collection happened between June and August 2021 and involved accessing and gathering a range of different publicly accessible materials in which the companies describe their systems, such as Help pages, blog posts, presentations, documents, webpages, videos and patent applications. Before, in order to understand which platform employed these systems, we visited the webpages of all 15 services to learn which one of them discussed in their webpages the eventual use of these systems. To do so, we read their current T&Cs and searched their websites using with some keywords, namely “copyright”, “intellectual rights”, and “fingerprinting”.

When analysing the material, which is self-reported and often played a promotional role, we were confronted with a high degree of opacity. Their information is blatantly incomplete, and the language is often vague, leaving a lot of room for interpretation and several unanswered questions.

We tried then different data collection approaches. First, we decided that, at least in relation to our case study (Facebook’s Rights Manager), we should try to directly approach the platform to clarify several aspects of that system. On 9 July 2021, we contacted, via e-mail, a representative of Facebook with a list of 61 questions (see Annex III). They pertain, for instance, to the criteria that a content owner has to fulfil in order to be granted access to the system, the inner workings of the fingerprinting process, the details of the monetisation processes and potential ways for disputing the decisions of these automated systems. The representative redirected our questions to a public policy officer with a focus on IP and media policy for EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa), who agreed to answer. Facebook sent a response in writing, also via e-mail, on 15 September 2021, and further clarifications were added in a follow-up email correspondence and an online-meeting. Their answers did provide additional information to the publicly available material, but also left questions unresolved.

Second, we repurposed a non-private Facebook Page, not active and with almost no original content, to test how long it would take for Facebook to reject / accept an application to Rights Manager. We also wanted to know if Facebook would provide any insights on why the application was accepted / rejected and if there is any information about a possible dispute of an eventual rejection. Importantly, the page we used had been created years ago by one of the authors for his personal use, and not for the purposes of this study.

2.7.2.3. DATA ANALYSIS

Again, procedures used to analyse data concerning copyright content moderation rules and automated copyright content moderation systems differed considerably and are thus divided into two subsections.

A) COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES
Usually, longitudinal studies of changes of websites’ T&Cs (e.g., the proportion of websites that have certain T&Cs or which of their T&Cs mention certain topics) employ computational techniques of textual analysis. However, our case was considerably different. First, given our focus on social media platforms, our database was smaller – and, thus, more analytically manageable. Second, since we were interested in mapping out of which rules different platforms employ to regulate copyright content moderation, and how these rules changed over time and across companies, our approach could hardly be quantitative. For what counts as a “rule” in a document is not necessarily apparent. Much of the documents’ texts are non-normative, and their normative elements do not necessarily follow the same syntax or employ the same words. To put it differently, rules had to be inferred through human interpretation.

These conditions posed considerable hurdles to standard computational tools of textual analysis and invited qualitative methods. In light of our goal of mapping out these rules, we opted for a method that could allow us to chart their general characteristics. Hence, with the help of the manual text analysis software NVivo, we conducted a thematic analysis, a method of “pattern recognition within the data, where emerging themes become the categories for analysis” through the “careful reading and re-reading of the data”. In our case, the “emerging themes” corresponded to, mainly, particular rules. That is to say, we did not begin our analysis using any pre-defined rule as classifiers; rather, these rules emerged inductively from our reading of the documents, being iteratively changed and refined in the process until they became clear categories that we could use to classify our data. The analysis followed some steps:

1. Creation a readable database. When importing documents to NVivo, we assigned them certain metadata: date, kind of document, and name of the platform.
2. Familiarisation with the data. Both during the data collection or in the beginning of the data analysis, we read extensive excerpts of the documents so as to understand some of its general characteristics.
3. Focus on copyright. Each document was read and only the elements that we understood as somehow pertaining to copyright content moderation were coded and separate for further analysis.
4. Development of the coding frame. Initially using SoundCloud’s documents as a pilot, we developed a coding frame, which was slowly enhanced. The crux of our work, meaning the drafting and re-drafting of said rules, was far from linear. Rather, rules emerged out of an iterative reading of the data, and were changed several times before stable formats could be defined. It is important

141 Whether properly trained machine learning algorithms can perform this analysis is an interesting methodological avenue that we did not pursue.
143 Fereday and Muir-Cochrane (n 142).
to stress that only rarely these rules were explicit in the texts we read. More often, creating them involved considerable amounts of interpretation, a relevant observation in terms of replicability of our research. The most important difficulty regards specificity, that is, how many rules a given document excerpt contains. Since one rule (e.g., “Users must respect copyrights”) might contain different specific determinations (e.g., “users must only post their own content”, “users should not post content they do not have rights over”, etc) coders might arrive at different conclusions regarding how many rules a particular excerpt contains and, naturally, which rules these are. As a rule of thumb, we strived to balance specificity and comprehensiveness, and tried to keep the terms used by platforms. Returning to the example we just used, while it is possible to say that “Users must respect copyrights” is in fact composed of those particular and potentially different specific provisions, we coded all of them as part of the same, main provision. There is no single, all-encompassing way to cogently make sense of the large and diverse set of rules we found. To attain our goal of **mapping out** platforms’ provisions – as opposed to an exhaustive examination of the documents’ texts, we also decided to create intermediary themes around which rules could be organized. At the end of our analysis, our coding frame contained eight top-level themes (the kinds of documents where platforms’ copyright rules are located), 15 intermediary themes (the kinds of rules we found, in terms of **normative types** and **subject**, terms explained in Chapter 5) and 95 lower-level themes, which correspond to the actual rules that, according to our work, regulate copyright content moderation in the 15 platforms examined (see Annex II).

5. **Report initial results.** On several occasions, after finishing the analysis of one kind of document in a specific platform, we wrote short reports which described the findings, including how characteristics and rules have changed over time and compiled insights elicited during the analysis, including explanatory ones. The goal was to arrive at certain findings gradually and avoid being overwhelmed by the complexity of the data.

6. **Making sense of change and mentions.** Once all data was coded, we employed NVivo’s “Explore” functionality to create coding/thematic matrixes, which were exported as spreadsheets for further analysis. These analyses focussed on, in addition to the rules (grouped by normative type, subject and normative period), the number of mentions (“references”, as they are called by the NVivo system) to them. “Mention”, for our purposes, could entail for instance a single sentence or a whole paragraph. As long as rules’ statements were uttered independently in the document, they were counted as unique mentions. To assess how rules and mentions fluctuated over time, we employed, mainly, descriptive statistics.

7. **Report final results.** Based on steps 4-6 above, we wrote up answers to our research questions. At this final stage, our broader evaluation frames were how copyright content moderation rules changed (1) over time and (2) across different platforms.

**B) AUTOMATED COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION SYSTEMS**

Since (1) the amount of data we were dealing with regarding automated copyright content moderation systems was much smaller, (2) we did not want to trace these systems’ historical evolution, and (3) we did not want to identify their rules in a formal manner but merely explain how these systems work, no systematic analysis of the accessed and collected documents was carried out. Instead, we merely transposed and reorganized the information found in the documents we accessed or collected, enriched by the information directly provided by Facebook over e-mail. Our findings are,
thus, based on the information contained in the pages and the email, not on insights arising from formal textual analysis, as in the case of copyright content moderation rules.

As with copyright content moderation rules, however, we judged that it would be useful to provide at least one case study, in which we could discuss an automated copyright content moderation system in-depth. We chose Rights Manager, which serves both Meta-owned Facebook and Instagram, as it is both highly relevant, in terms of affected users, and, to date, rarely researched.

2.7.2.4. LIMITATIONS

While reflecting our best efforts, our empirical analysis has some important limitations, which relate to our data collection, analysis and conceptual choices.

First and foremost, our data is unlikely to be complete, due to the limitations of the WBM and platforms’ websites, as explained above. The collection of T&Cs versions of some platforms appeared to be more complete than others, however. In particular, findings about YouTube should be taken cautiously, as we decided not to examine most of their “Copyright Policy” versions. Moreover, several platforms, notably Facebook, YouTube and Instagram, have country- or region-specific versions of their T&Cs. This posed a problem since the WBM neither groups websites into country-specific pages nor allows researchers to know whether these differing versions exist. Therefore, it is likely that versions tailored specifically to the EU are missing from our archive. Finally, as we discovered during our work, copyright content moderation structures are always changing. Our insights should be considered as valid to December 2020 (in relation to rules) and September 2021 (in relation to automated copyright content moderation systems). In regards to Facebook’s answers to our questions, it is important to remember that we had no means to independently validate the accuracy of the information given that is not otherwise publicly accessible. That is, while coming from the company itself, their answers are not necessarily complete, up-to-date, or true.

As to our data analysis, it should be noted that, despite our efforts to make our process transparent, the strongly interpretative nature of our thematic analysis makes it is likely that other coders would arrive at a different set of rules, and/or code the same excerpts differently. This is a natural and arguably unavoidable consequence of the sort of qualitative analysis our research questions demanded. We are confident, however, that eventual disagreements would not be substantial enough to contradict our top-level conclusions.

144 See Section 2.7.2.2 above.
An additional limitation is conceptual. In this study, we take “rules” to mean both the public and written statements that are explicitly defined as “rules” by platforms themselves. It might be possible, however, that platforms’ actual rules regarding copyright are simply different from those they decided to make public. That is, platforms’ copyright content moderation might involve internal and informal “rules” that remain beyond the reach of our methods. One prominent example is the set of “rules” that structure how “rules” are internally discussed and defined – platforms’ policymaking. Studying this process is key but would depend on the benevolence of platforms’ controllers, who would have to accept to be observed and interviewed. Another example, mentioned above (in 2.2), is the recognition that there might be a difference between what is stated in public documents and how algorithmic content moderation systems are actually deployed. Therefore, we cannot guarantee that our conclusions correspond to the real deployment of these systems. That said, given the increasing legal obligations on platform’s attached to T&Cs and the need to justify content moderation decisions based on such T&Cs, these issues will likely have reduced impact for the purposes of our legal analysis.

2.7.2.5. ETHICAL CONCERNS

Throughout our data collection and analysis, we were vigilant about possible ethics issues that could emerge from our work. Since we were mainly studying public documents of large corporations, we could not identify any potential harm caused by our research to any subject. Given the public interest that drives our work, we firmly believe this research can be considered as fair use of platforms’ T&Cs – thus, there was no need to seek their formal approval. Furthermore, since no deception was involved in our repurposing of a real and previously created Facebook page to test Rights Manager’s application process, this method cannot be said to be detrimental to the company.
This chapter carries out a legal mapping of copyright content moderation by online platforms at secondary EU law level. This chapter aims to answer the following sub-research questions (SQRs), from an EU law perspective.

- SQR (2): How is the private and public regulatory framework for content moderation for online platforms structured?
- SQR (3): How do the various elements of that regulatory framework interact?

Our main focus here is the legal regime of art. 17 CDSMD. To explain this complex regime and its implications, we first provide some context on the legal regime that precedes the CDSMD (3.1). We then briefly explain the legislative process leading to the adoption of the Directive (3.2). In order to provide a blueprint for the legal analysis of art. 17, we first provide snapshot of the legal regime (3.3). This is followed by some preliminary remarks that are crucial for the interpretation of the provision, namely relating to the European Commission’s stakeholder consultations and Guidelines on art. 17, and the action for annulment of art. 17 initiated by the Polish government in Case C-401/19. We then provide a detailed analysis of art. 17, with an emphasis on its liability regime and rules with implication for copyright content moderation by OCSSPs (3.4). We then provide a reflection on the normative hierarchy of the provision’s rules on user rights and safeguards vs preventive measures (especially ex ante filters), in light of the Commission’s Guidance, and the AG Opinion and CJEU judgement in Case C-401/19, including the implications of said judgement (3.5). We conclude the chapter with a reference to the interface between art. 17 CDSMD (3.6), where we point readers to detailed a detailed analysis of that topic out by some of the authors of this report in the context of the reCreating Europe project.

3.1. PRE-EXISTING LEGAL FRAMEWORK: THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN THE INFOSOC AND E-COMMERCE DIRECTIVE

Before delving into the new regime of OCSSPs, it is important to set the baseline regime from which art. 17 CDSMD departs from. EU law has been subject to a high level of harmonization stemming from many directives on copyright and related rights, the interpretation of which is determined by CJEU...
case law. This copyright acquis Communautaire often surpasses international minimum standards of protection. For our purposes, the most relevant instruments preceding the CDSMD are the 2001 InfoSoc Directive and the 2000 e-Commerce Directive. This section explains how the relevant provisions in these directives have been interpreted to impose liability on online platforms that host and provide access to copyright-protected content/materials, and how such interpretation ultimately led to art. 17 CDSMD.

3.1.1. THE EVOLUTION OF THE RIGHT OF COMMUNICATION TO THE PUBLIC

The InfoSoc Directive implements the WIPO Treaties into EU law and adapts it to the information society. 148 It recognizes exclusive rights applicable to online use, namely reproduction and communication to the public (including making available), as well as number of exceptions or limitations to the same. 149 The case law of the CJEU traditionally interprets the exclusive rights broadly and the exceptions strictly. 150

Particularly important in this context is the Court’s case law on the right of communication to the public in art. 3 InfoSoc Directive. This provision grants authors a broad right of communication to the public, including making available (paragraph 1) and related right holders a narrower right of making available (paragraph 2). The distinction is justified because the directive leaves intact specific rights of communication recognized for the related rights holders elsewhere in the acquis. 151

The exclusive right applies to communication at a distance, covers online use and is not subject to exhaustion. 152 The “making available” prong applies to interactive “on-demand” use (e.g., uploading), but does not require reception or access of the work by the public. 153

149 Arts. 2-5 InfoSoc Directive.
150 See e.g. João Pedro Quintais, Copyright in the Age of Online Access: Alternative Compensation Systems in EU Law (Kluwer Law International 2017); Rendas (n 112).
151 See Art. 4 SatCab Directive and Art. 8 Rental and Lending Rights Directive, which remain applicable by virtue of Art. 1(2)(b) and (c) InfoSoc Directive.
152 Recital 25 InfoSoc Directive. See e.g. CJEU, 15 March 2012, case C-135/10 Società Consortile Fonografici (SCF) v Marco Del Corso (SCF), para. 59; CJEU, 26 March 2015, case C-279/13 C More Entertainment AB v Linus Sandberg (C More Entertainment), para. 26; CJEU, 19 December 2019, case C-263/18 Nederlands Uitgeversverbond en Groep Algemene Uitgevers tegen Tom Kabinet Internet BV e.a. (Tom Kabinet)
153 Art. 3(3) and Recital 29 InfoSoc Directive. NB since the judgments in Coditel I and II, the CJEU has considered communication to the public to be a service and, therefore, not subject to exhaustion.

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278
There is a vast body of CJEU case law on the right and concept of communication to the public across different directives, including its applicability online.\textsuperscript{154} It is beyond the scope of this chapter to examine this case law in detail. However, it is important to highlight some of the main conclusions from these judgments, since they have direct bearing on our analysis.

First, the right must be interpreted broadly.\textsuperscript{155} Second, “communication to the public” is an autonomous concept of EU law.\textsuperscript{156} Third, communication to the public involves different types of activities both offline and online. In the online context, the Court has confirmed that the exclusive right applies to myriad uses: the “live streaming” or broadcasting by a third party over the Internet of signals from commercial television broadcasters (\textit{ITV Broadcasting}); the provision of “clickable links” giving access to protected works (\textit{Svensson}); the provision of framing links to protected works (\textit{BestWater}); the direct broadcast of a sporting fixture on an Internet site (\textit{C More Entertainment}); the posting of hyperlinks to works on third party websites without the right holder’s consent (\textit{GS Media}); the sale of multi-media players with pre-installed add-ons that contain hyperlinks to websites making available works to the public without the consent of the right holders (\textit{Filmpjesler}); the provision of an online peer-to-peer (p2p) platform that enables the sharing of protected files without the consent of right holders (\textit{Ziggo}); the embedding, by means of the technique of framing, in a third-party website page, of freely accessible protected content on another website, where that embedding circumvents technical protection measures (\textit{VG Bild Kunst}); and the uploading by users of a p2p networks of media files containing a protected work (\textit{Mircom}).\textsuperscript{157}

Interestingly, in one of the latest and crucial instalments of this case law, the Court ruled that a video-sharing platform (\textit{YouTube}) or a file-hosting and -sharing platform (\textit{Upload}), “on which users can illegally make protected content available to the public, does not make a ‘communication to the


\textsuperscript{156} CJEU, 7 December 2006, case C-306/05, Sociedad General de Autores y Editores de España (SGAE) v Rafael Hoteles SA (Rafael Hoteles), para. 31.

\textsuperscript{157} See: CJEU, 7 March 2013, case C-607/11 (ITV Broadcasting); CJEU, 13 February 2014, case C-466/12, Nils Svensson v Retriever Sverige AB (Svensson); CJEU, 21 October 2014, case C-348/13, BestWater International GmbH v Michael Mebes and Stefan Potsch (BestWater); C-279/13 (C More Entertainment); CJEU 8 September 2016, case C-160/15, GS Media BV v Sanoma Media Netherlands BV and Others (GS Media); CJEU, 26 April 2014, case C-527/15, Stichting BREIN v Jack Frederik Wullums (Filmpjesler); CJEU, 14 June 2017, Stichting Brein v Ziggo (Ziggo); CJEU, 9 March 2021, VG Bild-Kunst v Stiftung Preußischer Kulturbesitz (VG Bild Kunst); CJEU, 17 June 2021, case C-597/19, Mircom International Content Management & Consulting (M.I.C.M.) Limited v Telenet NVBA, (Mircom)
public’ of that content, within the meaning of that provision, unless it contributes, beyond merely making that platform available, to giving access to such content to the public in breach of copyright.”

In any case, the Court’s case law has significantly expanded the scope of the right of communication to the public, and as a result the scope of primary or direct liability for copyright infringement in EU law. In doing so, the Court has engaged in a veritable legal jiu-jitsu, namely through the development of criteria and conditions to interpret art. 3 InfoSoc Directive. These can be summarized as follows.

A use triggers the exclusive right if it meets two cumulative conditions: it is (1) an act of communication to the public. An “act of communication” (1) in this sense has at least two pre-requisites or sub-criteria. First, there must be “indispensable role” of the user for that act to take place. In addition, the intervention of that user must be deliberate. This means for instance that a “platform operator makes an “act of communication” when it intervenes, in full knowledge of the consequences of its action, to give its customers access to a protected work, particularly where, in the absence of that intervention, those customers would not, in principle, be able to enjoy the broadcast work”.

That act is made “to the public” (2) if it reaches an indeterminate and fairly large number of recipients as potential beneficiaries of the communication. In addition, the public in question must either be a “new public” (i.e., a public not considered by the copyright holder when they authorized the initial communication) or a public reached through a separate or specific technical means.

In parallel to these cumulative conditions, the CJEU sometimes refers to the profit-making nature or purpose of the communication and other complementary and interdependent factors or sub-criteria, which are taken into consideration to varying degrees in order to make an individual assessment of the concept of communication to the public.

158 CJEU 22 June 2021, Joined Cases C-682/18 and C-683/18, Frank Peterson v Google LLC, YouTube Inc., YouTube LLC, Google Germany GmbH (C-682/18), and Elsevier Inc. v Cyando AG (C-683/18), (YouTube and Cyando)
160 C-682/18 and C-683/18, YouTube and Cyando, paras. 66–68.
161 C-682/18 and C-683/18, YouTube and Cyando, para. 68.
162 For a detailed analysis of the case law developing this conceptual framework, see Quintais, ‘Untangling the Hyperlinking Web’ (n 154). See also, incorporating latter case law, Rosati, ‘When Does a Communication to the Public Under EU Copyright Law Need to Be to a “New Public”? (n 154).
Most of the Court’s interpretative activity expanding the scope of this exclusive right takes place in the analysis of two separate criteria, pre-requisites or sub-factors: “deliberate intervention” and the “new public”. Under the shadow of these criteria, the Court has steadily included the consideration of elements of knowledge, commerciality, and technological restrictions in the assessment of primary or direct liability.\footnote{See e.g. Jane C Ginsburg and Luke Budiardjo, ‘Liability for Providing Hyperlinks to Copyright-Infringing Content: International and Comparative Law Perspectives’ (2018) 41 Columbia Journal of Law & the Arts 153; Christina Angelopoulos and João Pedro Quintais, ‘Fixing Copyright Reform: A Better Solution to Online Infringement’ (2019) 10 JIPITEC 147. On the consideration of technical protection measures as a precondition for the application of art. 3 in certain online scenarios, see C-392/19, VG Bild-Kunst. For commentary on the latter case, see Sebastian Felix Schwemer, ‘Linking: Essential Functionality on the Internet and Never-Ending Story?’ in M Rosenmeier (ed), Festskrift til Jørgen Blomqvist (Ex Tuto, 2021), pp. 623–640 (Ex Tuto 2021) <https://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=3844548> accessed 11 October 2021.} To be precise, after a steady stream of cases where the court mostly developed in great minutiae the new public criterion (from Svensson to VG Bild Kunst), some of the most recent case law has taken aim at a refinement of the concept of “deliberate intervention” (Mircom and YouTube and Cyando).

Although this report does not examine the intricacies of this case law, it is important to emphasize an important development in the later cases. In particular, the fact that they clearly import mental elements into the assessment of “act of communication” requirement of the concept of communication to the public – something that had only previously been done with any level of detail for the “new public” criterion. For instance, the Court in Mircom clarified the legal status of uploading in the context of a p2p network using the BitTorrent protocol, especially as regards the act of the uploading user. In essence, the CJEU states that if it is established (as a factual matter) by the national court that the user is aware of how the software works (i.e., that it automatically uploads pieces of files that have been downloaded by the user), and if the user has not actively turned off the “automatically upload” feature, then that user’s conduct is capable of constituting an act of making available. In a departure from the AG Opinion in this case\footnote{CJEU, 17 December 2020, Case C-597/19, Mircom International Content Management & Consulting (M.I.C.M.) Limited v Telenet BVBA (Mircom), Opinion of Advocate General Szpunar, paras 54-61, suggesting that actual knowledge of the consequences of the act of uploading by the user was not relevant since in this situation such knowledge concerned not an intermediary service provider (as in the preceding case law) but end-users carrying out an initial and autonomous act of communication.}, the Court requires a mental element when assessing the conduct of the user, i.e., that s/he acts “in full knowledge of the consequences of what he or she is doing”.\footnote{C-597/19, Mircom, para. 49.} This shift is even more pronounced in YouTube and Cyando, as further explained below at 3.1.3.

These later judgments therefore solidify the Court’s gradual transformation of the right, away from a traditional strict liability paradigm, incorporating elements that are more typical of the analysis of...
intermediary, secondary or accessory liability. As a result, the Court has eroded the lines between direct/primary and secondary/intermediary/accessory liability in EU copyright law, especially as it regards the activities of online platforms hosting and providing access to copyright-protected content. This development that is at the heart of call for new legal rules for online platforms, which were eventually adopted in art. 17 CDSMD.

Still, to properly understand this development, we must first briefly examine two other pieces of legal puzzle in EU copyright law, namely the rules on injunctions in the InfoSoc Directive and the liability exemption for hosting service providers in the e-Commerce Directive. These are discussed in the following sub-section.

### 3.1.2. INJUNCTIONS AND LIABILITY EXEMPTIONS

The first additional element of the legal puzzle is the InfoSoc Directive’s provisions on sanctions and remedies, and in particular the rule in art. 8(3) obligating Member States to ensure that rights holders can apply for injunctions against intermediaries whose services are used by a third party to infringe copyright, even if the intermediary is not itself directly liable for infringement (and, thus, for damages under art. 8(1) and (2)).

Art. 8(3) has played a significant role in determining the liability of providers of intermediary services and articulates the liability exemptions for intermediaries in the e-Commerce Directive. Although it is up to national law to determine the scope and procedures to seek injunctions, the same is limited inter alia by the operation of fundamental rights recognized in the CFREU. This implies that an injunction must strike a fair balance between conflicting fundamental rights: to copyright as property, on the one hand (art. 17(2) CFREU); and to the protection of personal data and privacy of Internet users, their freedom to receive and impart information, and intermediary service provider’s freedom to conduct a business (respectively, arts. 7, 8, 11 and 16 CFREU).

---


The second additional element of the legal puzzle refers to the e-Commerce Directive’s rules on intermediary liability.\(^{169}\) In EU law, there is no comprehensive harmonization of intermediary liability. A noted, the e-Commerce Directive contains conditional liability exemptions, or “safe harbours”, for certain types of intermediary services involving claims for damages: mere conduit (or access), caching, and hosting.\(^{170}\) The directive further contains a prohibition on the imposition by Member States on intermediary service providers of general monitoring obligations.\(^{171}\) Under this regime, intermediaries may still be required to take measures against the infringement of copyright, since it remains possible to subject intermediaries to injunctions (e.g., under the InfoSoc Directive) and duties of care.\(^{172}\)

The interpretation of this constellation of provisions is incredibly complex and far from settled.\(^{173}\) In its case law on the topic, the CJEU has noted that safe harbours require a sufficient degree of “neutrality” from the intermediary. This approach creates a grey area for the qualification of certain web 2.0 platforms as “neutral”/“passive” vs “active” intermediaries for the purposes of the hosting safe harbour.\(^{174}\)

The approach finds its legal basis in Recital 42 of the e-Commerce Directive, according to which the directive’s safe harbours are applicable only if the provider’s activities are of “a mere technical, automatic and passive nature”. For instance, in Google France/Louis Vuitton, this meant that a platform should play a “neutral” role regarding the data it stores to enjoy safe harbour protection.\(^{175}\) When a provider plays “an active role of such a kind as to give it knowledge of, or control over, the data stored”, it falls outside of the scope of safe-harbour protection.\(^{176}\)

The distinction between “active and “passive” role in this context is unclear. The CJEU has provided some guidance in this respect. Thus, in L’Oréal/eBay the Court stated that if the online sales platform eBay assists users in “optimising the presentation of the offers for sale in question or promoting those offers”, it does not merely play a neutral role but must be considered an active service provider.\(^{177}\)

\(^{169}\) See, generally, Riordan (n 78).

\(^{170}\) Arts 12-14 e-Commerce Directive.

\(^{171}\) Art. 15 e-Commerce Directive.

\(^{172}\) See arts. 13(2), 14(3), 18 e-Commerce Directive.


\(^{174}\) The approach finds its legal basis in Recital 42 e-Commerce Directive, according to which the directive’s safe harbours are applicable only if the platform’s activities are of “a mere technical, automatic and passive nature”. In its case law, the CJEU has applied art. 14 of this directive to a search engine’s advertising service, an online sales platform, and a social networking platform. See C-236/08, C237/08 & C-238/08, Google France/Louis Vuitton; C-324/09, L’Oreal/Ebay.; C-360/10, Netlog. See generally van Hoboken and others (n 72).

\(^{175}\) C-236/08, C237/08 & C-238/08, Google France/Louis Vuitton para. 114.

\(^{176}\) C-236/08, C237/08 & C-238/08, Google France/Louis Vuitton, para. 120.

\(^{177}\) C-324/09, L’Oreal/Ebay, para. 116.
However, the mere fact that eBay “sets the terms of its service, is remunerated for that service and provides general information to its customers” does not mean it plays an active role.\textsuperscript{178} By contrast, in \textit{Google France/Louis Vuitton}, the role played by a service provider in the drafting of a commercial message which accompanies an advertising link or in the establishment or selection of keywords was considered relevant in determining whether the provider is active or passive.\textsuperscript{179}

A further aspect of the legal framework is controversial. Art. 15 e-Commerce Directive (supported by Recital 47) requires that a distinction be made between “general” monitoring obligations and obligations to monitor in “specific” cases. Whereas the earlier would be prohibited, the latter would be permitted. In \textit{L’Oréal/eBay}, the CJEU found that “active monitoring of all the data of each of a [service provider’s] customers in order to prevent any future infringement of intellectual property rights” is not allowed under art. 15.\textsuperscript{180} In line with \textit{L’Oréal/eBay}, the CJEU found in \textit{Scarlet Extended} and \textit{Netlog} that requiring a platform to actively monitor “almost all the data relating to all of its service users in order to prevent any future infringement of intellectual-property rights” is also prohibited under art. 15.\textsuperscript{181}

But in a later case of \textit{Eva Glawischnig-Piesczek}, which concerns not copyright but defamation, the Court took a different approach. In this judgement, the Court accepts that a hosting service provider may monitor all or most of the information uploaded by users if there is a court order identifying a “specific” illegality. Furthermore, the content at issue must be identical or “equivalent” to the content of information which was previously declared to be unlawful. The CJEU however identified a number of constraints on such monitoring, namely that it is: (1) “limited to information conveying a message the content of which remains essentially unchanged compared with the content which gave rise to the finding of illegality and containing the elements specified in the injunction; and (2) “the differences in the wording of that equivalent content, compared with the wording characterising the information which was previously declared to be illegal, are not such as to require the host provider to carry out an independent assessment of that content”.\textsuperscript{182} This suggests for instance that such a specific injunction must be carefully delimited and tailored, as well as susceptible to be implemented via automated means by the provider, i.e., without a human in the loop making the decision.

\textsuperscript{178} C-324/09, \textit{L’Oreal/Ebay} para. 115. See also C-236/08, C237/08 & C-238/08, \textit{Google France/Louis Vuitton}, para. 116.

\textsuperscript{179} C-236/08, C237/08 & C-238/08, \textit{Google France/Louis Vuitton}, para 118.

\textsuperscript{180} C-324/09, \textit{L’Oreal/Ebay}, para. 139.

\textsuperscript{181} C-360/10, \textit{Netlog}, para 38. See also C-70/10, \textit{Scarlet Extended}, para. 40.

\textsuperscript{182} Case C-18/18, \textit{Eva Glawischnig-Piesczek v Facebook Ireland Limited} (3 October 2019), ECLI:EU:C:2019:821 (operative part).
It is not clear whether and to what extent the reasoning in *Glawischnig-Piesczek* applies to copyright law as well, especially given the differences in assessment of defamation via a short textual post on a social media network vs audio-visual material in a video-sharing platform. Furthermore, considering all the above case law, it also remains unclear – in the framework of the e-Commerce Directive – precisely what type of “specific” (as opposed to “general”) monitoring duties may be lawfully imposed on providers to prevent infringement, namely in what concerns pro-active measures like filtering.

*YouTube and Cyando*, the most recent judgement relevant to our analysis, has also not fully elucidated this point. As noted by Angelopoulos, the Court re-states pre-*Glawischnig-Piesczek* case law when it concludes that: “measures that consist in requiring a service provider to introduce, exclusively at its own expense, a screening system which entails general and permanent monitoring in order to prevent any future infringement of intellectual property rights [is] incompatible with Article 15(1) of the Directive on Electronic Commerce”. On this basis, the Court goes on to conclude for the validity of the current German law that conditions the obtaining of an injunction under the national version of art. 8(3) InfoSoc Directive to the requirements that: (1) rights holders to notify a host service provider of infringements on their platform; and (2) that the intermediary fails to intervene expeditiously in order to remove and/or block access to the content in question, and to ensure that such infringements do not recur. Importantly, the Court does not rely on *Glawischnig-Piesczek* for its interpretation or conclusion on general monitoring obligations, leaving the matter to be ultimately clarified in future cases.

---

183 In this respect, see [Favalle 2021] concluding that “it is not legally viable to implement the same norms on such different areas of law [copyright infringement vs hate speech/defamation] as the consequences of these norms infringements are incomparable.”


186 C-682/18 and C-683/18, *YouTube and Cyando*, para. 135.

187 C-682/18 and C-683/18, *YouTube and Cyando*, operative part. The Court further concludes that this law strikes a fair balance between the competing fundamental rights provided the conditions at issue do “not result in the actual cessation of the infringement being delayed in such a way as to cause disproportionate damage to the rightholder”, which is for the national court to determine.

188 But see CJEU, 15 July 2021, Case C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, Opinion of Advocate General Saugmandsgaard Øe, (hereafter AG Opinion C-401/19, Poland), paras 111-115, arguing that the standard for general monitoring obligations for copyright cases has indeed been changed in the wake of *Glawischnig-Piesczek*. 

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278
As explained below, art. 17 CDSMD aims to a certain extent to target this uncertainty, namely by incentivizing – within certain constraints – proactive preventive measures to curtail copyright infringement. However, the new regime does not necessarily add clarity to this complex question.189

3.1.3. DIRECT LIABILITY AND LIABILITY EXEMPTIONS AT A CROSSROADS

The analysis of the pre-existing legal framework shows a trend towards expanding direct liability for communicating works to the public to cover players other than those that are the source or origin of the act of communication, often through the introduction of a multi-factor analysis comprising mental elements. This expansion has taken place in the shadow of the horizontal rules on e-Commerce Directive’s safe-harbours and their interpretation by the Court, in a dialectic relationship between the sector specific (InfoSoc Directive) and horizontal (e-Commerce Directive) rules as they apply online platforms hosting and providing access to copyright-protected content.

Thus far, the expansion of the scope of art. 3 InfoSoc Directive has stopped short of clearly extending direct liability to mainstream hosting platforms, such as those covered by the new regime as OCSSPs.190 This conclusion is clear from the multiple judgments that qualify them as hosting service providers under art. 14 E-Commerce Directive, and is confirmed by the Court’s judgment in YouTube and Cyando and the AG Opinion in Case C-401/19.

YouTube and Cyando is particularly relevant for our analysis here. The judgement joined two cases. The first concerned the video-sharing platform operated by YouTube and takedown and stay down requests of phonograms uploaded by its users. The second has as a defendant a file-hosting and -sharing platform (Uploaded) operated by Cyando, and concerned files uploaded by users and hosted on Uploaded and accessible to the public via links in third-party websites (link collections, blogs, forums), some of which contained unauthorized copies of works. This complex judgment involved the joint interpretation of arts. 3(1) and 8(3) InfoSoc Directive (regarding direct liability for communication to the public and injunctions, respectively), art. 14 e-Commerce Directive (regarding indirect liability and hosting safe harbours) and arts. 11 and 13 Enforcement Directive (concerning damages). As the Court was careful to note, this judgment did not concern the interpretation of art. 17 CDSMD191, even

189 See infra at 3.4.
191 C-682/18 and C-683/18, YouTube and Cyando, para. 59.
if this new provision will henceforth govern the liability of at least some of the providers covered in the judgment, such as YouTube.

For our purposes here, the key question is whether *YouTube* and *Cyando* leads to an identical liability regime (under the InfoSoc and e-Commerce Directives) as that of art. 17 CDSMD. The answer is that it clearly does not. In simple terms, the Court rules that providers such as YouTube and Uploaded are in principle not directly liable for copyright infringements resulting from uploads by their users. The crux of the analysis is found in the “act of communication” requirement, and in particular the “deliberate intervention” criterion. The Court states that end-users make the (primary) act of communication; the platform does play an “indispensable role” but not necessarily “deliberate”. To assess whether there is a “deliberate intervention”, the Court develops a multi-factor test.¹⁹²

For instance, there is a deliberate intervention if the platform operator, despite general or constructive knowledge of illegal content available via its platform, refrains from putting in place the appropriate technological measures that can be expected from a reasonably diligent operator in its situation in order to counter credibly and effectively such infringements. It is also relevant that such operator: (1) participates in selecting protected content illegally communicated to the public, and provides tools on its platform specifically intended for the illegal sharing of such content; or, alternatively, (2) knowingly promotes such sharing, which may be attested by the fact that it has adopted a financial model that encourages users illegally making available infringing content on its platform.¹⁹³

The Court further notes that for purposes of finding a “deliberate intervention” it is not enough to establish that the provider has “general knowledge” of illegal content on platform, or the mere profit-making nature of platform.¹⁹⁴ The later point is important as the Court sets aside the application of the *GS Media* rebuttable presumption of knowledge to this effect and clarifies that no such analogy is possible.¹⁹⁵ On the other hand, it is clarified that “actual knowledge” via a sufficient substantiated notice, followed by the lack of appropriate (i.e., not expeditious) action by the platform provider is sufficient to establish a “deliberate intervention”.¹⁹⁶ In this way, the Court attempt to align its

¹⁹² C-682/18 and C-683/18, *YouTube and Cyando*, paras 84ff.
¹⁹³ C-682/18 and C-683/18, *YouTube and Cyando*, para. 84.
¹⁹⁴ C-682/18 and C-683/18, *YouTube and Cyando*, paras 85ff.
¹⁹⁵ C-682/18 and C-683/18, *YouTube and Cyando*, paras 89.
¹⁹⁶ C-682/18 and C-683/18, *YouTube and Cyando*, para. 85.
assessment of direct liability with its prior considerations on the “active” role of intermediaries under art. 14 e-Commerce Directive.

In the end, it will be up to national Courts to assess the different factors to establish whether a platform operator carries out a deliberate intervention leading to direct liability. But in the present case the Court concludes that on the basis of the facts presented neither YouTube nor Uploaded would be liable for communicating works to the public. As least in one national decision following this judgment, the Austrian Supreme Court relied on YouTube and Cyando to conclude that YouTube, qualified as a hosting service provider, was not liable for copyright infringements by its uploading users provided it had not been notified of the infringing works on its service.

As we shall see, both the underling complexity in the assessment of direct vs intermediary liability under this regime and the exclusion of direct liability for platform providers like YouTube are in stark contrast with the novel rules in art. 17 CDSMD. The result is a bifurcation of legal regimes for online platforms hosting copyright-protected content, translating into different rules for OCSSPs vs non-OCSSPs. In any case, it is important to note that art. 17 CDSMD preceded the judgment in YouTube and Cyando. In the light of then-existing case law, the new provision was demanded by right holders to effectuate a change in the existing legal landscape, forcing OCSSPs outside the scope of the hosting safe harbour and into licensing agreements with OCSSPs under the threat of direct liability for their core activities.

3.2. THE ROAD TO THE NEW DIRECTIVE

The story of the CDSMD can be traced back to the Public Consultation on the Review of EU Copyright Rules, held between December 2013 and March 2014. The consultation covered a broad range of issues on the application of EU copyright rules in the digital environment. The consultation produced thousands of responses, summarized by the Commission in a report published in July 2014. This report was followed by a leaked Commission “white paper” in June 2014 and the Communication

197 See considerations supra at 3.1.2
198 C-682/18 and C-683/18, YouTube and Cyando, paras 92 ff.
200 Husovec and Quintais (n 190), (and references cited therein).
201 Commission, “Public Consultation on the Review of EU Copyright Rules” (2013) (On file with the authors).
“Towards a modern, more European copyright framework” in December 2015, which explicitly stated the intention to regulate content-sharing platforms.204

The proposal for a directive was published in September 2016 by the Commission.205 The process followed the ordinary legislative procedure, which places the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union on equal footing, meaning that a separate process for assessing the proposal took place within each institution. At the Council, there was an agreement on 25 May 2018 on an amended version of the proposal, which set forth the Council’s position and provided the basis for its negotiating mandate.206 At the EU Parliament, five Committees were involved in the discussions, ending with the JURI (Legal Affairs) Committee, which voted on a compromise version on 20 June 2018.207 After some resistance,208 the text eventually made it to the stage of trilogue negotiations, concluded on 13 February 2019. The surviving compromise text was approved by the EU Parliament on 26 March.209 It was then approved by the Council on 15/17 April by a qualified majority.210 Six countries voted against, issuing statements that either criticize the legislative text or lay out some interpretative guidelines on the most contentious issues.211

The legislative process was mired in controversy and heavily lobbied from all sides. The brunt of the criticism of the Directive focused on the new press publishers’ right (then art. 11, now art. 15) and the so-called “value gap” or “upload filters” provision (then art. 13, now art. 17). This criticism included civil society protests212 reminiscent of the ACTA debate, opposition by digital rights NGOs213 and

---

Internet luminaries, and multiple expert statements by research institutes and academics. On balance, however, the lobbying by rights holders’ representatives – especially publishers, the recording industry and (music) collecting societies – appears to have been the most intense and effective, often outweighing empirical research in support of opposite views.

The CDSMD is one of the longest instruments in the copyright acquis, with 86 recitals and 32 articles. It is divided into five titles: general provisions (I), measures to adapt exceptions and limitations to the digital and cross-border environment (II), measures to improve licensing practices and ensure wider access to content (III), measures to achieve a well-functioning marketplace for copyright (IV), and final provisions (V). The table below summarises the Directive’s structure. The second chapter of Title IV contains the much-debated art. 17, which we examine next.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Structure CDSMD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. General provisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Measures to adapt exceptions and limitations to the digital and cross-border environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. Measures to improve licensing practices and ensure wider access to content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. Measures to Achieve a Well-Functioning Marketplace for Copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


217 For analysis of this provision during the legislative process, see, e.g., Angelopoulos, ‘Study on Online Platforms and the Commission’s New Proposal for a Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market’ (n 184); Martin Senftleben and others, ‘The Recommendation on Measures to Safeguard Fundamental Rights and the Open Internet in the Framework of the EU Copyright Reform’ (2018) 40 European Intellectual Property Review 149.
3.3. ARTICLE 17 CDSMD: BRIEF OVERVIEW

As Dusollier notes, art. 17 is the “monster provision” of the new directive, “both by its size and hazardousness”. There is perhaps no better testament to this than the wealth of legal scholarship that already exists on art. 17. In order to understand the provision, it is useful to have a high-level overview of its legal regime, before diving into the details. This is what we propose to do in this section.

Art. 17 applies to OCSSPs. These are defined in art. 2(6) CDSMD, with further guidance in recitals 62 and 63. OCSSPs are providers of an information society service whose main purposes is to store and give the public access to a large amount of protected content by its users, provided it organises and promotes that content for profit-making purposes. The definition also contains a number of exclusions aimed at services that are either not aimed primarily at giving access to copyright-protected content and/or are primarily not for-profit.

As noted, while this concept is new to the copyright acquis, OCSSPs do not appear to constitute a wholly new category of service providers in a technological or business sense. Rather, this is a new legal category covering a type of provider of hosting services whose activities or functions were previously currently regulated in different legal instruments, such as the e-Commerce, InfoSoc and Enforcement Directives.

---

In simple terms, art. 17 states that OCSSPs carry out acts of communication to the public when they give access to works/subject matter uploaded by their users. As a result, these providers become directly liable for their users’ uploads. They are also expressly excluded in paragraph (3) from the hosting safe harbour for copyright relevant acts, previously available to many of them under art. 14(1) e-Commerce Directive. Arguably, this makes Article 17 *lex specialis* to the E-Commerce Directive.

The provision then introduces a complex set of rules to regulate OCSSPs, including a liability exemption mechanism in paragraph (4), and a number of what can be referred to as mitigations measures and safeguards. The liability exemption mechanism is comprised of best efforts obligations for preventive measures, including those aimed at filtering content *ex ante*, at notice and stay-down, and at notice and takedown.220

Among the mitigations measures and safeguards that art. 17 includes we find the following. First, the requirements of a proportionality assessment and the identification of relevant factors for preventive measures.221 Second, a special regime for small and new OCSSPs.222 Third, a set of mandatory exceptions akin to user rights or freedoms that are designed as obligations of result expressly based on fundamental rights.223 Fourth, a clarification that art. 17 does not entail general monitoring – a similar prohibition to that set out in art. 15 e-Commerce Directive.224 Fifth, a set of procedural safeguards, including an in-platform complaint and redress mechanism and rules on out of court redress mechanisms.225

Finally, art. 17(10) tasks the European Commission (EC) with organising stakeholder dialogues to ensure uniform application of the obligation of cooperation between OCSSPs and rights holders and to establish best practices regarding the appropriate industry standards of professional diligence. These stakeholder dialogues have resulted in the publication of Commission Guidance on the interpretation of art. 17.226 We discuss the Guidance below, as well as its implications in key parts of

---

220 Art. 17(4) (b) and (c) CDSM Directive.
221 Art. 17 (5) CDSM Directive.
222 Art. 17 (6) CDSM Directive.
223 Art. 17 (7) CDSM Directive.
225 Art. 17(9) CDSM Directive.
the legal regime of art. 17. However, a few points should be made already at this stage. First, the Guidance was adopted as a Communication and is therefore not binding. Furthermore, as the Guidance itself states, it might have to reviewed in light of the CJEU judgement in C-401/192. In fact, the Opinion of the Advocate General (AG) in that case suggests that key aspects of the Guidance might not be in conformity with fundamental rights. Although the same criticism is not explicitly made by the Court in the judgment, it appears clear (as we argue below) that at least some parts of the Guidance are at odds with the judgment. Still, the Guidance is a rich document that is bound to influence national implementations, including on the topics of copyright content moderation of the relationship between platforms and users.

In sum, as regards the relationship between platforms and users, art. 17 mostly sets rules for (certain types of) content moderation by platforms. These moderation actions result from the application of best efforts obligations vis-à-vis rights holders to apply preventive measures, a pre-condition for platforms to benefit from a liability exemption regarding content uploaded by users. Such measures must be applied with respect for users’ rights embodied in certain freedom of expression-based exceptions. As we explain below, this will in principle require national laws to recognize the need for platforms to adopt ex ante safeguards, since ex post complaint and redress mechanisms are insufficient to ensure the respect of user rights.

3.4. ARTICLE 17 CDSMD IN DEPTH

3.4.1. THE CONCEPT OF ONLINE CONTENT-SHARING SERVICE PROVIDER (OCSSPS)
Article 17 CDSMD regulates OCSSPs. These are defined in Art. 2(6) as service providers with a profit-making purpose that store and give the public access to a large amount of works or other subject matter uploaded by their end-users, which they organise and promote. Recital 62 gives further guidance on how to interpret the definition, in particular the importance of a relevant service’s substitution effects and of a case-by-case assessment of a provider’s profit-making purposes.

There is no doubt that the definition of OCSSP includes well-known user-upload or user-generated content video-sharing platforms like YouTube. It probably also includes social networking platforms with similar functionalities (e.g., Facebook), although some authors point out that certain aspects in the legal definition raise doubts in this regard.232

The scope of the definition is further clarified by a non-exhaustive list of exclusions in art. 2(6), which includes electronic communication services (e.g., Skype), providers of business-to-business cloud services and cloud services (e.g., Dropbox), online marketplaces (e.g., eBay), not-for profit online encyclopaedias (e.g., Wikipedia), not-for-profit educational and scientific repositories (e.g., ArXiv.org), and open-source software developing and sharing platforms (e.g., GitHub). Not all the types of excluded platforms listed follow neatly from the application of the definition. Some of them are undoubtedly the result of lobbying and political expediency. However, the exclusions share one or both of the following characteristics: (a) the main activity of these services is not giving access to protected content; and (b) the listed services are (at least at time of writing) wholly or predominantly not for-profit.233

A further aspect in the definition is noteworthy. Recital 62 contains an ambiguous reference to piracy websites that would at first glance open the door to exclude them from the definition of OCSSP. However, a closer reading suggests otherwise. Piracy websites can qualify as OCSSPs but are subject to a stricter regime according to the recital, since they would not be able to benefit from the special liability exemption mechanism in art. 17(4). As a result, if a piracy website qualifies as an OCSSP, it would be strictly liable without the possibility of benefiting from the liability exemption mechanism in paragraph (4).234

---

232 See Metzger and others (n 11) 2-4; Dusollier (n 11).
233 This aligns with recital 62 CDSMD, which states that that the definition ‘should not include services that have a main purpose other than that of enabling users to upload and share a large amount of copyright-protected content with the purpose of obtaining profit from that activity.’
234 On art 17(4), see infra at 3.4.4–3.4.5. Recital 62 CDSMD states that “the liability exemption mechanism provided for in this Directive should not apply” to piracy websites.
While this concept is new to the copyright acquis, OCSSPs do not appear to constitute a wholly new category of service providers in a technological or business sense. Rather, this is a new legal category covering a type of provider of hosting services whose activities or functions were previously regulated in different legal instruments, such as the e-Commerce, InfoSoc and Enforcement Directives. However, the legal design of art. 17 CDSMD constitutes a new development. Until now, EU copyright law did not attach liability to a legally specified category of providers, but rather on the basis of acts (communication to the public) and services or functions (hosting). Now, direct liability for communication to the public is attached to the legal qualification of a provider as an OCSSP.

For the analysis of this new legal category, it is instructive to critically look at the Commission’s Guidance, which dedicates a separate section to the topic.235

First, the Guidance states that the concept of OCSSP is maximum harmonization: Member States may not widen or reduce the scope of application of the definition in art. 2(6). Apparently clear on its face, the statement is problematic insofar as the Guidance itself is unclear about the actual scope of the concept. The inherent incentive for Member States is for a verbatim transposition. However, that would not suffice, since the Guidance states that Member States should transpose into their laws the elements in Recitals 61, 62 and 63. But since the elements in the recitals are to some extent open to interpretation, it remains unclear what exactly is the scope of the OCSSP definition, from which Member States cannot deviate from. As an example, Recital 63 explicitly requires a case-by-case assessment of what providers qualify as an OCSSP.

To mitigate these concerns and add clarity for national legislators, the Guidance addresses each requirement of the OCSSP definition. First, on the requirement on “main purpose” of the service provider, it states that that main purpose (or one of the main purposes) must mirror the chief or predominant function or role of service provider. This assessment “should be technology and business model neutral in order to be future proof.”236

Second, on the requirement that a service provider must store a “large amount” of protected content, Members States should “refrain from quantifying” that amount in national law due to risk of fragmentation of national approaches. Consequently, this too must be assessed on a case-by-case basis, combining elements mentioned in Recital 63.237

---

235 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), pp.3-5 (Section III).
237 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p. 5. NB it remains unclear if all the elements in the recital must be combined in the assessment.
Third, on the requirement that the service provider pursues a “profit-making purpose” when organizing or promoting content, it is not enough that the provider is an economic operator or to look at its legal form. Profits must be connected to “organisation and promotion of the content uploaded by the users in a manner to attract a wider audience”, e.g., via advertisement next to uploaded content. In addition, certain activities are insufficient to qualify as for profit. These include receiving a fee from users to cover the operating costs of hosting their content or soliciting donations.

Finally, in an interesting legal twist in the Commission’s interpretation, the Guidance states that if a provider offers multiple services, then there is a need for service-by-service analysis to assess whether it qualifies as an OCSSP. With this statement, the Guidance attempts to walk a legal tightrope by trying to fit logic of art. 2(6), which is focused on defining a certain type of service provider to whom direct liability is attributed, with traditional liability analysis under copyright law, which focuses on acts, services or functions by/of providers.

In fairness, the Guidance does a good job of aligning the new regime with the existing framework and CJEU case law on communication to the public. However, it cannot square the circle. Such an effort can at best approximate the regimes and improve their consistency. It cannot change the fact that the arts. 2(6) and 17 CDSMD mark a conceptual departure from previous law on how to attribute liability to a sub-set of online service providers. In short, in the new regime, if a provider is an OCSSP, then direct liability follows; in the old regime, if an act of a provider qualifies as communication to the public, then direct liability follows. How a provider is qualified as an OCSSP depends inter alia on several open-ended factors; some of these may be similar to the factors developed by the Court to establish direct liability in the pre-existing regime. Still, the structural differences in legal design of both are undeniable, and they translate into distinct approaches to the attribution of liability.

3.4.2. THE AUTHORISATION DIMENSION: DIRECT LIABILITY AND MERGER OF RESTRICTED ACTS

238 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p. 5.
239 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p. 5.
241 This section reproduces parts of and relies on Quintais, *The New Liability Paradigm for Online Platforms in EU Copyright Law [Forthcoming]* (n 147).
As the Commission’s Guidance recognises, art. 17 “creates a legal basis” for rightsholders to authorise the use of their works when uploaded by users. It is therefore more than a “clarification” of the existing law, as it changes the pre-existing legal framework, namely vis-à-vis art. 3 InfoSoc Directive.242

There has been discussion in scholarship surrounding the legal nature of art. 17. Four interpretative options exist: (a) art. 17 is fully encompassed in the minimum international standard; (b) art. 17 is fully encompassed in the EU standard of art. 3 InfoSoc Directive, as interpreted by the CJEU; (c) art. 17 introduces a special right; (d) art. 17 introduces a sui generis right.243 A special right would mean that although the scope of acts it covers is within the pre-existing scope of the right of communication to the public in art. 3 InfoSoc Directive, it follows a separate regime with its own particular rules. Conversely, a new (sui generis) right would mean that it amounts to a wholly new right of communication to the public, which extends the concept beyond the already broad EU notion of the communication to the public in art. 3 InfoSoc Directive as interpreted by the CJEU.244 In its Guidance, the Commission endorses Option (c) by stating that art. 17 is lex specialis, and rejects other options, including that the provision introduces a new right.245

An important consequence of the lex specialis nature of art. 17 is that the provision requires specific implementation into national law. That is to say, it is not possible for Member States to rely on their previous implementation of art. 3 InfoSoc Directive. In this regard, a key aspect of the legal regime is that OCSSPs provide access to content originating from user uploads. As a result, national laws must explicitly introduce “specific conditions” that reflect this composite nature of the act of communication.246 Building on the qualifications above, it is important to further explore the concept and scope of the authorisations mentioned in arts. 17(1) and (2).

An initial consideration in the interpretation of art. 17(1) is that does not define “authorisation”, which is viewed as an open-ended concept. Member States can therefore provide for different authorisation models.247 In the second place, in line with the Guidance, it is argued that the acts of communication/making available to the public in art. 17(1) include any necessary reproductions for

242 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p. 2. The point is clear from the statement that art. 17 is lex specialis to arts. 3 InfoSoc Directive and 14 e-Commerce Directive.
243 Husovec and Quintais (n 190).
244 Husovec and Quintais (n 190).
245 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p. 3.
247 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), pp. 5-6. An interesting clarification in this respect is that the concept of authorisation does not require a remunerative counter performance. Indeed, it is also acceptable that an authorisation is given for free (e.g., as with Creative Commons licenses) for “data or promotional activities”. Id., p. 6.
those purposes. 248 In other words, there is a functional merger between reproduction and communication to the public. The result is that no separate permission is required for reproductions in this context.249

From these statements it results that certain authorisation models are possible for the right in art. 17(1). This is the case, first, of individual and voluntary forms of collective licensing, provided the requirements of the Collective Rights Management Directive250 are met.251 It is also the case for collective licensing with extended effect, provided the authorisation at issue is compliant with the requirements of art. 12 CDSMD, as transposed into national law.252

More controversial is the question of whether mandatory collective licensing and statutory licensing are viable authorisation models, since they are not voluntary for rightsholders, or at the very least do not include an opt-out safeguard. Some of us have argued elsewhere that this should be a possibility if it is accepted that the right in art. 17(1) is lex specialis, since this theoretically opens the door for non-voluntary and hybrid authorisation models, within certain limits, namely the effet utile of the provision.253 The Commission’s Guidance is silent in this respect, seemingly not endorsing this option. However, this possibility seems to have been rejected by the CJEU in its judgement in Case C-401/19 – Poland v Parliament and Council, when stating that the contractual freedom of rights holders should not be affected by the new regime, and that “rightholders should not be obliged to give an authorisation or to conclude licensing agreements.”254

As regards art. 17(2), the objective of this provision is legal certainty for as many uploading users as possible. The provision states that authorisations obtained by OCSSPs shall also cover acts carried out

---

248 Guidance Art. 17 CDSM Directive (n. 226), pp. 5-7. Relatedly, the Guidance states that it should be possible for rightholders to not grant an authorisation to OCSSPs for acts of communication to the public under art. 17. See also Recital 61 CDSMD, making reference to contractual freedom.


251 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), pp. 6-7. NB at least in the context of individual agreements, the Guidance encourages Member States to use, establish or maintain voluntary mechanisms to facilitate agreements between rightsholders and OCSSPs, perhaps nodding at mechanisms similar to those envisaged in art. 13 CDSMD. See id., p.6. On the topic of authorization models for the right in art. 17, see also Husovec and Quintais (n 190).

252 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), pp. 6-7. See also on the validity of CLEE as an authorization model in this area, Husovec and Quintais (n 190).

253 For a detailed argument, see Husovec and Quintais (n 190).

254 Case C-401/19 – Poland v Parliament and Council, para. 61
by users of the services. The scope of the authorisation for these users extends to all their uploading acts that are: (1) for a non-commercial purpose; or (2) generating non-significant revenues.

In defining these concepts, Member States are told not to pre-set quantitative thresholds for “significant revenues”. This means that these concepts must be defined pursuant to a case-by-case analysis.255 One important clarification is that if the user has explicit authorisation to upload content, there is no need for additional authorisation to the OCSSP.256 This subsequent availability is within the scope of the initial authorisation, and not a presumption in favour of OCSSPs.257 In other words, and as argued elsewhere, art. 17(2) merges the act of OCSSP with the non-commercial acts of their users. Once an authorisation is granted, these acts cannot be split.258 This is a clear distinction from the pre-existing regime, where acts of platforms and users were assessed separately, and could only under specific scenarios and interpretations be considered functionally merged.

The final dimension of the authorisation mechanism in art. 17 relates to the obligation of best efforts to obtain an authorisation in art. 17(4)(a). We address this below at 3.4.4.

3.4.3. RELATION TO THE HOSTING LIABILITY EXEMPTION IN THE E-COMMERCE DIRECTIVE

The relation between the art. 17 CDSMD regime and the horizontal e-Commerce Directive is relevant in at least two dimensions: firstly, the relation between the hosting liability exemption in art. 14 e-Commerce Directive and the novel regime in art. 17(4) CDSMD; and secondly, the relation between the prohibition of general monitoring in art. 15 e-Commerce Directive and art. 17(8) CDSMD. The second dimension is addressed below at 3.4.8.2

As for the first dimension, we recall here what was described above regarding art. 14 e-Commerce Directive and the Courts interpretation thereof.259 In this respect, art. 17(3) CDSMD is clear. If an act of an OCSSP is covered by art. 17(1) and (2), then the hosting liability exemption in art. 14(1) does not apply to that act. In other words, the OCSSP is directly liable without the possibility of benefiting from the liability exemption for hosting service providers in the e-Commerce Directive. For acts of those

256 See Recital 69 CDSMD.
257 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), pp. 7-8. However, the Guidance adds that it is up to rightsholders to expressly exclude subsequent uploading from the authorisation to end-users. To do so, the Commission encourages sharing of information to prevent blocking of legitimate uses.
258 See, for a detailed analysis of the consequences of this qualification, Husovec and Quintais (n 190).
259 See supra at 3.1.2–3.1.3.
same online platforms that do not fall under the scope of arts. 17(1) and (2) – especially the hosting of illegal content that is not copyright infringement – art. 14 e-Commerce Directive remains applicable.\footnote{Art. 17(3) CDSMD, second subparagraph.} The logic conclusion of this regime, therefore, is that art. 17 is not only \textit{lex specialis} to art. 3 InfoSoc Directive, but also to art. 14 e-Commerce Directive.\footnote{Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p. 2.}

### 3.4.4. BEST EFFORTS TO OBTAIN AN AUTHORIZATION (ALSO AS A CONDITION FOR LIABILITY EXEMPTION) \footnote{This section reproduces parts of and relies on Quintais, 'The New Liability Paradigm for Online Platforms in EU Copyright Law [Forthcoming]' (n 147).}

The liability exemption mechanism on art. 17(4) CDSMD encompasses a series of \textit{cumulative} “best efforts” obligations to: (a) obtain an authorisation; (b) ensure unavailability of specific protected content; and (c) put in place notice and take down and notice and stay down mechanisms. This section focuses on first obligation (a), which is also a complete novelty as compared to the pre-existing regime under art. 3 InfoSoc Directive. Indeed, this obligation has a dual role: it qualifies the extent of the authorisation requirement for OCSSPs in art. 17(1); and is the first condition OCSSPs must meet to benefit from the liability exemption in art. 17(4).

Three important clarifications on best efforts obligations result from the Commission's Guidance. First, “best efforts” is an autonomous concept of EU law. Second, “best efforts” obligations are hierarchically inferior to the obligations of result in arts. 17(7), (8) and (9). Third, the proportionality principle in 17(5) should “be considered” when assessing \textit{all} best efforts obligations in 17(4). This latter consideration is particularly important to protect OCSSPs’ freedom to conduct a business in art. 16 CFREU.\footnote{Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p. 8.}

According to the Commission, the obligation of “best efforts” to obtain authorisation in 17(4)(a) requires case-by-case analysis of actions of OCSSPs to seek out and/or engage with rightsholders. More concretely, a minimum threshold of that obligation is that OCSSPs engage proactively with rightsholders that can be easily identified and located, notably those with broad catalogues, such as collective rights management organisations (\textit{CMOs}). On the flipside, OCSSPs should not be expected to proactively seek out rightsholders “not easily identifiable by any reasonable standard”.\footnote{Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p.9. To facilitate this, the Guidance suggests that Member States may encourage development of registries of rightholders to be consulted by OCSSPs, in compliance with data protection rules Id. p. 9 On how the structure of art. 17 favors big rights holders, see Husovec and Quintais (n 68).}
The Guidance further notes that the obligations under art. 17(4)(a) should be asymmetric depending on the OCSSP in question. In simplified terms, larger OCSSPs (“with a big audience in several or all Member States”) must seek out “high number of rightholders”, at least for the content that is predominant on their services. OCSSPs that are smaller, i.e., with a limited or national audience, must seek at least CMOs and “possibly a few other easily identifiable rightholders.” Those small and new OCSSPs covered by art. 17(6) must also seek out licenses, although the extent of their obligations should be assessed on a case-by-case basis with consideration for the principle of proportionality. In any case, smaller OCSSPs must provide contact details to potential licensees and engage with these if contacted by them.\textsuperscript{265}

Against this basic set-up, the Guidance states that refusals to negotiate or unreasonable refusals to license by rightsholders result in OCSSPs meeting their obligation to seek authorisation under art. 17(4)(a). However, it is up to OCSSPs to demonstrate this, which might be challenging in practice, at least in the context of individual licensing deals.\textsuperscript{266} A relevant wrinkle is suggested for cases where a type of content is present but not common or prevalent on a certain platform. Here, OCSSPs do not need to proactively seek out licenses but must still “engage” with rightsholders that offer them.\textsuperscript{267}

This point is trickier than it seems. At first glance, it is legally sound, since art. 17(1) leads to direct liability for protected content hosted by OCSSPs. Therefore, where the content is identified, it is susceptible of licensing. But if content is less common or prevalent on a service, then an OCSSP might have no interest in hosting it and could therefore legitimately choose to take it down (e.g., under art. 17(4)(c)). However, the structure of the provision means that in order to benefit from a liability exemption, OCSSPs must demonstrate best efforts under 17(4)(a).

What the Guidance is saying then is that OCSSP must make best efforts to license content in which they might not be at all interested. Seen in this light, this is quite a far-reaching statement, perhaps inconsistent with the proportionality provision in art. 17(5) CDSMD and providers’ freedom to conduct a business in art. 16 CFREU.

Reading the Guidance, it is unclear whether OCSSPs they have an obligation to license the less common or prevalent content under the same terms as the content that is core to their platform. If yes, then the only difference in this scenario is that OCSSPs are not required to proactively seek authorisation. On the other hand, and as potential mitigation on this obligation, it could be argued

\textsuperscript{265} Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p.9.
\textsuperscript{266} Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), pp. 9-10.
\textsuperscript{267} For criticism, see Quintais, ‘Commission’s Guidance on Art. 17 DSM Directive’ (n 226).
that this content is of less importance and value to the OCSSP. Therefore, the obligation on OCSSPs pursuant to art. 17(4)(a) should be modulated accordingly, e.g., requiring a lower remuneration.

One key criterion to assess compliance with the obligation in art. 17(4)(a) is that licensing terms “should be fair and keep a reasonable balance between both parties” and be subject to the payment of “appropriate remuneration”.268 As a result, OCSSPs must accept to conclude licenses that are “offered on fair terms” and maintain “a reasonable balance between the parties”. Whether art. 17(4)(a) ends up in practice as a “best efforts” obligation or a more far-ranging obligation to license will depend on how these “fair terms” and “reasonable balance” are ultimately defined and applies to different OCSSPs and types of content.269

3.4.5. THE LIABILITY EXEMPTION MECHANISM PROPER: PREVENTIVE/PROACTIVE AND REACTIVE MEASURES270

Assuming OCCSPs are able to demonstrate best efforts to obtain an authorization, they must then comply with the additional requirements of art. 17(4)(b) and (c) to benefit from a liability exemption for the user-uploaded content they host. As noted, these obligations relate to preventive/proactive and reactive measures.

For preventive or proactive measures, OCSSPs must first receive from rights holders “relevant and necessary information”, upon which they must either carry out “best efforts to ensure the unavailability of specific works” (4(b)) or ensure the works already taken down do not resurface on the platform (4(c)). The first obligation provides clear incentives for the adoption of ex-ante filtering measures, what some have called “upload filters”; the second institutes a notice-and-stay down (NSD) regime, also labelled “re-upload filters”. Differently, the other measure foreseen in paragraph art. 17 (4)(c) is reactive: OCSSPs must put in pace a notice-and-takedown (NTD) system, pursuant to which they must act “expeditiously” to remove or disable access to content they host upon receiving a

268 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p.10. The Guidance takes this to mean, first, that “fair terms” are to be assessed on a case-by-case basis. In addition, a fair licensing deal means that OCSSP must be transparent about criteria used to identify and remunerate use of works, including as regards the use of content recognition technology. See also Recital 61 CDSMD.
269 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p.10. The situation is clearer and perhaps less problematic for licenses that are negotiated with CMOs, which must comply with the requirements of art. 16 of the Collective Rights Management Directive. Arguing that “[f]or that reason alone, it might be worth seriously exploring collective authorisation models for the right in art. 17”, see Quintais, ‘Commission’s Guidance on Art. 17 CDSM Directive’ (n 226).
270 This section reproduces parts of and relies on Quintais, ‘The New Liability Paradigm for Online Platforms in EU Copyright Law [Forthcoming]’ (n 147).
“sufficiently substantiated notice from the rightholders”. This regime is like that existing previously under art. 14 e-Commerce Directive.

All obligations of best efforts must be interpreted in accordance with the principle of proportionality and the factors described in art. 17(5) CDSMD: the type, the audience and the size of the service and the type of protected content uploaded by their users; and the availability of suitable and effective means and their cost for OCSSP. Furthermore, art. 17(6) partially exempts from this regime OCSSPs that are “new service providers with small turnover and audience”. Such OCSSPs must only comply with mitigated obligations to benefit from the liability exemption mechanism in paragraph (4).

On preventive or proactive measures, the Commission’s Guidance states that information is considered “relevant” if it is at least “accurate about the rights ownership of the particular work or subject matter in question”. The consideration of whether it is “necessary” is trickier, and it will vary on the technical solutions deployed by OCSSPs; in any case, such information must allow for the effective application of the providers’ solutions, where they are used.

The Guidance also provides some detail on how such preventive or proactive measures should be implemented. Any measures deployed by OCSSPs must follow “high industry standards of professional diligence”, to be assessed especially against “available industry practices on the market” at the time, including technological solutions. OCSSPs have flexibility only in choosing between available solutions, assuming such choice exists on the market.

When discussing current market practices that emerged from the Stakeholder Dialogues, the Guidance highlights content recognition based on fingerprinting as the main example, although recognising that is not the market standard for smaller OCSSPs. Other technologies identified include hashing, watermarking, use of metadata and keyword search; these can also be used in combination. Such technologies are sometimes developed in-house (e.g., YouTube’s ContentID or Meta/Facebook’s Rights Manager), and other times acquired from third parties (e.g., from Audible Magic or Pex).


272 On the interpretation of art. 17(6), see Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), pp. 16-17.


Ultimately, whether an OCSSP complies with its best efforts obligations regarding proactive measures will depend on a multi-factor case-by-case assessment considering paragraphs (5), (7) and (9), and including: the consideration of the asymmetric nature of the obligations (depending on size and type of platform); the cost assessment of available technological solutions; and the type of content hosted by the platform and in relation to which a measure is deployed.277

This brief tour of the liability exemption mechanism in art. 17(4) is sufficient to explain how it stands apart from the pre-existing regime of copyright liability for online platforms under art. 3 InfoSoc Directive. One crucial difference is that the new regime embeds a multi-pronged liability exemption mechanism within the scheme of direct or primary liability for OCSSPs. This mechanism contains several original features: cumulative best efforts requirements; a gateway requirement of best efforts to obtain an authorisation as a pre-condition for the exemption; clear preventive/proactive obligations to avoid availability of notified content in the first place, and to prevent its reappearance (NSD); reactive obligations in the form of an NTD scheme that is located within the assessment of direct liability as opposed to intermediary or secondary liability; a clear identification of the proportionality principle and assessment factors for the best efforts obligations; a mitigated regime for small and new OCSSPs; and the specific requirement to comply with substantive and procedural safeguards in arts. 17(7) and (9), both discussed in greater detail below.278 The “hybrid character” of art. 17 in general279, and of its liability exemption mechanism, highlight the turn of the EU legislator towards a new liability paradigm for copyright content-sharing platforms.

As we note below, the Commission’s Guidance provides several recommendations on how to implement the preventive measures in art. 17(4) in a manner that is compliant with the obligations in the rest of the provision, namely paragraph (7). As it is also argued below, and in line with the AG Opinion and the Court’s judgement in Case C-401/19, it is questionable whether this aim was achieved.

### 3.4.6. PROPORTIONALITY ASSESSMENT AND FACTORS280

Art. 17(5) CDSMD states that several elements shall be part of the assessment when determining whether an OCSSP complies with the obligations in order to benefit from the liability exemption provided for in art. 17(4).

---

278 On the latter, see Quintais and others (n 21); Garstka (n 219); Schwemer and Schovsbo (n 21).
279 Leistner repeatedly refers the hybrid character of the provision. See Leistner (n 159) 8, 23, 34.
280 This section reproduces parts of and relies on Schwemer, ‘Article 17 at the Intersection of EU Copyright Law and Platform Regulation’ (n 219) 419.
A first group of elements relates to the specific OCSSP, namely its type, audience, size of the service and type of works or other subject matter uploaded by the users. A second group of elements relates to the broader and more general “availability of suitable and effective means and their cost for service providers.” Additionally, the lengthy recital 66 supplements that “account should be taken of whether the service provider has taken all the steps that would be taken by a diligent operator to achieve the result of preventing the availability of unauthorized works (...) taking into account best industry practices and the effectiveness of the steps taken (...) as well as the principle of proportionality”.

Thus, even if an online platform falls under the scope of art. 17, the specific circumstances both in relation to the platform itself and the broader industry standards as well as the proportionality of the “means”, will have to be considered. Importantly, given that there is no specific reference to art.17(4)(a) or (b) exclusively, this “specific circumstances test” is also to be applied also in relation to the NTD and NSD mechanisms contained in art. 17(4)(c). This is also the conclusion of the Commission’s Guidance, which endorses the application of the same criteria for these measures as those advanced for the preventive measures under art. 17(4)(b).

This could be, for example, of relevance for online discussion fora, start-ups or small or medium-sized OCSSPs, which cannot benefit from a softer liability exemption regime once they have been operating for more than three years. In any case, it is noted that art. 17(5) – and the principle of proportionality – must be taken into consideration when interpreting the provision on in art. 17(6) on the special regime for small and new OCSSPs, namely in assessing whether such providers complied with their best efforts obligations regarding preventive measures.

3.4.7. SPECIAL REGIME FOR (SMALL AND) NEW OCSSPS

Art. 17(6) contains a partial exception to the liability regime in paragraph (4), to the benefit of OCSSPs that are “new service providers with small turnover and audience”. These small and new providers
remain covered by the regime in art. 17 but are subject to mitigated obligations in order to benefit
from the liability exemption mechanism.\textsuperscript{285}

Art. 17(6) and recital 67 CDSMD identify two scenarios in which OCSSPs are exempted from some of
the preventive obligations in art. 17(4)(b) and (c). First, OCSSPs that are under three years old and
have an annual turnover below EUR 10 million are only subject to the NTD obligation in art. 17(4)(c).
Second, OCSSPs that meet the conditions of the first scenario and additionally have more than 5
million monthly unique visitors, are also subject to the NSD obligations art 17(4)(c).\textsuperscript{286} As noted, in
both scenarios these obligations must be assessed considering the principle of proportionality in art.
17(5).\textsuperscript{287}

Importantly, this mitigated regime does not affect the availability of other remedies against small and
new OCSSPs, since these providers remain subject to the same remedies as larger platforms. In
particular, they are still subject to injunctions under art. 8(3) InfoSoc Directive if their services are used
by a third-party user to infringe copyright.\textsuperscript{288}

3.4.8. SUBSTANTIVE AND PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS

In order to mitigate the potential negative effects of the preventive measures on users and platforms’
fundamental rights, the remainder of art. 17 introduces the following substantive and procedural
safeguards, which we analyse in this subsection: mandatory exceptions and limitations (E&Ls) or “user
rights” (3.4.8.1); a prohibition on general monitoring obligations (3.4.8.2); and procedural or ex post
safeguards (3.4.8.3).

3.4.8.1. MANDATORY EXCEPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS OR USER RIGHTS\textsuperscript{289}

\textsuperscript{285} See Schwemer, ‘Article 17 at the Intersection of EU Copyright Law and Platform Regulation’ (n 219). noting that only very
new services will be able to benefit from this eased liability exemption regime even though the respective criteria have been
described as covering SMEs during the legislative process. Germany, in its statement accompanying its vote in the Council, for
example underlined that it aims to clarify that services like blogs and online fora as well as messenger services like WhatsApp
fall out of the scope of Article 17. See Council of the European Union, Statement by Germany, (5 April 2019), point 6, p. 4.
\textsuperscript{286} See recital 66 CDSMD, stating that visitors from across the EU must be considered when calculating this threshold. N.B.
some of the thresholds used to define the exclusion scenarios are taken from other legislative instruments: art 16(2) CRM
Directive; and Commission Recommendation of 6 May 2003 concerning the definition of micro, small and medium-sized
\textsuperscript{287} See supra at 3.4.6 and Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p.17.
\textsuperscript{288} Recital 66, first paragraph, third sentence CDSMD. For a detailed analysis of the legal regime of injunctions in art 8(3)
InfoSoc Directive, see Husovec (n 168).
\textsuperscript{289} This section reproduces parts of, relies on and develops prior research from some of authors of this report, namely: Quintais
and others (n 21); Schwemer and Schovsbo (n 21).
The CDSMD acknowledges the general importance of fundamental rights, e.g., in recital 84, where it stipulates broadly:

“This Directive respects the fundamental rights and observes the principles recognised in particular by the Charter. Accordingly, this Directive should be interpreted and applied in accordance with those rights and principles.”

In addition, the Directive comes with specific safeguards regarding users. Recital 70 notes:

“The steps taken by online content-sharing service providers in cooperation with rightholders should be without prejudice to the application of exceptions or limitations to copyright, including, in particular, those which guarantee the freedom of expression of users. Users should be allowed to upload and make available content generated by users for the specific purposes of quotation, criticism, review, caricature, parody or pastiche. That is particularly important for the purposes of striking a balance between the fundamental rights laid down in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (‘the Charter’), in particular the freedom of expression and the freedom of the arts, and the right to property, including intellectual property. Those exceptions and limitations should, therefore, be made mandatory in order to ensure that users receive uniform protection across the Union. It is important to ensure that online content-sharing service providers operate an effective complaint and redress mechanism to support use for such specific purposes.”

The Explanatory Memorandum accompanying the proposal for the Directive commented on the role of mitigation measures:

‘the Directive has a limited impact on the freedom to conduct a business and on the freedom of expression and information, as recognised respectively by Articles 16 and 11 of the Charter, due to the mitigation measures put in place and a balanced approach to the obligations set on the relevant stakeholders.’

290 Emphasis added.
291 See European Commission, Proposal for a Directive on copyright in the Digital Single Market, COM/2016/0593 final - 2016/0280 (COD), Explanatory Memorandum p. 9. See also European Commission, Commission Staff Working Document, Impact Assessment on the modernisation of EU copyright rules, Brussels, 14.9.2016 SWD(2016) 301 final, Part 1, pp. 154-155, noting that ‘[t]he freedom of expression and information may be affected negatively in cases where the services limit user uploaded content in an unjustified manner (e.g., when an exception or a limitation to copyright applies or the content is in public domain) or when the technologies fail to identify the content correctly’.
The most distinct feature relates to this latter point, namely the balancing within art. 17(7) (addressed in this section) and (9), which was only introduced relatively late in the legislative process. Art. 17(7) reads:

“The cooperation between online content-sharing service providers and rightholders shall not result in the prevention of the availability of works or other subject matter uploaded by users, which do not infringe copyright and related rights, including where such works or other subject matter are covered by an exception or limitation.

Member States shall ensure that users in each Member State are able to rely on any of the following existing exceptions or limitations when uploading and making available content generated by users on online content-sharing services:

(i) quotation, criticism, review;

(ii) use for the purpose of caricature, parody or pastiche.”

Art. 17(7) includes a general and a specific clause on E&Ls. The general clause is contained in the first sub-paragraph, which states that the preventive obligations in 4(b) and (c) should not prevent that content uploaded by users is available on OCSSPs if such an upload does not infringe copyright, including if it is covered by an E&L.292 The second paragraph of art. 17(7) includes a special regime for certain E&Ls: (i) quotation, criticism, review; (ii) use for the purpose of caricature, parody or pastiche.293 Additionally, art. 17(9) requires that OCSSPs inform users in their terms and conditions of the user’s right to use works under E&Ls.294

In our view, the reference in the provision to uploaded material that does not infringe copyright and related rights as mentioned in the general clause includes at least the following: (i) material in the public domain; (ii) material subject to an (express or implied) license; (iii) material covered by an E&L, whether in this Directive or in art. 5 InfoSoc Directive (if implemented by the national law).295

292 This should be read in combination with the statement in Article 17(9) to the effect that the CDSMD “shall in no way affect legitimate uses, such as uses under exceptions or limitations provided for in Union law”. In this respect, Recital 70 emphasizes the need for the preventive obligations to be implemented without prejudice to the application of E&Ls, “in particular those that guarantee the freedom of expression of users”. See Quintais and others (n 21).

293 These were optional E&L in arts. 5(3)(d) and (k) InfoSoc Directive, which have not been implemented in all Member States; where they have, the implementations differ.

294 Article 17(9) para. 4 CDSMD.

295 In situations of conflict between art. 17(7) CDSMD and art. 5 InfoSoc Directive, along with other scholars, we argue that the former creates an obligation under EU law to implement national E&Ls that offer the minimum user privileges to which art. 17(7) refers. See Quintais and others (n 21).
On the special regime for certain E&Ls, Recital 70 (first subparagraph) explicitly recognizes that these are particularly important to strike a balance under the CFREU between the right to intellectual property (art. 17(2)) and two fundamental freedoms/rights in particular: freedom of expression (art. 11) and freedom of the arts (art. 13). In this way, the legislator awards special status to these E&L due to their basis in fundamental rights.296

Furthermore, the second paragraph of art. 17(7) operates a change in legal qualification of the E&Ls it covers as compared to the InfoSoc Directive, since such exceptions become mandatory in the context of their application under art. 17.297 This has led some scholars – including among the authors of this report – to argue that these E&Ls should be qualified as user rights or freedoms, and that Member States and courts must ensure that they remain fully operative even in the context of licensing arrangements or the application of preventive measures under art. 17(4)(b) and (c).298

It has further been suggested that the in order to ensure the systematic and conceptual consistency of the E&Ls in the InfoSoc Directive and CDSMD, the concepts of “quotation”, “criticism”, “review”, “caricature”, “parody” and “pastiche” in art. 17(7) should be considered autonomous concepts of EU law. This would ensure that such concepts would be interpreted consistently across both directives. In this line, CJEU case law on the concepts of parody and quotation parody” and “quotation” in the InfoSoc Directive as autonomous concepts of EU Law in a number of judgements.299 The same should be done for the remaining concepts in art. 17(7), namely pastiche, in order to ensure the effectiveness of that provision.300

In fact, it is suggested that combined broad interpretation and national implementation of the concepts in the E&Ls in art. 17(7) would cover most transformative types of user-generated content uploaded by users to OCSSSP, such as remixes and mashups.301

---

296 See Quintais and others (n 21).
297 See the text of the provision – “shall ensure” – and Recital 70 (first subparagraph), which states that such E&L “should, therefore, be made mandatory in order to ensure that users receive uniform protection across the Union.”
298 Quintais and others (n 21). (further arguing that this interpretation is not precluded by the reference to “existing exceptions” in art. 17(7), and that it is supported by a systematic and teleological interpretation of the CDSM Directive).
299 See: CJEU, 1 December 2011, Case C-145/10, Eva-Maria Painer v Standard VerlagsGmbH and others (Painer); CJEU, 3 September 2014, Case C-201/13, Johan Deckmyn, Vrijheidsfonds VZW v Helena Vandersteen, and others (Deckmyn); CJEU, 29 July 2019, Case C-469/17, Funke Medien NRW GmbH v Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Funke Medien); CJEU, 29 July 2019, Case C-476/17, Pelham GmbH and Others v Ralf Hütter and Florian Schneider-Esleben (Pelham); and CJEU, 29 July 2019, Case C-516/17, Spiegel Online GmbH v Volker Beck (Spiegel Online). From those judgements emerges an interpretation of the corresponding E&Ls, which recognizes their fundamental rights justification, clarifies their requirements for application, and restricts the ability of national lawmakers to further restrict their scope. See Quintais and others (n 21).
301 Quintais and others (n 155).
3.4.8.2. PROHIBITION ON GENERAL MONITORING OBLIGATIONS

As noted in section 3.1 above, art. 15 e-Commerce Directive sets out a prohibition on the imposition on general monitoring obligations, which has been subject to extensive interpretation by the CJEU, most recently in Eva Glawischnig-Piesczek and YouTube and Cyando. The previous analysis also highlights the multiple open questions surrounding the Court’s interpretation, namely as to where to draw the line separating prohibited general monitoring from permissible “specific” monitoring, as well as to the applicability of the interpretation of the Court in Glawischnig-Piesczek to the area of copyright.

Against this background art. 17(8) para. 1 states, at first glance, rather declaratory fashion that “[t]he application of this Article shall not lead to any general monitoring obligation.” The concrete stress test for this provision lies in its articulation with art. 17(4)(c). In this respect, the Commission states that “Member States should also bear in mind that Article 17(4) is subject to the obligations... in Article 17(8), whereby Article 17 should not be transposed or applied in a way, which leads to any general monitoring obligation.”

It is apparent from the historical background of the CDSMD, the Commission’s Guidance and the Court’s judgment in C-401/19, that the primary means to comply with the obligations set out in art. 17(4)(c) as regards preventive measures is with proactive technological measures, i.e., content recognition systems and tools. The question that arises therefore is whether such tools are compatible with the prohibition on general monitoring obligations in paragraph (8).

The question is particularly relevant since a closer look at art. 17(8) shows that the provision prohibits not only Member States from mandating general monitoring obligations, but also clearly focuses on the “application” of art. 17. In other words, OCSSPs themselves are restricted from applying measures that constitute a general monitoring obligation. The point is striking since online platforms have in some instances voluntarily employed monitoring mechanisms, which is not prohibited by art. 15 e-Commerce Directive.

303 Schwemer, ‘Article 17 at the Intersection of EU Copyright Law and Platform Regulation’ (n 219) 428. Regarding Case C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, see infra at 3.5.
304 A related question is whether intermediaries when voluntarily engaging in such behaviour – sometimes referred to as “good Samaritan” action – and thus having gained “actual knowledge of illegal activity or information” lose their liability exemption, if firstly not acting expeditiously according to art. 14(1)(b) e-Commerce Directive and secondly are not considered passive. Recommendation (EU) 2018/334 stipulates in recital 26, for example, reiterates that “in its Communication of 28 September 2017 on tackling illegal content online, the Commission has set out its view that taking such voluntary proactive measures does not automatically lead to the hosting service provider concerned losing the benefit of the liability exemption provided for in Article 14 of Directive 2000/31/EC.”. In the literature, it has been debated whether implementation of voluntary measures gradually influence the standard of liability by erosion, for example when the de facto practice of such measures changes the diligent economic operator concept. See, e.g., Riis and Schwemer (n 53) 12–13.
As discussed, art. 17(4)(c) refers to “high industry standards of professional diligence”, which the Commission has interpreted as referring inter alia to content recognition technologies used by OCCSPs. Given that some of the large OCSSPs already had content recognition technologies in place for more than a decade, it is difficult to reconcile these two perspectives. It is clearly not the intent of the legislator that these pre-existing models, like YouTube’s ContentID, should be rendered unlawful by the Directive. But if that is the case, then the logical conclusion is that from the legislator’s perspective, such content recognition technologies do not lead to general monitoring. One opening for such a reading could be to rely on the fact art. 17(4)(b) and (c) rely on information provided by rights holders – respectively, “relevant and necessary information” and a “sufficiently substantiated notice”. From a conceptual perspective, however, such reading overlooks whether it is even technically feasible to perform such check on previously identified works without checking all works that are being uploaded.305

It is instructive to look at the legislative history of art. 17 to better understand its relationship to arts. 14 and 15 e-Commerce Directive. The Council’s Legal Service noted that there is no hierarchy between secondary legislative acts and is governed “in accordance with the principles of ‘lex specialis derogat legi generali’ and ‘lex posterior derogat legi prior’”.306 Based on this logic, it deemed the introduction of the measures foreseen in the then-art. 13 of the Commission’s proposal as “not legally problematic”, and that they could be considered as “a lex specialis or as a ‘monitoring obligation in a specific case’ and ‘duty of care’ for the [OCSSP] concerned”.307 The Council’s Legal Service seems, however, to avoid the point that also the lex posterior or lex specialis needs to strike a fair balance between competing fundamental rights. Thus, implicitly this view seems to assume that art. 15 e-Commerce Directive, if prohibiting such measures as anticipated by the Directive, fails to strike that balance in the first place and comes with a bias of valuing users’ fundamental rights higher than rights holders’ fundamental rights.

The final version of art. 17 avoided taking a stance on this conceptual question by clarifying in art. 17(8) that “[t]he application of this Article shall not lead to any general monitoring obligation”. This statement must be understood as more than the mere lip service to critics of the Directive. Since the

305 Schwemer, ‘Article 17 at the Intersection of EU Copyright Law and Platform Regulation’ (n 219) 429. In this regard, it is noteworthy that a German report from December 2019, for example, comes to the conclusion that the duty to license leads to a proactive control of all content on a platform and is in contradiction with the jurisprudence of the CJEU in relation to the prohibition of general monitoring. See in this respect Spindler (n 219).
judgements in *Scarlet Extended* and *Netlog*, we know in the context of injunctions that filtering all information of all users constitutes a general monitoring obligation and the respective filtering systems do not strike a fair balance between the competing fundamental rights. In relation to the freedom to conduct business by OCSSPs, it has been argued by the Legal Service of the Council, however, that the provision in question is compatible with the CJEU’s findings in *Scarlet Extended* and *Netlog*, because the OCSSP would not have to determine itself whether the content is copyright infringing or not given that the obligation is restricted to works identified by rightsholders. As discussed above, the case law from *L’Oréal v eBay to Glawischnig-Piesczek* has opened for filtering of identical and equivalent future content of identical or equivalent future infringements. Importantly, the Court notes that this refers only to similar infringements that do not “require the host provider to carry out an independent assessment of the content”.309

Considering the above, what is then the legal nature of art. 17(8) CDSMD vis-a-vis art. 15 e-Commerce Directive? In answering this question, Angelopoulos and Senftleben lay out different interpretative options, eventually concluding that art. 17(8) “contains a further manifestation of the overarching principle expressed in Article 15(1) [e-Commerce Directive]: an unspecified, general content monitoring obligation would be excessive and incompatible with EU law”. In a previous work, one of us has alternatively suggested, along the lines of our analysis above, that art. 17(8) does not necessarily introduce a new general monitoring prohibition but is rather a declaratory provision vis-a-vis the obligation of art. 15 e-Commerce Directive. In addition, according to that analysis, art. 17(8) would extend the general monitoring obligation beyond Member States and also to OCSSPs.312

It will be perhaps necessary for the Court to clarify this conceptual discussion in future judgments. However, the Commission’s Guidance does offer something in this regard. The Guidance states that, “[w]hilst the concept of general monitoring is not defined in Article 17 (8), it is expressed therein in the same terms as in Article 15 of Directive 2000/31. However, when applying Article 17(8) first paragraph the context, scheme and objective of Article 17 and the special role of [OCSSPs] providers under this provision should be considered.” In other words, according to the Commission, art. 17(8) does not necessarily introduce a new general monitoring obligation in the *acquis* separate from art.

---

308 See supra at 3.1.
309 Schwemer, ‘Article 17 at the Intersection of EU Copyright Law and Platform Regulation’ (n 219) 420.
310 Angelopoulos and Senftleben (n 173).
311 Schwemer, ‘Article 17 at the Intersection of EU Copyright Law and Platform Regulation’ (n 219).
312 Schwemer, ‘Article 17 at the Intersection of EU Copyright Law and Platform Regulation’ (n 219).
15 e-Commerce Directive. But the Commission does expect that the interpretation of what constitutes 
general monitoring is adjusted to consider the specific regime of art. 17.

In attempting to strike this balance and ensure the substantive and procedural safeguards in 
paragraphs (7) and (9), the Commission advances a set of recommendations in its Guidance as to what 
types of automated content filtering measures are permissible or not. We examine these below in 
greater detail.

3.4.8.3. PROCEDURAL OR EX POST SAFEGUARDS

Besides the copyright-internal balancing system of E&Ls in paragraph (7) and the prohibition of 
general monitoring obligations in paragraph (8), art. 17 also foresees what Schwemer and Schovsbo 
(2020) refer to as “an institutionalized system of checks and balances in form of procedural 
safeguards”.

These mechanisms do not concern substantive copyright, but rather its exercise and are foreseen at 
several levels: (i) at the platform level, (ii) at the out-of-court level, and (iii) at the judicial authority or 
court level.

“At the platform level, Member States are in art. 17(9) mandated to provide that OCSSPs “‘put in place 
an effective and expeditious complaint mechanism” that is available to users of their services in the 
event of disputes over the disabling of access to, or the removal of, works or other subject matter 
uploaded by them’. The mechanisms of this first procedural safeguard are further circumscribed in 
art. 17(9), second sub-paragraph, where it is stated that complaints “shall be processed without undue 
delay, and decisions to disable access to or remove uploaded content shall be subject to human 
review”. The latter human review-criterion implies that everything leading up to a dispute can be

---

314 This section relies on and develops prior research from some of authors of this report, namely: Quintais and others (n 21); 
Schwemer and Schovsbo (n 21).
315 Schwemer and Schovsbo (n 21).
316 Emphasis added. Note that the requirement is on Member States, compared to the ensuring of unavailability which is on 
the platforms. This first aspect resembles the Commission’s original proposal from September 2016, where it suggested in 
Article 13(2) that ‘Member States shall ensure that the service providers … put in place complaints and redress mechanisms 
that are available to users in case of disputes over the application of the measures …’. See European Commission, Proposal 
317 Emphasis added. On a critique of the “elastic timeframe” see Senftleben (n 300). In its Council vote, Germany suggests the 
timeframe to be understood ‘as rapidly as possible’, see Draft Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on 
copyright and related rights in the Digital Single Market and amending Directives 96/9/EC and 2001/29/EC (first reading), 
ADD-1-REV-2/en/pdf (Statement by Germany, point 7).
processed by the platform in an automated fashion by algorithms.\(^{318}\) It is further specified in recital 70 that these mechanisms should allow “users to complain about the steps taken with regard to their uploads, \textit{in particular} where they could benefit from an \textit{exception or limitation} to copyright in relation to an upload to which access has been disabled or that has been removed”.\(^{319}\)

Furthermore, the provision stipulates a justification-duty on rights holders. The reasons for a rights holder’s request to make content unavailable needs to be “duly justified”.\(^{320}\) The decision at this level remains with the platform, but as Senftleben notes, “[t]he underlying legal assessment, however, is likely to be cautious and defensive … [and] a generous interpretation of copyright limitations serving freedom of expression seems unlikely, even though a broad application of the right of quotation and the parody exemption would be in line with CJEU jurisprudence”.\(^{321}\) In other words, there is a risk of overenforcement.\(^{322}\)

In addition to the platform-based procedural safeguards, also out-of-court redress mechanisms for the impartial settlement of disputes are to be put in place by Member States.\(^{323}\) This out-of-court mechanism is “without prejudice to the rights of users to have recourse to efficient judicial remedies …”.\(^{324}\) Specifically in relation to E&Ls, “Member States shall ensure that users have access to a court or another relevant judicial authority to assert the use of” the same.\(^{325}\) Member States enjoy a considerable amount of discretion when implementing the procedural safeguards and such

\(^{318}\) See similarly Commission Recommendation (EU) 2018/334 of 1 March 2018 on measures to effectively tackle illegal content online, 6.3.2018, [2018] L 63/50, points 20 and 27 in relation to proactive measures on human oversight and in the context of data protection see, e.g., Article 22(3) GDPR.

\(^{319}\) Recital 70 (emphasis added).

\(^{320}\) Article 17(9) sub-para. 2 CDSMD.

\(^{321}\) See Senftleben (n 300).


\(^{323}\) Art. 17(9) sub-para. 2 CDSMD.

\(^{324}\) Art. 17(9) sub-para. 2 CDSMD.

\(^{325}\) Art. 17(9) sub-para. 2 CDSMD.
mechanisms might also be informed by the stakeholder dialogues and the Commission’s guidance on the application of art. 17. 326

Conceptually, it is unclear whether these procedural safeguards should be understood as independent additions to the E&L safeguards or rather as a further specification of those safeguards. Recital 70 CDSMD puts art. 17(9) in the context of situations where ‘in particular [users] could benefit from an exception or limitation’ (emphasis added). Thus, one the one hand, the existence of these specific safeguards relating to the institutional setting can be interpreted as an attempt to create procedural transparency and safeguards. Without such setup, user rights might end up under- or even unenforced. The existing regime under the e-Commerce Directive does not directly impose any restrictions on platforms on what content they remove. Seen in a broader European intermediary liability exemption perspective, where the NTD regime based on art. 14 e-Commerce Directive has lacked a counter-notice idea or general procedural safeguards, such attempt is to be welcomed, as it strengthens the enforcement of user rights vis-à-vis content moderation practices by large online platforms. On the other hand, however, their very existence implies an understanding of art. 17(7) that the prevention mechanisms foreseen in – or incentivized by – art. 17(4) CDSMD will inevitably lead to false-positives, i.e., to situations where platforms will falsely take-down or block content which is covered by a E&L. 327 In other words, it can also be understood as an admission that – in practice – automatically distinguishing copyright infringements from legitimate uses will be a challenging exercise.

At least from the lawmaker’s perspective, procedural safeguards in themselves are seen as a means of mitigating negative impact on fundamental rights. Already the Commission’s Impact Assessment accompanying the Proposal from 2016, for example, noted that procedural safeguards will mitigate the negative impact on freedom of expression and information. 328 However, as noted by some

326 Art. 17(10) CDSMD reads: ‘As of 6 June 2019 the Commission, in cooperation with the Member States, shall organize stakeholder dialogues to discuss best practices for cooperation between online content-sharing service providers and rightholders. … When discussing best practices, special account shall be taken, among other things, of the need to balance fundamental rights and of the use of exceptions and limitations. For the purpose of the stakeholder dialogues, users’ organizations shall have access to adequate information from online content-sharing service providers on the functioning of their practices with regard to paragraph 4’ (emphasis added).


328 European Commission, Commission Staff Working Document, Impact Assessment on the modernisation of EU copyright rules, Brussels, 14.9.2016 SWD(2016) 301 final, Part 1, p., pp. 153-154, reading ‘[t]his negative impact should be mitigated by the fact that the services would be obliged to put in place the necessary procedural safeguards for the users which in the majority of cases already exist in the related context of notice and take down requests.’
authors, the legislative text evolved since then to include the user rights or freedoms embodied in art. 17(7), in essence due to the recognition that ex post complaint and redress mechanisms were insufficient per se to safeguard users’ fundamental rights.\[^{329}\] Similarly, Germany in its Statement accompanying its Council vote notes that “[e]ach permanent ‘stay down’ mechanism (‘uploadfilter’) must comply with the principle of proportionality. Procedural guarantees could be considered, for example, when users notify that they are lawfully uploading content from third parties.”\[^{330}\] In other words, the procedural safeguards are a weight on the scale of the fundamental rights balance.

Considering this analysis, and as noted above, in a context where content recognition technologies are incapable of ensuring the effective application of E&L in art. 17(7), the normative hierarchy of art. 17 – and the need to respect fundamental rights and freedoms of users – indicates the need for ex ante safeguards in the implementation of art. 17.\[^{331}\] We explore this topic in greater detail below at 3.5 in light of the CJEU judgement in C-401/19.

### 3.4.9. PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION

Finally, art. 17 mentions that the Directive shall not lead to any identification of individual users nor to the processing of personal data, except in accordance with the e-Privacy Directive (2002/58/EC) and the GDPR (Regulation (EU) 2016/679). The question is not clear, especially as regards the application of preventive measures under art. 17(4) and the complaint and redress mechanism under art. 17(9) and the potential that these have for the identification and processing of personal data.\[^{332}\] In fact, concerns in this regard were raised during the legislative process by the German Data Protection authority, the European Data Protection Board and some commentators. In response, the reference above was added to art. 17(9). In addition, the Guidance contains several references in this respect, including the somewhat circular statement that

---


When implementing Article 17, the Member States need to respect the Union’s data protection acquis, in particular with regard to possible technological measures taken by service providers in cooperation with rightholders under Article 17(4) and in the context of complaints and redress mechanism for users under Article 17(9). The Member States should ensure the correct application of these rules when transposing Article 17.333

This topic is outside the scope of the present report, since it does not directly relate to copyright liability and content moderation. But it is important to flag that further research is needed in this regard, especially as regards the compliance of preventive measures under art. 17 with the provision on automated decision making under art. 22 GDPR.

3.5. THE CJEU JUDGMENT IN CASE C-401/19 AND THE NORMATIVE HIERARCHY OF ART. 17: USER RIGHTS AND SAFEGUARDS, PREVENTIVE MEASURES AND PERMISSIBLE FILTERING

3.5.1. BEFORE THE JUDGMENT IN CASE C-401/19: THE DISCUSSION ON USER RIGHTS AND SAFEGUARDS VS PREVENTIVE MEASURES

The above constellation of provisions on preventive measures and substantive rights and safeguards translates into a normative hierarchy that is embedded art. 17. This hierarchy is crucial to how OCSSPs must carry out copyright content moderation. This sub-section first examines the primacy of user rights (as obligations of result) over preventive measures (as obligations of best efforts) in the overall scheme of art. 17. It further investigates how the Commission’s Guidance has attempted to address this hierarchy and strike the balance between the competing rights and interests of rightsholders, platforms and users, while contrasting this with the AG Opinion in C-401/19. The following subsection will then examine the Court’s judgement.

A key feature of the legal design of art. 17 is that paragraph (7) translates into an obligation of result. Member States must ensure that these E&Ls are respected despite the preventive measures in art. 17(4). This matters because paragraph (4) merely imposes “best efforts” obligations. The different nature of the obligations, underscored by the fundamental rights-basis of paragraph (7)334, indicates

333 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p. 3.
334 See e.g., recital 70 CDSMD.
a normative hierarchy between the higher-level obligation in paragraph (7) and the lower-level obligation in paragraph (4).

This is relevant not only for legal interpretation of art. 17 in general but also for the assessment of content moderation obligations in this legal regime. For instance, this legal understanding justifies the view that to comply with art. 17 it is insufficient to rely on ex post complaint and redress mechanisms in art. 17(9). It is also required to have ex ante safeguards that avoid the over blocking of uploaded content by filtering content technologies used by OCCSPs that are incapable to carry out the type of contextual assessment required under art. 17(7).\(^{335}\)

In addressing the normative tension between user rights and preventive measures, while attempting to operationalise art. 17, the Commission’s Guidance advances a set of recommendations for Member States to implement these parts of the provision, in an attempt to balance the competing rights and interests of rightsholders, platforms and users. The Guidance recognises many of the key aspects highlighted in our analysis so far, including the lex specialis nature of art. 17 vis-a-vis art. 3 InfoSoc and art. 14 e-Commerce Directive, the primacy of user rights (as obligations of result) over preventive measures (as obligations of best efforts), the need to avoid that preventive measures result in general monitoring (albeit considering the specific regime of art. 17), and the need to ensure effective ex post procedural safeguards.

In the scheme of the Guidance, some of the potential problems deriving from the application of preventive measures for fundamental rights can be addressed through a cautious and nuanced interpretation of arts. 17(4)(b) and (c), also considering the factors in art. 17(5).\(^{336}\) Still, the Guidance states clearly that ex ante safeguards are needed due to the different nature of the obligations in paragraphs (4) and (7), considering the current capabilities of content recognition tools used by platforms to implement preventive and proactive measures, namely under art. 17(4)(b). Since these tools work predominantly through algorithmically matching uploaded content with the “relevant and necessary information” provided by rightsholders, they are incapable of recognising legitimate uses, like those identified in paragraph (7). Hence, in order to ensure application of user rights, it is not sufficient to rely solely on the ex post complaint and redress mechanism set out in art. 17(9).\(^{337}\)

---

335 See Quintais and others (n 21); Husovec (n 331); Geiger and Jütte (n 331). See also, agreeing with this interpretation, Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), pp. 2-3.
336 See above at 3.4.5 and 3.4.6.
The Guidance therefore suggests that automated filtering and blocking measures are “in principle” only admissible for two categories of content: (1) “manifestly infringing” content and (2) “earmarked” content. Conversely, uploaded content that is “not manifestly infringing, should in principle go online and may be subject to an ex post human review when rightsholders oppose by sending a notice.”

What constitutes “manifestly infringing” content is not exactly clear, despite the Commission’s optimistic view that this is a “reasonable practical standard to determine whether an upload should be blocked or go online, and to ensure the respect for Article 17(7), taking into account the existing limitations of technology.” The Guidance advances criteria and some bright line rules on how to assess this category. For instance, “[e]xact matches of entire works or of significant proportions of a work should normally be considered manifestly infringing”, whereas content where a “user has significantly modified the work in a creative manner, for example by adding elements to a picture to create a ‘meme’, would generally not be manifestly infringing (this example may be covered by the parody exception)”. But a closer reading of these criteria and rules leaves doubts as to whether the threshold for categorising uploads as “manifestly infringing” is not too low, especially since this category would cover also “complex cases where additional criteria or a combination of criteria may need to be taken into account”. This is hardly a harbinger of legal certainty for a category that should be strictly delimited due the potential risks it poses to freedom of expression.

The second category of content for which automated filtering and blocking measures are admissible pursuant to the Guidance – “earmarked” content – is even more controversial. This category: (1) “should be limited to cases of high risks of significant economic harm, which ought to be properly justified by rightholders”; and (2) refers to content that “is particularly time sensitive”, such as “pre-released music or films or highlights of recent broadcasts of sports events” but not excluding “[o]ther types of content”.
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338 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), pp.20, 23.
339 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p. 20. NB OCSSPs “should inform rightholders without undue delay that the content has been put online”; if rightholders object, the OCSSP “should carry out a swift ex post human review for a rapid decision as to whether the content should remain online or be removed”.
341 According to the Guidance, “the identification of manifestly infringing content and other content by automated means does not represent a legal assessment of the legitimacy of an upload, including whether it is covered by an exception. Therefore, the criteria applied to operate this distinction should not have an impact on the best efforts to be made by service providers to obtain an authorisation under Article 17.4 (a).” Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), pp. 20ff. This is noteworthy because, as we note below in the text, the Guidance takes the opposite view regarding “earmarked” content.
342 Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), pp. 22 and fn. 34.
It is crucial to note that earmarked content does not need to also qualify as “manifestly infringing” content. The two categories may overlap in practice, but that is not a requirement under the Guidance. In fact, they are designed predominantly as distinct categories. This aspect, together with the somewhat vague definition of the requirements on rightsholders to “earmark” content, has led to strong criticism by scholars as to the compatibility of this part of the Guidance with the fundamental right to freedom of expression. Reda and Keller, for instance, call it “loophole big enough to drive a truck through”\(^\text{343}\), whereas Geiger and Jütte note that this it risks “watering down user rights”.\(^\text{344}\) It is hard to disagree.

If content is earmarked by rightsholders in the context of providing the “relevant and necessary information” to OCSSPs pursuant to art. 17(4)(b), then providers should – “when proportionate and where possible, practicable – carry out “a rapid ex ante human review... of the uploads containing such earmarked content”. While this human review is carried out, the content remains (at least temporarily) blocked. Leaving aside the consideration that this potentially burdensome requirement on OCSSPs is questionable from the perspective of its compliance with fundamental right to conduct a business in art. 16 CFREU, it appears in to be in direct contradiction with CJEU case law. If we accept the application of \textit{Glawischnig-Piesczek} to copyright, then the constraints that judgment imposes on “specific” monitoring of “equivalent” content should apply to “earmarked” content. One of such constraints, as noted above at 3.1.2, is that providers should not be required to carry out an independent assessment of such content. In other words, for such monitoring to be accepted, it should be susceptible of implementation via automated means. The requirement of “rapid ex ante human review” would rarely if ever meet this condition, even if cushioned by references to proportionality and practicality, especially since many of these cases might require complex contextual independent assessments by human reviewers considering the specificities of national laws implementing art. 17.

The consequences for OCSSPs are spelled out clearly in the Guidance. Providers are presumed to have not complied with their best efforts obligations and “be held liable for copyright infringement if they have made available uploaded content disregarding the information provided by rightsholders, including – as regards content that is not manifestly infringing content - the information on earmarked content.”\(^\text{345}\) It is difficult to imagine a stronger incentive on OCSSPs not to preventively filter all

\(^{343}\) Reda and Keller (n 226).
\(^{344}\) Geiger and Jütte (n 226). Geiger and Jütte contain a detailed analysis, that we subscribe to, of points of criticism to this part of the Commission’s Guidance.
\(^{345}\) Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), p. 23.
content that is “earmarked” by rights holders, in addition to content that is identified as “manifestly infringing”.

In light of the above, it is concluded that the internal scheme of art. 17 poses potential risks to the fundamental right to freedom of expression, particularly as regards the best efforts obligations on preventive measures in art. 17(4(b) and (c). Such risks were already clear from the text of art. 17, even before the Commission’s Guidance potentially circumscribed them to the categories of “manifestly infringing” and “earmarked” content.

These concerns with freedom of expression were at the basis for an action for annulment by Poland filed against art. 17.346 Before diving into the Court’s judgment, it is instructive to reflect on the Opinion by AG Saugmandsgaard Øe. This is a rich and nuanced Opinion, which examines in detail many of the concerns surrounding art. 17, and it is beyond the scope of this section to provide a detailed analysis of the entirety of the AG’s analysis. Rather, we limit ourselves to examining its main arguments in contrast to the Commission’s Guidance on issues that are crucial for copyright content moderation in the scheme of art. 17.347

As a general description, it can be said that the Opinion by AG Øe delineated the scope of permissible filtering of users’ uploads.348 While acknowledging that OCSSPs will have to deploy filtering and content-recognition systems to comply with their best efforts obligations, the AG relies on the judgement in Glawischnig-Piesczek to argue that any filtering must be “specific” to the content and information at issue, so as to not run afoul of the prohibition of general monitoring obligations in art. 15 e-Commerce Directive (and 17(8) CDSMD).349 However, such filtering must be proportionate and avoid the risk of chilling effects on freedom of expression through over blocking; in order to do so, it must be applied only to manifestly infringing or “equivalent” content.350 All other uploads should

346 Case C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council. Arguing that the Court should invalidate art. 17 on these ground, see Geiger and Jütte (n 331); Husovec (n 331). See also Case C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, Opinion of Advocate General Saugmandsgaard Øe delivered on 15 July 2021, ECLI:EU:C:2021:613 (hereafter AG Opinion C-401/19, , Poland v Parliament and Council).


348 Jutte and Priora (n 347).

349 AG Opinion C-401/19, , Poland v Parliament and Council, paras 112-114 and 196, citing the Court’s judgment in Case C-18/18, Eva Glawischnig-Piesczek v Facebook Ireland Limited (3 October 2019), ECLI:EU:C:2019:821. On the topic of general monitoring obligations in the context of EU copyright law, see Angelopoulos and Senftleben (n 173); Angelopoulos, ‘YouTube and Cyando, Injunctions against Intermediaries and General Monitoring Obligations’ (n 185).

350 AG Opinion C-401/19, , Poland v Parliament and Council, paras 196 ff. In this respect the Opinion deviates from and strongly criticizes the Commission’s Guidance, which suggests a separate category of “earmarked” content susceptible of filtering, with lesser safeguards. See Id., para 223 and Guidance Art. 17 CDSMD (n. 226), pp. 22-24. For criticism, see Reda and Keller (n 226); Geiger and Jütte (n 226).
benefit from a “presumption of lawfulness” and be subject to the ex-ante and ex post safeguards embedded in art. 17, notably judicial review.\(^{351}\)

Diving into the details, the Opinion is particularly relevant for our analysis in that it offers counter arguments – and even an explicit rejection – of key aspects of the Commission’s Guidance in relation to permissible ex ante or preventive filtering measures.\(^{352}\)

First, according to the AG, such measures should only be allowed for “manifestly infringing” content. But crucially, this category is viewed in narrower terms by the AG than those set out in the Guidance. The AG states that\(^{353}\)

\[\text{OCSSPs may be obliged to detect and block only content which is ‘identical’ and ‘equivalent’ to that subject matter, that is to say, content the unlawfulness of which seems manifest in the light of the ‘relevant and necessary’ information provided by the rightholders. In such cases, since an infringement is highly probable, that content may be presumed to be illegal. It is therefore proportionate to block it preventively, with the onus being on the users concerned to demonstrate its lawfulness – for example, that they have a licence, or that the work is in fact in the public domain – in the context of the complaint mechanism. In short, the ‘best efforts’ imposed on sharing service providers under the contested provisions consist of blocking those manifest infringements.}\]

\[\text{Conversely, in all ambiguous situations – short extracts from works included in longer content, ‘transformative’ works, and so forth – in which, in particular, the application of exceptions and limitations to copyright is reasonably conceivable, the content concerned cannot be the subject of a preventive blocking measure.}\]

The main difference here is that the AG’s interpretation leaves little room (as compared to the Guidance) to include in this category – and therefore to preventively filter/block – content in relation to which there is ambiguity as to its infringing nature.

The AG is clear that OCSSPs should not subject “transformative” content to preventive filtering. Such content may be privileged by an E&L and must be subject to “independent assessment” by OCSSPs in order to “evaluate the context of those uses”. To allow preventive filtering by OCSSPs of this type of content would lead to an “unacceptable risk of ‘over-blocking’”. Such questions must therefore “be

---

\(^{351}\) AG Opinion C-401/19, _Poland v Parliament and Council_, para 193.

\(^{352}\) For a similar analysis, see Geiger and Jütte (n 226).

\(^{353}\) AG Opinion C-401/19, _Poland v Parliament and Council_, paras 205-206 (footnotes omitted).
left to the Court”. 354 This is also the interpretation that is most consistent with the prohibition of general monitoring obligations in art. 17(8) CDSMD. 355 To be sure, this a significant departure from the Guidance, as it recognises a much more prominent role to courts in adjudicating disputes under art. 17. Relatedly, the Opinion also recognises a more prominent role to supervisory authorities than the Guidance. 356

The AG emphasizes that it is crucial to ensure that the error rate of “false positives” resulting from the deployment of content recognition tools by OCSSPs “should be as low as possible”. Hence, where “it is not possible, in the current state of technology… to use an automatic filtering tool without resulting in a ‘false positive’ rate that is significant, the use of such a tool should... be precluded under” art. 17(7). 357 In the AG’s view, it would be disproportionate to apply these tools for ex ante filtering of “all – more questionable – cases of any potential damage caused, for example, by ‘transformative’ content that may or may not fall within the scope of the [E&Ls] to copyright, which is not in direct competition with the original protected subject matter”; rather, such an application would “risk causing ‘irreparable’ damage to freedom of expression”. 358 This is especially true since copyright protection is not absolute and rightsholders are left with an array of measures to protect their rights in relation to such “equivocal content”. 359 This ensures “a ‘fair balance’ between the measures imposed on users, in some cases, to be able to upload their content and those required of rightholders, in other cases, to have content removed.” 360

Finally, the strongest divergence between the AG Opinion and the Guidance is in relation to the category of “earmarked” content. In a “postscript” to his Opinion, the AG notes that after the draft of his Opinion, two important documents were published: the judgement in YouTube and Cyando and the Commission’s Guidance. 361 As to the first, examined in detail above at 3.1, the AG considers that it is consistent with his Opinion in the present case. 362 As to the Guidance, the AG states the following in relation to “earmarked” content: 363

---

354 AG Opinion C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para. 203
355 AG Opinion C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, paras 194-203.
356 AG Opinion C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, paras 211-212, concluding: “... In view of the importance of those solutions for users’ freedom of expression, they must not be defined by those private parties alone in a way which lacks transparency, rather the process should be transparent and under the supervision of public authorities.”. See, making an identical point, Geiger and Jütte (n 226).
357 AG Opinion C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para. 214.
358 AG Opinion C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para. 216 (referring back to para. 188).
360 AG Opinion C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para. 219.
361 AG Opinion C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para. 221.
362 AG Opinion C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para. 222 (footnote ommited).
However, that guidance also states, in an unprecedented fashion, that rightholders should have the possibility to ‘earmark’ subject matter the unauthorised uploading of which ‘could cause significant economic harm to them’. Those providers should exercise particular diligence with regard to such subject matter. It is further stated that they would not be fulfilling their ‘best efforts’ obligations if they allowed content reproducing that same subject matter to be uploaded despite such ‘earmarking’. If this is to be understood as meaning that those same providers should block content ex ante simply on the basis of an assertion of a risk of significant economic harm by rightholders – since the guidance does not contain any other criterion objectively limiting the ‘earmarking’ mechanism to specific cases– even if that content is not manifestly infringing, I cannot agree with this, unless I alter all the considerations set out in this Opinion.

In essence, the AG rejects the compatibility with fundamental rights of the Guidance’s approach to “earmarked” content that is not also “manifestly infringing”. For the reasons offered above, including those advanced by the AG, we agree with this view. As discussed below, the same conclusion seems to result from the Court’s judgement in C-401/19.

3.5.2. THE CJEU GRAND CHAMBER JUDGEMENT IN C-401/19 – REPUBLIC OF POLAND VS COMMISSION AND COUNCIL

In simple terms, the main issue before the Court was the validity of the preventive measures required by art. 17(4) (b) and (c) in fine in light of the right to freedom of expression and information recognized in art. 11 CFREU; in the alternative, should these provisions not be severable from art. 17 as a whole, the Republic of Poland asked the Court to annul art. 17 in its entirety.

As a preliminary remark, it is noted that the Court for the most part followed the lead of the AG in his Opinion. Like the AG, it considered that art. 17 can only be assessed in its entirety, meaning that points (b) and (c), in fine, of paragraph (4) should not be assessed separately.

As a departure point, the Court confirmed that art. 17 requires OCSSPs to de facto carry out a prior review of uploaded content in cases where rights holders have provided “relevant and necessary information”, as required by paragraph (4)(a). Importantly, the Court recognizes that depending on
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365 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para 21.
366 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para 53.
the scale of the task (i.e. “on the number of files uploaded and the type of protected subject matter in question, and within the limits set out in Article 17(5)”), review of uploads by OCSSPs requires automatic recognition and filtering tools. As the Court noted, “neither the defendant institutions nor the interveners were able, at the hearing before the Court, to designate possible alternatives to such tools.” Therefore, in certain cases – and certainly for the largest platforms (e.g., YouTube and Meta) – automated content filtering is required to comply with the best efforts obligations in art. 17(4) CDSMD. In other words, at least where it matters most, art. 17 requires what critics have labelled as “upload filters”.

For the Court, such a prior review and filtering is liable to restrict an important means of disseminating online content. Thus, the specific liability regime in art. 17, especially its paragraph (4), entails a limitation on the exercise of the right to freedom of expression and information of users of those content-sharing services, as guaranteed by art. 11 CFREU and art. 10 ECHR.367

But the Court considers that such a limitation is justified in light of the test in art. 52(1) CFREU, which requires any limitation on the exercise of the rights and freedoms recognised by that Charter must be provided for by law and respect the essence of those rights and freedoms.368

In essence, the Court considers the limitation on freedom of expression imposed by art. 17(4) justified in relation to legitimate objective pursued by art. 17, namely that of ensuring a high level of protection for rights holders under art. 17(2) CFREU.369 In a passage that to some extent summarizes a key part of the Court’s proportionality analysis, it is stated that

the liability mechanism referred to in Article 17(4)... is not only appropriate but also appears necessary to meet the need to protect intellectual property rights. In particular, although the alternative mechanism proposed by the Republic of Poland, under which only the obligations laid down in point (a) and the beginning of point (c) of Article 17(4) would be imposed on [OCSSPs], would indeed constitute a less restrictive measure with regard to exercising the right to freedom of expression and information, that alternative mechanism would, however, not be as effective in terms of protecting intellectual property rights as the mechanism adopted by the EU legislature.370

367 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, paras 55, 58, 82.
368 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, paras 63 et seqs, referring to the principle of proportionality.
369 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para 69.
370 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para 84.
The Court then advances six arguments why the limitation imposed by art. 17(4) of freedom of expression is justified and does not disproportionately restrict the right to freedom of expression and information of users of those services.371

First, following the AG, it considers that the EU legislature laid down clear and precise limits for preventive measures by excluding, in particular, measures which filter and block lawful content when uploading. In this regard, a filtering system that cannot make a distinction between lawful and unlawful content would not be consistent with the requirements of art. 17 and the fair balance between competing rights and interests.372

Second, art. 17 provides that users will be authorised, by national law, to upload content generated by themselves for purposes like parody or pastiche (paragraph 7), as well as be informed by OCSSPs that they can use works under exceptions or limitations (paragraph 9).373 In this context, it is noteworthy that the Court explicitly calls these exceptions “user rights”.374

Third, the liability regime requires the provision by rightsholders of “relevant and necessary information” (paragraph (4)(b)) or a “sufficiently substantiated notification” (paragraph (4)(c) in fine), a precondition which the Court believes “protects the exercise of the right to freedom of expression and information of users who lawfully use those services.” 375

Fourth, art. 17(8) clarifies that its application must not lead to any general monitoring obligation. This is “an additional safeguard for ensuring that the right to freedom of expression and information of users of [OCSSPs] is observed”, meaning that such providers “cannot be required to prevent the uploading and making available to the public of content which, in order to be found unlawful, would require an independent assessment of the content by them in the light of the information provided by the rightholders and of any exceptions and limitations to copyright”.376 As such, OCSSPs must not be forced into making “an independent assessment of the content” in order to determine its lawfulness, e.g. by contrasting the information provided by rightsholders with applicable exceptions.377

371 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, 84 et seq.
372 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, paras 85-86.
373 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, paras 86-88.
374 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para 88.
375 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para 89.
376 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para 90.
377 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, paras 90-92, applying inter alia by analogy, C-18/18, Glawischnig-Piesczek, paras 41-46.
Fifth, the different procedural safeguards introduced by art. 17(9) are adequate to address the situations of over-blocking.378

Sixth, pursuant to art. 17(10), the Commission carried out stakeholder dialogues and produced a Guidance to supplement the system of safeguards provided for in art. 17(7) to (9), which inter alia (1) took special account of the need to balance fundamental rights and of the use of E&Ls; and (ii) provided users’ organisations with access to adequate information from OCSSPs on the functioning of their practices with regard to art. 17(4).379

In light of these considerations, the Court concludes that the design of art. 17 includes appropriate safeguards to ensure, in accordance with art. 52(1) CFREU, the right to freedom of expression and information of the users of those services (art. 11 CFREU), and a fair balance between that right of users and the right to intellectual property (art. 17(2) CFREU).380 Still, the Court cautions Member States that when transposing art. 17 they must implement it in such a way as to strike a fair balance to be struck between the various fundamental rights. In addition, “the authorities and courts of the Member States must not only interpret their national law in a manner consistent with that provision but also make sure that they do not act on the basis of an interpretation of the provision which would be in conflict with those fundamental rights or with the other general principles of EU law, such as the principle of proportionality”.381

3.5.3. THE IMPLICATIONS OF CASE C-401/19 FOR COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION382

The first important implication of the judgement is that the Court recognizes that art. 17(7) includes an obligation of result. This means that Member States must ensure that these E&Ls are respected despite the preventive measures in paragraph (4), qualified as mere “best efforts” obligations. As noted, the different nature of the obligations, underscored by the fundamental rights-basis of the exceptions, indicates a normative hierarchy between the higher-level obligation in paragraph (7) and the lower-level obligation in paragraph (4). This point, already recognized by the AG and in the Commission’s Guidance, is reinforced by the Court’s recognition – in line with a 2019 academic
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378 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, paras 93-95.
379 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para 96.
380 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, paras 98 para 98.
381 C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, para 99.
recommendation\textsuperscript{383} – that the mandatory E&Ls, coupled with the safeguards in paragraph (9), are “user rights”, not just mere defences.\textsuperscript{384} Although the legal ramifications of this (affirmative) “rights” qualification will have to be developed over time\textsuperscript{385}, the Court puts this controversy to rest and sets the stage for the subsequent interpretation of the liability regime in art. 17.

The second and related main implication of the judgment is that the Court rejects the possibility of interpretations of art. 17 that rely solely ex post complaint and redress mechanisms as a means to ensure the application of user rights.\textsuperscript{386} That was for instance the position defended by France, Spain and Portugal during the hearing before the Court. Instead, the judgment clarifies that Member States’ laws must first and foremost limit the possibility of deployment of ex ante filtering measures; assuming that occurs, the additional application of ex post safeguards is an adequate means to address remaining over-blocking issues. This conclusion should be welcomed, especially in light of existing evidence that complaint and redress mechanisms are seldom used by users.\textsuperscript{387}

The question that arises then is what is the scope of permissible filtering under art. 17. Here, it is important to contrast the judgment with the Commission’s Guidance and the AG Opinion. As noted, the Guidance states that automated filtering and blocking measures are “in principle” only admissible for “manifestly infringing” and “earmarked” content. Although the Guidance could do a better job of defining “manifestly infringing”, the concept nevertheless aligns with CJEU case law, especially Glawischnig-Piesczek’s reference to “identical or equivalent” content. Conversely, the novel and ill-defined category of “earmarked” content does not reflect existing case law. As explained, this categorisation, especially the endorsement of filtering of “earmarked” content that is not manifestly infringing, was not only subject to significant criticism by academics, but was also explicitly rejected by AG Øe in his Opinion.

\textsuperscript{383} Quintais and others (n 21).
\textsuperscript{384} C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council, paras 86–88.
\textsuperscript{387} See e.g. Urban, Karaganis and Schofield (n 322). For instance, the 2021 YouTube Transparency Report shows that out of more than 700 million Content ID claims made in the first half of 2021, only 0.5% were disputed by the uploader. See YouTube, ‘YouTube Copyright Transparency Report’ (YouTube 2021) <https://blog.youtube/news-and-events/access-all-balanced-ecosystem-and-powerful-tools/> accessed 20 January 2022.
Against this background, the Court states unequivocally that only filtering/blocking systems that can distinguish lawful from unlawful content without the need for its “independent assessment” by OCSSPs are admissible; only then will these measures not lead to the imposition of a prohibited general monitoring obligation under art. 17(8) CDSMD.\(^\text{388}\) Furthermore, these filters must be able to ensure the exercise of user rights to upload content that consists of quotation, criticism, review, caricature, parody, or pastiche. On this point, it is noteworthy that the judgment explicitly endorses by reference the AG Opinion.\(^\text{389}\) In those passages, AG Øe delimits the scope of permissible filtering and blocking measures deployed by OCSSPs, stating \emph{inter alia} that “they must not have the objective or the effect of preventing such legitimate uses” that providers must “consider the collateral effect of the filtering measures they implement”, as well as “take into account, \emph{ex ante}, respect for users’ rights”.

But how to ensure this? As the Guidance notes, existing content recognition tools for larger platforms are based on fingerprinting. Such tools are sometimes developed in-house (e.g., YouTube’s Content ID or Meta’s Rights Manager), and other times acquired or licensed from third parties (e.g., Audible Magic or Pex). However, as major platforms have admitted during the stakeholder dialogues, their tools cannot assess the contextual uses required by user rights in art. 17(7).\(^\text{390}\)

In our view, when considering of the Court’s statements in light of the previous case law and current market and technological reality, the logical conclusion is that only content that is “obviously” or “manifestly” infringing – or equivalent content – may be subject to \emph{ex ante} filtering measures. Beyond those cases, for instance as regards purely “earmarked content”, it is difficult to see how the use of \emph{ex ante} content filtering tools is consistent with the judgment’s requirements.

How to precisely define the categories of “obviously” or “manifestly” infringing content is up for discussion. The AG Opinion offers interpretative guidelines on how to limit the application of filters to manifestly infringing or “equivalent” content\(^\text{391}\), with the consequence that all other uploads should benefit from a “presumption of lawfulness” and be subject to the \emph{ex-ante} and \emph{ex post} safeguards embedded in art. 17, notably judicial review.\(^\text{392}\) In particular, the AG emphasized the main aim of the legislature to avoid over-blocking by securing a low rate of “false positives”. Still, the concrete

\(^{388}\) C-401/19, Poland \emph{v} Parliament and Council, paras 85–86, 90-92, applying inter alia by analogy, C-18/18, Glawischnig-Piesczek, paras 41–46.

\(^{389}\) C-401/19, Poland \emph{v} Parliament and Council, para. 85, referring to the AG Opinion at paras. 164, 165, 191–193.


\(^{391}\) AG Opinion C-401/19, Poland \emph{v} Parliament and Council, paras. 196 ff.

\(^{392}\) AG Opinion C-401/19, Poland \emph{v} Parliament and Council, para. 193.
definition of what are acceptable error rates for content filtering tools will also vary according to the technology and market paradigm at the moment of assessment.

It also remains to be seen whether this reasoning applies more broadly to other types of illegal content beyond copyright infringement. If it does, it might help to shape the scope of prohibited general monitoring obligations versus permissible “specific” monitoring, with relevance for future discussions on the DSA. In drawing these lines, caution should be taken in the application of the “equivalent” standard in Glawischning-Piesczek, which likely requires a much stricter interpretation for filtering of audio-visual content in OCSSPs than textual defamatory posts on Facebook.

3.6. INTERFACE WITH THE DSA: BRIEF REFERENCE

The DSA plays will play a significant role in the future of copyright content moderation in the EU. In the context of the recreating Europe project, some of the authors of this report carried out and published separate research on the interplay between art. 17 CDSMD and the DSA, both as a of a peer-reviewed journal article and an opinion of the European Copyright Society. Although these analyses reflected on the DSA proposal text, the main findings remain valid for the final version of the Regulation. For a detailed analysis of this topic, we refer readers to those sources. Below in this section we provide a brief summary of the main conclusions from that research insofar as they are relevant for this report.

The DSA proposal was published on 15 December 2020 and approved by the European Parliament in July 2022. The DSA is a regulation that is meant inter alia as “REFIT” of certain parts of the e-Commerce Directive. Other than the different legal nature of the proposed instrument – Regulation vs Directive – the DSA has a broader scope that the e-Commerce Directive and sets up a much more detailed procedural framework. The DSA is divided into five chapters: general provisions (I), liability of
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393 Quintais and Schwemer (n 1).
397 See art. 1 DSA.
providers of intermediary services (II), Due diligence obligations for a transparent and safe online environment (III), Implementation, Cooperation, Sanctions and Enforcement (IV), and final provisions.

With regard to copyright-protected material and online platforms, the DSA matters at two levels. On a first level, because it replaces the e-Commerce Directive, the DSA’s rules on liability framework and obligations will apply to all those providers that do not qualify as OCSSPs. On a second level, the application of the DSA is less obvious, namely its application to OCSSPs, which are covered by the liability regime in art. 17 CDSMD. Both art. 17 CDSMD as well as multiple provisions of the DSA impose obligations on how online platforms deal with illegal information. Whereas art. 17 CDSMD targets copyright infringing content, the DSA targets illegal content in general, including that which infringes copyright. As noted by the European Copyright Society, however, “copyright enforcement online is a major issue in the context of the DSA, and the DSA will be of utmost importance for the future of online copyright in the EU”; in no small part, this is because “[e]mpirically, copyright law accounts for most content removal from online platforms, by an order of magnitude”.398

But the question remains as to how the DSA’s rules would interact with existing sector-specific lex specialis rules set forth in art. 17 CDSMD. At first glance, these regimes do not appear to overlap as the rules on copyright are lex specialis to the DSA. A closer look shows a more complex and nuanced picture. In short, our analysis concludes that the DSA will apply to OCSSPs insofar as it contains rules that regulate matters not covered by art. 17 CDSMD, as well as specific rules on matters where art. 17 leaves margin of discretion to Member States. This includes, to varying degrees, rules in the DSA relating to the liability of intermediary providers and to due diligence obligations for online platforms of different sizes. Importantly, we consider that such rules apply even where art. 17 CDSMD contains specific (but less precise) regulation on the matter. Some additional detail is needed to understand these conclusions and integrate them with our previous analysis in this report.

The potential overlap between the DSA and art. 17 CDSMD is visualized in the Venn-diagram below.

398 Peukert and others (n 394) 2. A good illustration is provided in YouTube’s first ever transparency report. For instance, during the first half of 2021, there were over 730 million unique claims or copyright removal requests made through the platform’s ContentID system. See YouTube (n 387) 5.
Importantly, the special “copyright”-regime for OCSSPs only relates to the copyright-relevant portion of an online platform that qualifies as an OCSSP. Art. 17(3) subpara. 2 CDSMD states clearly that the hosting safe harbour of art. 14 e-Commerce Directive –and correspondingly that in art. 5 DSA– still applies to OCSSPs “for purposes falling outside the scope of this Directive.” Consider the example of YouTube, which qualifies as OCSSP. If the relevant information or content it hosts relates to copyright, art. 17 CDSMD applies. If the relevant information, however, relates to hate speech or child sexual abuse material or any other illegal information or content, the e-Commerce Directive’s – and correspondingly DSA’s – hosting liability exemption is the place to look. In other words, YouTube would be considered an OCSSP (in the context of copyright) and also a VLOP (in the context of other information).

---

399 Art. 2(g) DSA.
In examining the rules applicable to the relationship between different legal regimes we conclude that the specific rules and procedures contained in art. 17 for OCSSPs are likely considered *lex specialis* to the DSA. Conversely, the DSA will apply to OCSSPs insofar as it contains: (i) rules that regulate matters not covered by art. 17 CDSMD; and (ii) specific rules on matters where art. 17 leaves margin of discretion to Member States. As we demonstrate in our research, whereas category (i) is more or less straightforward, category (ii) is more challenging.

The DSA contains a bifurcated approach to regulation. On the one hand, Chapter II sets out a regime for the liability of providers of intermediary services. This regime distinguishes between *functions*, namely ‘mere conduit’, ‘caching’ and hosting. It is in essence a revamped version of the existing rules on liability exemption (also known as safe harbours) and ban on general monitoring in arts. 12 to 15 e-Commerce Directive. The main differences are the addition of a “Good Samaritan”-like rule in art. 6, and provisions on orders to act against illegal content (art. 8) and to provide information (art. 9).

On the other hand, Chapter III sets out horizontal due diligence obligations for a transparent and safe online environment. This regime distinguishes between categories of providers, by setting out asymmetric obligations that apply in a tiered way to different categories of providers of information society services. As a starting point, the liability exemption regime, on the one hand, and the due diligence obligations, on the other hand, are separate from each other. In other words: the availability
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400 One could also reflect upon the chronological order of the legislative acts in the vein of a *lex posteriori derogate (legi) priori* interpretation. However, since the CDSMD was only adopted as late as April 2019 and since there is no indication of such intention in the preparatory works, we refrain from further exploring this perspective.

401 A different set of questions, notably around primacy of EU law, would arise if Member States lack that discretion.

402 See Quintais and Schwemer (n 1); Peukert and others (n 394).

403 See also art. 71 DSA.

404 On which, see Aleksandra Kuczerawy, ‘The Good Samaritan That Wasn’t: Voluntary Monitoring under the (Draft) Digital Services Act’ (Verfassungsblog, 12 January 2021) <https://verfassungsblog.de/good-samaritan-dsa/> accessed 5 May 2021. (noting that the provision "aims to eliminate existing disincentives towards voluntary own-investigations undertaken by internet intermediaries" but that "it is questionable whether facilitating more voluntary removals is actually beneficial from the perspective of users and their right to freedom of expression.")

405 Arts. 10 to 37 DSA.
of a liability exemption is not dependent on compliance with due diligence obligations and vice-versa.  

As noted, when contrasting the definitions and regimes in the DSA and CDSMD, it is clear that the notion of OCSSP covers at least (certain) online platforms and VLOPs. The legal question that arises is to what extent the proposed DSA’s liability rules (in Chapter II) and the asymmetric obligations (in Chapter III) apply to OCSSPs as online platforms or VLOPs.

As regards the liability regime, our main conclusions are as follows:  

- The liability regime in the DSA is partly excluded for OCSSPs.
- Since the hosting safe harbour (art. 5 DSA) is meant to replace art 14 e-Commerce Directive, its application is set aside by the express reference in art. 17(3) CDSMD.
- The prohibition on general monitoring obligations in art. 7 DSA, which aims to replace the similar prohibition in art. 15 e-Commerce Directive, appears to not be touched by the CDSMD, since art. 17(8) CDSMD can be understood as being of a merely declaratory nature.
- The application of rule in art. 6 DSA on “[v]oluntary own-initiative investigations and legal compliance” in this scenario is unclear. In short, there appears to be limited space for this provision in light of the specific rules imposed on OCSSPs in art. 17(4)(b) and (c) CDSMD. However, it should be noted that certain voluntary measures by OCSSPs could go beyond the required “best efforts”, and would therefore not trigger liability, provided they are within the limits imposed by art. 17(7)–(9) CDSMD.
- Finally, the rules on orders against illegal content and orders to provide information in arts. 8 and 9 DSA may apply to OCSSPs. Art. 8 DSA, in particular, sets out a detailed regime not available elsewhere to OCSSPs. This would seem to apply despite art. 8(3) InfoSoc Directive. The reason is that art. 8(3) InfoSoc Directive applies to intermediaries that are not directly liable for the content they host. This is not the case of OCSSPs, who by virtue of the legal regime in art. 17(1) CDSMD are directly liable for the content they host and is publicly available.

As regards due diligence obligations for OCSSPs, our research did not exam in depth all potential obligations that apply to online platforms and VLOPs in the DSA. Instead, our focus was on selected key obligations that apply to both categories and might be relevant for OCSSPs. This includes certain due diligence obligations for all providers of intermediary services (arts. 10-13), online platforms (arts. 14-24), and VLOPs and very large online search engines (arts. 25-33).  

---

406 Note, however, e.g. Art.14(3) DSA ("Notices referred to in this Article shall be considered to give rise to actual knowledge or awareness for the purposes of Article 5 in respect of the specific item of information concerned where they allow a diligent provider of hosting services to identify the illegality of the relevant activity or information without a detailed legal examination.")

407 For a detailed analysis, see Quintais and Schwemer (n 1).

408 We do not examine or make further reference in this report the regime applicable to very large online search engines. On the status of search engine providers as addressees of the DSA and its copyright implications, see Peukert and others (n 394).
As a preliminary remark, we see no obstacle to the application to OCSSPs of general obligations that extend all intermediary services on points of contact, legal representatives, terms and conditions, and transparency reporting. This includes the obligations set out in arts. 10 to 13 (with aggravation in arts. 23, and 33 DSA). Furthermore, since art. 17 CDSMD focuses on the disabling of illegal information and not the recommendation or promotion of information, the relevant rules in the DSA on recommender systems (art. 29) should also fully apply to OCCSPs.

As with the liability framework, there is some uncertainty on the extent to which due diligence obligations apply to OCSSPs. In short, our analysis concludes the following:

- Parts of the rules on notice and action (art. 14) and statement of reasons (art. 15) should apply to OCSSPs, e.g., the detailed regime on the substance of the notice, which is not found in art. 17 CDSMD.
- Arts. 17 and 18 DSA set forth a detailed internal complaint mechanism as well as out-of-court dispute settlement. Art. 17(9) CDSMD also mandates such mechanisms for the specific genus of OCCSPs, but in a much less detailed fashion. In our view, arts. 17 and 18 DSA should apply to OCSSPs to fill the gaps left open by the vaguer rules on the complaint and redress in art. 17(9) CDSMD. We argue this would have the result of forcing platforms that qualify as OCSSPs and VLOPs to align their copyright redress mechanisms with their remaining illegal content moderation systems covered by the DSA, thereby raising their level of procedural ex post safeguards in this area.
- The DSA also imposes an obligation for online platforms to collaborate with certain trusted flaggers/notifiers in art. 19 DSA. This status is awarded, supervised and revoked by the relevant Digital Services Coordinator of the Member States. Despite the regime in art. 17 CDSMD, trusted flaggers should play an important role on OCCSPs also for the flagging of copyright-protected material. In fact, in the context of larger OCSSPs, trusted flaggers/notifiers already play a crucial but often opaque role in the privatization of online content (copyright and other) moderation and enforcement. In our view, the applicability of art. 19 DSA in the context of OCSSPs depends at least to some extent on the question whether the notice-and-action mechanism in art. 14 DSA applies to OCSSPs. Importantly, the DSA does not prevent “voluntary” trusted notifier arrangements, which would be outside the scope of art. 19 and the supervision of the Digital Services Coordinator. This gap is, however, partly tackled by art. 20 DSA.
- Art. 20 DSA refers to measures and protection against misuse, which we consider to be a crucial provision mitigate misuse both by users and by any type of flaggers, probably excluding “trusted flaggers” (regulated by art. 19) but including flaggers covered by “voluntary” trusted notifier arrangements with platforms. Because the provision directly references arts. 14 and 17 DSA, the application of art. 20 to OCSSPs depends on whether art. 14 and (at least part of) art. 17 DSA apply

409 Chapter III, Section 1 DSA, with certain further adjustments of the obligations for specific intermediary services.
410 Art. 12 DSA obliges intermediary service inter alia to provide information on content moderation including algorithmic decision making and human review. Art. 19(9) subpara. 4 CDSMD, too, stipulates a duty on OCSSPs to inform in users in their terms and conditions, however, only with respect to the possibility to use copyright-protected works under copyright limitations and exceptions provided for in the copyright acquis.
411 See art. 29 DSA. See also Schwemer, ‘Recommender Systems in the EU: From Responsibility to Regulation’ (n 38).
412 For a detailed analysis, see Quintais and Schwemer (n 1).
413 See generally Schwemer, ‘Trusted Notifiers and the Privatization of Online Enforcement’ (n 43).
the _lex specialis_ of art. 17 CDSMD. In the absence of specific regulation in this regard in art. 17 CDSMD, we argue that art. 20 DSA should be fully applicable to copyright misuse.

- VLOPs are subject to certain specific due diligence obligations, _inter alia_, risk assessment (art. 26) and risk mitigation (art. 27). The functioning and use made of the services of very-large OCSSPs (e.g., YouTube, Facebook, Instagram) might come with systemic risks, e.g., “dissemination of illegal content” (including copyright infringement) or “negative effects for the exercise” of fundamental rights including freedom of expression. Since the CDSMD does in no way address these issues, we do not see any argument that precludes the application of arts. 26 and 27 (as well as other relevant provision such as data access) to VLOPs that are also OCSSPs. The same reasoning holds for other relevant obligations, such as data access and transparency.

One main outcome of our analysis on the liability framework is the potential complexity arising out of the DSA-CDSMD legal puzzle, which has practical consequences for how platforms can and should design their content moderation systems in light of both the DSA and the CDSMD. In part, this problem is unavoidable and stems from the different nature of the legal instruments at issue (Directive vs Regulation), the territorial nature of copyright, and the potential issues arising therefrom from the perspective of multi-layered enforcement. For instance, one unresolved question in our research relates to the tension between the territorial approach of art. 17 CDSMD, e.g., for the attribution of liability, as contrasted with the “country of origin” approach in the DSA, i.e., the principle that states that a service provider company follow the legislation of its country of establishment. In other words, the complementary application of the DSA to OCSSPs will mean that for different aspects of copyright content moderation in the same platform, there might be different applicable laws, which introduces yet another layer of complexity. To be sure, there is space for the Commission to contribute improve legal certainty in this area by explicitly addressing the issue of the topic of the interface with the DSA in a revision of its Guidance on art. 17 CDSMD.

---

414 See, similarly, as regards risk mitigation Peukert and others (n 394) 10–11.
This chapter carries out a legal mapping of copyright content moderation by online platforms at the national level in selected EU Member States. This chapter aims to answer the following sub-research questions (SQR), from a national law perspective.

- SQR (2): How is the private and public regulatory framework for content moderation for online platforms structured?
- SQR (3): How do the various elements of that regulatory framework interact?

The chapter starts with preliminary information on the questionnaire that forms the basis of the national level mapping (4.1). It then summarises the key findings from the responses by national experts during the first and second phase questionnaires (4.2 and 4.3). It concludes with a brief summary of the analysis (4.4).

4.1. PRELIMINARY INFORMATION

In line with the methodology introduced at 2.7.1 we collected data related to the legal status of information society service providers (ISSPs) in connection to the CDSMD. The data involves responses to legal questionnaires by national respondents from ten selected EU Member States. The questionnaires are reproduced in Annex I.

The comparative legal questionnaire was designed to run in two main periods or phases. The phase one questionnaire collected and analysed legal data from the period preceding the implementation deadline of the CDSMD. As such, it focused on the status quo in this field of law. The phase two questionnaire was dedicated to the national implementations of art. 17 CDSMD, and the consequences of such implementation, and was carried out after the implementation deadline of the Directive. The phase one and two questionnaires aimed to allow a comparison of the legal environment of the service providers at issue in the pre- and post-implementation periods of the CDSMD.

The questionnaires’ focus is on ISSPs that store or host copyright-protected content uploaded by the users or recipients of the service. As explained in detail in Chapter 3, art. 17 CDSMD creates a new
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415 The main authors of this Chapter are Péter Mezei and István Harkai.
416 These countries are Denmark (DEN); Estonia (EST); France (FRA); Germany (GER); Hungary (HUN); Ireland (IRL); Italy (ITA); the Netherlands (NED); Portugal (POR); Sweden (SWE).
regime for a subset of hosting service providers, OCSSPs. Our questionnaires focus on ISSPs that host copyright-protected content, with a particular emphasis on OCSSPs.

The first phase questionnaire was formulated between September and December 2020. At the same time, the national reporters were selected. The first phase questionnaire consisted of four main chapters. Chapter I focused on hosting service providers as users of copyright-protected content (as such, theoretically subject to direct liability for their services). Chapter II focused on hosting service providers as intermediaries for access to copyright-protected content (as such, theoretically subject to indirect liability for their services). Chapter III addressed legal issues related to end-users (as such, theoretically subject to direct liability for their own activities). Finally, Chapter IV requested the provision of preliminary information related to the steps of implementation of art. 17 CDSMD in the national reporters’ countries.

The selected national reporters received the questionnaire on 2 December 2020, and the submission date was 22 January 2021. As the COVID pandemic has limited the availability of several national reporters, some of the responses were submitted to us as late as 19 February 2021. Two of the ten reports were declared to be complete by the research team, no changes were requested related to these reports. Eight national reporters were required to slightly amend/clarify their responses. The updated versions were submitted to us as late as 11 April 2021. Where necessary, our summary highlights the key developments with respect to the implementation of art. 17 CDSMD.

The second phase questionnaire was dedicated to the national implementations of art. 17 CDSMD in ten selected EU Member States. The questionnaire allowed a comparison of the legal environment of the service providers at issue in the post-implementation period (following 7 June 2021) of the CDSMD. The second phase questionnaire was formulated between September and December 2021. The same national reporters were contacted who responded to the first phase questionnaire in early 2021. The questionnaire consisted of five main chapters. Chapter I focused on the legislative history of the implementation of art. 17 CDSMD. Chapter II analysed how Member States have transplanted certain definitions related to art. 17. Chapter III addressed the new authorization regime under art. 17. Chapter IV requested the provision of information related to the new liability regime (that might kick in case of the lack of authorization by the OCSSPs). Finally, Chapter V discussed how Member States have regulated safeguards (E&Ls, as well as procedural safeguards) to balance the interests of end-users.

The selected national reporters received the questionnaire on 24 January 2022, and the submission date was 31 March 2022. As the COVID pandemic has limited the availability of several national
reporters, some of the responses were submitted to us as late as 16 May 2022. Other than asking for some minor clarifications, all reports were declared to be complete upon submission.

This Chapter intends to provide for a thorough analysis and comparison of the national reports, including the detailed analysis of the statutory provisions and case law of the selected Member States.

4.2. KEY FINDINGS OF THE FIRST PHASE QUESTIONNAIRE

This section includes the main findings from the first phase national questionnaires. For clarity purposes, the analysis follows the structure of the questionnaire, which is reproduced in Annex I.

4.2.1. HOSTING SERVICE PROVIDERS AS USERS OF COPYRIGHT-PROTECTED CONTENT

This sub-section refers to the question contained in Chapter I focused on hosting service providers as users of copyright-protected content.

- Question 1. Is there a legal definition or specific legal regime in your country for information society service providers that store and give the public access to a large amount of protected content uploaded by their users?

The majority (eight) of national reporters noted that the legal definition related to service providers that store and give the public access to a large amount of protected content uploaded by their users is included in/covered by their countries’ e-Commerce legislation. In Sweden, ISSPs shall normally be considered as intermediaries, which fall within the ambit of various Swedish laws. None of these laws include, however, any express definition of intermediaries. In Estonia, ISSPs in general are defined by the local e-Commerce Law, but there is no specific definition for ISSPs that store and give access to a large amount of protected content uploaded by their users. Similarly, the e-commerce law in Portugal defines only “online intermediary service providers” in a general sense, and offers no definition for ISSPs storing UGC. Two reports answered in the negative to this question.

417 We used the short-hand “protected content” to refer to works or other subject-matter protected by copyright or related/neighbouring rights laws.


419 These Swedish statutes are on copyright law [Lag (1960:729); hereinafter URL]; on e-commerce law [Lag (2002:562)] and on the responsibility for electronic bulletin boards (BBS) [Lag (1998:112)].

420 Report Phase 1 Estonia [Infounihiskonna teenuse seadus §2(1)].

421 Report Phase 1 Portugal [Decree-Law no. 7/2004 of January 7; §4(5)].

422 Report Phase 1 Netherlands; Report Phase 1 Germany.
• Question 2. Are “good faith” hosting service providers directly or primarily liable under copyright law or general civil law for providing access to protected content uploaded by their users? If yes, please explain.

Based on the responses of the national reporters to this question, Member States might be ordered in four distinct groups.

In the case of the first group of three countries, the reporters generally affirmed the direct or primary liability of good faith service providers under copyright law or general civil law for providing access to protected content uploaded by their users. Two of these reports confirmed the applicability of criminal law provisions against the service providers as well. At the same time, two of the three reporters expressly stated that such a direct liability has little practical relevance in their country. In Germany, direct liability applies to perpetrators and participants alike. The national reporters, however, noted that the liability of participants (“Teilnehmerhaftung”) is rarely relevant for service providers. The reporters also noted that case law exists in Germany that forms the basis of primary liability of good faith hosting platforms for the sharing of UGC, if the platform presents the content to the public in such a way that it appears to be its own (“Zu-Eigen-Machen”); however, the German reporters argued that this case law applies only in certain circumstances and arguably cannot be applied to video content sharing platforms such as YouTube.

Another four reporters answered in the negative, but indicated that direct liability applies either under the domestic e-Commerce law; or in a “round-about manner”, through the application of various obligations stemming from the Copyright Act, Information Society Services Act (e-Commerce Act) and the Law of Obligations Act.
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423 In Case C-610/15, the CJEU, by focusing on The Pirate Bay, concluded that “those operators, by making available and managing an online sharing platform such as that at issue in the main proceedings, intervene, with full knowledge of the consequences of their conduct, to provide access to protected works, by indexing on that platform torrent files which allow users of the platform to locate those works and to share them within the context of a peer-to-peer network.” (Para. 36.) At the same time, in Joined Cases C-682/18 and C-683/18, Advocate General Øe has differentiated between service providers, like The Pirate Bay, and other service providers who have no direct intent to infringe copyright law. This questionnaire calls the latter group “good faith” hosting service providers.

424 Report Phase 1 Portugal; Report Phase 1 Sweden; Report Phase 1 Germany [the German reporters nevertheless remarked that the terminology of “direct/primary or indirect/secondary liability” in not used in German law. Instead of these, the two key concepts are “Täter- oder Teilnehmerhaftung” (liability of perpetrators and participants) and “Störerhaftung” (liability for breach of duty of care)].

425 Report Phase 1 Portugal; Report Phase 1 Sweden.


427 Report Phase 1 Italy [Decree 60/2003, §16 and 17]; Report Phase 1 Hungary [2001. évi CVIII. törvény, §10 and 13]; Report Phase 1 France [LCEN, §6.I.2. and §6.I.5.].

428 Report Phase 1 Estonia.
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In Italy, case law confirms the direct liability of active providers. The Italian reporters nevertheless noted that the local case law shows inconsistencies, too. For instance, hosting providers “presumed to carry out a merely technical, automatic and passive activity”, and declared not liable on this basis. A hosting provider was considered “active”, hence liable, if it carried out an “activity that goes beyond services of merely technical, automated and passive nature, and engages in active behaviour, thus joining other parties in the infringement”. At times this is described as “manipulation or transformation of the information or of the content”. Hosting providers were deemed to act as a de facto content provider, and were thus held liable, if they transformed the uploaded content into “new” products by organizing, indexing and commercially exploiting the videos uploaded by its users. Relevance was also given to their “economic profits and advertising activities accompanying the organized presentation and displaying of [users’] content”. The notion of active hosting provider was at times found to be misleading and detached from the reality of hosting services. Online encyclopaedias were deemed passive hosting providers, as “they limit themselves to host information given by the users”. Furthermore, in Italy, hosting providers are always declared liable if they behave negligently by failing to promptly respond to users’ notices, react with removal/blocking of infringing content and/or notify the authorities. The Italian case law shows inconsistencies as regards to the “sufficient or necessary” awareness of the hosting service provider.

Another two respondents – the Netherlands and Ireland – provided a negative answer to the question.

---

430 E.g., Tribunal of Turin, First Civil Section, Order, 6 May 2014 (docket n. 38113/2013).
431 E.g., Tribunal of Turin, First Civil Section, Order, 6 May 2014 (docket n. 38113/2013).
432 E.g., Court of Civil Cassation, First Section, Decision of 19 March 2019 n. 7708 (original text: “attività che esula da un servizio di ordine meramente tecnico, automatico e passivo, e pone, invece, in essere una condotta attiva, concorrendo con altri nella commissione dell’illecito”).
433 Tribunal of Milan, 9 September 2011, n.10893. Original text of the quote: “(…) trae sostegno finanziario in ragione dello sfruttamento pubblicitario connesso alla presentazione (organizzata) di tali contenuti.”.
434 E.g., Court of Appeal of Milan, 7 January 2015, n.29 (docket nr. 3821/2011).
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448 Report Phase 1 Netherlands; Report Phase 1 Ireland.
Finally, the Danish report has highlighted that the contributory liability of The Pirate Bay per the Danish Supreme Court’s decision in case Ugeskrift for Retsvæsen, 2010.2221H, does not seem to be applicable since the CJEU’s ruling in The Pirate Bay case.

- **Question 3.** Besides direct licensing, is there any method, mechanism, or model of authorization in your country that covers the uploading of protected content by end-users to the platforms of hosting service providers?

  The majority (eight) of the national reporters answered negatively to the question.\(^{443}\) **Sweden** and **Germany** have a special regime in place.

- **Question 3.1.** If yes, could you please describe the model, including the legal basis, mechanism, the scope of protected content and rights covered, beneficiaries, and sectoral variations?

  In **Sweden**, since 2013, the Copyright Act provides for a general extended collective licensing (ECL) mechanism within any specified area of use, covering any relevant economic rights. It is thus open to any market actor. The Copyright Act nevertheless expressly indicates typical fields for ECL: the use by public authorities, business, organisations to meet internal needs for information; for the purpose of teaching; for the benefit of archives and libraries; and in relation to radio and TV broadcasts.

  In **Germany**, uploading of protected content by end-users can be covered by usual E&Ls. Furthermore, under Art. 51 of the Collecting Societies Act (VGG), the competence of the collecting society to administer the rights related to out-of-commerce works, even if the right holder has not concluded an agreement with the collecting society. This regime is similar to, albeit a bit more limited than the system envisaged by art. 8 CDSMD.

- **Question 3.2.** Please indicate the leading cases which are dealing with the direct liability of service providers.

  The **Swedish** national reporter indicated the existence of several relevant judgments, but also added that due to the persuasive force of preparatory works of the copyright and e-commerce laws, civil case

\(^{443}\) Report Phase 1 Netherland; Report Phase 1 France; Report Phase 1 Ireland; Report Phase 1 Italy; Report Phase 1 Portugal; Report Phase 1 Estonia; Report Phase 1 Hungary; Report Phase 1 Denmark. The Dutch report nevertheless noted that it is unclear whether an “umbrella licensing agreements” cover UGC contents or not. The Estonian reporter noted that “self-moderation” is the closes analogy to the issue at hand. The Danish report also noted that extended collective licensing is a “different angle” solution to the same issue.
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law is “scarce”, but criminal cases exist.\textsuperscript{444} The German national report also indicated the existence of three relevant judgments in this field.\textsuperscript{445}

The French and Estonian national reports also referred to some cases (in France: “\textit{Radioblog}”,\textsuperscript{446} “\textit{Les Dissimulateurs}”,\textsuperscript{447} and “\textit{Clearstream}”;\textsuperscript{448} the ECtHR \textit{Delfi} case originated from Estonia) that are related to the upload of contents by end-users to online platforms. These are nevertheless either nor directly relevant in a copyright environment (e.g., \textit{Delfi}) or do not put any alternative authorization obligation on intermediaries (as in the French cases).

\textbf{4.2.2. HOSTING SERVICE PROVIDERS AS INTERMEDIARIES FOR ACCESS TO COPYRIGHT-PROTECTED CONTENT}

This sub-section refers to the question contained in \textit{Chapter II of the first phase questionnaire} focused on hosting service providers as intermediaries for access to copyright-protected content.

- **Question 4.** Does your country allow rights holders to apply for an injunction against service providers for copyright-infringing content uploaded by third-party users of the service?

The vast majority (nine) of the reporters\textsuperscript{450} answered the question affirmatively. In Germany, injunctions are inapplicable in cases where art. 10 of the E-Commerce Act (TMG) applies to the case at hand.

- **Question 4.1.** If yes, could you please cite the relevant legal requirements, provision(s), and leading case law?

\textsuperscript{444} Leading Swedish cases include \textit{BBS Case} (Supreme Court, Case B 363-95; NJA 1996 s. 79; which judgment served the basis for the legislative work on the BBS Act of 1998); \textit{Wikimedia} [Patent and Market Court, Case PMT 8448-14]; \textit{Dreamfilm} [Göta Court of Appeal, Case B 1565-17]; \textit{Swefilmer} [Court of Appeal for Western Sweden, Case B 3142-17]; \textit{Rarat} [Patent and Market Court of Appeal, Case B 10356-18]. In these cases, the competent courts did not consider the application of the e-commerce act.


\textsuperscript{448} Civ. 1, 12 July 2012, no. 11-13.669, \textit{Google v. Bac Films}.
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The nine national reporters duly covered the relevant national rules on the applicability of injunctions. There are two main groups of countries regarding the regulation of the framework of injunctions. In the majority (seven) of these countries, the local copyright act has exclusive or special rules on injunctions; in two countries (Denmark and Estonia) however, general administrative/procedural codes cover the provisions on injunctions.

In Italy, rightsholders who have reason to fear the violation or continuation of violation of their rights may ask for a declaratory judgment or an injunction against the infringer or the intermediary, whose service was used to commit the infringement. The judge can impose a sum due for the violation or the non-compliance of the injunction. In Portugal, the Copyright and Related Rights Code includes a special regime for interlocutory injunctions that might be applied against infringers or intermediaries for the infringement or the reasonable fear that someone will cause damages that would be serious or difficult to repair. In Hungary, the Hungarian Copyright Act regulates that rightsholders shall be in a position to apply for an injunction against direct infringers and such intermediaries – including ISSPs – whose services are used by third parties to infringe copyright. The relevant remedies are the obligation to cease providing services and the provision/disclosure of data. These special copyright rules are based on/backed by the general rules of the Civil Procedure Code on injunctions. In the Netherlands, the Dutch Civil Code provides explicitly that a service provider’s eligibility for invoking the safe harbour for hosting does not affect the possibility for right holders to obtain a court order to terminate or prevent an infringement, or an injunction for the removal or disabling of access to infringing content. Moreover, the Dutch Copyright Act stipulates that, upon application by the author, Dutch courts may order a hosting service provider whose services are used by a third party to infringe copyright, to cease and desist from providing the services that are used for that infringement. In Ireland, rightsholders might apply for an injunction against intermediaries under the Copyright and Related Rights Act since 2012. In Sweden, injunctions might be issued against infringers and intermediaries alike under the Swedish Copyright Act; injunctions shall be flexible,
delimited and clearly formulated, and they cannot exceed what is justified in a specific case. Hence, open injunctions are not allowed. In France, injunctions might be applied under the IP Code and the E-Commerce Act.462

In Denmark, rightsholders might apply for an injunction under the general rules of the Danish Administration of Justice Act.463 The Danish national reporters further added that Denmark has missed to implement Article 15 of the E-Commerce Directive on the prohibition of general monitoring obligation. The Danish national reporters note that such a failure of implementation can have direct relevance with respect to injunctions, too. In Estonia, injunctions might be applied for the violation of copyright or related rights in line with the Law of Obligations Act,464 and in compliance with the procedural rules under the Code of Civil Procedure Law.465

Seven of these reporters indicated the existence of case law relevant to the field.466 However, in four of the above countries467 the relevant case law has focused on injunctions against The Pirate Bay’s bad faith service; and hence such case law is less relevant for the purposes of our research.

The Irish national reporter further added that the significance of the Irish case law lies in the recognition of the supremacy of EU law when it came to injunctive relief against service providers by the Court of Appeal. The position under the Irish law of equity is such that in order for an injunction of this type to be granted, the intermediary must be engaged in some sort of wrongdoing. No question of wrongdoing arises in these good faith situations, so under Irish law, no injunction would traditionally have been granted. The recent Court of Appeal case law has altered this position. The Swedish national reporter further added that the local case law is mainly from the field of criminal

462 CPI, §336-2; LCEN, §6.1.8.
463 The Danish Administration of Justice Act, §§413-414.
464 Estonian Law of Obligations Act, §1055(3).
465 Estonian Civil Procedure Code, §386.
467 Report Phase 1 Netherlands; Report Phase 1 Italy; Report Phase 1 Denmark; Report Phase 1 Sweden (Swedish case law nevertheless includes cases against other intermediaries, too).
law. There is also another layer of case law, where injunctions are sought against internet service providers to block access to the given infringing intermediaries’ service.  

The two remaining reporters (Estonia and Hungary) reported no published domestic case law on this issue.  

• Question 5. Are hosting service providers indirectly or secondarily liable under copyright law or general civil law for providing access to content uploaded by their users?  

The national reports indicate the existence of two main groups here. The majority of countries (seven) have an affirmative answer to this question. The Dutch national reporters noted, however, that the indirect liability of service providers only arises if it does not fall under the safe harbour of the e-Commerce act. The Irish reporter added that Irish law requires joint tort feasance to establish primary liability through joint common design. The Swedish reporter stressed the criminal law dimension of secondary liability. On the other hand, the Swedish report also stressed that Swedish courts tend to consider the social benefits of certain acts, and absolve defendants from liability, if the respective act does more good than cause harm. This criterion was tested (but practically denied) in The Pirate Bay case. The national reporter notes that good faith service providers might be able to rely on this doctrine; although the reporter is sceptical of the relevance of the doctrine since it was completely ignored by the PMÖD in the B2 Bredband case, which was the first ever website blocking injunction case in Sweden.  

Hosting providers are not indirectly or secondarily liable under copyright law or general civil law for providing access to content uploaded by their users in the minority of countries (Germany, Italy and Hungary).  

• Question 5.1. If yes, could you please cite the relevant legal requirements, provision(s), and leading case law?  

The seven national reporters, answering to Question 5 affirmatively, duly covered the relevant national rules on the applicability of injunctions (in line with Question 4). Six reporters indicated the
existence of case law relevant to the field, and one reporter (Estonia) reported no published domestic case law on this issue.473

- **Question 6.** Does your country have any regime in place for the moderation of infringing content by hosting service providers?474

Countries show a diverse picture in this regard. On the one hand, the majority (seven) of the reporters responded affirmatively. From them the Swedish reporter noted that such regime applies “to a limited extent”; the Estonian report stated that the regime is “mostly self-regulatory”; the German reporters noted that a mixed (statutory and case law) regime applies; and the Dutch reporters noted that the system is not based on law, but indirectly on duty of care. The three other countries responded negatively (Ireland, Italy and Denmark); although the Irish reporter highlighted that Ireland might move to this direction by a pending implementation bill on the AVMS Directive; and the Italian reporters coined the issue at hand as “a recurring idea”.

- **Question 6.1.** If yes, describe whether the regime is statutory, co-regulatory, self-regulatory, and/or best practices-based?

From the seven national reporters, three (France, Sweden and Hungary) declared the regime purely statutory; one (Portugal) declared it to be a mixture of statutory and self-regulatory; one

---


473 Report Phase 1 Estonia.

474 Such regimes include e.g. preventive measures (e.g. for filtering and blocking content) and notice-and-action rules (e.g. notice-and-delete, notice-and-takedown, notice and stay-down, notice-and-delete, etc.).

475 Report Phase 1 France; Report Phase 1 Portugal; Report Phase 1 Sweden; Report Phase 1 Estonia; Report Phase 1 Hungary; Report Phase 1 Germany; Report Phase 1 Netherlands.

476 Report Phase 1 Ireland; Report Phase 1 Italy; Report Phase 1 Denmark.

477 Report Phase 1 France [in line with LCEN]; Report Phase 1 Sweden [in line with the BBS Act and the E-Commerce Act]; Report Phase 1 Hungary [in line with the E-Commerce Act].

478 In Portugal, on the one hand, Decree-Law 7/2004, §18 applies to these questions. Under these rules, an administrative agency, ANACOM, was also founded. The national reporter also noted that these rules apply in a broader scope, they also cover actions against sexual abuse materials. On the other hand, the national reporter informed about the self-regulatory Memorandum of Understanding concluded by rightholder representatives, the General Inspection of Cultural Activities (IGAC), the Portuguese Association of Telecom Operators, the Portuguese Directorate-General for Consumers, the organization responsible for the .pt domain registrations (DNS.PT), the anti-piracy group MAPINET, advertising associations and consumer associations on 30 July 2015. The Memorandum of Understanding targeted the facilitation of the blocking of copyright-infringing websites. A new agreement was concluded in 2018. Since this second agreement came into force in January 2019, the national reporter added, approximately 13.000 illegal streams of national football championship matches have been identified. Of these, approximately 1.000 temporary blockings have been refused by MAPINET and IGAC, while the remaining ones have been carried out.
(Germany)\textsuperscript{479} declared it to be a mixture of statutory and case law; one (Estonia)\textsuperscript{480} found it mainly self-regulatory; and another report (the Netherlands)\textsuperscript{481} stated the relevance of duty of care in this field.

- **Question 6.2.** If yes, is such a regime applicable to exclude the liability of platforms for storing and giving access to contents uploaded by their users?

The majority (six) reporters answered in the negative;\textsuperscript{482} and four of the national respondents answered affirmatively on this question.\textsuperscript{483}

- **Question 6.3.** If yes, do the obligations for service providers result from a duty of care, or any other legal construct?

Countries show a diverse picture in this regard. Three countries have a purely statutory regime (France, Sweden, Estonia);\textsuperscript{484} and three other countries have a system based purely on duty of care (the Netherlands, Portugal and Germany).\textsuperscript{485} Hungary has a mixed system (having a statutory basis and requiring the compliance with the duty of care). Finally, three other respondents answered negatively to this question (Ireland, Italy and Denmark).\textsuperscript{486}

- **Question 6.4.** If yes, does the existing regime include complaint and redress (C&R) mechanisms? If so, please briefly explain these.

The majority (seven) of respondents answered negatively to this question.\textsuperscript{487} Portugal and Hungary have a system that include a C&R mechanism. In Germany, a mixed system exists. On the one hand, it is conceivable that the duty of care requires C&R, although no case law has confirmed this yet. On the other hand, the “\textit{Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz}”, which only applies to UGC that violates offences (e.g., incitement, libel) under the Criminal Code, explicitly requires the application of C&R in the relevant cases. Albeit not directly relevant for copyright law, these rules serve as a model for the upcoming DSA. The German reporters also added that similar provisions have been introduced into § 10a-§ 10c of the German E-Commerce Act (TMG) in November 2020.

\textsuperscript{479} Report Phase 1 Germany [where the statutory basis is found in the E-Commerce Act].
\textsuperscript{480} Report Phase 1 Estonia [the national reporter adds that the Information Society Services Act does not contain detailed rules on the notice-and-take-down procedure].
\textsuperscript{481} Report Phase 1 Netherlands.
\textsuperscript{482} Report Phase 1 Netherlands; Report Phase 1 Ireland; Report Phase 1 Italy; Report Phase 1 Portugal; Report Phase 1 Sweden; Report Phase 1 Denmark.
\textsuperscript{483} Report Phase 1 France; Report Phase 1 Germany; Report Phase 1 Estonia; Report Phase 1 Hungary.
\textsuperscript{484} Report Phase 1 France; Report Phase 1 Sweden; Report Phase 1 Estonia.
\textsuperscript{485} Report Phase 1 Netherlands; Report Phase 1 Portugal; Report Phase 1 Germany.
\textsuperscript{486} Report Phase 1 Ireland; Report Phase 1 Italy; Report Phase 1 Denmark.
\textsuperscript{487} Report Phase 1 Netherlands; Report Phase 1 France; Report Phase 1 Ireland; Report Phase 1 Italy; Report Phase 1 Sweden; Report Phase 1 Estonia; Report Phase 1 Denmark.
• Question 7. Did your country introduce any liability exemption or “safe harbour” provisions for the benefit of search engines or linking service providers?\(^{488}\)

The majority (seven) of respondents reported the existence of such safe harbour regime for at least one of the two services.\(^{489}\) The exact scope of these regimes is, however, very diverse. In three countries, statutory provisions cover both types of ISSPs (Italy, Portugal and Estonia).\(^{490}\) In Hungary, the e-Commerce Act expressly covers search engines, but not linking service providers. In Sweden, statute law indirectly (through interpretation) covers search engines, but such interpretation is questionable regarding linking service providers. Finally, in France and Germany, such safe harbour regime applies to search engines, but only under case law.

In the three other countries, no such safe harbour regime applies (the Netherlands, Ireland and Denmark).\(^{491}\)

• Question 7.1. If yes, how do courts apply concurring safe harbour provisions regarding service providers offering mixed services (e.g., a platform with both hosting and search/linking functions)? Please cite leading case law.

Only one national report has stated that there is relevant case law to this question. Under the Italian Reti Televisive Italiane S.p.A. v. Yahoo! case, the Supreme Court distinguished the position of Yahoo! Video! host from the position of Yahoo! as a search engine. In the case of Yahoo Video!, the Supreme Court excluded the application of the safe harbour provision, judging its conduct as active and thus triggering direct liability. On the contrary, it refused to hold liable Yahoo! as a search engine, arguing that the mere indexing and linking constitutes a neutral caching activity which shields the ISP from liability. The Italian Supreme Court also added that the service provider is not expected to remove allegedly infringing materials only based on rightsholders’ notice or claim in court, since the neutral position of the caching service provider causes the removal obligation to arise only in case of explicit

---

488 Compare to art. 21(2) e-Commerce Directive: “[i]n examining the need for an adaptation of this Directive, the report shall, in particular, analyse the need for proposals concerning the liability of providers of hyperlinks and location tool services, notice and take down procedures and the attribution of liability following the taking down of content. The report shall also analyse the need for additional conditions for the exemption from liability, provided for in Articles 12 and 13, in the light of technical developments, and the possibility of applying the internal market principles to unsolicited commercial communications by electronic mail”.

489 Report Phase 1 Italy; Report Phase 1 Portugal; Report Phase 1 Estonia; Report Phase 1 Hungary; Report Phase 1 Sweden; Report Phase 1 France; Report Phase 1 Germany.

490 Report Phase 1 Italy (“caching”); Report Phase 1 Portugal (“content association services”); Report Phase 1 Estonia (“information storage service”).

491 Report Phase 1 Netherlands (although the reporters stated that under the Dutch case law, the quotation exception used to cover online search results; the legitimacy of such case law has, however, become questionable since the CJEU’s ruling in Pelham); Report Phase 1 Ireland; Report Phase 1 Denmark.
judicial order. A more recent Italian judgement of the Supreme Court confirmed the legal qualification of search engines as caching services. 492

- **Question 7.2.** If yes, which right(s) are users infringing?493

Countries show a diverse picture in this regard. In two countries, the right of reproduction, communication to the public and making available to the public might be infringed.494 The Estonian report stated that the right of reproduction and making available to the public might be infringed. In Portugal, the right of communication to the public might be infringed. In Sweden, none of these rights might be infringed. The German and Danish reports indicated that such liability is not applicable. In Italy, however, the judicial wording in ISP liability cases generally limits itself to the “copyrights or related rights/the specific copyrights alleged by the right holder/the fundamental right of intellectual property” (“diritti d’autore o diritti connessi/diritti d’autore specificatamente allegati dall’autore/il diritto fondamentale alla proprietà intellettuale”). No specific reference is made to any exclusive right in particular.

This question is not relevant under the laws of France and Ireland. Nevertheless, the Irish reporter noted that “if reform occurs, it would be reasonable to assume that the making available right naturally will come into play and also the reproduction right in line with sections 39 [and] 40 of the CRRA Act”.

4.2.3. END-USERS

This sub-section refers to the question contained in Chapter III of the questionnaire focused on end-users of online platforms hosting and providing access to copyright protected content.

- **Question 8.** Are end-users directly liable under copyright law for uploading content to the services of ISSPs without authorisation?

The responses to this question unanimously confirm that end-users are directly liable under copyright law for uploading copyright-protected content to the services of information society service providers without authorisation.

- **Question 8.1.** If yes, which right(s) are users infringing?495

493 E.g. reproduction and/or communication/making available to the public.
494 Report Phase 1 Netherlands; Report Phase 1 Hungary.
495 E.g. reproduction and/or communication/making available to the public. Please note that the questionnaire intends to focus solely on the period that follows the implementation of the InfoSoc Directive.
Countries show a diverse picture in this regard. Half (five) of the countries reported that users might infringe the right of reproduction and making available to the public by the unauthorized uploading of contents. Similarly, but with a bit different terminology, users might infringe the right of reproduction or “representation” under French copyright law. In two countries (Portugal and Denmark), the users’ acts might run against the right of making available to the public. In the Netherlands, such activity is covered by the “openbaarmaking” right. In Hungary, users might infringe right(s) communication or making available to the public. The national reporter also added that until the content reaches public, the private copying exception covers uploads to private folders.

- **Question 8.2. If yes, could you please cite the relevant legal provision(s) and leading case law?**

The national reporters duly cited the relevant national rules.

Four national reporters indicated the existence of case law in this field. The Dutch report noted that case law speaks against large scale users, if their identity can be obtained; criminal law shall also be applicable in the Netherlands. The French report highlighted that the case law precedes the amendments of August 1, 2006 of the French Copyright Act, on the one hand, and a portion of case law stems from the field of criminal law, on the other hand. The Swedish respondent introduced a rich case law in this field. In Germany, according to the prevailing opinion, the reproduction in the context of uploading to a server for the purpose of online use is a subordinate preparatory act in preparation for making the work available to the public. However, it remains an independent use of the work, even if it is followed by making it available to the public, and is not consumed by this act of use. Thus, making a work available to the public is a further use of the work following the reproduction based on the reproduced work. On the other hand, when the fixing of works for the purpose of making them available to the public impairs the copyright holder's right of reproduction within the meaning of Section 16 UrhG, such acts can be prosecuted independently.

---

496 Report Phase 1 Ireland; Report Phase 1 Italy; Report Phase 1 Sweden [although the reporter noted that preparatory uploads might be treated to meet the temporary acts of reproduction exception]; Report Phase 1 Germany [where the reporter also noted that reproduction is a “subordinate preparatory act in preparation for making the work available to the public”]; Report Phase 1 Estonia.

497 Report Phase 1 Portugal; Report Phase 1 Denmark.


500 Besides the above mentioned BBS case, the national reporter flagged the existence of the following judgments from the copyright law arena: Blog photograph (PMÖD, Case B 10527-18); and from the field of criminal law (all cases reflected P2P filesharing activities): Svea Court of Appeals, Case B 2160-12; Göteborg District Court, Case B 16995-11; Göta Court of Appeals, Case B 838-14. End-users were found liable for communication contents available to the public in all of these cases.


• Question 9. Did your Member State implement the E&Ls on quotation, criticism, review and caricature, parody, and pastiche set forth in arts. 5(3)(d) and 5(3)(k) InfoSoc Directive?

Countries show a diverse picture in this regard. In the majority (six) of countries, the answer was affirmative to both groups of E&Ls. In two countries, only quotation, criticism, review is covered by the effective domestic norms (Portugal and Hungary). Finally, in two other countries, quotation, criticism, review is covered by the effective domestic copyright law, and caricature, parody, and pastiche is covered indirectly, through case law (Sweden and Denmark).

• Question 9.1. If yes, please briefly describe how they were implemented.

All reporters duly described how the domestic legislation implemented the respective E&Ls. Quotation has been present in all Member States for decades. The implementation of the caricature, parody and pastiche exceptions shows, however, a more diverse picture. In four countries, such E&Ls were duly implemented by legislation. In Germany, no express harmonization occurred, but another – indirect – rule could be applied for a long time. In three countries (Italy, Denmark and Sweden), the existence of these E&Ls is based on case law. Finally, two countries (Portugal and Hungary) have failed to implement these E&Ls before the implementation of the CDSMD.

• Question 9.2. If yes, can these E&Ls effectively cover end users’ uploading activities in your country?

Countries show a diverse picture in this regard. The majority (six) of the reporters responded that E&Ls can theoretically cover end-users’ uploading activities. The German report noted that the relevant E&L for quotation, criticism, review theoretically applies to end users’ activities, but concerns exist regarding the applicability of rules related to parody. (As indicated earlier, the CDSMD implementation

---

503 Report Phase 1 Netherlands; Report Phase 1 France (where the reporter highlighted that the wording of the French IP Code and the InfoSoc Directive is not identical in this regard); Report Phase 1 Ireland (where the reported noted that parody is covered only since 2019); Report Phase 1 Italy; Report Phase 1 Germany [where the reported noted that parody is currently covered only via UrhG §24(1); the pending CDSM implementation will change the normative basis of parody, according to which §24 will be repealed and a new statutory permission will be introduced for parody]; Report Phase 1 Estonia.

504 Report Phase 1 Portugal [where the reporter noted that “original” parodies are granted copyright protection on their own; these rules are, however, distinct from Article 5(3)(k) of the InfoSoc Directive and the ECJ preliminary judgment in Deckmyn]; Report Phase 1 Hungary.

505 Report Phase 1 Sweden (where the reporter noted that the relevant case law was published post-Deckmyn); Report Phase 1 Denmark.

506 Report Phase 1 Ireland [the implementation happened only in 2019]; Report Phase 1 France; Report Phase 1 Netherlands; Report Phase 1 Estonia.

507 Report Phase 1 Germany (the legitimacy of §24 of the German Copyright Act has been seriously questioned by the Pelham judgment of the CJEU; the German legislation has addressed the parody issue during the implementation of the CDSM Directive; compare to the new §51a of the German Copyright Act).

508 Report Phase 1 Italy; Report Phase 1 Denmark; Report Phase 1 Sweden.

509 Report Phase 1 Portugal; Report Phase 1 Hungary (although Hungary has inserted the caricature, parody and pastiche exceptions as a part of the implementation process of the CDSM Directive).

510 Report Phase 1 Netherlands; Report Phase 1 France; Report Phase 1 Ireland; Report Phase 1 Portugal; Report Phase 1 Estonia; Report Phase 1 Hungary.
will clarify these concerns by introducing a new statutory permission or “user right” for parody uses.)
The Swedish reporter noted that due to moral rights concerns, the applicability of E&Ls in this field is not straightforward. In Italy, the answer to the question was negative, but the reporters noted that “this [answer] is based on a rather scant case law”. The remaining four reporters answered to the negative.

- **Question 9.3. If yes, could you please cite the leading case law on the application of these E&Ls in an online environment?**

Half (five) of the national reporters indicated the existence of case law on E&Ls, but the majority of these judgments are less relevant for the application of these provisions in the online environment.

- **Question 10. In your country, are L&Es treated as:**
  - **Question 10.1. Defences against infringement claims? If yes, please explain.**

The majority (seven) of the reporters answered affirmatively, and two answered negatively (Estonia and Denmark). The German reporters noted that German copyright law does not recognize “defences” as a dogmatic category, but the Federal Court of Justice (BGH) understands “barriers” as grounds for justification, when it writes: “The encroachment on copyright would not be unlawful if the defendant could successfully invoke the barrier provision of § 52 b p. 1 and 2 UrhG”.

- **Question 10.2. Subjective or affirmative rights to use protected content? If yes, please explain.**

Countries show a diverse picture in this regard. In three countries, E&Ls work as subjective rights (Italy, Sweden and Germany); and in one country (Estonia) they work as affirmative rights. Two reporters responded that E&Ls might theoretically work as subjective or affirmative rights, but this is

---

511 Report Phase 1 Netherlands ("Mercis and Bruna v. Punt"); Report Phase 1 France (where the reporter noted that no distinction exists between online and offline uses; “Decision of 19 December 2014”); Report Phase 1 Sweden [Metal Pole (PMÖD, Case PMT 1473-18); Swedish tiger (PMD, Case B 7348-20; pending at PMÖD)]; Report Phase 1 Germany (where the reported noted that the case law is not connected to UGC); Report Phase 1 Italy (the national reporters called this case law “scant”).

512 Report Phase 1 Netherlands; Report Phase 1 France; Report Phase 1 Ireland (“fair dealing defence”); Report Phase 1 Italy; Report Phase 1 Portugal; Report Phase 1 Sweden (as the national reporter noted, there is a sensible inconsistency on this field: some provisions are called as “limitations”, others are coined as “rights”; L&Es are, in practice, defences in Sweden); Report Phase 1 Hungary.

513 Report Phase 1 Estonia; Report Phase 1 Denmark.


515 Report Phase 1 Italy [Tribunal of Rome, Specialized Intellectual Property Section, Order 16 December 2009, stating that “if there is considerable amount of commercial advertising on the webpages where the illegally inserted videos appear, neither the right to report for information purpose nor the right to criticize or discuss can be validly invoked.”]; Report Phase 1 Sweden; Report Phase 1 Germany.

516 Report Phase 1 Estonia.
not confirmed by case law yet (Ireland and Hungary).

Finally, four more reports answered this question in the negative.

- **Question 10.3. Other? Please explain.**

The Danish reporter has elaborated an answer for this question. According to the Danish report, answering question 10 turned out to be difficult, as there is no distinction between ‘defences’ and ‘affirmative rights’ in Danish law. Some rules are declaratory, i.e., can be deviated from by contract, others are mandatory in character (e.g., exhaustion). Apart from exhaustion, it is disputed which E&Ls are mandatory and which are declaratory.

- **Question 11. Is there any generally applicable C&R mechanism for the benefit of users of hosting service providers to ensure the exercise of L&Es in general, or for the specific L&Es of quotation, criticism, review, and caricature, parody, pastiche?**

The majority (seven) of the reporters answered negative to this question. In two countries, such C&R mechanism applies (Portugal and Hungary). In Germany, a C&R mechanism applies indirectly. The French national reporter noted that Article L. 331-31(2) of the CPI only designates a public authority, called Haute Autorité pour la diffusion des œuvres et la protection des droits sur internet (HADOPI), to ensure that technological protection measures do not prevent beneficiaries of certain E&Ls from taking advantage of them (notably by providing the HADOPI with a competence to determine modalities of the exercise of the E&Ls concerned). The E&Ls of quotation, criticism, review, and caricature, parody, pastiche are not among these.

- **Question 11.1. If yes, does such mechanism exist as a result of (i) statute or case law or (ii) private practices of hosting service providers?**

In Portugal and Hungary, the C&R mechanism exists as a result of statutory law; and in Germany it indirectly exists as a combination of interpretation of contracts in light of fundamental rights (“mittelbare Grundrechtsbindung”) and private practices, e.g., Content ID by YouTube.

---

517 Report Phase 1 Ireland; Report Phase 1 Hungary.
518 Report Phase 1 Netherlands; Report Phase 1 France; Report Phase 1 Portugal [as the national reporter elaborated: “From a substantive perspective, users do not have actual control over the protected work. From a procedural perspective, users have no available legal action to ensure the enforcement of this entitlement and, as such, cannot require courts to impose upon rightholders a given action or omission with a view to satisfying their interests.”]; Report Phase 1 Denmark.
519 Report Phase 1 Netherlands; Report Phase 1 France (where the national reporter noted that some discussion of HADOPI’s role regarding technical protection measures does exist); Report Phase 1 Ireland (where the national reporter noted that “no policy mandated mechanism exists”); Report Phase 1 Italy; Report Phase 1 Sweden; Report Phase 1 Estonia; Report Phase 1 Denmark.
520 Report Phase 1 Portugal (“interim dispute resolution”); Report Phase 1 Hungary (notice-and-take-down system under E-Commerce Law).
• **Question 11.2. If yes, can you describe this mechanism?**

The three national reporters mentioned above (Portugal, Hungary and Germany) duly summarized the functioning of these C&R mechanisms.

In **Portugal**, Article 18 of the Decree-Law 7/2004 establishes a regime of provisional dispute resolution concerning infringing content made available via hosting providers and/or content association services (e.g., search engines). The regime provides an administrative entity (ANACOM – the National Telecommunications Authority) with the competence to decide provisionally if certain content should be removed or if access to specific information should be blocked. The aim is to obtain the rapid resolution of this kind of disputes, where the slowness of the judicial decision-making process may have harmful consequences, particularly for those who are affected by the maintenance of illegal content online. Under this provision, where the unlawfulness is not manifest, hosting providers are not obliged to remove or disable the disputed content just because an interested party claims that there is an infringement. In such cases, the interested party may appeal to the administrative authority, which will present a provisional solution within 48 hours and communicate it immediately to the intervening parties by electronic means. It is also provided that anyone with a legal interest in preserving the content online may, under the same terms, resort to the administrative authority to dispute a removal decided by the hosting providers. Whatever the decision, no responsibility will fall on the administrative authority, nor on the intermediary provider for having removed, or not, the content, as long as the lawfulness or unlawfulness of the content is not manifest. It is expressly established that the use of this dispute resolution mechanism is without prejudice to the possibility of seeking judicial redress, even if simultaneously.

In **Hungary**, the E-Commerce Act includes a detailed C&R mechanism (Art. 13(6)-(8)). The general right to object against the removal of protected subject-matter upon the notification of rights holders shall be lodged in a private document with full probative force or in an authentic instrument at the service provider within 8 days upon the receipt of the information on content removal. The document shall consist of various substantive elements (identification of content; statement that the user’s activity was not illegal). Upon receipt of the objection, the service provider shall expeditiously restore access to the contested content and inform the rights holder about the restoration. If the rights holder still wants to remove the contested content, she shall initiate a court proceeding. (It is the rights holder’s task to inform the service provider about the outcome of any court proceedings.)

---

521 E.g. counter-notice; human oversight; flagging; time limits for responses etc.
In Germany, the reporter made reference to systems used by providers like YouTube and Meta/Facebook, which have been previously described in this report.

4.3. KEY FINDINGS OF THE SECOND PHASE QUESTIONNAIRE

This section includes the main findings from the national responses to the second phase questionnaires. For clarity purposes, the analysis follows the structure of the questionnaire, which is reproduced in Annex I.

4.3.1. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

This sub-section analyses the answers provided on the question of Chapter I of the second phase questionnaire on the legislative history of the implementation of art. 17 CDSMD in the selected Member States.

- **Question 1. Summarize the legislative history of the implementation of art. 17 CDSMD in your country**

Eight of the selected ten Member States had implemented art. 17 CDSMD by the time of the submission of the respective national report. The two remaining countries, where the implementation did not take place are Sweden and Portugal. In Sweden, a proposal of the Ministry of Justice served the basis of the analysis of the Swedish national reporter. In Portugal, the implementation process was abandoned after the collapse of the Portuguese government in 2021 (which was followed by new elections in the country), and hence the Portuguese national report is limited to a small outline of the initial draft of the Portuguese government.

Five of the eight countries implemented art. 17 in the form of statute (either as a new, independent statute, or as an amendment to the existing copyright act).\(^{522}\) Art. 17 was introduced in France via government decree based on a delegation law, in Ireland via statutory instrument (ministerial order), and in Italy via government decree based on a delegation act.

Five national reporters stated that the national legislator has reflected the European Commission’s Guidance on Art. 17 and the Opinion of AG Øe in Case C-41/19.\(^{523}\) In fact, only countries that

---

522 Report Phase 2 Denmark; Report Phase 2 Estonia; Report Phase 2 Germany; Report Phase 2 Hungary; Report Phase 2 Netherlands.

523 Report Phase 2 Estonia; Report Phase 2 France; Report Phase 2 Italy; Report Phase 2 Portugal (the Portuguese report focused only on a draft proposal that was abandoned due to the dissolution of the Portuguese Parliament); Report Phase 2 Sweden. The judgment of the CJEU’s Great Chamber in Case C-401/19, Poland v Parliament and Council was published on 26 April 2022. As the majority of national reporters submitted their reports before the publication of the judgment, the present analysis lacks the discussion whether Member States could take the judgment into consideration when implementing Article 17.
implemented (or took steps towards implementing) the CDSMD after the publication of the Communication and the Opinion of AG Øe could take these resources into consideration.

The legislative history of the selected EU Member States (listed in alphabetic order) is, in greater detail, the following.

(1) Denmark

On 18 December 2020, the Danish Ministry of Culture sent a draft of the proposed changes to the law on intellectual property rights to the Danish Committee of Culture. On 18 January 2021, Joy Mogensen, Minister of Culture, sent a revised draft to the Committee of Culture. On 26 March 2021, Joy Mogensen officially proposed the bill to implement EU directives into Danish law. The proposed changes of law are identified as “LF 205”. On 13 April 2021, the proposal is referred to the Parliament’s Committee of Culture. On 19 May 2021 the Committee of Culture held a hearing on the current proposed changes. On 26 May 2021, the Committee of Culture submitted its consideration on the proposed bill with minor changes. On 31 May 2021, an amendment was proposed by politician Jens Rohde (KD), who was MEP when the CDSMD was negotiated in the European Parliament, to OHL § 52 c, section 1. The amendment was a clarification of the definition for “online content-sharing service provider” and expanded the term to include providers which organize and promote for the purpose of both direct and indirect profit. The amendment was partly reflected in the updated bill. On 3 June 2021, after minor, mainly formal, amendments and clarifications the bill was passed and took into effect. Notably, other parts of the CDSMD currently remain unimplemented.

(2) Estonia

In Estonia, the coordination of the national implementation was started by the Ministry of Justice in October 2020, and completed the next month. On 5 April 2021, the draft implementation bill was submitted to the Parliament by the Government of Estonia. Following various readings in the Parliament, the procedure was closed and the bill was adopted on 8 December 2021. The act that incorporated art. 17 CDSMD in the Estonian Copyright Act was sent to the President of Estonia on 9 December 2021. The act was announced on 20 December 2021, and it was published on 27 December 2021.

(3) France

524 The full committee can be viewed on https://www.retsinformation.dk/eli/ft/202014L01367 at the bottom of the page.
525 See https://www.retsinformation.dk/eli/ft/20201XX00921.
526 See https://www.retsinformation.dk/eli/ft/202012L00205.
527 See https://www.retsinformation.dk/eli/ft/202013L00205.
528 The Estonian Copyright Act (as amended) is available via https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/513012022002/consolide.
529 See https://www.riigiteataja.ee/eelnoud/menetluskaik/JUM/20-1276.
The implementation strategy of the CDSMD in France has been divided into multiple parts concerning separate provisions of the Directive. Regarding art. 17, the French government initially referenced the corresponding French implementation proposal and final texts as the “loi relatifs à la communication audiovisuelle et à la souveraineté culturelle à l’ère numérique” (law relating to audio-visual communication and cultural sovereignty in the digital age). On 5 December 2019, an initial draft text was published, including two provisions (arts. 16 and 17 in the French draft text) pertaining to the implementation of aspects of art 17 CDSMD.

On 29 January 2020, in collaboration with the CNC and the HADOPI, the CSPLA released its report advising the French Ministry of Culture regarding the implementation of art. 17 CDSMD into French law. On 2 March 2020, at the first reading of the draft text, several amendments were suggested, including those which would have had an impact on the protection of user’s rights, but were ultimately unacknowledged in the draft text.

In April 2020, the legislative process regarding the draft law was stopped due to the COVID-19 crisis. The French legislators changed tactics regarding the implementation of art. 17. Instead of transposing the law via ordinary legislative procedure, French legislators opted for the use of a delegation law to empower the government to pass implementing provisions by decree more rapidly (i.e., no

530 These modifications are made to loi n° 86-1067 du 30 septembre 1986 relative à la liberté de communication. See https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/loda/id/LEGITEXT000006068930/#:~:text=33-,L’Autorit%C3%A9%20de%20r%C3%A9gulation%20de%20la%20communication%20audiovisuelle%20et%20num%C3%A9rique,d’information%20politique%20et%20g%C3%A9n%C3%A9rale.


532 Centre national du cinéma et de l’image animée (National Centre for Cinema and the Moving Image).

533 The Haute autorité pour la diffusion des œuvres et la protection des droits sur Internet (High Authority for the Dissemination of Works and the protection of Rights on the Internet) was a governmental agency tasked with the implementation of the HADOPI law, among other administrative functions. It has since merged its activities with the CSA (Conseil supérieur de l’audiovisuel, Superior Audiovisual Council) in France to become a new independent administrative agency since 1 January 2022, ARCOM (l’Autorité publique française de régulation de la communication audiovisuelle et numérique, Regulatory Authority for Audiovisual and Digital Communication).

534 The Conseil supérieur de la propriété littéraire et artistique (Superior Council of Literary and Artistic Property) is an independent advisory body to the French Ministry of Culture.


On 7 July 2020, the DDADUE law was introduced, and during the meeting of the Senate on 8 July, the approved provisional text empowered the French government to amend the Intellectual Property Code (CPI) in order to transpose certain provisions of the CDSMD (art. 24 bis 2°). No subsequent amendments were made to this text. On 7 October 2020, the DDADUE law was read by the National Assembly and adopted. On 4 December 2020, the DDADUE law was officially published, and the provision regarding the Government’s authority to transpose arts. 17-23 of the CDSMD changed to art. 34.

On 12 May 2021, French PM and Ministry of Culture officially published ordonnance n° 2021-580 regarding the transposition of art. 17 CDSMD, among other provisions, set to enter into force on 7 June 2021. Chapter I (arts. 1-3) of the ordonnance are in specific reference to art. 17. According to the minutes of the Council of Ministers of 25 August 2021, the ordonnance was planned to be supplemented by decree “which will specify in particular the practical methods for determining the providers of online content sharing services concerned by the new provisions of the ordinance”.

With regard to the audience threshold and the notion of “large amount”, the core provisions of the ordonnance were supplemented with art. R136-1 (in force since 22 October 2021), created by art. 1 of the Decree of the Conseil d’Etat of 20 October 2021. The notion of “large amount” is further developed by the Order of the Ministry of Culture of 20 October 2021.

(4) Germany
A first public consultation regarding the implementation of the CDSMD collected stakeholders’ opinions in 2019. The first “discussion draft” of the separate new law implementing art. 17 was published on 24 June 2020. Most discussed in this draft was the classification of art. 17 within the system of copyright law and its implementation in a separate body of law. To ensure users’ possibility to take advantage of exceptions and limitations contained in art. 17(7), exemptions for “machine-verifiable legally permitted uses” and the possibility of “pre-flagging” content before uploading it were introduced. Following a public consultation, a Draft bill for an Act to adapt copyright law to the requirements of the Digital Single Market (“Referentenentwurf”) was published on 13 October 2020. In this draft, the so-called “pre-check” mechanism was introduced, limiting flagging options and minor uses to content matched by rightholder information. A third Public Consultation on the Draft Bill of 13 October 2020, which was held until 6 November 2020, was followed by the Draft bill of the Federal Government of Germany (“Regierungsentwurf”) on 3 February 2021. A Public Hearing of the Parliament’s Legal Affairs Committee on the Draft Bill took place on 12 April 2021. Subsequently, a FAQ document was published by the Federal Ministry of Justice on 7 June 2021, summarizing the then-current situation and explaining the draft bill. On 19 May 2021, the proposed bill passed the Judiciary Committee with a few minor changes, particularly related to direct compensation of creators by OCSSPs.

547 Information on the public consultation and answers collected can be accessed on the website of the Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection: https://www.bmj.de/SharedDocs/Gesetzgebungsverfahren/DE/Konsultation_Umsetzung_EU_Richtlinien_Urheberrecht.html


549 Cf. §§ 8, 12, 16 of the 1st Discussion draft (“Diskussionsentwurf”) of 24.06.2020.


554 Draft bill for a resolution and report by the Committee on Legal Affairs and Consumer Protection on the German government’s draft bill for an act to adapt copyright law to the requirements of the digital single market of 19.05.2021, available at https://dserver.bundestag.de/btd/19/298/1929894.pdf.
The final law, called Copyright Service Provider Act (UrhDaG),\(^{556}\) was enacted on 28 May 2021 [passed by Parliament (Bundestag) on 20 May 2021; by the Federal Assembly (Bundesrat) on 28 May 2021\(^{557}\)] and promulgated on 4 June 2021, as part of the Act to adapt Copyright Law to the Requirements of the Digital Single Market.\(^{558}\) The UrhDaG entered into force on 1 August 2021.

(5) Hungary

The Hungarian Ministry of Justice, in close collaboration with the Hungarian Intellectual Property Office (HIPO), prepared the first, publicly not available version of the implementation draft by the end of summer of 2019. In line with this draft, the Ministry of Justice and HIPO organized six preparatory public consultation meetings on key areas of the CDSMD. Shortly after the COVID-19 pandemic reached Hungary, the Parliament declared a state of danger. Based on this, the Government was granted the right to temporarily legislate via government decrees from as early as 30 March 2020. As a part of that, a decree was published on 16 April 2020\(^{559}\) to implement Article 5 CDSMD. The implementation took its final form by the acceptance of Act LVIII of 2020 on 16 June 2020 on the cessation of the state of danger.\(^{560}\) This law has transposed the rules of the government decree into the national Copyright Act. This way, Hungary became the first Member State of the EU to implement art. 5.

The preparations for the implementation of the rest of the CDSMD did not stop during the pandemic. The first (full) draft bill was published on 7 May 2020 and a public consultation took place between May and June 2020.\(^{561}\) The Ministry of Justice and the HIPO, based on more than 100 responses, published an amended draft bill on 31 July 2020. This version was offered for a targeted (semi-public) consultation in August 2020, with a deadline to submit comments on the draft by 14 August 2020.\(^{562}\) Taking into consideration the recommendations at this stage, a third version was submitted for a final semi-public consultation on 17 February 2021, with a deadline to submit comments on the draft by 1

\(^{556}\) In German: Gesetz über die urheberrechtliche Verantwortlichkeit von Diensteanbietern für das Teilen von Online-Inhalten (Urheberrechts-Diensteanbieter-Gesetz - UrhDaG).


\(^{558}\) The text of the Act as promulgated 4 June 2021 (in German) is available here: https://www.bmj.de/SharedDocs/Gesetzgebungsverfahren/Dokumente/BgbI_NetzDG.html;jsessionid=8292E47D5B3128FF1E06EC1BBE8FD221.1_cid289?nn=6712350; a working translation of the Copyright Service Provider Act (“UrhDaG”, Article 3 of the Act, transposing Article 17 of the DSM Directive) in English can be found here: https://www.bmj.de/SharedDocs/Gesetzgebungsverfahren/Dokumente/UrhDaG_ENG.html;jsessionid=8292E47D5B3128FF1E06EC1BBE8FD221.1_cid289?nn=6712350.

\(^{559}\) Hungarian Government Decree No. 125/2020 (IV.16.).

\(^{560}\) The law entered into force on June 18, 2020.


March 2021. The bill was finally submitted to the Hungarian Parliament on 31 March 2021. The Parliament passed the bill with 136 yeas, 29 nays, and 1 abstain on 28 April 2021. Act XXXVII of 2021 was published on 6 May 2021 and entered into force on 1 June 2021, a few days before the official transposition day of the CDSMD.

(6) Ireland

Following public consultations on art. 17, Ireland opted not to transpose the CDSMD by way of a primary act, but rather by way of statutory instrument (S.I) – a ministerial order that acts as secondary legislation under the auspices of the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation. This is a common approach in Ireland to implement its obligations under EU law. As such, Ireland’s implementation of the CDSMD, and in particular art. 17 is a “cut and paste” from the Directive. As the approach adopted was by way of S.I. – no parliamentary or public scrutiny occurred, of the general approach to transposition and, for present purposes, art. 17.

The timeline of the implementation was as follows. On 25 September 2019, the Department website issued a consultation paper on arts. 13-17. On 24 May 2021, the Department issued an information note on its approach to transposition indicating that – following a consideration of stakeholder input arising from the consultation paper(s) and legal advice – it had opted for transposition by S.I. On 12 November 2021, Ireland transposed the CDSMD by way of S.I. with the Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment signing the European Union (Copyright and Related Rights in the Digital Single Market) Regulations 2021 (S.I. No. 567 of 2021) implementing the CDSMD. The instrument was published on 19 November 2021, amending the Copyright and Related Rights Act 2000 (CRRA 2000).

(7) Italy

In Italy, the European Delegation Act is one of the two instruments for adapting to EU law introduced by Law No 234 of 24 December 2012, which implemented an organic reform of the rules governing

---

565 According to the national reporter, this solution also lacks transparency on the internal deliberations that occur within the government department as to the form and scope of the S.I.
568 See https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bicGtD8AqV5P7adZwAnv0548Rs5Y2a0/view.
Italy's participation in the formation and implementation of EU legislation and policies. Paragraph 4 of art. 29 provides that the President of the Council of Ministers or the Minister for European Affairs, in agreement with the Minister for Foreign Affairs and the other Ministers concerned, shall submit to the Senate of the Republic and the Chamber of Deputies a draft European delegation law, indicating the reference year. The deadline for submission shall be 28 February each year. Pursuant to art. 32(1) of Law No. 234 of 2012, the draft delegation law lays down – with reference to certain European Union acts – specific principles and guiding criteria to be followed by the Government in the exercise of the delegation, in addition to those contained in the directives to be implemented and to the general principles of delegation. Once the delegation law is approved, the Government can issue the Legislative Decree to amend the existing law.

On 29 October 2020 the European Delegation Law was approved by the Senate and sent to the Chamber of Deputies.\(^{571}\) The Delegation Law was approved on 31 March 2021, by the Chamber of Deputies but the text needed to be approved again by the Senate due to an amendment on a part not related with the CDSMD. The final approval from the Senate was given on 20 April 2021.\(^{572}\) Art. 9 of the proposal for Delegation Law contained the guiding principles and criteria for the implementation of the CDSMD. Specifically, letter n) and o) individuated the criteria / guiding principles for implementing art. 17.

The European delegation law, Law no. 53 of 22 April 2021, was published in the Official Gazette on 23 April 2021 (General Series no. 97) and entered into force on 8 May 2021.\(^{573}\) On 5 August 2021 the n.32 Council of Ministers approved, in preliminary examination, the draft legislative decree for the “Implementation of Directive (EU) 2019/790”. The draft of the legislative decree was then forwarded to the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate of the Republic so that the opinions of the competent parliamentary bodies could be expressed.\(^{574}\)

The Council of Ministers finally approved the draft legislative decree of the Copyright Directive on 4 November 2021. The Decreto Legislativo (legislative decree) 8 novembre 2021, n. 177, intitolato (“Attuazione della direttiva (UE) 2019/790 del Parlamento europeo e del Consiglio, del 17

---


572 See https://www.senato.it/leg/18/BGT/Schede/Ddliter/testi/53883_testi.htm?fbclid=IwAR1xugG0IpUspT7Rn4V_AeuK_1kxtEHxQt7m8Et57cX0jSrBrIt2a7A.

573 See https://www.infoparlamento.it/Pdf/ShowPdf/8349.

april 2019, sul diritto d’autore e sui diritti connessi nel mercato unico digitale e che modifica le direttive 96/9/CE e 2001/29/CE” was published in the Gazzetta Ufficiale Serie Generale (Official Gazzette, general series) n. 283 of 27 November 2021. Art. 7 of the decree implemented art. 17 CDSMD.575

(8) The Netherlands

Art. 17 CDSMD has been implemented in arts. 29c-29e of the Dutch Copyright Act (DCA). Pursuant to art. 19b Dutch Neighbouring Rights Act (DNRA), these provisions apply mutatis mutandis in the context of neighbouring rights. The key steps of the legislative process to implement art. 17 were the following. The draft Dutch National Implementation Bill accompanied by a draft Explanatory Memorandum was published for consultation of interested parties on 2 July 2019.576 The Dutch National Implementation Bill577 and the Explanatory Memorandum578 of it were published on 11 May 2020. The Bill of amendment was published on 7 October 2020;579 and the revised Dutch National Implementation Bill was made available to the public on 17 November 2020.580 Article 17 was finally implemented by the Dutch National Implementation Act (DNIA) of 16 December 2020;581 and entered into force on 18 December 2020.582

(9) Portugal

Portugal did not have an active proposal to implement art. 17 CDSMD at the time of the submission of the national report. This does not mean that there were no steps towards implementing the new provisions. A draft transposition proposal – described as an almost verbatim copy of art 17583 – has

576 See https://www.internetconsultatie.nl/auteursrecht.
583 This, as admitted in the bill’s preamble, was a “conscious option” made by the legislator, weighing the risk of annulment caused by the Polish challenge in C-401/19. On the positive side, the proposal contained a (general, not Art. 17-limited) parody exception, which the legislator had failed to implement at the time of the InfoSoc transposition, and it expressly stated that users of OCSSPs could rely on any exception when uploading content. On the negative side, Art. 175-C(1)(a), which corresponded to Art. 17(4)(a), referred to “every effort” instead of the more balanced requirement of “best efforts”, and Article 17(8), stating (however uselessly) that the regime should not lead to any general monitoring obligation, was not implemented.
been submitted to the Parliament in September 2021. Draft Bill no. 114/XIV was approved in the meeting of the Council of Ministers of 23 September 2021, having been submitted to the Parliament on 28 September 2021. The proposal’s preamble expressly stated that it would be submitted to public consultation. The public consultation period lasted until 21 November 2021. Shortly thereafter, however, the Portuguese Parliament was dissolved due to a political crisis caused by the rejection of the 2022 State Budget, leading to the expiry of the proposal. This means that the proposal will have to be resubmitted in the new parliamentary term. The elections took place on 30 January 2022 and the new Government has taken office already. The resubmission of the proposal did not, however, happen as of 21 April 2022, when the national reporter closed its report.

(10) Sweden

The standard procedure in Sweden to implement EU directives involves a public consultation procedure. Whilst every member of the public is entitled to participate, certain actors (especially public authorities) are required to participate and answer the request for comment in the consultation. The public consultation is normally based on a proposal for implementation that is published by the Ministry of Justice (a Ds publication). In some situations, the Government may decide to initiate an official inquiry, ending with an official governmental report (SOU), that precedes the proposal from the Ministry of Justice.

Initially, in case of the CDSMD and in particular the art. 17 regime no such official governmental inquiry was initiated, following an assessment that the two-year period between adoption and implementation would not provide sufficient space for such necessary work having regard to the complexity of the regime. Somewhat differently from the norm, however, the publication of the proposal by the Ministry of Justice was preceded by extensive work within a special working group that was set up immediately after adoption of the Directive. Later on, however, in May 2021 an official inquiry was initiated (Dir. 2021:31) focusing on authors’ and performers’ possibilities to obtain remuneration for the making available of their works and performances under existing law, and on alternative dispute resolution schemes (relating to art. 21 CDSMD). The deadline for the designated investigator to complete the report was 12 May 2022.

The major steps of the legislative history to implement art. 17 were the followings. On 31 May 2019 the Ministry of Justice commenced implementation work by setting up a working group (called referensgrupp) initially consisting of 83 different actors (public authorities, various stakeholders, and individuals). The list of invited parties was published on the same day in document...
The working group had an introductory meeting 18 June 2019, and a first substantive meeting, regarding art. 17, was held on 24 September 2019. In preparation for this meeting the Ministry of Justice published a request for comment within the working group on art. 17 with reasoned descriptions. The objective of this request was to make it easier for invited parties to provide comments on how the provisions should be implemented. Deadline for submission was 25 October 2019. On 21 October 2019 the Ministry of Justice published a request for comment within the working group on arts. 13, 14, 15 (including its relation to Article 17), and 16 CDSMD involving reasoned descriptions. Deadline for submission was 22 November 2019. Further meetings were held on 22 October 2019 and 19 November 2019. On 8 October 2021 the Ministry of Justice published its proposal for implementation of the CDSMD. This initiated the public consultation procedure with a deadline of 13 December 2021. As a matter of legislative draftsman ship, the Ministry of Justice proposes to introduce a new Chapter 6 b in the Copyright Act (URL) that implements Article 17. On 11 January 2022 the Cabinet Office published a preliminary schedule of coming bills according to which the CDSMD-bill was to be presented on 5 April 2022.

4.3.2. DEFINITIONS

This sub-section focuses on the questions contained in Chapter II of the second phase questionnaire, and collected information on the implementation of certain central definitions of the new regime in art. 17.

- Question 2.1. How did your country implement the following concepts/expressions of art. 17 CDSMD? Highlight if there is any difference between the rules or terminology of the Directive and your domestic law.

  1. “Online content-sharing service providers” (OCSSPs)?
     a. Did your country expressly exclude
        i. service providers e.g., B2B cloud services, cyberlockers, not-for-profit online encyclopaedias etc., from the scope of the new liability and exemption regime, or
        ii. piracy websites
     from the scope of the new liability and exemption regime?

The majority of the reporters responded that the implementation of the definition of OCSSPs took place almost verbatim in their countries. The French reporters noted that the “for profit-making
purposes” prong of art. 2(6) CDSMD was transposed in France as “in order to make a profit, direct or
indirect”;\textsuperscript{589} which the national reporters called to be an insignificant difference. Sweden proposed
the implementation of the definition as envisaged by art. 2(6) and the recitals of the CDSMD in a
concise way. According to 52 i § URL, OCSSPs would cover “information society services of which the
main purpose is to store and give the public access to large amounts of protected subject matter
uploaded by its users, if (1) the service organises and promotes the protected subject matter for profit-
making purposes, and (2) the service plays an important role on the content market by competing
with other types of online content services”.

In Estonia,\textsuperscript{590} France,\textsuperscript{591} Germany,\textsuperscript{592} Ireland,\textsuperscript{593} Italy\textsuperscript{594} and the Netherlands\textsuperscript{595} the service providers
specified by recital 62 were excluded directly by the law (including statutory instruments/government
decrees); while in Hungary such exclusion was only clarified by the justification of the act.\textsuperscript{596} The
Danish law and the Swedish proposal did not expressly exclude such service providers. As the Swedish
reporter noted, such exclusion is considered unnecessary and could increase the risks of uncertainty
with respect to those service providers that fall outside of the scope of the new regime.\textsuperscript{597}

Piracy websites were expressly excluded from the new regime in France\textsuperscript{598} and Germany.\textsuperscript{599}

- Question 2.2. “Large amount of copyright-protected works or other protected subject matter
upload by the users”?

  b. Did your country require taking into consideration any factor other than those listed in Recital 63 when assessing “large amount”?\textsuperscript{600}

In the majority of countries, the legislation did not require the taking into consideration of any factor
other than those listed in Recital 63 when it is about the large amount of copyright-protected works
or other protected subject matter uploaded by the users.

In France, art. L137-1 CPI requires the taking into consideration the “type of uploaded works” as well.

At the same time, the CPI clarifies that the modalities of the establishment of “large amount” shall be
defined by a decree of the Conseil d’Etat. The decree was adopted on 20 October 2021, and it is now codified in Art. R 136-1 CPI. The decree requires the case-by-case analysis of the “large amount”, and states that “[t]he large amount of works or protected subject matter mentioned in art. L. 137-1 [CPI] may be deemed to have been reached when the service’s audience exceeds a threshold set by order of the minister responsible for culture and the number of content files uploaded by users of the service exceeds one of the thresholds set by that order.” The Order of the Ministry of Culture of 20 October 2021, mentioned by the decree of the Conseil d’Etat, sets the following thresholds:

Article 1: “The audience threshold mentioned in Article R. 136-1 of the Code of Intellectual Property is set at 400,000 unique visitors in France per month per online public communication service calculated on the basis of the last calendar year.”

Article 2: “The thresholds concerning the number of content files uploaded by users mentioned in Article R 136-1 of the same Code are given in the Annex to this Order.”

The thresholds of the Annex are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of work included in the content file</th>
<th>Number of content files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio-visual works</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio works, including podcasts</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical works</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works of visual arts</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written works, including press articles and audiobooks</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video games</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents including all types of works</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Swedish reporter noted that the Swedish Ministry of Justice’s proposal treats the concept of “large amount” flexibly, letting its construction be governed by an overall assessment.\(^{601}\) The Ministry does, however, suggest in general terms that “large amount” requires consideration of what type of content is being made available. According to the Ministry it is possible that a certain amount of a particular type of work may satisfy the criterion while simultaneously the same amount of another type of work

---

\(^{601}\) Ds 2021:30, p. 136-137.
might not necessarily do it. No particular example is provided in the reasoned proposal, but the view is that the term requires both a quantitative and qualitative assessment.  

- **Question 2.3. “Adequate information on the functioning of their practices with regard to the cooperation referred to in 17(4)”**

Almost all national reporters noted that the implementation of (or the proposal to implement) this provision was almost verbatim. In France, “adequate” was replaced by “pertinent and precise information”; and in Sweden, the proposal omits the term “adequate”, but requires the disclosure merely of “information” on the functioning of OCSSP’s practices with regard to the cooperation under art. 17(4) CDSMD.

### 4.3.3. AUTHORIZATION

This sub-section analyses the questions contained in Chapter III of the second phase questionnaire on how the new authorization regime under art. 17 CDSMD has been implemented by the selected Member States.

- **Question 3. Did your country’s law necessitate authorization for (1) communication to the public and/or (2) making available to the public of copyright-protected works and/or other protected subject matter uploaded by the users?**

In six of the nine countries both rights are covered either directly (mentioned expressly) or indirectly. In France, arts. L137-2 I and L219-2 I require authorization for communication to the public in the broadest sense, so that this term encompasses making available to the public, too. (At the same time, the French CPI also necessitates the authorization of the reproduction of protected subject matters.) Similarly, the German reference to the authorization of communication to the public is applied in the broadest sense, including not only making available to the public right, but also the broadcasting and any other forms of communication to the public of protected subject matters. In the Netherlands, the right of “openbaarmaking” encompasses both the right of communication and making available to the public.

Unlike the six other countries, the Estonian implementation refers only to the right of communication to the public, and there is no literal reference to the authorization of making available to the public right regarding user uploads. The Hungarian law necessitates only the authorization of the making available to the public of protected subject matter. The Swedish proposal uses the term

---

602 Ds 2021:30, p. 283.
603 Art. 17(8) CDSMD.
604 Art. 17(1); Recital 61 CDSMD.
605 Report Phase 2 Denmark; Report Phase 2 France; Report Phase 2 Germany; Report Phase 2 Ireland; Report Phase 2 Italy; Report Phase 2 Netherlands.
“communication to the public”, 606 but it suggests to apply the new authorization regime only to on-demand uses (making available to the public) with the exception of linking activities.

- **Question 4. Did your country’s law allow for the authorization of the contents uploaded by the users via means other than licensing agreements?** 607

All countries other than Germany and Sweden responded negatively to this question. In Sweden, the Ministry of Justice listed specific examples in its proposal that are based on the Commission’s guidance. These are: individual or collective agreements, ECL, or gratuitous consent. 608 The German reporters also mentioned consent as an alternative authorization option.

- **Question 5. Did the relevant collective rights management organisation(s) amend its (their) yearly tariff announcement(s) to reflect the new authorization regime?**

Only the Hungarian national reporters responded positively to this question. In Hungary, the competent CMOs have accepted their tariffs for the year 2022, which were published in the annex of the official gazette (Magyar Közlöny) of Hungary on 30 December 2021. 609

### 4.3.4. LIABILITY

This sub-section refers to the questions contained in Chapter IV of the second phase questionnaire on the new liability regime under art. 17 CDSMD.

- **Question 6. How did your country qualify the new liability provisions of art. 17(4), e.g., sui generis, lex specialis or other regime?**

The terminology of the nine countries shows a significant difference in this regard. A great number of countries 610 do not qualify the new liability regime at all, although the Italian national reporters noted that the new provisions resemble a form of “quasi-strictly direct liability scheme”. In Denmark, the preparatory works of the implementation law described the relevant provision as “conditional exemption from liability”. In Germany, while the Government’s explanatory statement assumed that the new provisions are lex specialis to the InfoSoc Directive, the prevailing opinion in the German literature is that the system is a “liability privilege”. The Hungarian implementation and the Swedish proposal classify the regime as lex specialis. Finally, in Estonia, to complicate the terminology to the

---

606 Ds 2021:30, p. 141.
607 Art. 17(1) second sentence CDSMD: “An online content-sharing service provider shall therefore obtain an authorisation from the rightholders referred to in Article 3(1) and (2) of Directive 2001/29/EC, for instance by concluding a licensing agreement, in order to communicate to the public or make available to the public works or other subject matter.” See further Recital 64 CDSMD.
608 Ds 2021:30, p. 144.
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most extreme, the system is coined as a “new sui generis exclusive right that works as a lex specialis to the existing law”.

- **Question 7.** How did your country implement the term “best efforts” ...
  
  a. per Article 17(4)(a)\(^{611}\)
  b. per Article 17(4)(b)\(^{612}\)
  c. per Article 17(4)(c)\(^{613}\)

The majority of national reporters reported on the literal transposition of “best efforts” in all the three cases.\(^{614}\) There are, however, a few countries, where the implementation went differently.

In **Germany**, “best efforts” per art. 17(4)(c) was literally transposed, but “best efforts” per art. 17(4)(a) and (b) were implemented uniquely. UrhDaG § 4 para. 1 sentence 2 reads as follows:

“[r]ights of use pursuant to paragraph 1 sentence 2 shall

1. apply to content which, by its nature, the service provider obviously reproduces publicly in more than negligible quantities,

2. cover a substantial repertoire in terms of works and rightholders

3. cover the territorial scope of this Act, and

4. enable use on reasonable terms and conditions.”

In this context, the UrhDaG does not provide for a best efforts outcome obligation. Whether the service provider has made the best possible efforts to acquire contractual rights of use must be assessed in the case of infringement on the basis of a comprehensive consideration of the individual case, taking into account the principle of proportionality. The service provider must actively approach only representative rightholders known to it and domestic collecting societies; otherwise, the rightholders must take the first step. The German reporters argued that this interpretation is a concretization of the principle of proportionality in conformity with EU law and has the additional advantage that it creates legal certainty; but it finds no model in the Directive. The reporters therefore concluded that it is questionable whether § 4 para. 1 sentence 2 is a permissible concretization of the

---

\(^{611}\) “[M]ade **best efforts** to obtain an authorisation”.

\(^{612}\) “[M]ade, **in accordance with high industry standards of professional diligence, best efforts** to ensure the unavailability of specific works and other subject matter for which the rightholders have provided the service providers with the relevant and necessary information”.

\(^{613}\) “[A]cted expeditiously, upon receiving a sufficiently substantiated notice from the rightholders, to disable access to, or to remove from their websites, the notified works or other subject matter, and made **best efforts** to prevent their future uploads in accordance with point (b)”.

\(^{614}\) Report Phase 2 Denmark; Report Phase 2 Estonia; Report Phase 2 France; Report Phase 2 Ireland; Report Phase 2 Italy; Report Phase 2 Netherlands.
requirement of "best possible efforts". The German reporters also noted that “best efforts in accordance with high industry standards of professional diligence” per art. 17(4)(b) CDSMD was incorrectly transposed to German law. The German term “high standards customary in the industry” was applied with regards to both the acquisition of licenses and the qualified blocking on unlawful materials, even if the CDSMD necessitates that only with regards to the qualified blocking.

In Hungary, “best efforts” is generally replaced by “az adott helyzetben általában elvárható legnagyobb gondosság”, translated to English in the unofficial translations of the HCA (see in Annex I) as “best efforts within reason under the circumstances”. The Hungarian terminology aims to reflect the common standard of the Hungarian Civil Code on diligence. The unofficial English translation of the HCA applies the CDSMD’s language (“best efforts”), but translates the official Hungarian statutory language incorrectly. The term “gondosság” means “diligence” in English. The Hungarian expression “az adott helyzetben általában elvárható legnagyobb gondosság” might be better translated as “the greatest diligence usually expected under the given circumstances”. No doubt the latter translation is longer, but it reflects the meaning of the Hungarian standard much better. The Hungarian law replaced “best efforts” in all the three cases with the Hungarian diligence standard. Hence, the transposition of art. 17(4)(b) necessitates some kind of “verbal gymnastics”. The following table summarizes the language issues with the text:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CDSMD</th>
<th>Official Hungarian version of the HCA</th>
<th>Unofficial translation of the HCA</th>
<th>Unofficial translation of the HCA by the national reporters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in accordance with high industry standards of professional diligence, best efforts…</td>
<td>a szakmai előírásokra és szokásokra tekintettel az adott helyzetben általában elvárható legnagyobb gondossággal…</td>
<td>in accordance with high industry standards of professional diligence, best efforts within reason under the circumstances…</td>
<td>in accordance with industry regulations and usages, the greatest diligence usually expected under the given circumstances…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table clearly indicates that while the unofficial translation tries to comply with the official English version of the CDSMD, and also consequently translates best efforts as “best efforts within reason under the circumstances”, the official Hungarian statutory language misplaces the requirement of diligence. Under the official transposition, diligence is not part of the high industry standards, but part of best efforts (which best efforts are otherwise used in Hungarian as diligence themselves). Furthermore “high” is missing from the Hungarian text, and “mere” industry standards – without any qualification – are required to be taken into consideration. Furthermore, standards are translated as...
“előírások és szokások”, which might be translated officially as “(industry) regulations and usages”. In short, the Hungarian implementation tried to comply with both the Directive’s novel terminology and the existing Hungarian civil law standards, but the final wording – at least with respect to art. 17(4)(b) – is slightly incorrect.

Finally, in Sweden, the relevant standards are proposed to be implemented only for ex-ante intervention. The Ministry of Justice noted in its proposal that “best efforts” constitutes an independent concept of EU law and that the term ought to be construed in light of the objectives and text of art. 17 taken as a whole. The Ministry of Justice proposed therefore that service providers shall take such measures they can reasonably be required to take (sv. vidta de åtgärder som skäligen kan krävas). According to the Ministry of Justice, such a standard better expresses that the service providers’ obligations in this regard are not absolute.

- **Question 8. Did your country limit liability per art. 17(4) CDSMD only to special contents (e.g., manifestly infringing materials)?**

The majority of the countries implemented the liability regime of art. 17(4) without any reference to the legal nature of the content uploaded by the end-users. There are special provisions in this regard in the German UrhDaG and in the Swedish ministerial proposal, and the Dutch law pays close attention to the proportionality principle.

In Germany, §12 para. 2 UrhDaG suspends the liability of OCSSPs for the communication to the public of “presumably authorized” materials in line with § 9 para. 1 and 2 UrhDaG. Materials can be classified as presumably authorized, if the content in question contains less than half of the copyrighted work, combines it with other content, and is either a case of Marginal Use according to § 10 UrhDaG or is flagged by the user as non-infringing according to § 11 UrhDaG. Marginal Use according to § 10 UrhDaG requires non-commercial use or use that generates only an insignificant income and sets limits for maximum use, i.e., up to 15 seconds per video or audio, up to 160 characters per text and up to 125 kilobytes per photographic work. § 11 UrhDaG allows users to flag content as non-infringing according to § 5 UrhDaG.

In Sweden, the proposal of the Ministry of Justice of 52 o § 1 st. assumes that automatic blocking shall only be used with regards to content with can be assumed “with a high degree of certainty” (sv. med en hög grad av sannolikhet) to infringe copyright. As such, under the proposed 52 l §, a service is

---
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expected to act when it is clear that (or that there is no doubt as to whether) the content is infringing copyright. Moreover, the Ministry of Justice recognises that the duty to prevent uploads is not absolute in scope and that users’ interests of being able to upload lawful content should come before the requirement to prevent unlawful content. In addition, with regards to ex-post measures, the service is expected to act mainly on the basis of the contents of the substantiated notification; i.e. it ought to follow from the notification that the relevant content is clearly infringing.

Finally, in the Netherlands, the law does not limit liability to special contents, but the law, based on the proportionality principle, assumes that automatic filtering shall not be too broadly applied, and shall be limited to cases of “likely infringement”.

- Question 9. Did your country introduce any special requirements regarding the notification of OCSSPs by right holders (e.g., earmarking; sufficiently substantiated notice)?

All countries implemented the requirement of the CDSMD regarding the submission of a sufficiently substantiated notice to the OCSSPs, but only two countries seem to develop this provision in a more extended manner.

First, in Germany, “trustworthy right holders” (presumably a type of trusted flaggers or notifiers) can also initiate the preliminary blocking of “presumably authorized” contents under § 14 para. 4 UrhDaG, where the trustworthiness of a right holder shall be assessed by the OCSSPs themselves. The German academia uniformly argue that the notice shall also include the proof that the right holder is entitled to the rights to the affected content; and that only the exact right holder can provide the necessary references to the content, but a notification via a third party is not sufficient.

In Sweden, the ministerial proposal intends to balance such notification requirement by, on the one hand, leaving it open what exact information the service provider shall be given in order to identify, match and filter the unauthorized contents; and, on the other hand, the type of information to be submitted shall also be in conformity with the technology that is reasonably available to the service provider. As the national reporter noted, if a service provider has no resources to apply the most expensive and latest technology for ex ante filtering purposes, the submission of information that is adapted to the said technology shall not satisfy the prescribed requirement.

620 Ds 2021:30, pp. 288 regarding ex-post measures and 291 regarding ex-ante measures.
622 Ds 2021:30, p. 156 regarding ex-ante measures and 158 regarding ex-post measures.
623 Ds 2021:30, p. 158.
624 Kamerstukken II 2020/21, 35454, 6, p. 6, 9, 28 (https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/kst-35454-6.html).
• Question 10. When assessing the compliance of OCSSPs with the exemption rules under art. 17(4), did your country require taking into account any elements other than those listed in art. 17(5) CDSMD?\textsuperscript{625}

Countries implemented the elements listed in art. 17(5) almost verbatim. The German national reporters indicated that certain expressions of the UrhDaG vaguely concretize parts of these elements (e.g. related to “large amount” or “large audience”), and the Swedish reported mentioned that since the implementation proposal expects service providers to act to prevent the use unlawful contents but shall prevent the blocking of lawful contents, these provisions of art. 17(5) – to be implemented in 52 o § – shall be applied in line with the safe harbour requirements of the law as well.

• Question 11.1. How did your country implement the following elements/terms of the complaint and redress mechanism:\textsuperscript{626}
  - “effective and expeditious”;

The Estonian\textsuperscript{627}, French\textsuperscript{628}, Hungarian\textsuperscript{629}, Irish\textsuperscript{630}, Italian\textsuperscript{631} national laws include a literal transposition of this rule. In Sweden, the proposal entirely skips the reference to these terms,\textsuperscript{632} however, 52 q § shall be read in conjunction with 52 l §, and hence it covers necessary burdens to safeguard users’ interests. In Denmark\textsuperscript{633} and the Netherlands “expeditious” is omitted. Indeed, the Dutch approach to implement the three prongs of art. 17(9) was to combine them into a single obligation of the OCSSPs to issue “an effective decision without undue delay and subject to human review” in issues concerned.\textsuperscript{634} Furthermore, the Dutch law also applies the same standard for the (external) appeals lodged against the (internal) decision of the OCSSPs.\textsuperscript{635} The German law\textsuperscript{636} is rather developed in this regard. As the national reporters noted, the complaints procedure shall not only be expeditious and effective, but also free-of-charge, user-friendly, including domestic delivery options for documents and titles, shall take place electronically via the mechanism provided by the OCSSP, and the burdens of the complaint procedure shall be borne by the service provider. The Italian reporters noted that

\textsuperscript{625} Art/ 17(5) CDSMD: “In determining whether the service provider has complied with its obligations under paragraph 4, and in light of the principle of proportionality, the following elements, among others, shall be taken into account: (a) the type, the audience and the size of the service and the type of works or other subject matter uploaded by the users of the service; and (b) the availability of suitable and effective means and their cost for service providers.”

\textsuperscript{626} Art. 17(9) CDSMD.

\textsuperscript{627} Estonian Copyright Act § 57(2)(2).

\textsuperscript{628} Art. L137-4 III and Art. L2129-4 III CPI.

\textsuperscript{629} HCA 57/G. § (1).

\textsuperscript{630} Section 23(1) S.I. 567/2021.

\textsuperscript{631} Art. 102 decies para. 2. Decreto Legislativo 8 novembre 2021, n 177.

\textsuperscript{632} URL 52 q § 1 st.

\textsuperscript{633} Danish Copyright Act Art. 52c(6).

\textsuperscript{634} Art. 29(c)(7) second sentence DCA.

\textsuperscript{635} Art. 29(c)(7) third sentence DCA.

\textsuperscript{636} UrhDaG § 14.
the AGCOM is expected to issue a guideline regarding the expeditious and effective complaint redress mechanisms (which did not occur until the submission of the Italian national report).

- **Question 11.2.** (...)
  - **“undue delay”**

The term “undue delay” was implemented by five member states (Denmark, 637 Germany, 638 Hungary, 639 Ireland 640 and the Netherlands 641) ad litteram. The Hungarian national reported noted that the relevant terminology is coherent with the Hungarian E-Commerce Act’s terms, and, hence, the latter applies to equal “undue delay” with 12 hours. In Germany, the UrhDaG clarifies that “undue delay” means maximum one week. Similarly, the Swedish proposal – which uses “expeditiously” (“skyndsamt”) for “undue” – maximises the deadline for this obligation in seven days. 642 The Estonian and the Italian Copyright Act completely omits this expression; and the French language uses “unjustified” instead of “undue”. 643

- **Question 11.3.** (...)
  - **“human review”** [viewed from a substantive (WHAT should/can humans do) and procedural perspective (at WHAT STAGE of the service should human review be present); as well as WHO exactly can execute such review]?  

The term “human review” was implemented by five member states (Denmark, 644 Estonia, 645 France, 646 Germany, 647 Hungary, 648 Ireland, 649 Italy 650 and the Netherlands 651) ad litteram and without any clarification as regards to the content or means of either “human” or “review”. In Germany, the UrhDaG necessitates human review only at the appeals stage. The UrhDaG also allows OCSSPs to “outsourse” the carrying out of such procedures. 652 The Swedish proposal – which uses “physical review” (“fysisk granskning”) for “human review” – necessitates such human involvement in the process in case it determines that the access to the content is not restored (in other words, decisions favouring the users are not required to be reviewed by humans). 653

637 Danish Copyright Act Art. 52c(6).
638 UrhDaG § 14(3)3.
639 HCA 57/G. § (3).
640 Section 23(3) S.I. 567/2021.
641 Art. 29(c)(7) second sentence DCA.
642 URL 52 q § 3 st.
643 Art. L137-4 III and Art. L2129-4 III CPI.
644 Danish Copyright Act Art. 52c(6).
645 Estonian Copyright Act § 57(2)(4).
646 Art. L137-4 III and Art. L2129-4 III CPI.
647 UrhDaG § 14(3)5.
648 HCA 57/G. § (3).
649 Section 23(3) S.I. 567/2021.
650 Art. 102 decies para. 1. Decreto Legislativo 8 novembre 2021, n 177.
651 Art. 29(c)(7) second sentence DCA.
652 UrhDaG § 15.
653 URL 52 q § 3 st.
4.3.5. SAFEGUARDS (EXCEPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS; PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS)

This sub-section focuses on the questions contained in Chapter V of the second phase questionnaire on the safeguards as envisaged by art. 17 CDSMD.

- **Question 12. Did your country introduce any ex ante safeguard against over blocking under art. 17(4) CDSMD? If so, what are the prerequisites of the application of such safeguard?**

The national norms of the selected Member States show divergence in this regard. While the majority of the national respondents answered negatively, there are a few countries where ex ante safeguards against over blocking lawful materials is introduced.

The Swedish national reporter indicated that standards of OCSSPs’ safe harbour under 52 l § (service providers shall take such measures they can reasonably be required to take) and obligations under 52 o § (automatic blocking shall only be used with regards to content with can be assumed “with a high degree of certainty” to infringe copyright) and under 52 p § 2 (right to make available content for purposes of caricature, parody, pastiche, quotation, criticism, review as well as any other non-infringing purposes) and 3 st. (inform users about the right pursuant to 52 p § 2 st.) shall function as ex ante safeguards against over blocking contents by OCSSPs.

It is nevertheless the German legislation that introduced the broadest ex ante safeguards to protect end-user interests against over blocking contents by OCSSPs. Under the UrhDaG, in order to meet the proportionality requirements of the CDSMD, the avoidance of disproportionate blocking of presumably authorized uses by automated procedures is regulated. In line with § 9 para. 1 and 2, contents “presumably authorized by law” despite the match with information provided by the right holder are contents that contain less than half of the protected source material, it combines the fragment with other contents and is either a marginal use (under § 10) or is flagged by the end-user as a non-infringing one (under § 11). A use is marginal, if – besides being smaller than the half of the original content – it is non-commercial or generates only an insignificant income and it is up to 15 seconds per video or audio, up to 160 characters per text or up to 125 kilobytes per photographic work. If the use is not marginal as prescribed by § 10, but meets the requirements of § 9, the end-user might flag the content as non-infringing under § 11 if the OCSSP’s automatic screening system

---

654 Report Phase 2 Denmark; Report Phase 2 Estonia; Report Phase 2 France; Report Phase 2 Hungary; Report Phase 2 Ireland; Report Phase 2 Italy; Report Phase 2 Netherlands.

655 As such, non-automated blocking mechanisms are unaffected by UrhDaG §§ 9 to 12.

656 Communication to the public of such contents might still be terminated by a complaint procedure in line with UrhDaG § 14.
concluded with a blocking order. The end-user might pre-flag the content when it is uploaded to the OCSSPs system, but the end-user is also allowed to “post-flag” a content to be lawful after it has been challenged by the right holder. In the latter case, when the content is challenged by the right holder, it shall remain available on the OCSSPs’ system for 48 hours before it is blocked so that the end-user can post-flag the content as lawful. The OCSSP must immediately inform the right holder about the public communication of a presumably permitted upload and point out the right to lodge a complaint under § 14. Until a decision is reached within the internal complaints procedure according to § 14 UrhDaG the content in question must remain online per § 9 para. 1. § 12 para 2 UrhDaG exempts service providers from copyright liability for the communication to the public of presumably permitted uses and is thus lex specialis to § 1 para. 2 clause 1 UrhDaG. The procedure under § 14 para. 4 also applies if it is a subsequent blocking request and the content is deemed to be presumed permitted use for up to 48 hours even without a declaration by the user under § 11 para. 2 UrhDaG-E. Even during this period, the rightholder can demand immediate blocking after being informed pursuant to § 9 para. 3 when filing a complaint, if the economic impairment justifies this. Another exception to the rules for presumably authorized uses exists for so-called “trustworthy rightholders” “with the “red-button mechanism”.

- Question 13. Did your country introduce any sanctions, mechanisms or procedures against the breach of user rights by OCSSPs’ content moderation practices?

Once again, the Member States show a split, with the majority of the countries (Denmark, Hungary, Ireland, Italy and the Netherlands) not introducing any sanctions, mechanisms or procedures against the breach of user rights by OCSSPs’ content moderation practices; but a few countries have special rules in place in this regard.

In Estonia, under § 57 (1) to (3), the Consumer Protection and Technical Regulatory Authority has the right to issue a compliance notice to the OCSSP and requires the performance of its obligation. Upon non-compliance with the compliance notice, the Authority may impose a non-compliance levy that might be up to 50,000 euros.

In France, according to art. L137-4, IV and L219-4, IV CPI, the ARCOM, in response to user’s complaint, could prescribe the measures necessary to remedy the blocking or removal of content. Competences

658 Ibid., p. 142.
659 Ibid., p. 144.
660 Report Phase 2 Denmark; Report Phase 2 Hungary; Report Phase 2 Ireland; Report Phase 2 Italy; Report Phase 2 Netherlands.
of the ARCOM are further explained in art. L331-32 CPI (e.g., the competence to inflict penalties for non-execution of its injunction), art. 331-56, VI CPI and Art. 331-60 CPI.

In Germany, non-compliant behaviour by OCSSPs can be challenged according to § 18 para. 6 UrhDaG by “a registered association whose purpose is to promote the interests of users on a non-commercial and not merely temporary basis”. An activity is not commercial if it is not aimed at generating income as the association is essentially financed from its own resources, in particular from membership fees, public funding and donations. The activity is not merely temporary if it is intended to be permanent, i.e., for longer than one year. The association is entitled to injunctive relief if the OCSSP has repeatedly blocked permitted uses by mistake. As § 18 para. 4 UrhDaG puts it: “[a]fter an abusive blocking request in respect of works in the public domain or works whose use is authorized by anyone free of charge, service providers must ensure, to the best of their ability and in accordance with section 1 (2), that these works are not blocked again.” The association can also use injunctive relief to claim that the OCSSP is not fulfilling its obligation under § 7 para. 2 clause 1. Accordingly, the OCSSP must ensure that content uploaded by users, the use of which is permitted by law or which does not infringe copyright, is available. This duty is breached not only if the OCSSP repeatedly blocks the same content incorrectly, but also if it incorrectly blocks different content. If the OCSSP repeatedly violates this duty, it can be required by the association to take organizational precautions to ensure that this does not happen again in the future. An OCSSP may also violate its obligation under § 7 para. 2 UrhDaG by not imposing measures under § 18 paras. 1, 2 UrhDaG against alleged rightholders. Insofar as the requirements for sanctions are met, the service provider is obliged to impose them.

Finally, in Sweden, 52 r § proposes that OCSSPs are liable to compensate the harm that is caused by its intentional or negligent disregard of its obligations under 52 o § and a user suffers harm as a result of that. Moreover, pursuant to the proposed 52 s §, if a service disregards its obligations in 52 o § or 52 q 1 st. or 3 st., a court may issue an injunction on penalty of a fine against the service to take corrective action. 52 s § 2 st. provides moreover that proceedings for such an injunction may be initiated by a user or by an organisation representing users (such as a consumer organisation). Lastly, 52 u § clarifies that a term limiting the user rights recognised in the Chapter is null and void.

- **Question 14.** Are quotation, criticism, review, and use for the purpose of caricature, parody or pastiche treated to be “user rights” following the implementation of art. 17 CDSMD by your legislation? 661

The Danish, the French, the German, the Hungarian, the Italian, and the Dutch reporters answered this question to the negative. In Denmark, art. 17(7) CDSMD was introduced via Section 52c(10) as an

---

661 Art. 17(7)(a)-(b) CDSMD.
exception applicable to upload and make available user generated contents classified as caricature, parody or pastiche on OCSSPs systems, but this rule is neither treated to be a general parody exception or a user right in Denmark. In Germany, the national reporters pointed out that the dogmatic classification of art. 17(7) E&Ls as implemented in § 5 para. 1 UrhDaG are unclear. Since both the user’s acts of exploitation and their exemption by limitations are governed by the UrhG, § 5 para. 1 UrhDaG has primarily a clarifying function with regard to users. If one does not regard the UrhDaG as a regulatory regime under copyright law of its own kind, but merely as a lex specialis complement to the UrhG, then the limitations mentioned in § 5 para. 1 UrhDaG follow directly from the UrhG itself, in particular from §§ 51, 51a UrhG. Limitations as contained in §§ 51, 51a UrhG are not user rights but a statutory permission or legal freedom.

The E&Ls in art. 17(7) are considered to be user rights in Estonia, Ireland and in Sweden.

• Question 1
  4.1. If yes, did your country also grant user right status to exceptions and limitations other than those listed in art. 17(7)?

From the countries that treat art. 17(7) E&LS to be user rights, this question was answered to the positive by the Estonian and the Swedish national reporter. In Ireland, the user rights status has not been legislated outside of the scope of art. 17(7).

• Question 15. Did your country introduce quotation, criticism, review, and use for the purpose of caricature, parody or pastiche newly under the CDSMD?

In Denmark, Germany, Italy caricature, parody and pastiche were introduced in line with the CDSMD, and the Swedish proposal also recommends such introduction of the parody, caricature and pastiche exceptions (even if there is case law that accepted the legality of such uses in Sweden).

The Hungarian legislation newly implemented parody, caricature, pastiche, and criticism and review. The Estonian, the French, the Irish and the Dutch national reporters answered this question in the negative.

• Question 15.1. If yes, did your country introduce the new exception(s) and limitation(s)

---

662 Compare to Estonian Copyright Act §19(1) 1 and 7 via §57(5). Chapter IV of the Estonian Copyright Act on the exceptions and limitations on copyright does not include the term “criticism”, unlike Chapter VIII on related rights.

663 In 2019, the Copyright and Other Intellectual Property Provisions Act 2019 amended s.52(5) of the CRRA 2000 by way of s.13 to include caricature, parody and pastiche within the fair dealing exception. (S.51 CRRA covers criticism and review, s.52(4) covers quotation.)

664 URL 52 p § 2 st.

665 The Swedish nanoted that these user rights are not absolute in the sense that the sharing of contents via OCSSPs system might by prevented on grounds other than copyright, e.g. hate speech.

666 Danish Copyright Act Section 52c(10).

667 UrhG § 51a. The German national reporters noted that these exceptions were subsumed into Urhg § 24 until the CJEU’s Pelham judgment (C-476/17) necessitated the German legislation to repeal Urhg § 24.

668 Art. 102 nonies paragraph 2 Decreto Legislativo 8 novembre 2021, n 177.

669 URL 52 p § 1 st.

670 HCA 34/A §.
i. in general (as part of the already existing system of exceptions and limitations, and hence applicable to offline and any non-OCSSPs-related uses) or

ii. in specific (relevant only for uses made via OCSSPs’ systems)?

The new exceptions and limitations are introduced as general rules (as part of the already existing system of exceptions and limitations, and hence applicable to offline and any non-OCSSPs-related uses) in Germany and in Hungary; and specific ones (relevant only for uses made via OCSSPs systems) in Denmark, Italy as well as under the Swedish proposal.

- Question 16. Did your country implement the prohibition of general monitoring obligations with the same or different meaning as included in art. 15 of the E-Commerce Directive?

The prohibition of general monitoring obligation under art. 17(8) first sentence CDSMD was implemented in Estonia and the Netherlands with the same meaning as included in art. 15 of the e-Commerce Act. In France, the newly introduced rule states as follows: "[t]he provider of the service of sharing of content online acts on the sole basis of pertinent and necessary information or of the notifications made directly or indirectly via a designated third party by the rightholders". Hungary, Ireland and Italy have literally transposed the prohibition, but did not clarify the interplay between the two regimes.

In Germany, art. 17(8) first sentence is not transposed in either the UrhDaG or the updated UrhG. Also, the draft’s justification mentioned only art. 17(8) subpara. 2, not Article 17(8) first sentence. The German reporters noted that the transposition of art. 17(8) first sentence was not perceived to be necessary, taking into account the transposition of art. 15 e-Commerce Directive in § 7 para. 2 TMG. According to general opinion, this provision is to be understood as that service providers (therein contained OCSSP’s) have no general obligation to monitor. This is the exact wording of art. 17(8) first sentence CDSMD, so that an additional transposition of this provision within the UrhDaG would have seemed redundant. Also, the interpretation of the provisions of §§ 7-10 TMG must not only be based on national law, but must also, and in particular, take into account the values of EU law. This applies of course, foremost to art. 15 E-Commerce Directive.

Similarly, to the German situation, the implementation of the prohibition of general monitoring obligation did not take place expressly in Denmark, but there is no clarification to the lack of this rule in the justification of the Danish implementation law. The national reporters noted that the same

671 Art. 17(8) first sentence CDSMD.
672 Estonian Copyright Act §56(7).
673 DCA art. 29c(6).
674 Art. L 137-2, III, 4 and L219, III, 4 CPI.
675 HCA 57/E.§ (6).
677 Article 102 septies paragraph 4 Decreto Legislativo 8 novembre 2021, n 177.
happened to art. 15 of the e-Commerce Directive Act, where, however, the legislation argued that there is no need to implement any prohibition like that as Danish law was already in line with the e-Commerce Directive’s goals. Similarly, the Swedish Ministry of Justice proposes not to implement art. 17(8) first sentence at all, viewing it instead as a reminder to Member States and a rule pursuant to which art. 17 cannot be implemented in such a way as to result in a general monitoring obligation.678

• **Question 17.** Did your country impose any broader transparency obligations on platforms than what art. 17(8) requires, e.g., related to users or public authorities or affecting information other than related to the “functioning of their practices”?679

Once again, the Member States show a split, with the majority of the countries not imposing any broader transparency obligations on platforms than what art. 17(8) requires;680 but a few countries have special rules in place in this regard.

In *France*, the respective rule of the CDSMD was implemented with modest extras, though unrelated to other parties, e.g., users or public authorities. Art. L137-3, 1 and L219-3, 1 CPI require the provision of information on the “type” of the measures undertaken as well, and states that this obligation “shall be without prejudice to more detailed obligations concluded in a contract between the service providers”.

In *Germany*, the rights to information in § 19 para. 1 and para. 2 UrhDaG implement the requirement of art. 17(8) (2) CDSMD. These rules are broader than the Directive as they also allow for the right to grant access to research data, which is designed to protect the users' freedom of expression and information under art. 11 and the freedom of science under art. 13 CFREU. Pursuant to subsection 3, sentence 1, all rightholders defined as research organizations in § 60d (2) UrhG (in line with art. 2 para 1 CDSMD). Furthermore, the claim is also available to the individual researchers who belong to the research organisation, whereas there is no restriction to a particular subject area. The right of access pursuant to para. 3 sentence 1 has two prerequisites. First, data access must be granted for the purpose of scientific research; second, the granting of access must not conflict with any overriding interests of the service provider worthy of protection. The service provider must grant the authorized party access to data on its use of procedures for the automated and non-automated detection and blocking of content. The claim thus goes further than the rightholders’ right to information under para. 2 in two respects. First, the access claim concerns not only the functioning of the blocking procedures under Sections 7 and 8, but all content recognition and blocking processes, regardless of whether the

---

678 Ds 2021:30, pp. 166-167.
679 Art. 17(8) second sentence CDSMD.
680 Report Phase 2 Denmark; Report Phase 2 Estonia; Report Phase 2 Hungary; Report Phase 2 Ireland; Report Phase 2 Italy; Report Phase 2 Netherlands.
service provider performs these procedures automatically or not. Second, the claim under para. 3 goes beyond the right to information under subsection 2 in that the service provider is not required to provide information, but must grant access to the data. Finally, para. 3 sentence 2 gives a claim for reimbursement of costs to which any service provider is entitled who has granted data access to an authorized person pursuant to para. 3 sentence 1.

In Sweden, the proposed 52 n § requires OCSSPs to provide information on the measures that they take pursuant to the safe harbour rules under 52 l § to rightholders as well as to users at their request. The information provided should be sufficiently specific and transparent to understand how the tools work and to be able to form their own opinion of how the service fulfils its respective obligations relative each category. The Ministry of Justice states in its proposal that the OCSSP should describe which technological solutions are used, including if third party technology is used, and their average efficiency level.681 52 o § 2 st. also contains an obligation to expeditiously inform users when access to content is disabled.

- **Question 18.** Did your country introduce any mechanism to check whether OCSSPs comply with their obligation to inform users in their terms and conditions that they can use works and other subject matter under exceptions or limitations to copyright and related rights provided for in Union law?682

Finally, and once again, the Member States show a split, with all the countries but Sweden not introducing any mechanism to check whether OCSSPs comply with their obligation to inform users in their terms and conditions that they can use works and other subject matter under exceptions or limitations to copyright and related rights provided for in Union law. The German national reporters noted that the practical use of the relevant § 5 para. 3 UrhDaG is unclear, opening the possible doors for litigation by consumer associations or users alike.

Importantly, in Sweden, the Ministry’s proposal includes no mechanism to check whether a service complies with its obligation to inform users in the terms and conditions. Instead, users or their representative organisations are entitled to specific remedies that a court may issue pursuant to 52 s § (injunction). Moreover, pursuant to 52 r §, users may also be entitled to compensation (damages).

### 4.4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

---

681 Ds 2021:30, p. 293.
682 Art. 17(9) last sentence CDSMD.
The first phase questionnaire collected and analysed data on four distinct groups of issues to acquire comparable knowledge on the pre-implementation status quo of ten selected Member States’ copyright regime.

Part I was dedicated to hosting service providers as users of copyright-protected content. Here, our first key finding is that most of the Member States has already conceptualized service providers that store and give the public access to a large amount of protected content uploaded by their users via the domestic e-Commerce laws; but the direct or primary liability of such service providers was far from uniform in the Member States. E-Commerce, criminal and civil law concepts are alternatively or complementarily applied in these countries; and several national reporters noted the lack of such liability at all. At the same time, most countries noted that besides direct licensing, there is no other meaningful method, mechanism or model of authorization in place to cover the upload of protected content by end-users to the service providers’ servers. As such, the new (art. 17-based) regime of the CDSMD will lead to brand new mechanisms in the Member States that service providers shall comply with.

Part II of the first phase questionnaire collected information on hosting service providers as intermediaries for access to copyright-protected content. Most respondents confirmed that injunctions against service providers are duly applicable to tackle the upload of copyright-infringing content by third-party users of the service, irrespective of service providers’ liability for the unlawful activities of end-users.

The Member States show a sensible difference (seven vs three) with respect to the question of indirect or secondary liability of service providers for (passive) hosting of contents uploaded by third-party users of the service. Similarly, seven respondents out of ten affirmed the existence of content moderation regimes. Among them, however, the picture is diverse in the sense that the existing regime is purely statutory in four countries; a mixture of statutory and case law in one country; mainly self-regulatory in another country; and the duty of care dominates a final country. Conversely, seven out of ten countries have no law or case law-based complaint-and-redress (C&R) mechanism in place yet. In essence, this means that most of the Member States have already gathered some form of experience with content moderation; however, most countries lack such knowledge with respect to C&R mechanisms – both of which are conceptual elements of the system set up in art. 17 CDSMD (see Chapter 3).

Seven countries also have existing safe harbour provisions for the benefit of search engines and/or linking service providers, with only three countries having both safe harbour concepts.
Part III focused on end-users. The national respondents unanimously confirmed that end-users are directly liable under copyright law for uploading copyright-protected content to the services of online platforms without authorisation. The exact right(s) that end-users might infringe in such a case do(es), however, significantly differ in the Member States. The most relevant are the right of reproduction, communication or making available to the public, as would be expected; with notable terminological and conceptual differences in France (“representation”) and the Netherlands (“openbaarmaking”).

Countries show a diverse picture regarding the implementation of the E&Ls for quotation, criticism, review and caricature, parody, and pastiche as set forth in arts. 5(3)(d) and 5(3)(k) InfoSoc Directive. Countries unanimously implemented the provision for quotation, criticism, and review. The E&L for caricature, parody, and pastiche: has been implemented statutorily in six countries; is applied indirectly, through case law, in two countries; and has not been implemented at all in two other countries so far. Against this background, art. 17(7) CDSMD seems to necessitate regulatory changes in several countries.

Responses were, however, more diverse with respect to the question, whether the said E&Ls can be effectively applied with respect to end-users’ uploading activities. The majority (six out of ten) of responses were affirmative; but respondents generally expressed that due to the lack of case law, such conclusion is mainly based on the theoretical interpretation of law. Eight reporters declared that E&Ls represent “defences” against infringement claims.

A much more diverse picture is visible with respect to the question whether E&Ls represent (in alternative or in addition to defences) “subjective” or “affirmative” rights. In three countries, E&Ls work as subjective rights; and in Estonia they work as affirmative rights. Two other reporters responded that E&Ls might theoretically work as subjective or affirmative rights, but this is not confirmed by case law yet. Four reporters denied that E&Ls are subjective or affirmative rights. This seems to suggest that the “user right approach” of the CDSMD – via mandatory non-overridable E&Ls in art. 17(7) – might result a conceptual change in a sensible number of Member States. Seven out of ten respondents reported that no C&R mechanism exists for the benefit of users of hosting service providers to ensure the exercise of E&Ls in general, or for the specific cases of quotation, criticism, review, and caricature, parody, pastiche. This means that a sensible number of Member States shall introduce the novel regime of the CDSMD.

The second phase questionnaire collected and analysed data on five distinct groups of issues to acquire comparable knowledge on the implementation of art. 17 CDSMD in the ten selected Member States.
Our questionnaire shows that the implementation of art. 17 CDSMD (or the proposal of it) took place in the nine analysed Member States with sensible differences.

A significant number of the elements of the new regime were almost uniformly transplanted; with mainly minor grammatical differences (e.g., regarding “for profit-making nature”, “adequate”, “best efforts” or “undue”) or differences due to a given Member States’ legal system (especially under civil law or e-commerce law). Only a few countries focused on the means of authorization; and only Hungarian CMOs were quick enough to accept the new tariffs covering art. 17 uses. These elements of art. 17 might, however, have secondary importance in the overall assessment of the new regime (e.g., whether service providers specified by recital 62 CDSMD or piracy sites are excluded from the scope of OCSSPs).

The implementation of the primary building blocks of art. 17 CDSMD, i.e.

- the economic rights affected (e.g., with some countries covering only on-demand uses even if OCSSPs are capable to host live streams, too);
- the new liability regime (e.g., the qualification of the new system could not be more diverse, ranging from lex specialis to liability privilege to conditional exemption from liability” to “new sui generis exclusive right that works as a lex specialis to the existing law”, or to no qualification at all); or
- the balancing of fundamental rights of stakeholders (e.g., whether the parody E&L is applicable generally in all cases or specifically only in an art. 17 CDSMD scenario; whether E&Ls are considered to be user rights; whether the prohibition on general monitoring obligations per art. 17(8) first sentence was expressly transposed,

show a diverse picture. Such diversity suggests that the initial goal of the EU to harmonize certain aspects of copyright in the digital single market might lead to a rather fragmented copyright in a digital single market.

The nine analysed countries might be grouped into three tiers. In tier one, the German and the Swedish models show above-the-average detail in the implementation of the new regime, with a special focus on the fortified protection of user rights and detailed liability mechanisms. In tier-two, the Estonian, French and the Dutch legislation applies a smaller number of individual solutions. For instance, Estonia allows for the use of non-compliance levy if OCSSPs do not comply with statutory obligations. France legislated on the concept of “large amount”; allows ARCOM to prescribe remedies against unjustified blocking or content removal, and introduced broader transparency obligations. Finally, the Netherlands regarding the limitation of liability to “likely infringing” contents. In tier three, Denmark, Hungary, Ireland and Italy took a rather restrictive approach by the almost verbatim transplantation of the new provisions. Needless to say, this three-tier system is not insisting any qualitative ranking among the countries. There is nothing to say that the German or Swedish approach
is the right one or they are correct in their entirety; indeed, maybe ad litteram implementations comply with the envisaged system better. It is almost certain, however, that all national legislative organs shall reconsider their domestic rules to make their laws fully compatible with the CJEU ruling in Case C-401/19.

Neither the Commission’s Guidance nor the AG Opinion or the final judgment of the CJEU in C-401/19 played any role in the implementation process in the “early bird” transplants of the CDSMD. Some of the countries purposefully wanted to meet the initial deadline to transpose the Directive in their national laws. For them, these resources, which were published quite late in the process, were simply not available yet. Other countries waited with the implementation until the end of 2021 (whereas some have not implemented the Directive yet), and could reflect these documents during the transposition process.

It is nevertheless hard to decide whether the Guidance, the Opinion and the judgment, read together, can provide for a uniform blueprint for national implementations. Although we have carried out a detailed analysis of the Commission’s Guidance, AG Opinion and Court judgement in C-401/19 in Chapter 3, it is important to flag that there are certain conflicting statements in the Commission’s and the CJEU’s view on the proper method of implementation and substance of the national laws. This is the case especially as regards: (1) the balance of ex ante/ex post filtering mechanisms, where the CJEU stressed that the presence of ex ante safeguards is necessary to respect fundamental rights of end-users; and (2) the “earmarking” requirement. Furthermore, it is clear that the CJEU has prioritized the proper functioning of user rights under art. 17(7) over filtering illegal contents under art. 17(4). The CJEU’s judgment thus appears to require that Member States implement the new regime in a fundamental rights compliant manner. As of now, various national solutions seem to be rather limited in terms of the said priority of user rights over content filtering. Early commentators of the CJEU judgment also have differing views on the proper way of transposition of the new regime. This is case, for instance, of the level playing field for Member States to transplant art. 17, that is, whether Member States shall transpose the CDSMD literally or with certain sophistication (flexibility), is viewed differently by e.g., Rosati and Senftleben.683

In sum, except if some novel legislative clarification comes from the competent EU institutions (whereas the review of the Commission’s Guidance seems to be inevitable), it is plausible that art. 17

683 Compare Rosati’s and Senftleben’s view on this. See Eleonora Rosati, ‘What Does the CJEU Judgment in the Polish Challenge to Article 17 (C-401/19) Mean for the Transposition and Application of That Provision?’ (The IPKat, 05 2022) <https://ipkitten.blogspot.com/2022/05/what-does-cjeu-judgment-in-polish.html> accessed 4 August 2022. and Senftleben (n 386).
will lead to a number of preliminary references. These proceedings will most probably affect the interpretation of the newly introduced autonomous concepts of the CDSMD; on the compliance of the national transpositions with the EU law, especially in a fundamental rights dimension; and on the exact scope of user rights per art. 17(7) and (9).

---

685 See the discussion above at 3.5 and the literature cited therein.
5. MAPPING OF ONLINE PLATFORMS’ STRUCTURES OF COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION

This chapter carries out a comparative mapping of online platforms’ structures of copyright content moderation. The Chapter builds on the conceptual framework in Chapter 2, in particular the understanding of copyright content moderation as composed of different structures, which explains our present focus on rules and automated moderation systems. The aim of the chapter is to answer the following empirical sub-research questions (SQR).

- SQR (4): How are copyright content moderation rules organized by platforms into public documents?
- SQR (5) Which copyright content moderation rules do different platforms employ to regulate copyright, and how have they changed over time?
- SQR (6): How do platforms’ automated copyright content moderation systems work?

The chapter focuses on our empirical findings and is organised so as tackle each of the three sub-research questions proposed above.

Section 5.1. presents the findings regarding the evolution of kinds of public documents the 15 platforms of our sample published over time to communicate the rules that regulate copyright content moderation.

Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 consider copyright content moderation rules. Section 5.2.1 discusses some of the general characteristics of the rules we identified in relation to all the 15 platforms we examined. We posit that provisions might be grouped according to at least two broad categories: normative types (whether they are rights, obligations, expectations, procedures, or principles); and subjects (the particular topics they address). This section does not systematically break down rules by platform nor comment on how these kinds have changed over time. However, in offering an overview of all rules found during the analysis of the 15 platforms’ documents, it provides a useful panorama about what copyright content moderation provisions are and, perhaps more important, can be. In this sense,

686 The main authors of this Chapter are João Carlos Magalhães and Christian Katzenbach. Adrian Kopps and Tom Sühr provided research assistance.

687 In a previous iteration of this Chapter, we also mentioned a third category: the directness of a given rule, that is, whether the rule directly regulates copyright (direct rules) or if regulates copyright as an indirect rule. The former is characterized by an explicit discursive link with copyright-related topics; they mention terms such as “copyright”, “intellectual property”, and “license”. The latter consists of vaguer provisions that aim to regulate a much wider range of actions, which may or may not be related to copyrights. While we coded documents for this category, we ultimately decide that the current report should focus on direct rules, as indirect rules’ meaning is much more diffuse.
these two categories are treated here as both empirical findings and analytical constructs that facilitated our mapping exercise.

Section 5.2.2 tackles the longitudinal analysis of six case studies (Facebook, SoundCloud, PornHub, FanFiction, Diaspora and DTube). We explain how the copyright content moderation rules of these platforms changed over time through the analysis of the two categories unpacked in Section 5.2.1. The section presents and explores descriptive statistics of the presence / absence of these kinds of rules over time and, to grasp discursive aspects, how many times these provisions are mentioned. A more qualitative approach is used to group platforms’ rules into particular time periods – what we term *normative periods*. Our strategy was to look for meaningful appearances, continuities, and deletions of these rules, that is, temporal patterns that could suggest the existence of more or less homogenous eras in the development of those six companies’ provisions. This approach inevitably entails some simplifications but also offers a synoptic angle to make sense of their copyright content moderation regimes. For the sake of clarity, some rules will be referred as *core rules*, that is, rules that were established in the first years of the platform and remained, in some form and shape, in place until the end of 2020 (the end of our data collection).

Finally, the Discussion section (5.3) argues that the evolution of platforms’ copyright content moderation structures seems to be characterized by two sets of processes (complexification and opacification / platformisation and concentration), which have unfolded differently in relation to different platforms.

### 5.1. HOW ARE COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES ORGANIZED BY PLATFORMS INTO PUBLIC DOCUMENTS?

The first research question of this chapter (SQR4) interrogates the often taken for granted fact that copyright content moderation rules might be published in various kinds of public documents. Table 6 below condenses the information we used to gathered to answer this question. It presents which kinds of public documents platforms have published to regulate copyright, the number of versions we collected and analysed and the year in which the first collected version was published. In total, we collected 626 versions, of which 318 were analysed (for more information on this, see Section 2.7.2). Let us reinforce that these should not be taken as encompassing all kinds of documents and versions these platforms have indeed published; we cannot guarantee that dates are accurate across the board, either.
That said, our analysis suggests that, over time, the 15 platforms of our sample have created a total of eight types of documents related to copyright content moderation. Below, we list and describe them.

1. **Terms of Service (or Terms of Use).** Typically, a contractual document written in legal jargon and focused on users’ rights and obligations. At least Facebook has a Terms of Service that contemplates their automated copyright content moderation system, Rights Manager.

2. **Community Guidelines.** Commonly written in an informal (as opposed to legal) language, this kind of document tends to emphasise what users should not do.

3. **Particular documents** (Copyright Policy, Music Guidelines, Principles). Some documents appear to be focussed on one topic (e.g., copyright, the posting of music files) or a normative type (e.g., principles).

4. **Help pages** (in some cases, the Copyright Policy was archived by platforms as a Help page). Usually, copyright Help pages contain FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions) and information that is also explained in other documents. Many, however, present information that apparently cannot be found anywhere else in platforms’ websites.

5. **Whitepapers.** In the case of two of the alternative platforms we investigated (namely, Audius and DTube), a considerable part of their rules was described in “whitepapers”. These papers appear to be needed because both platforms rely on blockchain technology to monetise and govern content.

---

## Table 3: Total number of versions collected (“C”) and analysed (“A”) of eight kinds of police-like documents, for mainstream, alternative and specialised platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Terms of Service</th>
<th>Community Guidelines</th>
<th>Copyright Policy</th>
<th>Help pages (copyright)</th>
<th>Principles</th>
<th>Terms of Service Enforcement System</th>
<th>Music Guidelines</th>
<th>Whitepapers</th>
<th>Total collected versions</th>
<th>Average number per year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mainstream</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>2005 12</td>
<td>2006 27</td>
<td>2009 185</td>
<td>2007 17</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>2006 16</td>
<td>2009 87</td>
<td>2009 7</td>
<td>2009 7</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>2011 3</td>
<td>2011 15</td>
<td>2012 8</td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoundCloud</td>
<td>2008 7</td>
<td>2008 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alternative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastodon</td>
<td>2013 3</td>
<td>2018 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleried</td>
<td>2018 2</td>
<td>2019 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diaspora</td>
<td>2017 1</td>
<td>2017 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dtube</td>
<td>2019 1</td>
<td>2019 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audius</td>
<td>2020 2</td>
<td>2019 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specialised</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vimeo</td>
<td>2006 27</td>
<td>2008 10</td>
<td>2009 6</td>
<td>2005 15</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FanFiction</td>
<td>2001 4</td>
<td>2005 2</td>
<td>2001 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitch</td>
<td>2009 13</td>
<td>2014 10</td>
<td>2011 8</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dribbble</td>
<td>2013 6</td>
<td>2015 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pornhub</td>
<td>2011 8</td>
<td>2007 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>331 107</td>
<td>134 97</td>
<td>214 28</td>
<td>77 76</td>
<td>5 1</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

688 This table includes the total number of versions collected (“C”) and analysed (“A”) of eight kinds of police-like documents, for mainstream, alternative and specialised platforms, with the year (“Y”) in which the first collected version of each kind of document was published and average number of collected versions per year and platform. Source: Authors.
These documents are rarely published at once. Typically, the T&Cs (often labelled as “Terms of Service” or a variation thereof) is the first to appear, often at the very launch of the service. Other documents usually come later, at a pace that varies from company to company, as Table 6 suggests. Facebook is the clearest example of this gradual expansion in the number of kinds of documents. From 2004 to 2007, the company seemingly had only a Terms of Service. Then, in 2007, they published their first versions of their Community Guidelines and Copyright Policy. Two years later, they decided to have a public chart of Principles and, in 2018, published another two documents: one regulating how users can post music and another on its automated copyright content moderation system – Rights Manager. (It might be that users of Instagram, which is owned by Facebook Inc., are also subjected to these specific documents; since we found these documents in URLs of Facebook.com, they appear here as pertaining to this platform.) This pattern is not universal, though. Consider Vimeo, which apparently published a Help page about copyrights even before having a Terms of Service.

Generally, while all services in our sample have published at least one version of a Terms of Service, the presence of other kinds of documents are unevenly distributed among the different kinds of platforms. Mainstream ones (Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram and SoundCloud) appear to be the best documented group. All have at some point published Community Guidelines and copyright Help pages, and two (Facebook and YouTube) also have a Copyright Policy. Specialised platforms (Vimeo, FanFiction, Dribble, Twitch and PornHub) are not so different. All but one service within this group (PornHub) have a document that is explicitly named Community Guidelines; only Dribble has not published at least one version of their Copyright Policy. Meanwhile, only two (Vimeo and Dribble) have Help pages dedicated to explaining copyright content moderation practices and conditions. The most obvious contrast is between both mainstream and specialised services and alternative ones (Mastodon, Pixelfed, Diaspora, DTube and Audius). Only two of the latter group (Mastodon and Pixelfed) have Community Guidelines and just Audius has a (very brief) Help page about Copyright. At the same time, alternative platforms that use blockchain to decentralize their services (such as Audius and DTube) have published whitepapers, as said above.

Different patterns seem to exist regarding the number of unique versions of documents we collected, an information that suggests how plastic platforms’ normative framework has been. In this regard, those three groups of platforms appear to matter less as Facebook, YouTube and Twitter seem to constitute a group of their own. They are, by far, the ones that have changed their T&Cs more often; the figures of other mainstream platforms (Instagram and SoundCloud) are closer to those of specialised ones, which, in turn, are higher than those of alternative services — although not by extraordinarily large margins.
Our data do not allow for any clear explanation of the reasons behind these differences. It seems important though to discuss some hypotheses, and in which ways our findings complicate them. The fact that mainstream platforms’ copyright content moderation rules are so richly documented (many kinds of documents, high number of versions) suggests that the number of users might be a factor. The gradual increase in the kinds of documents might also be correlated with the growth of their user base. And yet Instagram, for instance, is not as well document as Vimeo, which has a fraction of users and has not grown so rapidly as Instagram has. Similarly, the age of a given platform is certainly an element to be considered but does not, by itself, determine these discrepancies. For instance: Instagram and Diaspora were both launched in 2010 but the former has published 26 versions of T&Cs-related documents, ten times as much as the latter. Legal regimes are also not so important, as all platforms are quasi global and, thus, essentially subjected to the same set of laws. Another, more credible factor appears to be the kind of content the service focuses on. Platforms that focus on audio-visual content (in our sample, YouTube, Vimeo and Twitch), which are more exposed to copyright legal complaints by powerful traditional media companies and well-organized professional classes (e.g., musicians), are all considerably covered by various kinds of documents and constantly tweaking their T&Cs. The contrast between audio-visual services and text-only platforms, such as FanFiction, is evident.

The next section tackles the second research question of this chapter (SQR5).

5.2. WHICH COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES DO DIFFERENT PLATFORMS EMPLOY TO REGULATE COPYRIGHT, AND HOW HAVE THEY CHANGED OVER TIME?

5.2.1. COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES’ TWO MAIN CATEGORIES

Based on our analysis, we propose that platforms’ copyright content moderation rules can be studied through at least two broad categories: *normative types* allow for a relational understanding of which actor ought (or not) to do what; *subjects* indicate platforms’ assumptions about what copyright content moderation rules (should) regulate. The sections below further explain these terms.

5.2.1.1. NORMATIVE TYPES
The rules we studied aim to engage users and platforms in varying sorts of interaction, with particular levels of prescriptive intensity. The notion of normative type tries to capture these elements. Through an inductive process, we have found five types, as shown in Table 4 below.

Table 4. Copyright content moderation rules’ normative types, their addressees, prescriptive intensities and verbs that best describe them. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Rule addressee(s)</th>
<th>Prescriptive intensity</th>
<th>Typical verb</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rights</td>
<td>Platform or users</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Can / Might</td>
<td>17 (users)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15 (platforms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obligations</td>
<td>Platform or users</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Must / Will</td>
<td>14 (users)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expectations</td>
<td>Users</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Should</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles</td>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Aspire</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures</td>
<td>Platform, users or both</td>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surely, these five normative types, by themselves, are too generic to illuminate how exactly platforms regulate copyright content moderation. Yet, since they enable and constrain users and platforms in certain ways and with different intensity, these categories can be used as broad analytical frames to discuss the uneven regulation of those two actors (users and platforms) over time. Our assumption is that the balance between who and how is regulated is, by itself, meaningful. This will become clearer when we explore the balance between obligations, rights, expectations, principles and procedures in the copyright content moderation rules of our six case studies below.

Although we acknowledge the rich theories on many of these types, we chose to adopt a simpler, vernacular conceptualization of them. In what follows, we briefly explain what each normative type means and list the copyright content moderation rules that fall into it, commenting on the most important ones. It is important to note that most rules we identify below logically depend on a set of unsaid rules. For instance, if a platform is obliged to remove content, this is premised on platforms’ right to do so, and users’ obligation to accept this provision. Similarly, if users are given by the platform the right to appeal a copyright-related content removal, it goes without saying that the platform must provide them with the means for such appeal. It is, in principle, possible to unpack and map out all the unsaid rules which support explicit rules. Yet, given our interest in the discursive element of platforms’ T&Cs, i.e., in what is openly said, we decided to not do so in this project.
A) RIGHTS

Rights are rules that say what either users or platforms can but might not necessarily do; they denote a potentiality. In sociological terms, to have a right is conducive to have the power to act or to refuse an obligation to act, and entails, thus, a particular freedom.

Rights are pervasive and appear central to platforms’ copyright content moderation efforts. Some of the most important copyright content moderation rules are users’ rights (Table 5). Provisions such as their right to report infringement and appeal copyright-related appear are part of virtually all 15 platforms’ core rules – largely, because these rights are also guaranteed by laws such as the DMCA. Other users’ rights are surprisingly absent from T&Cs – e.g., users’ right to claim fair use, to which we will come back below. Numerically, though, most of the users rights we found are not core rules. They refer to specific platforms / documents – e.g., their right to apply DRM to their content (from Vimeo) and post remixes (SoundCloud) and moderate their own content directly (SoundCloud).

Table 5. List of users’ rights regarding copyright content moderation. Source: Authors.

| User can apply DRM on their content               |
| Users can appeal copyright-related content removal |
| Users can appeal copyright-related penalties to account |
| Users can avoid liability for content removed by platforms |
| Users can decide on fair use claims               |
| Users can disable download of their content to avoid copyright infringement |
| Users can earn cryptocurrency by posting their content |
| Users can moderate copyrighted content directly   |
| Users can post content under fair use             |
| Users can post remixes                           |
| Users can report copyright infringement          |
| Users can report fake profiles who reported copyright infringement |
| Users can repost content that was falsely reported |
| Users can stop using automated copyright content moderation system at any time |
| Users can use and assign CC license to their content |
| Users can use automated content moderation to monetise, block and track access to content |
| Users can withdraw copyright report               |

Platforms’ rights, on the other hand, do not appear to be as important as users’: none of them can be said to be a core rule of platforms. As Table 6 suggests, most of them concern platforms’ ability (but
not the obligation) to punish users in case they do not follow other copyright provisions: block account functionalities, deny refunds, disable access to automated content moderation systems, limit the visibility of infringing content, withhold payments etc. The most important penalties, as explained below, are particular kinds of platforms’ obligations.

Table 6. List of platforms’ rights regarding copyright content moderation. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform can apply DRM technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can block account functionalities of copyright infringers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can consider the nature of the copyright infringement when deciding on punishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can decide unilaterally on copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can deny refunds to users terminated due to copyright infringers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can disable access to automated copyright content moderation in case of misuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can disable and suspend accounts who provide false information in copyright disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can limit the visibility of content automatically identified as infringing copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can modify and discontinue automated copyright content moderation system at any time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can monitor users’ compliance with automated copyright content moderation system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can require from users evidence of their copyright over content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can require more information during copyright disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can restore content if copyright report is false or withdrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can withhold payments from users if they infringe copyrights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B) OBLIGATIONS

Obligations are rules that either users or platforms must comply with; in the case of users, obligations involve the threat of punishment (i.e., having one’s account deleted); in the case of platforms, obligations expose them to legitimate accountability. Obligations can be positive (when they say that users/platforms must do something) or negative (when they say that users/platforms must not do something, a prohibition).

If rights are inherently empowering, obligations can be much more ambiguous. In a way, all obligations (and in particular prohibitions) necessarily represent a limit to users and platforms’ freedom to act or refuse acting. At the same time, some positive obligations might well be portrayed as compulsory forms of power over other actors, typically platforms’ power over users. In this way, these rules might both constrain and enable certain freedoms. To understand what we mean, consider some of the most important copyright content moderation rules of platforms’ T&Cs – platforms’ obligations, described...
Core rules such as platforms’ obligation to disable / suspend accounts and remove / block access to content due to copyright infringement are, in a way, a way of restricting platforms’ freedom to act. After all, in principle, they cannot choose not to comply with their own obligations, at the risk of even behaving unlawfully. At the same time, these rules also empower platforms to exercise a considerable amount of control over users. Importantly, the wording of this sort of platform obligation is often vague, allowing a lot of wiggle room for companies to decide how exactly they will comply with these provisions.

Table 7. List of platforms’ obligations regarding copyright content moderation. Source: Authors.

| The platform must assist with copyright violations by third parties |
| The platform must decide on fair use claims |
| The platform must disable or suspend accounts due to copyright infringement |
| The platform must document notices of alleged copyright infringement |
| The platform must have a fair copyright content moderation system |
| The platform must have an automated copyright content moderation system that respects copyright exceptions |
| The platform must keep content online during automated copyright content moderation disputes |
| The platform must not count restored content as a strike |
| The platform must not decide unilaterally what is a copyright infringement |
| The platform must not scan private videos via automated copyright content moderation |
| The platform must not take copyright exceptions as a reason to restore video |
| The platform must notify parties during copyright disputes |
| The platform must publish a report on copyright content moderation |
| The platform must remove or block access to content due to copyright infringement |
| The platform must respect and protect copyright |
| The platform must restore accounts after strikes removal by users |
| The platform must restore content if report was false or withdrew |
| The platform must visually mark content taken down due to copyright reports |

In contrast, users’ obligations (see Table 8), are hardly empowering. They comprise some of the most important core rules we found. E.g., the provision that users must respect copyrights is arguably the central copyright content moderation rule all platforms’ have in place, in both presence over time and number of mentions. Sometimes, it appears as a simple “Respect others people’s copyrights”; other times, as the positive obligation to post only what the user has created herself or has the explicit rights over to post. Other key provisions include the obligation to be legally liable for infringing others’
copyrights and to provide accurate and complete information during copyright disputes. Other, less important and common users' obligations reflect particular platforms' peculiar aspects and designs – e.g., the idea that, in blockchain-empowered services, users must moderate copyright infringing content (Audius) or that users must use English during copyright disputes (mentioned in a recent PornHub document).

Table 8. List of users' obligations regarding copyright content moderation. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Users must act as copyright content moderators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users must apply to get access to automated copyright content moderation system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be liable for copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be solely responsible for enforcing their copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must become a registered DMCA agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must file a lawsuit against alleged copyright infringer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must indemnify the platform regarding copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must not interfere with anti-copyright infringement features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must not teach others how to violate copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide the required information in copyright disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must respect copyrights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must use English in copyright disputes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C) EXPECTATIONS

While these two sorts of normative type apply to both platforms and users, others are presented as addressing only one kind of actor. Expectations, listed in Table 9 below, refer to actions that, from the perspective of the platform, users should but are not obliged to perform. These expectations might appear in terms that can be stronger (as if they were obligations) or weaker (as if they were friendly tips). But none of them can be enforced by the platform, nor lead to any sort of penalty. In this way, expectation is a soft attempt by platforms to direct users’ conduct, a kind of incentive that allows for disagreement and agency.

Particular expectations are rarely part of platforms’ core rules. More often, they come and go in the history of companies’ T&Cs. Some of the most important ones, in terms of frequency of appearance, are those that prompt users to consult a lawyer if they are unsure about some aspect of copyright law,
and those that aim to make users self-reflexive about their own behaviours – such as thinking twice before reporting copyright infringement, claiming fair use and posting risky content.

Table 9. List of platforms’ expectations about users regarding copyright content moderation. Source: Authors.

| Users should act as copyright content moderators |
| Users should consult a lawyer on copyright |
| Users should contact owner of violated copyrighted content |
| Users should contact the platform if contact with apps on copyright violation doesn’t work |
| Users should contribute their content to public domain |
| Users should give due credit |
| Users should officially copyright their content |
| Users should provide references to original work |
| Users should react to content instead of violating copyright |
| Users should report repeat infringers of copyright |
| Users should report violation of others’ copyright |
| Users should repost content instead of infringe copyright |
| Users should specify their role in the uploaded content |
| Users should think twice before appealing copyright infringement report |
| Users should think twice before claiming fair use |
| Users should think twice before posting risky content |
| Users should think twice before reporting copyright infringement |
| Users should think twice before using CC-licensed content |
| Users should try to solve copyright dispute independently |
| Users should use an agent to report violation in case they are concerned with their information being shared with infringer |

D) PRINCIPLES

Principles concern platforms’ (not users’) goals – what companies allegedly aspire to do and be. This normative type is often uttered in the form of vague corporate mission statements or promises, making it, in theory at least, easier for companies to deflect accountability when not complying with them. Principles have thus a low prescriptive intensity, and a strong performative component.

Maybe because of their haziness, principles about copyright content moderation in particular were also rare in our dataset: we found only two of them, as shown in Table 10 below. Furthermore, they appear in less than 20 documents of only three platforms – Facebook, Vimeo and SoundCloud.
Table 10. List of platforms’ principles regarding copyright content moderation. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform aspires to balance copyright and freedom of expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform aspires to protect intellectual rights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E) PROCEDURES

Lastly, there are what we call procedures. Ostensibly, this normative type regards what happens and will happen in the relationship between platforms and users, as if platforms were describing unavoidable facts of their functioning, material possibilities and impossibilities, or external impositions (e.g., state regulation) which they did not create and cannot, thus, be accountable for – a key difference between this type and obligations.

Despite the neutral terms in which they are depicted, however, procedures – or companies’ decision to mention them in public documents – are premised on and foster some notion of un/desirability. In fact, they are arguably the most intense normative type of the five we discussed so far, as they do not contemplate, discursively at least, the possibility of disobedience.

Procedures might address users, platforms or both, and be both positive (i.e., describe what is done) and negative (i.e., what is not done). But as Table 11 below makes clear, most procedures we found regard platforms’ behaviour, ranging from rules regarding their functionalities (e.g., companies’ choice not to employ DRM technologies) to content moderation practices (e.g., whether platforms use human moderators and automated copyright content moderation systems) to legal consequences of infringing actions.

Table 11. List of procedures regarding copyright content moderation. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform cannot remove a content from another website or app</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform does not employ DRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform does not monetise copyrighted content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform does not remove or suspend copyright infringing content posted in it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform employs automated copyright content moderation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform employs human content moderation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform is not liable for copyright-related issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform publicises information about copyright disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.1.2. **SUBJECTS**

The second category we used to parse our rules concern the *subject* of platforms’ copyright content moderation, that is, *what* these provisions actually regulate (see Table 12). This component might be more straightforward than normative types but their definition is not self-evident. Example: when platforms tell users to not violate others’ copyright, they are essentially attempting to control users’ posting behaviour. At the same time, in doing so, they are also trying to lead users to, themselves, enforce copyright. In view of this Chapter’s goals, we took the second interpretative angle and clustered rules according to which area of copyright content moderation they refer to. Doing so allowed us to understand, generally, how companies define what their regulatory practice is, and chart the ways in which their concerns with copyright shifted across the years. Our analysis uncovered five macro subjects that copyright content moderation rules refer to: enforcement and, somewhat unexpectedly, transparency and monetisation.

Table 12. List of copyright content moderation rules’ subjects. Source: Authors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macro Subjects</th>
<th>Specific Subjects</th>
<th>Number of rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copyright enforcement</td>
<td>Infringement avoidance</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manual content removal</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automated moderation</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disputes</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Penalties</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exceptions</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetisation</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following sections describe both macro and specific subjects, along which the same rules listed in the previous section are reorganized.

A) **COPYRIGHT ENFORCEMENT**

---

689 Please note that one rule, on the use of automated content moderation system for monetisation purposes, appears in two subjects, “automated moderation” and “monetization”, thus the discrepancy between the total numbers in Table xx and the total number of rules, which is 95.
Perhaps unsurprisingly given our interest in content moderation, most rules we identified (90/95) refer to copyright enforcement – vernacularly defined here as acts that aim to compel actors to comply with a provision. Yet, enforcement in itself is a multi-faceted subject, encompassing several specific subjects. We inductively further categorised those rules into five specific subjects, which roughly describe different enforcement techniques: infringement avoidance, manual content moderation, automated content moderation, disputes, penalties, and exceptions. We detail them in the following sections.

**Infringement Avoidance**

A central enforcement technique involves platforms’ attempts to avoid any instance of copyright infringement in the first place (see Table 13).

**Table 13. List of platforms’ infringement avoidance rules. Source: Authors.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform aspires to balance copyright and freedom of expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform aspires to protect intellectual rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can apply DRM technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform does not employ DRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must respect and protect copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User can apply DRM on their content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can disable download of their content to avoid copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be solely responsible for enforcing their copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must not teach others how to violate copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must not interfere with anti-copyright infringement features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must respect copyrights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should give due credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should officially copyright their content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should provide references to original work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should react to content instead of violating copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should repost content instead of infringe copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should specify their role in the uploaded content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should think twice before posting risky content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the 18 infringement avoidance rules we identified, 13 focus on users. Typically, these rules aim to prompt a sort of ex-ante self-governance. That is, users should read the rule and consciously moderate their own actions, without any intervention from the platform. Thus, the dominance of expectations...
and users’ obligations. The central provision of this subgroup is the one that establishes that users must not infringe others’ copyrights. But the avoidance of infringement has other, more subtle facets – e.g., reflecting on the decision to post risky content, refrain from telling others how to violate copyright, avoid mistakes that can lead to unnecessary infringements etc. Some rules appear to be misguided in face of copyright law, such as the one that incentivizes users to give due credit, published by Mastodon and Dribble. Even if the goal is to create a friendly, honest relationship between, it is obvious that credit, by itself, does not avoid or offset copyright violations. 

Whilst infringement avoidance tends to put the burden of regulation on the user, and leave the platform in a mostly passive and arguably comfortable role, some rules listed in Table 16 refer to the platform. Many platforms say explicitly that they also must ensure that they will not engage in infringing behaviour – a provision that is echoed in principles such as “The platform aspires to protect intellectual rights”. Other provisions refer to, e.g., DRM technologies, which aims to make copyright infringement materially impossible and is cited only in a set of documents published by Vimeo.

**Manual Content Removal**

Another important set of provisions address the manual removal of infringing content (see Table 14). For the sake of clarification, the expression “manual” is used here in contrast to the moderation systems centred on algorithmic fingerprinting – or “automated moderation”, the topic of the next section. Much of the “manual” work we refer to is actually dependent on various computational interfaces and processes.

**Table 14. List of platforms’ manual content removal rules. Source: Authors.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The platform can decide unilaterally on copyright infringement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform can restore content if copyright report is false or withdrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform cannot remove a content from another website or app</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform does not remove or suspend copyright infringing content posted in it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform employs human content moderation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must not decide unilaterally what is a copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must remove or block access to content due to copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must restore content if report was false or withdrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can moderate copyrighted content directly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must act as copyright content moderators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should act as copyright content moderators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must become a registered DMCA agent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278
If infringement avoidance focusses on users, content removal is, essentially, an activity carried out by platforms. The primary rule listed in Table 14 is the one that enables companies to remove infringing content, which is a core rule of various platforms of in sample and a requirement of the American law (DMCA). Other provisions concern procedures (such as the use of human moderators, and the material limitations of platforms’ content removal capacity) and the provision on who, after all, can decide on copyright infringement – which platforms usually describe as involving not only them. The rules directed to users in this list are particular to platforms that have a decentralized content moderation system, such as DTube. In them, users are indeed expected to remove content, in which case they might need to even register as DMCA agents.

**Automated Moderation**

Automated moderation rules are the rules of the algorithmic copyright enforcement systems that we will scrutinize in much more detail in Section 5.2.3. The provisions listed in Table 15 indicate the basic obligations, rights and procedures related to those systems. The central one is the very information that platforms employ automated copyright content moderation, something that is far from pervasive, as we will explain below. These rules point the capabilities and limitations of these systems, and the conditions that platforms and, chiefly, users must follow when operating them and within them. It is interesting to note how generic these rules are usually conveyed – e.g., they rarely explain how exactly their protocols are executed. This is representative of the deep opacity of these system, a point to which we return in this Chapter’s Discussion Section 5.3.

**Table 15. List of platforms’ automated moderation rules. Source: Authors.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform can disable access to automated copyright content moderation in case of misuse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can modify and discontinue automated copyright content moderation system at any time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can monitor users’ compliance with automated copyright content moderation system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform employs automated copyright content moderation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must have a fair copyright content moderation system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must have an automated copyright content moderation system that respects copyright exceptions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must not scan private videos via automated copyright content moderation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can stop using automated copyright content moderation system at any time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can use automated content moderation to monetise, block and track access to content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must apply to get access to automated copyright content moderation system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Copyright Disputes**
We define a copyright dispute the process that initiates when a user reports copyright infringement or challenges a content removal decision – either manual or automatic. This process is detailed in the law and much of the rules listed in Table 16 mirror such legal provisions, resulting in a fairly common set of obligations (e.g., platforms need to notify all parties, users must provide all the required information) and rights (the very possibility of reporting infringement, or companies’ ability to restore content after a dispute is solved or abandoned). Other provisions are not part of any law, however.

They range from PornHub’s peculiar requirement that users had to file their claims in English (which was patently detrimental to non-English speakers and did not last long) to the expectation that users should try to solve copyright issues without resorting to any formalized reporting / appeal protocol, as well as thinking twice before starting a dispute. This set of rules has become particularly prominent in large mainstream platforms’ frameworks and seems to be an attempt to, more than simplify quarrels, reduce companies’ responsibility over disputes that are costly in terms of human, financial and computational resources.

Table 16. List of copyright dispute rules. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform can require from users evidence of their copyright over content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can require more information during copyright disputes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must assist with copyright violations by third parties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must decide on fair use claims</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must keep content online during automated copyright content moderation disputes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must notify parties during copyright disputes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can appeal copyright-related content removal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can report copyright infringement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can repost content that was falsely reported</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can withdraw copyright report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must file a lawsuit against alleged copyright infringer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide the required information in copyright disputes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must use English in copyright disputes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should consult a lawyer on copyright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should contact owner of violated copyrighted content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should contact the platform if contact with apps on copyright violation doesn’t work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should report violation of others’ copyright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should think twice before appealing copyright infringement report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Users should think twice before reporting copyright infringement

Users should try to solve copyright dispute independently

Users should use an agent to report violation in case they are concerned with their information being shared with infringer

**Penalties**

Finally, copyright enforcement is heavily dependent on a variety of penalties, listed in Table 17. We categorise as penalties any provision related to the punishments that users are subject to when they infringe copyrights or copyright-related rules. Penalties are similar to infringement avoidance provisions, as both aim to lead actors to refrain from infringing rules. Differently from infringement avoidance provisions, though, penalties specify the consequences (and conditions) of doing so.

**Table 17. List of penalties rules. Source: Authors.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform can block account functionalities of copyright infringers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can consider the nature of the copyright infringement when deciding on punishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can deny refunds to users terminated due to copyright infringers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can disable and suspend accounts who provide false information in copyright disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can limit the visibility of content automatically identified as infringing copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can punish users who submit false information during copyright disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can withhold payments from users if they infringe copyrights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform is not liable for copyright-related issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must disable or suspend accounts due to copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must not count restored content as a strike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must restore accounts after strikes removal by users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can appeal copyright-related penalties to account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can avoid liability for content removed by platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can report fake profiles who reported copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be liable for copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must indemnify the platform regarding copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should report repeat infringers of copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users who infringe others' copyrights risk suffering legal consequences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The provisions listed in Table 18 demonstrates how rich and central penalties can be platforms’ copyright regulatory framework. They go much beyond the disablement of the account of repeat infringers, or the legal consequences that posting infringing content may entail, and encompass other, softer forms of punishments: blocking functionalities of the account, limiting visibility of users’ content, and denying refunds (in case of platforms that offer paid services, such as SoundCloud). While defined as platforms’ obligations, these rules materialize companies’ power over users. Other provisions point to the restriction this power is subjected to. But these are less common and themselves limited. E.g., users are sometimes told they have the right to appeal the deletion of their account; but they are rarely – if ever – told whether they can appeal the reduction of their content’s visibility.

COPYRIGHT “Exceptions”

While copyright “exceptions” are inherently linked with both manual and automated moderation rules, setting it apart from those subjects enables us to see in more detail the remarkable lack of interest that essentially all platforms in our sample appear to have in them – with the notable exceptions of Vimeo and SoundCloud, Twitter, Twitch, and YouTube.

Table 18. List of copyright exceptions rules. Source: Authors.

| The platform must not take copyright exceptions as a reason to restore video |
| Users can decide on fair use claims |
| Users can post content under fair use |
| Users can post remixes |
| Users can use and assign CC license to their content |
| Users should contribute their content to public domain |
| Users should think twice before claiming fair use |
| Users should think twice before using CC-licensed content |

The perhaps most important aspect of the provisions listed in Table 18 is the lack of any rule directly concerning platforms. For instance, no document we analysed say explicitly that platforms have the obligation to take into consideration exceptions, or that this is done at all.

690 “Exceptions” in the context of this section of the expirical research is a term used in the non-legal technical sense to refer to situations in which copyright is made somehow more flexible in the context of the operation of a platform’s content moderation systems.
To be sure, many platforms do discuss fair use, particularly in their Help pages. Interestingly, they rarely do so in a normative manner. Typically, they explain what fair use is, in a distanced, scholarly manner, and point to some external resources so as users can “learn” more about it. But only rarely these explanations encompass any right, obligation, or procedure. The suggestion that fair use can be claimed by users is, at best, indirect.

When platforms do discuss copyright exception rules, these concern users. Users’ right to claim fair use might appear self-evident – but of the platforms we examined, only Twitter, YouTube and Vimeo, in some of their documents, appear to have mentioned it. The possibility of using and posting content under a Creative Content license appears only in YouTube and Vimeo’s documents; of publishing remixes is cited only by SoundCloud; and the suggestion that users contribute their content to the public domain appeared once in a 2006 version of Twitter’s Terms of Service.

**TRANSPARENCY**

Since copyright content moderation is, by definition, a form of rule enforcement, we did not anticipate that its regulation would involve provisions that do not regard enforcement of copyright per se. Yet, as we discovered, the rules around two other subjects, transparency and monetisation, are also important to understand how platforms regulate copyright content moderation, as this one and the next sections explain.

Transparency rules concern the provisions platforms follow to make information about their content moderation decisions somehow public (see Table 19). These rules are rare and have been adopted by few platforms. They comport two, indirect regulatory dimensions.

Some provisions seem to enable external actors (policymakers, researchers) to assess platforms’ removal actions and, at least in theory, hold them accountable. That is the case of Facebook, which is the only platform in our sample that publishes a report with data on how it processes copyright reports, take-downs and appeals. Twitter, Dribble and Vimeo say they send information about disputes to public databases, such as Lumen. Some PornHub’s documents claim the company “document(s)” notices of copyright infringement – albeit it is hard to understand what this sentence means, and no further clarification is given.

Another regulatory dimension of transparency rules, present in Twitter’s Terms of Service, is oriented towards users. Per this provision, the platform obliges themselves to mark content that have been taken down due to copyright infringement. While this is not said explicitly in the T&Cs, it is reasonable to assume that users’ who see this visual mark will be reminded of platforms’ ability to take down infringing content and, potentially, refrain from posting copyrighted content themselves.
Table 19. List of transparency rules. Source: Authors.

The platform must document notices of alleged copyright infringement

The platform must publish a report on copyright content moderation

The platform must visually mark content taken down due to copyright reports

The platform publicises information about copyright disputes

MONETISATION

Monetisation of content is the practice through which platforms share with some users the revenue generated by their content – regardless of who is posting it. There appear to exist two main models of monetisation among the sample of platforms we examined, as rules listed in Table 20 indicate. One is offered by YouTube, Facebook and PornHub, and made possible by their automated copyright enforcement systems – which, as Section 5.3 will explain, is often quite selective as to which user can benefit from it. In this case, economic resources are generated by ads linked with the content. We found at least one platform (Vimeo) that explicitly say that they do not monetise content. The other model is offered by platforms whose governance of content is done via blockchain, e.g., DTube and Audius, in which users can earn cryptocurrencies for posting their content, among other actions. Monetisation in this case is more complex, as platforms’ cryptocurrencies might not have value outside of the platform.

Either way, monetisation may help regulate copyright content moderation as it can, in principle, disincentivise disputes and incentivize the upload of copyright-protected material by various users. That is, copyright owners might, instead of reporting infringement, allow others to post their content so as to receive the revenues that such use might generate – or post their content so as to earn cryptocurrencies. This regulatory consequence fits well most platforms’ business model, which depends on and benefits from the free circulation of content.

Table 20. List of monetisation rules. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The platform does not monetise copyrighted content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users can use automated content moderation to monetise, block and track access to content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can earn cryptocurrency by posting their content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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5.2.2. CASE STUDIES

After presenting the empirical findings related to all 15 platforms in our sample, we consider in the next sections the six case studies that we selected to carry out a longitudinal and comparative examination of the evolution of their copyright content moderation rules: Facebook, SoundCloud, PornHub, FanFiction, Diaspora, and DTube. The analyses of each of these six platforms contain (1) an overview of the evolution of the number of kinds of documents, rules and mentions to rules (2) an examination of the evolution of the relative proportions of rules per normative type; (3) a description of the evolution of the relative proportions of rules per subject and, finally, (4) a more detailed exploration of platforms' normative periods.

5.2.2.1. FACEBOOK

A) OVERVIEW

Of our six case studies, Facebook is the most complex, if one considers the sheer number of kinds of documents, rules and mentions to rules, and how they evolved between their launch, in 2004, and the end of 2020.

As Figure 7 above suggests, these indicators all increased immensely and, mostly, steadily. The quantity of kinds of documents went from one to seven; of rules, from five to 36; and of mentions, from seven to 128. Logically, these numbers are roughly correlated: more documents will likely
contain more rules which will likely contain more mentions, a pattern that, to some degree, holds true for all platforms. But their evolution is not wholly symmetrical. It seems that, over time, Facebook decided to increase the discursive emphasis on copyright content moderation (thus, the jump in the number of mentions since 2016), which was not accompanied by a comparable growth in the number of rules or documents.

B) EVOLUTION OF FACEBOOK’S COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES, PER THEIR NORMATIVE TYPE

Figure 8 displays the evolution of the numbers of Facebook’s content moderation rules, clustered according to their respective normative type. This chart suggests an acute fragmentation. The platform’s normative framework, initially heavily reliant on one kind of rule (users’ obligation), started in 2006 already to encompass other normative types and, by the end of 2020 almost evenly split into six kinds of provisions, each of which with a proportion between 20% and 10% of the total rules.

Within this fragmentation, some developments are quite clear and highly consequential. First, the fairly consistent decrease in the proportion of user’s obligations, and the increase in the percentage of platforms’ obligations. In 2004, when Facebook launched, copyright content moderation concerned primarily users: around 60% of all provisions described their obligations, e.g., not to violate others’ copyright. This number decreased sharply until 2011, moderately in 2012 and has since remained mostly stable, fluctuating between 24% and 16%, as of December 2020. The percentage of platforms’ obligations went through a somewhat similar, if inverted, process: rapid increase until 2011, slight decrease in 2012 and then relative stability, oscillating between 30% (2015/2016) and 20% (2020). It is not that users’ burdens have factually decreased – in absolute terms, their obligations in fact went from 3 to 5; but the growth of platform’s obligations was relatively much more pronounced, going from none to seven in around 16 years.

The evolution of the platform’s rights is also noticeable. Until 2016, the documents we examined seemingly mentioned no such kind of rule whatsoever. In that year, however, four rights of platforms were included, mostly around the platform’s ability – but not obligation – to impose certain penalties to copyright infringers. In 2018, this number increased to seven, making this kind of rule one of the most prevalent normative types in Facebook’s framework by the end of 2020.
The discursive development of Facebook’s T&Cs is not quite the same as this normative evolution. As showed in Figure 9, the decrease of mentions to users’ obligations seems to be less severe than that of the proportion of this kind of provision. In fact, the inversion between users’ and platform’s obligation did not quite materialize. At the end of 2020, mentions to users’ obligations accounted for 30% of all mentions; the proportion of platform’s duties amounted to 25%. Something similar can be said of the increase of platforms’ rights, whose mentions increased in a much milder way than the sheer number of rules of this kind.
C) EVOLUTION OF FACEBOOK’S COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES, PER THEIR SUBJECT

If we turn our attention to the subject of Facebook’s copyright content moderation rules, we can also identify a sort of fragmentation. Figure 10 shows that, from 2004 to 2007, Facebook’s framework concerned, mainly, infringement avoidance and, to a lesser extent, penalties and copyright disputes; then, in 2007, the organization published manual content removal provisions; and, in 2016, several other subjects were included, such as automated moderation, monetisation and transparency. Overall, the clearest development appears to concern the relative decrease in the proportion of rules on infringement avoidance, particularly since 2012, and the emergence of provisions that depend on the active intervention of the platform – such as, again, automated content moderation. To be clear, this discrepancy regards mainly how the number of different rules increased at different paces, since Facebook’s infringement avoidance provisions actually went from three to four in 2016.
This tendency is strongly reinforced by Figure 11, on the percentage of mentions to rules. Mentions to infringement avoidance rules went from 36% (2011) to 12% (2020) of the total. At the same time, there is a sizable increase in the number of mentions to disputes, which almost doubled between 2011 (36%) and 2020 (64%), for instance. It suggests that not only Facebook became seemingly more concerned with disputes but also more concerned with communicating disputes provisions to users.
D) FACEBOOK’S NORMATIVE PERIODS

We move now into an examination of Facebook’s various normative periods, which can be roughly divided into four moments, as described below.

2004-2006

In their first two years, Facebook’s copyright content moderation rules were few (7, in total), and regarded, essentially, users’ behaviour, as Table 21 indicates. According to them, both users and platforms had to avoid infringing copyrights, disputes were possible but only lightly specified, infringers could be potentially penalised – but in courts, not by the platform itself. Discursive focus was clearly on users’ obligation to respect copyright: the number of mentions to this provision totalled around half – or more, depending on the semester – of all mentions.

Table 21. Facebook’s content moderation rules with the number of mentions to them, 2004-2006. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2004.1</th>
<th>2006.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Copyright disputes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can report copyright infringement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infringement avoidance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must respect and protect copyright</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must respect copyrights</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalties</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must indemnify the platform regarding copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What was not said in the documents we analysed is as important as the provisions that appear in them. It is remarkable that, for two years, Facebook’s Terms of Services (their only document at the time) did not mention responsibilities such as of deleting infringing content, allowing for appeals of removal decisions and deleting the account of repeat infringers. In fact, no rule addressed how and
whether infringing content could be deleted. It might be that, in the background, the company followed these legal prescriptions – but they made an intentional decision to leave these restrictive measures outside of their public documents.

2006-2009

In the next three years, as Facebook grew into a major social media platform, their copyright content moderation rules went through a consolidation phase. In it, the platform finished publishing all their seven core provisions, highlighted in light orange in Table 22. In addition to users’ right to report infringement of their copyright – and theirs and the platform’s need to respect others’ copyright – Facebook fleshed out their initial bare-bones regime with four other provisions that would remain in place until at least the end of 2020. Regarding disputes, the company finally said that users could appeal content removal decisions and started mentioning that they would have to notify users’ during disputes; as to content removal, their duty to delete infringing content firstly appeared in 2007, it seems, together with their obligation of deleting accounts of repeat infringers. At the same time, some rules disappeared for years from the documents we examined and cannot in our view to be defined as part of the platform’s core framework – e.g., that users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement, or that users must provide the required information in copyright disputes.

Table 22. Facebook’s content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them and core rules highlighted in light orange, 2006-2009. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2006.1</th>
<th>2006.2</th>
<th>2009.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copyright disputes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must notify parties during copyright disputes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can appeal copyright-related content removal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can report copyright infringement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must file a lawsuit against alleged copyright infringer</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

691 We assume that “The platform must respect and protect copyright” is a core rule of Facebook, despite being enigmatically deleted for a brief moment in the second semester of 2006.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Users must provide the required information in copyright disputes</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users should consult a lawyer on copyright</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should contact owner of violated copyrighted content</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should contact the platform if contact with apps on copyright violation doesn’t work</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should try to solve copyright dispute independently</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Infringement avoidance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Users must not interfere with anti-copyright infringement features</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform aspires to protect intellectual rights</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must respect and protect copyright</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must respect copyrights</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should think twice before posting risky content</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Manual content removal**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The platform can restore content if report is false or withdrew</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform cannot remove a content from another website or app</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must remove or block access to content due to copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must restore content if report was false or withdrew</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Penalties**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The platform must disable or suspend accounts due to copyright infringement</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users must indemnify the platform regarding copyright infringement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users who infringe others’ copyrights risk suffering legal consequences</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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By consolidation we also mean the establishment of a more specific framework, which explained in much more detail, and through five different kinds of documents, how the platform would proceed in case of copyright infringement. Consider provisions regarding disputes, whose number of rules went from three, in 2006, to ten, in 2009. By then, copyright owners were informed that they would have to be ready to file a lawsuit if they wanted to stay in a dispute after a take-down appeal, that content could be restored in case of a successful challenge to a complaint, that such challenge was indeed possible, among other rules. This is not to mention the addition of several expectations, which aimed to further modulate user’s view and approach to disagreements over copyright. An important one is the idea that users should try to avoid formal disputes by trying to solve problems amongst themselves, which would become a mainstay of the platform’s framework. In terms of penalties, the focus changed from the public/legal to the private/administrative sphere, as provisions about indemnification stopped being mentioned and Facebook’s duty to disable infringers’ accounts became discursively prominent. Another area that was dramatically expanded – or, rather, that began to be publicly discussed at all – concerned the manual removal of content. By 2009, the platform had determined both their powers (to remove and restore content\(^{692}\)) and limitations (to remove content hosted by third parties, such as apps). Infringement avoidance was considerably beefed up as well, with the addition of new users’ obligations (of not trying to interfere with anti-copyright infringement features) and expectations (to exert caution before posting). Overall, five years after their launch, while users still were the main subject of copyright infringement rules, the role of Facebook itself was more pronounced – a process that would increase in the next years.

2009-2016

Between and 2016, Facebook’s copyright content moderation normative framework was to some degree simplified, without however undergoing any major changes in comparison with the preceding period, as shown in Table 23.

Table 23. Facebook’s content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them, 2009-2016. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2009.1</th>
<th>2009.2</th>
<th>2009.2</th>
<th>2009.2</th>
<th>2016.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copyright disputes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{692}\) The action of restoring content was described as both a right and an obligation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform must assist with copyright violations by third parties</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must notify parties during copyright disputes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can appeal copyright-related content removal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can report copyright infringement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must file a lawsuit against alleged copyright infringer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should consult a lawyer on copyright</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should contact owner of violated copyrighted content</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should contact the platform if contact with apps on copyright violation doesn't work</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should report violation of others' copyright</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should try to solve copyright dispute independently</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infringement avoidance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must not interfere with anti-copyright infringement features</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278
Simplification affected infringement avoidance and manual content removal rules. In regard to both subjects, the company discarded – or at least stopped discussing – some less relevant rules, such as users’ obligation to not interfere with anti-copyright infringement features and Facebook’s right to restore content after the resolution of a dispute, an element that ended up covered by a similar
obligation. There also occurred a further specification of copyright disputes, and in particular user’s obligations. Three of these rules (“Users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement”, “Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes” and “Users must provide the required information in copyright disputes”) reappeared in 2012 and did not leave Facebook’s T&Cs until December 2020, at least. They reinstituted key barriers for initiating a dispute that the analysed documents had stopped discussing at different points between 2007 and 2009.

Indeed, this period highlights the puzzling fluctuations of the platform’s framework. Some provisions, as the ones we mentioned or platform’s duty to restore previously removed content, come and go; other are cited only once, such as users’ right to report profiles used to report copyright infringement, platform’s obligation to assist users’ when third parties illegally use their content, and the expectation that users should report the infringement of others’ copyright. It is unclear what one should make of these movements.

2016-2020

Between the second semester of 2016 to the end of 2020, Facebook’s copyright content moderation rules underwent a second profound transformation, comparable to that which happened between 2006 and 2009, as it can be noted in Table 24.

Table 24. Facebook’s content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them, 2016-2020. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automated moderation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can disable access to automated copyright content moderation in case of misuse</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can modify and discontinue automated copyright content moderation system at any time</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can monitor users’ compliance with automated copyright content moderation system</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform employs automated copyright content moderation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can stop using automated copyright content moderation system at any time</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Copyright disputes</strong></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users can use automated content moderation to monetise, block and track access to content</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must notify parties during copyright disputes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can appeal copyright-related content removal</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can report copyright infringement</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can repost content that was falsely reported</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can withdraw copyright report</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must file a lawsuit against alleged copyright infringer</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide the required information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should consult a lawyer on copyright</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should contact owner of violated copyrighted content</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should contact the platform if contact with apps on copyright violation doesn’t work</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should think twice before reporting copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should try to solve copyright dispute independently</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Infringement avoidance</strong></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform aspires to protect intellectual rights</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must respect and protect copyright</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must respect copyrights</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Users should think twice before posting risky content | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 2 | 1 | 1 | 1

**Manual content removal**

The platform can restore content if copyright report is false or withdraw | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 2 | 1 | 1 | 1

The platform cannot remove a content from another website or app | 2 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1

The platform must not decide unilaterally what is a copyright infringement | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0

The platform must remove or block access to content due to copyright infringement | 3 | 4 | 5 | 5 | 6 | 5 | 7 | 5 | 5 | 5

The platform must restore content if report was false or withdrew | 1 | 3 | 3 | 3 | 3 | 2 | 4 | 2 | 2 | 2

**Penalties**

The platform can block account functionalities of copyright infringers | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 2 | 1 | 1 | 1

The platform can consider the nature of the copyright infringement when deciding on punishment | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 2 | 1 | 1 | 1

The platform can punish users who submit false information during copyright disputes | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 2 | 1 | 1 | 1

The platform is not liable for copyright-related issues | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2

The platform must disable or suspend accounts due to copyright infringement | 2 | 3 | 3 | 3 | 3 | 2 | 3 | 2 | 2 | 1

The platform must not count restored content as a strike | 1 | 3 | 3 | 3 | 3 | 2 | 4 | 2 | 2 | 2

Users can appeal copyright-related penalties to account | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 0

Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences | 1 | 3 | 2 | 2 | 3 | 3 | 4 | 3 | 3 | 3

Two main developments marked this period. Firstly, the introduction of automated copyright content moderation. Facebook’s Rights Manager system (which will be examined in detail in Section 5.3) was initially implemented in 2016, when, logically, users’ right to benefit from it (what includes monetising
their content) was first published as a rule. For two years, this was the only normative element on Rights Manager present in the documents we examined. Over time, namely in 2018, the platform published various other rules that regulate the system, which were communicated mainly through the Rights Manager’s own Terms of Service. Most of these other provisions were platform’s rights: to disable access to the Rights Manager copyright content systems in case of misuse; modify and discontinue the system at any time; and monitor users’ compliance with automated copyright content moderation system. These provisions empowered Facebook to curb and restrict Rights Manager usage via direct intervention. Surely, it is unlikely that, from 2016 to 2018, Facebook were unable to perform such intervention, as the seeming lack of public rules would suggest. Nonetheless, in finally making these rights explicit, the platform made them into possible grounds for accountability and prepared the legal terrain for scaling up Rights Manager.

The second main development concerned a widespread increase in the number of rules. The area that experienced the most intense increase densification was that of penalties – three (2016) to seven (2020) rules. These new rules represented an amplification and sophistication of the tools at the disposal of Facebook to punish users in the context of copyright violation. More than simply deleting the account of infringers, they could block account functionalities of copyright infringers and go after those who submit false information in disputes, while allowing themselves some leeway to decide on the exact nature of the punishment. They also reaffirmed that they should not be considered liable in case of copyright violation and mentioned users’ right to appeal these penalties. It should be foregrounderd, however, that this right was seemingly in place for just one year, in total. The other new rules appear to be less relevant and were either reinstatements of provisions that had been previously abandoned (e.g., “Users must file a lawsuit against alleged copyright infringer”) or mentioned once and then dropped (e.g., “The platform must not decide unilaterally what is a copyright infringement”).

Overall, when we compare Facebook’s initial framework in 2004 with the one in place after 16 years, it becomes clear the astounding normative densification and sophistication that the platform’s copyright content moderation provisions experienced. In this sense, Facebook is, among our six case studies, the most extreme example of what we will term complexification. Yet, this process affected all platforms we examined, including SoundCloud, the next case study.

5.2.2.2. SOUNDCLound

A) OVERVIEW
The evolution of SoundCloud’s copyright content moderation framework (see Figure 12) is comparable to that of Facebook: all indicators increased since the platform’s launch, in the second semester of 2007 – but the growth of the number of mentions to rules has been much more intense. In fact, the number of kinds of public documents remained mostly stable, going from none in the first months of the platform, to two in 2008 and then three in 2011. Rules increased more than five-fold, starting at five and reaching 27 in 2018. Mentions to these provisions, in contrast, grew almost incessantly since 2008, and, in the second part of 2015, experienced an explosion. That is when SoundCloud’s Help pages ballooned into a web of pages and subpages. Running as long as a 30-page document, in total, these pages repeatedly mention the same rules dozens of times – thus, the outstanding discrepancy between the number of mentions and of rules.

Figure 12. Number of SoundCloud’s kinds of public documents, rules and mentions to rules related to copyright content moderation, 2007-2020. Source: Authors.

B) EVOLUTION OF SOUNDCloud’S COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES, PER THEIR NORMATIVE TYPE

While less convoluted, the evolution of the relative proportion of SoundCloud’s copyright content moderation rules, when categorized per their normative type, is strikingly analogous to that of Facebook, as both seem to be marked by fragmentation and the progressive inversion of the main normative actor.

In their first three years, SoundCloud’s framework was dominated by users’ obligation (40%), with users’ rights, procedures and expectations equally splitting the rest (see Figure 13). By 2015, however,
the platform’s collection of rules had been considerably diversified, and contained all seven kinds of normative types, with a very strong focus on the platform’s obligations (which first appeared only in 2011, though) and the percentage of users’ obligations limited to only 15%. The increase in the proportion of platform’s rights (again, similarly to Facebook) and the introduction of a principle in 2015 are also notable movements. From that year until 2020, at least, the picture remained mostly stable.

Figure 13. Proportions of SoundCloud’s copyright content moderation rules, grouped according to their normative type, 2007-2020.

Source: Authors.

There is a substantial discrepancy between this normative development and the discursive emphasis SoundCloud’s T&Cs put on different types of rules. Figure 14 demonstrates that the percentage of mentions to user’s obligations remained overwhelmingly (and constantly) dominant. This is chiefly explained by the repetitions of users’ duty to respect others’ copyright: since 2015, this specific provision has been cited at least 55 times per year in the documents we analysed. Surely, from 2011 on, platforms’ obligations started being cited more and more – but the increase in their proportion ate up mostly those of expectations and users’ rights.
C) EVOLUTION OF SOUNDCLoud’S COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES, PER THEIR SUBJECT

Fragmentation also marked the evolution of the subjects covered by SoundCloud’s copyright content moderation rules – another development that resembles that of Facebook. Figure 15 shows that, in their start, the platform’s provisions regulated just disputes between users (50%) and the penalties that infringers could be subjected to (50%). In 2013, this framework already included both manual and automated moderation rules. At the end of 2020, no subject received more than 31% of the total provisions. In terms of emphasis, the introduction of new rules happened at the expense of the proportion of penalties and, mostly, copyright disputes – which however remained the dominant subject throughout the years we examined.

Discursively, the picture is quite similar, as it can be seen in Figure 16. The perhaps main difference regards the prevalence of mentions to copyright disputes provisions, which has been higher and decreased less intensely than that of the number of rules about the same subject. The opposite can be said about penalties, whose proportion of mentions was smaller and decreased more acutely than that of the relative number of provisions about it.
While the subjects of normative framework of both Facebook’s and SoundCloud (the two mainstream platforms we are analysing in-depth) multiplied over time, this fragmentation is less intense in the case of the latter – which up to 2020 had no provision on monetisation and transparency, for instance. Likewise, SoundCloud did not diminish their discursive emphasis on infringement avoidance as much as Facebook apparently.

D) SOUNDCLOUD’S NORMATIVE PERIODS
Our analysis suggests that SoundCloud’s copyright content moderation rules experienced three normative periods, which are detailed in the next sections.

2007-2011

SoundCloud’s first normative period can be said to last more than three years (see Table 25). A notable aspect of SoundCloud’s initial set of copyright content moderation rules is, in fact, its absence. In their first months, the platform simply had no publicly-available document – evidence, perhaps, of the amateurish nature of the platform in its beginning, something that was not uncommon in the Internet of the 2000s. When a framework was finally published, the focus appeared to be on the possibility of reporting copyright infringement and the legal consequences that users could experience if they lied during these disputes. While SoundCloud stated in that very first version that users would have to indemnify the platform if they infringed others’ copyright, it is somewhat surprising that it took some time for SoundCloud to say explicitly that users had to respect others’ copyright and could face legal trouble if they did not.

Table 25. SoundCloud’s copyright content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them, 2007-2011. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2007.2</th>
<th>2011.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Copyright disputes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can report copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 2 2 2 3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should report violation of others’ copyright</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 2 2 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infringement avoidance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must respect copyrights</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 5 5 5 6 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalties</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must indemnify the platform regarding copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 1 1 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users who infringe others’ copyrights risk suffering legal consequences</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 0 0 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2011 – 2014

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278
As with Facebook, however, years after the launch of the service, most of what can be said to be SoundCloud’s core rules were still not mentioned. The consolidation of their framework would only take place between the second semester of 2011 and the first part of 2014, as seen in Table 26 below.

Table 26. SoundCloud’s copyright content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to rules and the core rules highlighted in light orange, 2011-2014. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2011.1</th>
<th>2011.2</th>
<th>2014.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automated moderation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform employs automated copyright content moderation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Copyright disputes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must notify parties during copyright disputes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can appeal copyright-related content removal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can report copyright infringement</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should consult a lawyer on copyright</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should contact owner of violated copyrighted content</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should report violation of others’ copyright</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should think twice before appealing copyright infringement report</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infringement avoidance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must respect and protect copyright</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must not interfere with anti-copyright infringement features</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must respect copyrights</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should officially copyright their content</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should repost content instead of infringe copyright</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should think twice before posting risky content</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Manual content removal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform must remove or block access to content due to copyright infringement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must restore content if report was false or withdrew</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Penalties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform can deny refunds to users terminated due to copyright infringers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can disable and suspend accounts who provide false information in copyright disputes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must disable or suspend accounts due to copyright infringement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must indemnify the platform regarding copyright infringement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users who infringe others’ copyrights risk suffering legal consequences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this period, SoundCloud instituted key DMCA-based rules in an even more comprehensive manner than Facebook, regarding reporting, manual removals, notifications, and appeals. SoundCloud’s consolidation period is considerably different from that of Facebook in other regards as well. Firstly, the platform started using an automated moderation system, seemingly provided by Audible Magic, relatively early – seven years after their launch, almost half the time that it took for Facebook to put their Rights Manager in place. Indeed, SoundCloud and YouTube are the only services in our sample that have the existence of an automated copyright enforcement system as a core provision of their framework. Another difference regards SoundCloud’s relatively high number of core rules (16, or more than half of all the provisions that were in place at the end of 2020), which is an indication of the fact that their framework has been considerably stable, certainly more than that of Facebook (only seven out of a total of Facebook’s 38 rules can be considered to be core ones, we concluded).

Generally, SoundCloud’s copyright content moderation framework is unique in its focus on penalties. Not only they include a diverse range of kinds of punishments (from account disabling to the possibility of denying refunds to infringers – the platform offers a set of paid functionalities) but most their penalties appear to be core rules (Later, they would drop the reminder about the legal consequences of posting others’ content but quickly reinstated it). It is also interesting that SoundCloud appears to
be quite keen on expectations, something relatively rare in the services we examined. This soft form of regulation encompasses two of their core rules.

2014-2020

After consolidating their core rules, SoundCloud spent six years, from 2014 to 2020, substantiating and sophisticating their framework. This third normative period, represented in Table 27, essentially built upon and expanded the previous one. That is, differently from Facebook, SoundCloud seems to have rarely abandoned rules permanently or for long time. Dropped provisions were largely minor, such as the expectation that users should think twice before appealing an infringement report.

The 2014-2020 expansion affected, mostly, copyright disputes. Of the three new rules of this kind, two seemingly aimed to restrict reporting and appeals. From 2014 on, users could only report the infringement of their own copyright and had to provide all the required information during a dispute. Surely, since these provisions are in line with the DMCA’s, it is highly likely that most users were already obliged to, in practice, comply with them. That SoundCloud decided to make this explicit is meaningful, though.

Other additions seemed to make the platform’s copyright content moderation more nuanced but did not make SoundCloud’s framework fundamentally different. Consider the platform duty of having a fair automated moderation system – a vague provision which is likely a response to users’ complaints against eventual mistakes made by their Audible Magic-based system. In terms of penalties, they gave themselves the right to also block account functionalities of infringers, and apply some kind of penalty to users who submit false information during disputes.

One movement that might be highlighted regards two provisions that attempted to decrease the burden of SoundCloud in the regulation of copyright content moderation. One, the expectation that, as much as possible, users should try to solve their disputes independently – similarly to Facebook. The other, the creation of functionalities that allowed users to directly take down content that they judged to be theirs.

Table 27. SoundCloud’s copyright content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them, 2016-2020. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automated moderation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform employs automated</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copyright content moderation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The platform must have a fair copyright content moderation system</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Copyright disputes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must notify parties during copyright disputes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can appeal copyright-related content removal</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can report copyright infringement</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide the required information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should consult a lawyer on copyright</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should contact owner of violated copyrighted content</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should think twice before appealing copyright infringement report</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should try to solve copyright dispute independently</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infringement avoidance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform aspires to protect intellectual rights</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must respect and protect copyright</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must not interfere with anti-copyright infringement features</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must respect copyrights</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should officially copyright their content</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should repost content instead of infringe copyright</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should think twice before posting risky content</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Manual content removal**

| The platform employs human content moderation | 0  | 0  | 1  | 0  | 0  | 0  | 0  | 0  | 0  | 0  | 0  |
| The platform must remove or block access to content due to copyright infringement | 1  | 1  | 6  | 11 | 11 | 11 | 11 | 12 | 12 | 12 | 12 |
| The platform must restore content if report was false or withdrew | 2  | 2  | 0  | 17 | 17 | 17 | 17 | 17 | 17 | 17 | 17 |
| Users can moderate copyrighted content directly | 0  | 0  | 1  | 2  | 2  | 2  | 2  | 2  | 2  | 2  | 2  |

**Penalties**

| The platform can block account functionalities of copyright infringers | 0  | 0  | 0  | 0  | 0  | 0  | 0  | 0  | 3  | 3  | 3  | 3  |
| The platform can deny refunds to users terminated due to copyright infringers | 2  | 2  | 2  | 3  | 3  | 3  | 3  | 3  | 4  | 4  | 4  | 4  |
| The platform can disable and suspend accounts who provide false information in copyright disputes | 1  | 1  | 1  | 3  | 3  | 3  | 3  | 3  | 4  | 4  | 4  | 4  |
| The platform can punish users who submit false information during copyright disputes | 0  | 0  | 0  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| The platform must disable or suspend accounts due to copyright infringement | 3  | 3  | 4  | 6  | 5  | 5  | 5  | 6  | 8  | 8  | 7  | 7  |
Users must indemnify the platform regarding copyright infringement | Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences | Users who infringe others’ copyrights risk suffering legal consequences
---|---|---
2 | 2 | 2
2 | 2 | 1
3 | 2 | 1
3 | 2 | 0
3 | 2 | 0
3 | 2 | 0
3 | 2 | 1
4 | 2 | 1
4 | 2 | 1
4 | 2 | 1
4 | 2 | 1

Having examined our two case studies of mainstream platforms, the chapter moves into the analysis of specialised platforms, beginning by PornHub.

5.2.2.3. PORNHUB

A) OVERVIEW

As with Facebook and SoundCloud’s, PornHub’s copyright content moderation framework has become increasingly more complex: after starting seemingly without a public document, the platform saw their numbers of kinds of documents, rules and mentions to rules increase progressively from the launch of the platform, in 2007, until the end of 2020 (see Figure 17). Differently from the mainstream platforms we have just explored, though, PornHub’s overall numbers are considerably smaller than those of Facebook and, in regards to mentions, of SoundCloud as well.

![Figure 17. Number of PornHub’s kinds of public documents, rules and mentions related to copyright content moderation, 2007-2020.](https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278)
B) EVOLUTION OF PORNHUB’S COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES, PER THEIR NORMATIVE TYPE

Figure 18 indicates, again, a process of fragmentation – but with a decrease in the proportion of platform’s obligations. Pornhub’s first copyright content moderation framework was considerably dominated by platform’s obligations (it adopted both moderations and penalties right away), with users’ obligations and procedures having smaller shares. While the absolute number of these normative types would either increase (for both forms of obligations) or remain the same (procedures), their percentage in relation to the whole collection of rules decreased significantly over time as the proportion of platforms and users’ rights surged. By 2020, Pornhub’s framework was a mix of six different types, with users’ obligations the most present one (31%). The appearance and then increase in the proportion of expectations points to other strategies used by the platform to regulate users’ actions.

Discursively, however, Figure 19 suggests a different evolution. At their start, Pornhub T&Cs mentioned almost exclusively users’ and platform’s obligations. Over time, however, the proportions of citations to these types of rules diverged. Mentions to users’ obligations became slightly more prevalent, despite a drop between 2014 and 2015; citations to platform’s obligations, in contrast, decreased almost steadily, and, by 2020, represented half of the mentions they did in 2007. And yet, these two obligations still amounted to almost 70% of all mentions to copyright content moderation rules in 2020. That is, the discursive fragmentation was less prominent than the normative dispersal.
we just commented on. Overall, it is worthy pointing out that PornHub’s framework seems to be a remarkably restrictive framework for users: in the end of 2020, only 6% of their rules (or mentions to rules) regarded users’ rights.

![Figure 19. Proportions of mentions PornHub’s copyright content moderation rules, grouped according to their normative type, 2007-2020. Source: Authors.](https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278)

C) EVOLUTION OF PORNHUB’S COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES, PER THEIR SUBJECT

While, over time, PornHub’s framework become more diverse also in terms of the subjects, as Figure 20 makes clear, this fragmentation appears to be much less acute than that of normative types. The areas that concentrated the largest proportion of rules have been, since their launch in 2007, copyright disputes and penalties, even though these subject’s shares decreased from 50% to 34% and from 34% to 24%, respectively, between 2007 and 2020. The perhaps most notable developments are the increase in the proportion of infringement avoidance rules and the introduction of automated content removal provisions in 2020.
In terms of mentions (Figure 21), the overall development is not really different. One element that might be highlighted is how, discursively at least, PornHub has put over time much more weight on infringement avoidance rules – mostly, as we discuss in the next sections, provisions that aim to stop users – not platforms – from infringing copyright.

D) THE NORMATIVE PERIODS OF PORNHUB

As with SoundCloud,PornHub’s copyright content moderation framework is one that has grown almost steadily, as their four normative periods suggest.
2007-2009

After some months seemingly without any public document, in the second semester of 2007 PornHub put in place an initial copyright content moderation framework containing most of the key DMCA rules about disputes (the platform’s obligation to notify parties, users’ duties to provide accurate and complete information, as well as be legally entitled to report copyright infringement), moderation (the platform’s obligation to remove infringing content) and penalties (the platform’s duty to disable repeat infringers). In other words, this initial set of provisions were already quite strict as they made both infringements and the act of reporting infringements quite costly – at least if we compare them with the other platforms we analysed above. At the same time, as Table 28 shows, other primary rules were not mentioned at all – i.e., users’ right to report infringement in their first place, or appeal a complaint, or their primary duty to respect others’ copyright. Let us notice that considerable discursive emphasis was placed on the accuracy of the information users provided during copyright disputes: mentions to these rules made up around third of all mentions.

Table 28. PornHub’s copyright content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them, 2007-2009. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2007.1</th>
<th>2009.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copyright disputes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must notify parties during copyright disputes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide the required information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infringement avoidance</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must respect and protect copyright</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual moderation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must remove or block access to content due to copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalties</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must disable or suspend accounts due to copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278
Three years after being created, as Table 29 shows, PornHub added five new rules, consolidating their core rules and main framework. There was a specific concern with penalties: users who infringed copyright would not only see their accounts disabled but also be denied refunds – PornHub offers paid products. They also finally added multiple explicit mentions to users’ need to respect others’ copyright. Disputes, on the other hand, remained with the same provisions, an indication of how sturdily regulated this subject already was. In total, the platform arguably has 10 core rules. That might seem a lot but it does not cover other key provisions, which would only be added in the next round of changes.

Table 29. PornHub’s copyright content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them and the core rules highlighted in light orange, 2010-2014. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2009.2</th>
<th>2010.1</th>
<th>2014.2</th>
<th>2014.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copyright disputes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must notify parties during copyright disputes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide the required information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infringement avoidance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must respect and protect copyright</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must not interfere with anti-copyright infringement features</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must respect copyrights</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual moderation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must not decide unilaterally what is a copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must remove or block access to content due to copyright infringement</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Penalties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2014.2</th>
<th>2015.1</th>
<th>2019.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform can deny refunds to users terminated due to copyright infringers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must disable or suspend accounts due to copyright infringement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must indemnify the platform regarding copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2015-2019

Between 2015 and 2016, PornHub added nine new rules, leading their total to 21 (Table 30). Most of them regarded disputes. By now stating clearly that users could report copyright infringements, appeal moderation decisions and needed to file a lawsuit to keep a disputed content down, the platform’s framework arguably contemplated – eight years after their launch – the main DMCA rules. Other additions regulated the restoration of taken down content, a reminder on the possible legal penalties of lying during copyright disputes, and a vague mention to “document” notices of copyright infringement – an apparent attempt to make their content moderation practices more transparent. Then, for more than three years, their set of rules would remain remarkably stable – until 2020.

Table 30. PornHub’s copyright content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them, 2015-2019. Source: Authors.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes</th>
<th>Users must provide the required information in copyright disputes</th>
<th>Users should try to solve copyright dispute independently</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 1 1 7 7 7 7 7 7</td>
<td>1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3</td>
<td>0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Infringement avoidance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>The platform can apply DRM technology</th>
<th>The platform must respect and protect copyright</th>
<th>Users must not interfere with anti-copyright infringement features</th>
<th>Users must respect copyrights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3</td>
<td>1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2</td>
<td>8 9 9 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Manual content removal**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>The platform can restore content if copyright report is false or withdraw</th>
<th>The platform must not decide unilaterally what is a copyright infringement</th>
<th>The platform must remove or block access to content due to copyright infringement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>4 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Penalties**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>The platform can deny refunds to users terminated due to copyright infringers</th>
<th>The platform can disable and suspend accounts who provide false information in copyright disputes</th>
<th>The platform must disable or suspend accounts due to copyright infringement</th>
<th>Users must indemnify the platform regarding copyright infringement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences

0 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Transparency

The platform must document notices of alleged copyright infringement

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2020

PornHub’s last wave of shifts came in 2020, and is shown in Table 31. Arguably, the most relevant shift concerned the introduction of an automated moderation system. While their system is not the focus of this report, it should be said that their documents suggest that PornHub outsourced to another company (Vobile) this functionality. Their T&Cs (namely, Terms of Service) offered only scant information on it, and asked users to contact Vobile themselves if they wanted to have their content protected via algorithmic fingerprinting. It is also worth mentioning Pornhub’s yet another amplification of the possibilities of penalties. Users (in particular, pornographic creators) who infringed copyrights could not receive money from the platform’s monetisation program (which apparently involved means other than algorithmic fingerprinting); the possibility of punishing those who submitted false information during copyright disputes also was established. Other additions include, e.g., the somewhat odd provision that forces users to communicate in English during disputes. Table 31 also makes clear the above-mentioned restrictiveness of PornHub’s copyright content moderation T&Cs for users. Their only two rights are those to report infringements of their copyright and appeal removal of their content.

Table 31. PornHub’s copyright content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them, 2019-2020. Source: Authors.
| Users can appeal copyright-related content removal | 2 | 2 | 2 |
| Users can report copyright infringement | 4 | 4 | 2 |
| Users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement | 3 | 3 | 3 |
| Users must file a lawsuit against alleged copyright infringer | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes | 7 | 8 | 8 |
| Users must provide the required information in copyright disputes | 3 | 2 | 2 |
| Users must use English in copyright disputes | 0 | 0 | 1 |
| Users should try to solve copyright dispute independently | 1 | 1 | 1 |

### Infringement avoidance

| The platform can apply DRM technology | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| The platform must respect and protect copyright | 3 | 2 | 2 |
| Users must not interfere with anti-copyright infringement features | 2 | 2 | 2 |
| Users must respect copyrights | 13 | 13 | 12 |

### Manual content removal

| The platform can restore content if copyright report is false or withdraw | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| The platform must not decide unilaterally what is a copyright infringement | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| The platform must remove or block access to content due to copyright infringement | 4 | 3 | 4 |

### Penalties

| The platform can deny refunds to users terminated due to copyright infringers | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| The platform can disable and suspend accounts who provide false information in copyright disputes | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| The platform can punish users who submit false information during copyright disputes | 0 | 0 | 1 |
The platform can withhold payments from users if they infringe copyrights | 0 | 1 | 1
The platform must disable or suspend accounts due to copyright infringement | 3 | 4 | 4
Users must indemnify the platform regarding copyright infringement | 1 | 1 | 1
Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences | 3 | 3 | 4
Transparency
The platform must document notices of alleged copyright infringement | 1 | 1 | 1

5.2.2.4. FANFICTION

A) OVERVIEW

Despite being the oldest platform in our sample (they started operating in 2000), FanFiction is hardly the most complex. As Figure 22 suggests, for more than four years they apparently had no publicly-accessible document. In the next 15 years, their copyright content moderation framework changed only twice, and not dramatically. Number of kinds of public documents remained stably low throughout this period (only 2), and the number of rules and mentions to rules shifted only slightly. Figures of these three indicators are considerably lower than those of Pornhub, SoundCloud and Facebook.
As Figure 23 suggests, FanFiction’s has been, since the publication of their first T&Cs, focussed on users’ obligations, whose proportion grew from 40% to 46% in 2009 and has since remained on the same level. In that year, the percentage of the platform’s obligations increased, and replaced procedures as the second most prevalent normative type. One difference from what we saw so far is that no further fragmentation of normative type appears to have occurred – in fact, there’s been a concentration around the platforms and users’ obligations, which have made up more than 80% of the provisions since 2009.
This normative evolution is comparable to the discursive emphasis given by the platform to different normative types: (Figure 24) the proportion to mentions to users’ obligations, alone, has amounted to 64% of all mentions since 2009. Citations to platform’s obligations have also increased, and in 2020 represented around a quarter of all citations. Other normative types had little more than ten percent.

The platform’s copyright content moderation rules have always been quite restrictive to users. There is simply no explicit mention to any users’ right, not even their basic right to report the infringement of their copyright. This is not to say, of course, that FanFiction does not allow, in practice, such reporting (or other users’ rights, as that of appealing the removal of their content). They might well allow it. Yet, their decision to not make this aspect more visible is obviously relevant.
C) EVOLUTION OF FANFICTION’S COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES, PER THEIR SUBJECT

As to FanFiction’s copyright content moderation rules’ subjects, the platform is clearly concerned with copyright disputes (despite a drop in their proportion in 2009, from 50% to 34%); infringement avoidance and penalties, which increased in 2009 and remained representing a little less than a quarter of all rules, come in second and third places in terms of relative presence, respectively (see Figure 25). Again, no clear fragmentation appears to have happened.
When we look at the percentage of mentions to these rules, as shown in Figure 26, the picture is different, and a bit more convoluted, as citations to infringement avoidance have been au pair with those to copyright dispute. This seems to be related with the service’s interest in the users’ obligations, as we explain in the next sections.
2000-2004

Other platforms started without a publicly-accessible document. But since in the case of FanFiction this situation lasted for more than four years, it seems fair to say that the absence of rules configures, in itself, this platform’s first normative period.

2004-2008

When FanFiction published their T&Cs, their copyright content moderation framework lasted for more than four years. Similar to PornHub, FanFiction’s first normative instalment contained basic DMCA rules (users’ obligations to provide complete and accurate information during disputes, for instance), in addition to the foundational users’ and the platform’s duty to respect others copyright (Table 32). At the same time, also as PornHub, other fundamental rules were missing: the very users’ rights to report copyright infringement and appeal content removals, or the platform’s obligation to remove infringing content and disable the account of infringers. These would only be partially added in the next shift, in 2009.

Table 32. FanFiction’s copyright content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them, 2005-2008. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2004.2</th>
<th>2005.1</th>
<th>2008.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Copyright disputes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must provide the required information in copyright disputes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should report violation of others’ copyright</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infringement avoidance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must respect and protect copyright</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must respect copyrights</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manual content removal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform employs human content moderation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalties</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278
Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences.

2009-2020

The second (and last) normative period of FanFiction began in 2009, and lasted up to the end of the 2020, at least (Table 33). It saw the addition of two content removal rules (including the platform’s obligation of removing infringing content) and two penalties (of note, another platform’s duty: that of disabling infringers account) that, together, completed the platform’s nine core rules. As mentioned before, it is curious to notice that, despite having several rules on copyright dispute, for instance, the FanFiction documents we examined simply do not mention explicitly users’ right to report the violation of their copyright or appeal the removal of their content.

Table 33. FanFiction’s copyright content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them, and the core rules highlighted in light orange, 2009-2020. Source: Authors.
| Users should report violation of others' copyright | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| Users should think twice before reporting copyright infringement | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |

### Infringement avoidance

| The platform must respect and protect copyright | 3 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| Users must not interfere with anti-copyright infringement features | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| Users must respect copyrights | 5 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 |

### Manual content removal

| The platform employs human content moderation | 3 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| The platform must not decide unilaterally what is a copyright infringement | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| The platform must remove or block access to content due to copyright infringement | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 |
Penalties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform must disable or suspend accounts due to copyright infringement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users must indemnify the platform regarding copyright infringement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2.5. DIASPORA

A) OVERVIEW

As with FanFiction, Diaspora seemingly had no publicly-accessible document for some years (2010 to 2012); and, after publishing their framework, no change seems to have occurred in neither their copyright content moderation rules nor the number of mentions to these rules; interestingly, the platform added in 2017 a Community Guidelines of sorts (see Figure 27). However, this new document did not discuss copyright content moderation at all.
After the publication of their T&Cs, the proportions of the normative types in Diaspora’s copyright content moderation rules did not undergo any change, as made clear in Figure 28. Their framework is a relatively simple one, with only three normative types, centred on the platform’s obligations (over 45%), with users’ obligations (29%) and rights (14%) taking up much of the rest. It is one of the few platforms in our sample that has no procedure in their framework. However, in terms of mentions (Figure 29), users’ obligations have a much larger share (45%), easily surpassing that of the platform’s obligations.
C) EVOLUTION OF DIASPORA’S COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES, PER THEIR SUBJECT

In terms of subjects, Diaspora’s copyright content moderation rules have always been fragmented. Three areas have around 30% of the rules each (disputes, infringement avoidance and penalties); the others provision regard manual content removal, as Figure 30 shows. Again, when we consider only the proportions of mentions to these rules (Figure 31), the picture if not the same. Dispute and
infringement avoidance provisions represent around 4 in 10 rules each, and citations to penalties are much less common (around 13%) than the said percentage of penalty-related rules.

**Figure 30.** Proportions of Diaspora’s copyright content moderation rules, grouped according to their subject, 2010-2020. Source: Authors

**Figure 31.** Proportions of mentions to Diaspora’s copyright content moderation rules, grouped according to their subject, 2010-2020. Source: Authors.

**D) THE NORMATIVE PERIODS OF DIASPORA**

**2010-2012**

Given Diaspora’s lack of any publicly-accessible documents in their first two years, we consider this to be their first normative period.
Diaspora’s copyright content moderation framework contains some key rules: users’ right to report the violation of their own copyright (but not to appeal content removal decisions) and obligation to respect copyright, the platform’s obligation to remove infringing content and disable account of repeat infringers (see Table 34). As with most platforms we studied, Diaspora’s discursive emphasis is on users’ duty to respect copyright: mentions to this rule alone make up more than a third of all mentions to all rules.

Table 34. Movement’s copyright content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them, 2010-2006. Source: Authors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Description</th>
<th>2012.2</th>
<th>2013.1</th>
<th>2020.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform can deny refunds to users terminated due to copyright infringers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must disable or suspend accounts due to copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual content removal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must remove or block access to content due to copyright infringement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infringement avoidance</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must respect and protect copyright</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 5.2.2.6. DTUBE

**A) OVERVIEW**

Finally, DTube is the newest platform of the 15 we analysed. Created in 2019, the platform has undergone only one major change, in the second semester of that year. As Figure 32 shows, changes in terms of numbers of kinds of documents, rules and mentions to rules have evolved essentially in parallel. Absolute numbers of these three indicators are comparable to those of Diaspora.

#### Figure 32. Number of DTube's kinds of public documents, rules and mentions to rules related to copyright content moderation, 2019-2020. Source: Authors.
B) EVOLUTION OF DTube’s COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES, PER THEIR NORMATIVE TYPE

Initially, DTube’s copyright content moderation frame was equally divided into four normative types: users’ rights, expectation, the platform’s obligations and procedures. Then, a change in 2019 created new users’ obligations, whose proportion increased more than ten percentage points, leading to the decrease in the percentage of platform’s obligations and expectation, whose number did not grow, as shown in Figure 33.

![Figure 33. Proportions of DTube’s copyright content moderation rules, grouped according to their normative type, 2019-2020. Source: Authors.](https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278)

Figure 34 demonstrates that, yet again, the discursive development echoes without perfectly mirroring the normative ones. The 2019 shift caused an increase in the proportion of mentions to users’ obligations (0% to 18%), surely, but this was not as intense as the one seen in the sheer number of rules of this kind.
C) EVOLUTION OF DTube’S COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION RULES, PER THEIR SUBJECT

When examined through the lenses of the subject they regulate, DTube’s copyright content moderation rules show much more movement. Figure 35 demonstrates that, in their first versions, the platform’s T&Cs concerned mainly manual content removal and, to a lesser extent, infringement avoidance and monetisation (in their case, via a blockchain-based cryptocurrency that can be used to recompense users for their posts). Then, in 2019, the service published some new rules, mostly focussing on copyright disputes, which then became the most regulated subject, in proportional terms. Numbers of mentions to rules point to essentially the same conclusion, as it can be seen in Figure 36.
Figure 35. Proportions of DTube’s copyright content moderation rules, grouped according to their subject, 2019-2020. Source: Authors.

D) THE NORMATIVE PERIODS OF DTUBE

2019

DTube’s first normative period had only four rules (see Table 35). While the platform could not, for legal reasons, ignore copyright regulation, it adopted a radically different approach to it. Instead of saying that they will govern copyright, DTube established as a procedure whereby they do not remove infringing content, and leave this task to users, in the form of an expectation – they should but are not obliged to do so. It also established since its creation a blockchain-based cryptocurrency whereby
users can potentially monetise their content. It is also notable, as mentioned above, how this initial set of provisions did not contemplate copyright disputes whatsoever. In this sense, DTube was unique in our set of case studies. This would quickly change, though, as explained next.

Table 35. DTube’s copyright content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them, 2019. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2019.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manual content removal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform does not remove or suspend copyright infringing content posted in it</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should act as copyright content moderators</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infringement avoidance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must respect and protect copyright</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can earn cryptocurrency by posting their content</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2019-2020**

Not long after being launched, DTube changed their framework. In a way, the shifts shown in Table 36 seem to suggest that the platform was attempting to make their framework more adequate to deal with typical copyright issues. Thus, one can see in this second instantiation three provisions that consider copyright disputes, such as users’ right to report infringement, they duty to provide complete information, as well we the legal risks they suffer when lying during disputes.

Table 36. DTube’s copyright content moderation rules, with the number of mentions to them, 2019-2020. Source: Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2019.1</th>
<th>2019.2</th>
<th>2020.1</th>
<th>2020.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manual content removal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform does not remove or suspend copyright infringing content posted in it</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should act as copyright content moderators</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infringement avoidance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3. HOW DO PLATFORMS’ AUTOMATED COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION SYSTEMS WORK?

The aim of this section is to provide an overview and analysis of the most important automated copyright content moderation systems, which are employed by social media platforms to automatically identify, block and monetise copyrighted content. After explaining which platforms of our sample employs this sort of system, we present an overview of the main existing systems (Content ID, Rights Manager and Audible Magic) in a comparative form. Then, Section 5.3.3 presents a detailed case study of Facebook’s Rights Manager.

5.3.1. USAGE OF AUTOMATED COPYRIGHT CONTENT MODERATION

As Table 37 shows, most platforms 10 out of 15 platforms of our sample seemingly employ some kind of copyright content moderation system.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mainstream</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>Rights Manager + Audible Magic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>Rights Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>Content ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoundCloud</td>
<td>Audible Magic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mastodon</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diaspora</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audius</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTube</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixelfeld</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialised</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vimeo</td>
<td>Audible Magic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FanFiction</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitch</td>
<td>Audible Magic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dribble</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PornHub</td>
<td>Vobile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While mainstream platforms all have developed some kind of system – Twitter has been testing algorithmic fingerprinting in live transmissions, and it is unclear whether they have used it in other instances – no alternative services have apparently done so. Amongst specialised platforms, those that focus on audio-visual content (Vimeo, Twitch and PornHub) have outsourced automated content.
moderation to external providers, namely content recognition companies Vobile and Audible Magic; FanFiction and Dribble, specialised in texts and images, respectively, do not seem to utilise automated copyright content moderation. Audible Magic seems a particularly powerful actor in the social media sector, as they also provide services to two mainstream platforms, SoundCloud and Facebook. In the case of Facebook, Audible Magic operates in tandem with the company own system, Rights Manager, also utilized by Instagram, which is owned by Facebook Inc. The only other platform to have created their own system is of course Google’s YouTube – Content ID.

The following sections discuss Rights Manager, Content ID and Audible Magic. Used to inspect posts of billions of users, these appear to be the three most important systems amongst the platforms in our sample and, arguably, of the social media platform market as a whole.

5.3.2. OVERVIEW OF RIGHTS MANAGER, CONTENT ID AND AUDIBLE MAGIC

Rights Manager has been developed by Facebook and was launched in April of 2016. It can be used to manage copyrighted content across both Facebook and Instagram. Content ID has been developed by Google and was launched in October of 2007. In its original version, it was licensed by Audible Magic, which had been developing its system since it was founded in December of 1999. Later, however, YouTube decided to develop their own solution.

When analysing the material, we found that the way in which these systems work can be most easily grasped when conceived of as four interrelated macro processes, namely: application and content registration; identification and matching; automated actions; and disputes and conflicts. We furthermore included a few categories about the underlying business model of these systems in the comparative analysis. The next sections explain these processes and categories in detail; Table 38 and Table 39 provide an overview of these systems’ characteristics.

Table 38. Overview of Rights Manager, Content ID and Audible Magics application and identification procedures. Source: Authors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rights Manager</th>
<th>Content ID</th>
<th>Audible Magic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User eligibility criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights Manager</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User eligibility criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
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<td>User eligibility criteria</td>
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<td>Rights Manager</td>
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</table>
Table 39. Overview of Rights Manager, Content ID and Audible Magics automated actions, disputes protocols and business models.

*Source: Authors.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rights Manager</th>
<th>Content ID</th>
<th>Audible Magic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automated actions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block <strong>content</strong></td>
<td>Block <strong>content</strong></td>
<td>Block <strong>content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block <strong>author</strong></td>
<td>Block <strong>author</strong></td>
<td>Block <strong>author</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block <strong>production</strong></td>
<td>Block <strong>production</strong></td>
<td>Block <strong>production</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block <strong>location</strong></td>
<td>Block <strong>location</strong></td>
<td>Block <strong>location</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block <strong>temporal overlap</strong></td>
<td>Block <strong>temporal overlap</strong></td>
<td>Block <strong>temporal overlap</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block <strong>ownership</strong></td>
<td>Block <strong>ownership</strong></td>
<td>Block <strong>ownership</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User options</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View <strong>location</strong></td>
<td>View <strong>location</strong></td>
<td>View <strong>location</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal <strong>overlap</strong></td>
<td>Temporal <strong>overlap</strong></td>
<td>Temporal <strong>overlap</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ownership <strong>info</strong></td>
<td>Ownership <strong>info</strong></td>
<td>Ownership <strong>info</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Possible specifications</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of income</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertisement</td>
<td>Advertisement</td>
<td>Advertisement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application rejection dispositions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No formalized disposition process</td>
<td>No formalized disposition process</td>
<td>No formalized disposition process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dispute registration</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contact specification</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contact information</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appellation process</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Match dispute</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appeal process</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Launch date</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2016</td>
<td>April 2016</td>
<td>April 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>License fees</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business model</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>License fee</td>
<td>License fee</td>
<td>License fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary customer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large, medium, small</td>
<td>Large, medium, small</td>
<td>Large, medium, small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other services offered</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278
5.3.2.1. APPLICATION AND CONTENT REGISTRATION

The first macro process (application and content registration) covers the different ways in which users and content can be registered with the respective copyright content moderation system. It therefore encompasses the user eligibility criteria that a rightsholder has to meet in order to be granted access to the system; the types of media which can be registered; the content eligibility criteria, i.e., the requirements that a piece of content has to fulfil in order to be eligible for protection via the automated system; the degree to which the application and registration process is automated; the different channels that exist for the registration and acquisition of content; and publicly available information about the size of the underlying reference database.

In terms of the user eligibility criteria, Audible Magic offers the most accessible out of the three examined systems, as it is open to “any qualified record label, music publisher, artist, movie or TV studio, big or small”\(^697\). Both Rights Manager and Content ID require applicants to own/control the rights over a certain quantity of content, although the exact threshold that an applicant must meet in order to access their systems remains unclear from the companies’ public documents.

The Help pages for Rights Manager only state that applicants need to “have multiple pieces of original content that you [they] want to protect “\(^698\), while the Content ID Help pages lays out that, in order to have her application approved, a user needs to control the rights over a “substantial body of original material”\(^699\). As an additional requirement, users of Rights Manager need to control a non-private Facebook page\(^700\). Facebook furthermore lists the respective user’s personal history of copyright infringements and violations as a user eligibility criterion\(^701\), although it is unclear how exactly these past misdoings factor into the decision. For Content ID, YouTube list the previous submission of “many”\(^702\) valid takedown requests, i.e., the “demonstrated need”\(^703\) of a rights holder as criteria,


\(^{700}\) Facebook Inc., ‘Rights Manager Eligibility’ (n 698).

\(^{701}\) Facebook Inc., ‘Rights Manager Eligibility’ (n 698).


stating that “copyright owners must have previously submitted many valid takedown requests and have the resources to manage Content ID”

All three of the analysed systems generally offer protection for video and audio content. Both Content ID and Audible Magic furthermore offer the automatic detection of audio files. In the case of Facebook, both Rights Manager and Audible Magic’s technology are used for the identification of audio files, with the distribution of labour between the two systems remaining unclear for observers. As the only one out of the observed systems, Rights Manager also offers an option to protect images.

If a rightsholder is granted access to the system, the content which she wishes to protect has to fulfil certain criteria in order to be eligible for the protection. All three systems require users to confirm that they control the exclusive rights of the content that they are registering. The help pages for Rights Manager, furthermore list the distinctiveness of the content as a criterion, stating that “Your reference files must be sufficiently distinct from other reference files. It must be visually and audibly unlike other content”. Facebook also prohibit compilations, mashups and countdown lists from being registered in Rights Manager, and requires users to provide individual reference files for each piece of content. Content ID is the only one out of the three systems that links the eligibility of a piece of content for protection to the frequency of its copyright infringement on YouTube, stating that eligible content must be “frequently uploaded by the YouTube user community”.

The exact degree to which the processes of application and content registration within the three systems are automated is not clear from the material that we analysed. In the case of Rights Manager and Audible Magic, however, human oversight is clearly involved in the application process. Facebook has stated that “rights holder requests for access are reviewed holistically (...) by a team of trained professionals”. Audible Magic asks potential new users to use a contact form and to engage with a “sales executive”; in the case of Content ID, it is unclear whether human oversight is involved.

704 Google Inc., ‘Overview of Copyright Management Tools’ (n 34).
706 Facebook Inc., ‘Copyright Management Tools’ (n 705).
708 Facebook Inc., ‘Content Eligible for Reference Files’ (n 707).
710 Facebook Inc., ‘Response to Questions about Rights Manager’.
All three systems acquire reference content through affirmative submissions by rights holders and through authorised third-party organisations. These organisations often offer rights holders to register their content with multiple automated copyright content moderation systems at the same time. The music distribution service “HAAWK” for instance, offers “full-service YouTube Content ID and Facebook/Instagram Rights Manager administration (...) for large rights holders that wish to optimize their claims and maximize their earnings”\textsuperscript{711}. The company furthermore offers the “self-service rights management platform Identify” \textsuperscript{712}, which is run by “a team of YouTube Certified Content ID specialists” \textsuperscript{713}. The latter service presents itself as a pathway for smaller rights holders to get their content protected via YouTube’s Content ID system.

Audible Magic proactively recommends the use of “delivery agent partners”\textsuperscript{714} to its clients, stating that “[w]orking with a delivery agent saves the content owner from needing in-house resources with the technical skills required to implement Audible Magic fingerprinting software or delivering media files and metadata” \textsuperscript{715}. This stands somewhat in contrast to Audible Magic’s claim that “[i]ndividual creators of copyright content and small companies have the same opportunity as large companies to register their content with Audible Magic”\textsuperscript{716} and that “[f]or even the smallest copyright entities or individuals, registration can be achieved free of charge through a simple drag-and-drop online process”\textsuperscript{717}. The fact that the aforementioned third-party providers exist shows how complex these systems have become and that there seems to be a demand for specialists who can help users navigate them.

Both Content ID and Audible Magic have released figures about the size of their reference file database; Facebook has not published such information. As of July 2021, the Content ID database contained over 75 million reference files from more than 9,000 “partners using Content ID” As laid out above, these partners can be large rights holders or organisations that register content for other rights holders. Audible Magic announced in February 2021 that its database holds over 100 million music


\textsuperscript{715} Audible Magic Corporation, ‘Using a Content Delivery Agent Partner’ (n 714).


\textsuperscript{717} Audible Magic Corporation, ‘Comment Regarding Section 512 Study United States Copyright Office’ (n 716) 48.
tracks from over 400,000 labels and characterised the database as “the largest business-to-business rights-managed catalogue available”\textsuperscript{718}. The company has not released any information about the number of video files and the total number of reference files in its database.

5.3.2.1. IDENTIFICATION AND MATCHING

There is a range of existing technical solutions for the automatic identification of content such as hashing, watermarking, fingerprinting and AI-based or enhanced solutions\textsuperscript{719}. All of the three analysed systems employ fingerprinting as the main technology for content recognition. Fingerprinting algorithms analyse media files and produce a set of data – the digital fingerprint – which makes a piece of content uniquely identifiable, just as human fingerprints uniquely identify people. The digital fingerprint is then compared against a database with reference fingerprints to check if there is a match. It is very likely – and in the case of Content ID even reported\textsuperscript{720} – that the three systems are using artificial intelligence (AI) to perform and optimise at least some their system’s tasks. However, the companies do not offer any public information about this.

It is largely unclear which exact characteristics the three systems’ fingerprinting algorithms are analysing within a media item to produce the fingerprints for images, and audio and video files. In the case of Rights Manager and Content ID, there is no public information about the variables which are being measured during the fingerprinting process. For Rights Manager, however, it can be inferred that pixel-level data is used for image fingerprinting because Facebook states that certain colour gradients are not eligible as reference files.

Audible Magic has been open about the inner workings of its fingerprinting algorithms, laying out that it measures a number of “perceptual characteristics of the audio and video”\textsuperscript{721}. A 2004 article about audio fingerprints, which was published by three of Audible Magic’s employees, revealed that acoustical features such as loudness, pitch, brightness, bandwidth and inharmonicity are measured as part of Audible Magic’s fingerprinting technology\textsuperscript{722}. The 33 patents that the company currently holds similarly state that the acoustical features which are measured to produce audio fingerprints “may


include loudness, pitch, bass, brightness, bandwidth, Mel-frequency coefficients (MFCCs)”\(^{723}\). There is no information about which characteristics Audible Magic analyses in video files.

The robustness of an automated copyright content moderation technology denotes its “capacity (…) to resist modification of degradation of the content to be recognised”\(^{724}\). It also represents one of the central categories for the evaluation of algorithms in general. For both Rights Manager and Content ID, there is no public information about the robustness of their systems to content modification. Audible Magic, however, has said that its fingerprinting technology is designed to handle “manipulations in rate, pitch, and tempo”\(^{725}\) as well as “video quality degradation, frame rate changes, aspect ratio changes, tickers and graphic overlays and more”\(^{726}\).

The point in time at which the matching between a piece of content and the reference file database occurs, represents another important comparative category. In the case of Rights Manager and Audible Magic, the matching occurs when a new file is being uploaded to the platform, i.e., at the “point of ingestion”\(^{727}\). Rights Manager’s help page makes it explicit that the system “isn’t retroactive” and “doesn’t detect videos that were posted before your reference files were uploaded”\(^{728}\). Content ID stands out in this regard because it does not only check content once at the point of upload but continuously while it is published on the platform. As research has shown, “Content ID matches can occur at any time. While many matches occur at time of upload, matches can be made when new content is added to the database or whenever the algorithm used by Content ID changes”\(^{729}\).

The accuracy of the analysed systems represents another central area of concern. It is generally used to describe “how the technology performs in terms of matching output and performing correct identifications or false negative/positive results”\(^{730}\). A false negative, here, means that a reference file in the database that should be identified does not get identified, while a false positive refers to the case in which a piece of content is erroneously matched with a reference file in the database. To our

\(^{723}\) Vance Ikezoye and others, ‘Temporal Fraction with Use of Content Identification’ 6.

\(^{724}\) European Union Intellectual Property Office. (n 719) 6.


\(^{726}\) Audible Magic Corporation, ‘Core Technology Data Sheet’ (n 725).


\(^{730}\) European Union Intellectual Property Office. (n 719) 6.
knowledge, Facebook has not reported any figures about the accuracy of Rights Manager. The most recent figure for Content ID is from 2016, when a YouTube spokesperson declared that the system is “99.7% precise for recordings on file” but it is unclear whether this figure refers to false positives or false negatives or is specific to a certain type of media. Audible Magic has been the most open about the accuracy of its system, reporting an identification rate of 99.9%, with less than 0.1% false negatives and less than 0.0001% false positives.

5.3.2.2. AUTOMATED ACTIONS/MONETISATION

All three systems enable rights holders to define automated actions that are carried out when a match between a piece of user-uploaded content and a reference file occurs. Within Rights Manager, these actions are referred to as “match actions” within Content ID as “match policies” and within Audible Magic as “business rules”.

All three systems give users the option to “block” their copyrighted content from being viewed by the platforms’ users once it is detected. They furthermore all allow users to “monetise” the detected content, with the exception of Rights Manager for Instagram, in which no monetisation option seems to exist. Monetisation means that a piece of content will remain published but a share of the revenue, which is generated through the placement of advertisements in connection with the respective content, will flow to the rightsholder. The exact share of this revenue is unclear from the companies’ public documents but seems to vary by case.
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Rights Manager and Content ID additionally offer users the option to “monitor”737/ “track”738 a piece of video content. In both cases, this means that the video or image will stay public but statistics about its viewership are being shared with the rights holder739. These two systems also allow users to require a “manual review”740 before the automated action is carried out. The Right Manager, furthermore, gives users the option to place a promotional banner on matching user videos that links to a promotional destination of their choice”741.

Within all three systems, the above-mentioned automated actions can be specified with regard to specific parameters such as the user location and the duration of the detected piece of content. The specification for the user location allows rights holders, for instance, to block a piece of content for the users in one country or territory and monetise it in another742 to specify the minimum length or percentage of the overlap between an upload and a reference file that has to be reached in order for a match to be generated743. As the only system, the Rights Manager also gives user the option to authorise specific users and pages on Facebook and Instagram to post their content744.

Since Audible Magic is the only system that operates on different platforms, it also gives users the option to specify the automated actions that can be performed in the platform on which the content is detected.745

5.3.2.3. DISPUTES AND CONFLICTS

There are different points in time at which the decisions that are made by the described systems can be seen as incorrect or problematic by its users - i.e., either the rights holders or content uploaders -
and hence become subject to a dispute. The dispute processes which are covered here are all non-DMCA disputes.

The first type of dispute which can arise concerns the rejection of a user’s application to the system, i.e., an application rejection dispute. Neither Rights Manager nor Content ID appear to offer a formalized process for a user to dispute the decision of being rejected access to the system. Facebook, however, has stated that rejected users can apply again after seven days and that “there is no limit on the number of times a rights holder may request access to Rights Manager”746. Since Audible Magic states that any type of rights holder will receive access to their system, this sort of rejection does seem to apply to their system.

The second type of dispute concerns conflicting ownership claims over a piece of content that has been registered with an automated content moderation technology – content registration dispute. Although the users of all systems have to confirm that they control the exclusive rights of a reference file, such ownership conflicts can arise.

Rights Manager offers a formalized and automated dispute process for this case, in which the second uploader has 7 days to file a dispute and the first uploader has 7 days to respond to it747. How the dispute is solved if the first uploader rejects the dispute is unclear. Facebook only says that “if the first publisher rejects the dispute and the second publisher feels that this is a mistake”748.

YouTube’s Content ID also offers a formalized and automated process for conflicting ownership claims. Accepted users can request an “ownership transfer” from the content owner. After that, the first uploader has 30 days to accept or reject the transfer request749. What happens if the first uploader does not accept the request, is, again, unclear from the public information.

Audible Magic, on the other hand, does not offer a formalized and automated process for content registration disputes but asks users who realise that their content has already been registered with the system to contact their Helpdesk750. How exactly the process for resolving such conflicts unfolds is unclear from the public information. The company states that it would “properly investigate the

746 Facebook Inc., ‘Response to Questions about Rights Manager’ (n 710) 2.
748 Facebook Inc., ‘Address Ownership Conflicts in Rights Manager’ (n 747).
issue”\textsuperscript{751} but also emphasizes that “Audible Magic does not arbitrate any ownership disputes and any conflicts must be resolved between the two parties themselves”\textsuperscript{752}

The third type of dispute relates to the matches that occur in the automated moderation systems. Both Rights Manager and Content ID have built in match dispute processes for such cases. Since Audible Magic is not a platform itself, but instead offers a technological “solution” to different platforms, the exact implementation of a dispute process for matches that are generated through Audible Magic depends on the platform which is implementing the “solution”.

In the case of Rights Manager, the match dispute process gives the uploader seven days to file a dispute and claim that their content was erroneously matched; the rightsholder equally has 7 days to uphold the claim, release the claim or request a takedown of the video.\textsuperscript{753} After this, the user has another opportunity to appeal the decision. The final decision lays with the rights holders.\textsuperscript{754}

The match dispute process in Content ID is structured in an equal fashion, although it contains one more loop of back and forth and gives both parties more time to respond to the other side. Here, copyright owners have 30 days to respond after an uploader has submitted a dispute to a Content ID claim\textsuperscript{755}. The rights holder can then either release or reinstate the claim, submit a copyright takedown request (DMCA) or let the claim expire, in which case the claim will be released.\textsuperscript{756} If the copyright owner decides to hold onto the claim and the uploader still disagrees, she can file an appeal to the rejected dispute. Again, the rightsholder then has 30 days to either release the claim by actively agreeing with the appeal or by doing nothing, or to immediately request the takedown of a video under DMCA rules, or schedule a takedown request, which gives the uploader the chance to cancel his appeal within 7 days and thereby avoid a copyright strike\textsuperscript{757}. In any case, and analogously to Rights Manager, the user identified as the rights holder has the final word on the process.

\textbf{5.3.2.4. BUSINESS MODEL}

In terms of the three systems’ business models, Rights Manager and Content ID have so far not been offered as a product and seem to have been developed by Facebook and YouTube for their internal
use only. Yet, automated copyright content moderation systems might financially benefit these companies enormously. For they can diminish the companies’ legal exposure, incentivise rights-owners to maintain their content in the platform, and help attract creators that might be interested in monetising their content. The primary target group/customers for these systems, i.e., users of Rights Manager and Content ID are thus content creators on Facebook and YouTube.

Audible Magic stands out as the only service we examined that appears to sell its technology as a product. The company functions as an intermediary between rights holders and platforms and has sold its technology to a range of the most important platforms including Facebook, Vimeo and Soundcloud, as we noticed before. Besides platforms, the company is also offering its system to other customer groups such as music aggregators and distributors, and social media teams who want to check their posts for copyright infringement.

Besides the actual content recognition technology, Audible Magic furthermore offers to conduct licensing and back-office operations such as processing royalty payments for rights holders and platforms. The service is hence looking to offer a “one-stop-shop solution for digital service providers and UGC hosting platforms looking to manage copyrighted content” which encompasses licensing, rights management, and royalty administration as well as industry-leading content identification services.

5.3.3. CASE STUDY: FACEBOOK INC.’S RIGHTS MANAGER

After providing an overview of the three main systems developed and employed by social media platforms to automatically identify, block and monetise copyright infringing content, we offer in this Section a detailed analysis of one of those systems – Rights Manager. As explained above, Rights Manager was launched in April 2016 by Facebook Inc. and has since been deployed on both Facebook and Instagram platforms. As Table 38 and Table 39 above suggest, Rights Manager is not radically different from Google’s Content ID, and retains several common traits with Audible Magic’s technology. At the same time, despite its enormous importance, it remains, at the time of the writing (August and September 2021), essentially unstudied. Hence, our decision to use it as a case study.
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Our analysis looks into the four macro-processes outlined above: (i) **Application and content registration** (Who can access Rights Manager? What are the eligibility criteria? Which kind of content can be registered?); (ii) **Identification and matching** (How does Rights Manager find a match? What are the matching criteria?); (iii) Automated actions (Which actions can be specified to be carried out after a match occurs?); and (iv) **Disputes and conflicts** (How do conflicts of content ownership get resolved? Who has the last call in an ongoing dispute?). Each of these three macro processes consists of different sub-processes and can lead to different outcomes. This description aims not only to deepen and complement the information offered above but also to enable a consideration of the politics behind Rights Manager’s main characteristics. By “politics” we mean the particular asymmetries between rights holders, regular users and platforms that stem from decisions on who can use Rights Manager, which content it protects, how the matching happens, and the possibility of dissenting and appealing.

**Figure 37.** Diagram of Rights Manager’s application process, as of September 2021. Source: Authors.

### 5.3.3.1. APPLICATION AND CONTENT REGISTRATION

As mentioned above, Rights Manager is not open to everyone. In order to be able to upload content to and benefit from the system, individuals and organisations must submit an application through which the company will allegedly “[...]verify that you [the applicant] have rights to enforce on...”
Facebook and Instagram. so as to grant access to Rights Manager. Figure 37 depicts our reconstruction of the Rights Manager application, which is composed of two main subprocesses: submission of application and decision on application.

A) SUBMISSION OF APPLICATION

In order to be able to access the application form, the applicant must, firstly, have a non-private page on Facebook. Without such a page, the application is materially impossible. Put another way, to be a user of Rights Manager one needs to be not a mere user of Facebook but a user who defines herself as “business”, “brand” or a “public figure” – the categories that Facebook itself establishes as applying to non-private pages. All content that is uploaded to Rights Manager must be linked to this page.

If the applicant already controls a page, or once such a page is created, two application forms exist: 1) an application form for image content and 2) an application form for video content. There is no application form that includes both types of media and since the application form forces the users to choose between “video” and “image”, it is not clear if applications for both types of content get treated as two different applications or as only one. Both forms have some common and some content specific form fields (see Annex IV). While some categories seem necessary (“type of rights owner”, “type of content”) others are less obvious (e.g., “how often” the applicant publishes content and whether the application has “issued a copyright report on Facebook before”). No explanation is given as to why the latter information is required, and how Facebook uses it to arrive at a decision on the application. It is also notable that at no moment the applicant is required to provide any material evidence of their rights over the content she claims to be hers. The field “Do you have an example of the content you want to protect?”, for instance, is optional.

B) DECISION ON APPLICATION

After filling the form, the applicant must submit the application which Facebook says is judged according to three criteria:

- “Content eligibility: Do you own or control exclusive rights to your video and audio content?
- Content catalogue: Do you have multiple pieces of original content that you want to protect?
- Past infringements or violations: Do you post content without permission from the valid copyright owner? Has content that you posted in the past been removed in response to a takedown report?”
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A first observation regards the apparent disconnect between the information that the applicant is expected to submit when applying for Rights Manager and these criteria. It is unclear how Facebook can accurately answer these questions based only on the information provided in the application form that we have just described (see Annex IV). Information on content ownership and catalogue size is entirely self-reported – on which basis can Facebook decide they are not lying? The issue of past infringements, in turn, is nowhere to be found in the form. The only element of the form that touches on infringements seems to concern alleged infringements of the applicants’ own copyrights (“Have you issued a copyright report on Facebook before?”). The chasm between what is required during the application and what is allegedly taken into consideration when judging such an application suggests that Facebook might independently look for information, and the application form might not be as relevant as it initially appears to be.

Second, it is important to underscore how vague the explanation about these criteria is in the documents we analysed. Facebook’s own pages (including the business Help pages for the Rights Manager eligibility and the Rights Manager’s Terms or Service) do not present any further information regarding “content catalogue” and “past infringements or violations”, which leaves important questions unanswered. Examples: Does the expression “multiple pieces of original content” imply numerical thresholds that must be met by an applicant? If so, what are these thresholds? Do they vary depending on who the applicant is and the content she aims to protect? Does Facebook independently check whether the applicant has posted copyright infringing content? Do these infringing posts refer to Facebook and Instagram only – or do they encompass other platforms, such as YouTube?

In the case of “Content eligibility”, however, Facebook is a bit more specific. It provides three categories with examples of what constitutes eligible content. They are:

- Exclusive Rights: “When you use Rights Manager, you acknowledge that your organization owns or controls exclusive rights to the reference files you upload to Rights Manager for the applicable territories.”

Examples of content which does not meet the exclusive rights criterion are non-exclusively licensed third-party content, open or free licensed content like those under a Creative commons license, video...
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game footage which is not distributed by the publisher of the video game itself, as well as those in the public domain.

- Distinct reference content: “Your reference files must be sufficiently distinct from other reference files. It must be visually and audibly unlike other content.” 767

Facebook provides some examples of not “sufficiently distinct” content: Solid or gradient colour bars, screenshots from videos, gameplay, social media or chats, illustrations of logos, icons, design elements, templates and clip art.

- Individual references: “You must provide individual references for each piece of intellectual property.” 768

This restriction affects compilations, mashups and countdown lists. For these, the content uploader has to specify which pieces they hold (or not) copyright over. For instance, when submitting a compilation of ten video clips, of which the uploader created only two, eight must be excluded from Rights Manager protection. The same applies to the music of the video.

In order to better understand this first macro process, we also submitted a test application to Rights Manager. Facebook’s response further highlighted the considerable opacity of the application procedures. Figure 38 below shows the rejection email we received, less than 12 hours after the application submission.

![Figure 38. Screenshot of our application rejection e-mail from Rights Manager, with personal details redacted. Source: Authors](image)

The non-reply message says that Facebook could not “grant access to use Rights Manager at this time based on the information you provided in your application” but raises the hopes that, “in the future”, Rights Manager could be expanded to “more Pages”. This terse explanation can hardly explain the

---
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basis of the rejection: which “information” was taken into account (or was missing) is unclear. Also, if the application was rejected "at this time", what would be needed to get accepted in the future? Meanwhile, the message seems to assign a central role to the applicant’s pages, about which Facebook might have much more information than that which was explicitly required in the forms. Furthermore, it is unclear how exactly the company arrives at these decisions. Given Facebook’s widespread reliance on automation and how relatively quickly the rejection was sent, it is also reasonable to suppose that algorithmic and perhaps machine learning systems are involved in the application decision. Facebook, however, has highlighted that “a team of trained professionals” is evaluating the application requests769.

5.3.3.2. IDENTIFICATION AND MATCHING

Figure 39. Diagram of Rights Manager’s copyright violation identification and action processes, as of September 2021. Source: Authors.

In this section we describe the second macro-process mentioned above: how Rights Manager can be used to protect original content and how the relations between two parties (reference file uploader

769. Facebook Inc., ‘Response to Questions about Rights Manager’ (n 710) 2.
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and content uploader) work. This macro-process is composed of four sub-processes (see Figure 39): reference file upload, specification of match rules, specification of actions; and the actual matching.

**A) REFERENCE FILE UPLOAD**

Once applicants have access to Rights Manager, they can formally establish their ownership over content within the system by uploading what Facebook calls “a reference file”. The reference file is used by Rights Manager for the comparison with new content uploaded by other users. If the newly uploaded content is considered to be “sufficiently” similar to a reference file, it is marked as a match. Thus, in principle, the individual or organization who uploads a given content file as part of her reference file is, from the Rights Manager perspective, the owner of the content. (Disputes for reference file ownership and matches exist, though; they will be described in the next section.) A reference file must be eligible and can include images or videos. For videos, parts of the file can be excluded from the reference file. For example, an uploaded video with a length of five minutes might contain only three minutes of content that should be protected by Rights Manager. It is unclear whether there is a limit to the number of files that can be uploaded.

**B) SPECIFICATION OF MATCH RULES**

Once a reference file is successfully uploaded, users can specify what constitutes a match, under four general “dimensions” pre-established by Facebook: 1) “User dimension”; 2) “Geographical dimension”; 3) “Comparative dimension”; and 4) “Content dimension” 770.

Let us unpack each of these “dimensions”. According to the user dimension, (1) a reference file uploader can authorise specific pages or accounts to use the content of the reference file. Further, geographical regions (2) can be included/excluded for viewers. Per the comparative dimension (3), reference file uploaders can specify the temporal overlap between the reference file and an uploaded content that will constitute a match, which in practice is a way of enabling copyright exceptions. For example, copyright owners might allow others to use parts of their video if their posts are not longer than 10 seconds. The content dimension (iv) only applies to videos and live videos. Here, a reference file uploader can specify whether they want to protect only the image or also the audio of their content. For example, if a user creates a video and adds background music from another artist, the user must exclude the audio when she uploads the video to Rights Manager since she does not hold the copyrights for the song but only for the video.

770 Facebook Inc., ‘Customize Match Rules in Rights Manager’ (n 743).
In sum, reference file owners can calibrate with some precision to what extent, where and who can use their content. Note that these rules do not only apply to public postings but also to private and/or restricted postings. Thus, the match rules enable copyright enforcement in areas where a user with no access rights to Rights Manager would not even notice copyright violations. Furthermore, the insights tool of Rights Manager enables precise calibration of too strict or too loose match rules (next to the effect of the applied actions).

C) MATCHING

Once the match rules and the automated actions, which are discussed below, are specified, Rights Manager system checks every new upload according to those parameters and automatically takes action. The system also checks existing content on the site when new reference files are uploaded. As explained by the company, Rights Manager scans “content from 72 hours prior to the ingestion of a reference file”, and it also scans “content retroactively on a rolling basis. This means that content may be scanned at any point following it’s upload to Facebook”. Users whose upload triggers a match with a reference file have the option to dispute the match. We will discuss the dispute processes below at 5.3.2. Unfortunately, Facebook does not provide any information about the technical workings of the matching algorithm, data encoding or accuracy of the system.

D) AUTOMATED ACTIONS/MONETISATION

The last step to achieve a Facebook-Instagram-wide copyright protection of a reference file regards the specification of automated actions in case a match occurs. Five different actions are possible, all predefined by Facebook on a user interface: (1) “Collect Ad Earnings”, i.e., monetisation for video content: the matched content can stay public but the reference file owner will collect earnings from advertisements linked with the content, although very few details are given – e.g., the exact share of the earnings due to rights holders is unclear; (2) “Monitor”: a video or image stays public but the reference file owner receives information about how it is performing; (3) “Block”: This prevents other users from viewing the matched content; (4) “Manual Review”: Lists the matching content in a separate “tab” for 30 days so the rights holder can decide on further actions; (5) “Takedown”: Request a takedown of the matching content. The difference between “Takedown” and “Block” is that a blocked video can still be viewed by the administrator of the uploader page. A “Takedown”, on the

771 Facebook Inc, email to report authors, February 10, 2022. This information is different from the publicly available information on Rights Manager that states: “Rights Manager isn’t retroactive. It doesn’t detect videos that were posted before your reference files were uploaded.” (Facebook Inc, ‘Rights Manager Eligibility’)

other hand, is the deletion of the content from Facebook or Instagram – with the exception of the Rights Manager’s database, of course. Another option, which is explained in a different webpage than that of the first five possibilities, involves creating and displaying an “ownership link” on a matching video\textsuperscript{773}. The “ownership link” which is displayed on a banner on the matched user video can link to a promotional destination of the rights holders’ choice \textsuperscript{774}. For example, a reference file owner can flag content for monitoring and at the same time collect the ad earnings.

E) DISPUTES AND CONFLICTS

The fourth and last macro-process involves situations in which an individual or organisation does not agree with a Rights Manager’s decision and then files a dispute. Two types of disputes, which are treated here as sub-processes, seem to exist: an upload dispute and a match dispute.

F) CONTENT (REFERENCE FILE) REGISTRATION DISPUTE

First, conflicts might happen at the moment of registering content, i.e., the reference file upload. This occurs when an upload is rejected because the uploaded file is too similar to an existing reference file. In this case, Facebook places the two parties in contact with each other. Figure 40 shows the dispute process for this scenario, which is embedded in Rights Manager.


\textsuperscript{774} Facebook Inc., ‘Response to Questions about Rights Manager’ (n 710).
If a reference file upload is rejected on these grounds, the second uploader can start the dispute process.775 The first reference file uploader has then the option to reject the dispute within 7 days, a unilateral decision that the second uploader does not appear to be able to appeal. During the dispute, the reference file of the second uploader will stay offline and will not be used to find matches on Facebook and Instagram. (It is unclear what happens with the eventual monetisation of the file during this dispute.) However, if the first reference file uploader does nothing within 7 days or accepts the dispute, the rights over the disputed content are assigned to the second reference file uploader. Again, no information is given on whether the first uploader can appeal this decision, e.g., in case the user accidently missed the rejection deadline.

G) MATCH DISPUTE

Second, the dispute might happen when a user uploads a piece of content to Facebook or Instagram and it is flagged as a match with an existing reference file. Since two pieces of content might be similar but not a copyright violation, the content uploader has the option to dispute the match. Figure 41 depicts the process within Rights Manager/Facebook/Instagram to resolve those conflicts.

775 Facebook Inc., ‘Address Ownership Conflicts in Rights Manager’ (n 747).
As with the content registration dispute, the match dispute has to be filed by the content uploader. The reference file owner then has 7 days to reject the dispute, in which case the automated action (Block, Monetise, etc.) stays. If the decision stays, the user can file an appeal in which case one has to "provide more information and justification" for the appeal. In the final round, the rights holder has another chance to respond and can either release the claim or submit a takedown request. The information about the appeals process was provided by Facebook directly to us but is not present in the publicly accessible documents about Rights Manager.

5.4. DISCUSSION

Whilst the empirical findings presented are, by themselves, the main elements of the mapping exercise this Chapter set out to do, they also support two interrelated conclusions on how platforms’ copyright content moderation structures have emerged, changed and consolidated in the past 20
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years. We name them *complexification & opacification* and *platformisation & concentration*. The rest of this section outlines these two dual processes, pointing out how different kinds of platforms experienced them.

### 5.4.1. COMPLEXIFICATION AND OPACIFICATION

First, *platforms’ copyright content moderation structures became much more complex and opaquer over time*. This is perhaps the clearest conclusion of our analysis and can be observed from several analytical perspectives.

In terms of rules, complexification is everywhere. It is apparent in the steep increase in the number of kinds of documents, the progressive diversification in the normative types and subjects of rules, as well as the exponential growth of the very number of rules that platforms used to govern content in relation to copyright. These conclusions seem valid in both the normative and discursive senses – that is, mentions to rules also increased, often enormously so (e.g., SoundCloud’s). Broadly speaking, a social media user in 2020 would have to navigate a considerably more intricate web of provisions, dispersed over many more documents and pages, than a user from the early 2000s, for instance. In the case of some platforms, such as Facebook and SoundCloud, complexification also includes the very pace of change and number of normative periods. And, yet, complexification of rules is, in some instances, still insufficient. Consider for instance how some platforms’ framework still lacks a clear explanation of several aspects of copyright content moderation, such as how to appeal content removal decisions.

Whilst our analysis on automated copyright content moderation systems was not longitudinal, the appearance and eventual centrality of these systems point to a central moment in this complexification. Products such as Rights Manager, Content ID and Audible Magic’s fingerprinting technologies contain their own form of complexity, which compounds that of rules. There is of course the technical sophistication of algorithmic fingerprinting, and of the auxiliary computational processes that it depends on (data collection, processing etc). But what our examination of these systems unveils is that their intricacy is also strongly associated with other macro processes which are hardly examined in the critical scholarship on these systems and cannot be reduced to fingerprinting itself. Consider the application process for Rights Manager, which involves a puzzling disconnect between the information required during submission and the (vague) eligibility criteria that supposedly informs a decision on access granting, as well as the apparently random ways in which users can or cannot appeal this system’s rulings, for example.
Complexification is also useful to further problematize these systems. Often, they are simply called “copyright filters”. This term might seem intuitive. However, singling out computational filtering procedures can be misleading, our analysis highlights. Those systems might in fact be defined as composed of various sorts of human and non-human resources (fingerprinting processes, data, rules, users’ actions, interfaces), which are organized into multiple macro- and sub-processes, many of which do not appear to involve fingerprinting algorithms at all.

This is not to say complexification is not necessary – indeed, it is almost impossible to think of how a 2-billion-user platform like Facebook can function without a level of complexity that is naturally incomprehensible to individuals. What makes complexification troubling is its entanglement with opacification, which our research made quite clear. When copyright content moderation rules get fragmented into several kinds of documents, some of them hidden in Help pages that are many clicks away from the platform’s landing page, or dispersed into several documents that the user might not even be aware of, it is expected that users might have a harder time finding, knowing and understanding these provisions. The pace of changes also present challenges to user’s ability to know the rules that govern content moderation – is it reasonable to expect that they will be able to keep up with so many shifts? It is worth noticing that opacity might also be produced when rules are lacking, or their wording is too vague or generic. We have found some evidence of the former possibility when discussing platforms’ normative periods; the latter aspect would demand a much more thorough discursive analysis of platforms’ T&Cs, what this Chapter did not carry out.

An acute lack of transparency is also a defining trait of automated content moderation systems, and this is true not only to algorithmic fingerprinting. Consider the application for the Rights Manager system, for instance. Users are not informed what, after all, means a “sufficiently” distinct content and how many pieces of content they might need to have in order to be eligible. Regarding the matching itself, it is not clear what thresholds of similarity lead to a match, what the accuracy of the system is and if the system can be tricked by adversely manipulating the speed and/or pixels of video and image files.

While some level of complexification can be observed in all platforms of our sample, this process unfolded differently in distinct services. The copyright content moderation structures of mainstream and audio-visual specialised services appear to have become much more complex over time than those of alternative services. The latter have fewer rules, which concern fewer subjects through fewer normative types, and are explained in a smaller number of documents. Yet even Diaspora, one of the simplest platforms of our sample, experienced some complexification, as the very decision to publish a set of copyright content moderation rules demonstrates. Tellingly, no platform’s copyright content
moderation we analysed became less complex over time. Meanwhile, alternative services do seem to be much less opaque: they have fewer rules and kinds of documents, and do not seem to use automated systems. This might appear encouraging – but it is also hardly replicable. Alternative services’ structures do not appear to be a viable model for larger services, with a whole different set of expectations and needs (e.g., content moderation at scale). Whether the same conclusion applies to blockchain-based monetisation systems, such as that of DTube, is unclear. This element, which this Chapter described only cursively, might demand much more scholarly attention.

Complexification and opacification indicate that platforms’ structures of copyright content moderation go way beyond the relatively straight-forward notification-and-take-down procedure. The largest and arguably most important services are engaged in a multi-layered process which are based on dozens of ever-changing rules fragmented into shape-shifting documents, and often determined by automated systems whose workings and protocols are essentially hidden from users’ view and shielded from their actions. In the smallest platforms, structures usually encompass mostly a set of some rules, which have however grown (or at the very least emerged) over the years.

5.4.2. PLATFORMISATION AND CONCENTRATION

Second, platforms’ role in copyright content moderation became more important over time (platformisation), leading to a concentration of decision-making power and deepening inequalities between platforms/large rights holders and ordinary users/creators (what we call concentration). Platformisation and concentration are to some extent a by-product of complexification and opacification.

Generally, platformisation might be defined as “the penetration of the infrastructures, economic processes, and governmental frameworks of platforms in different economic sectors and spheres of life”779. This resonates with the empirical findings presented in this Chapter. Over time, platforms’ copyright content moderation rules shifted power and responsibility to themselves; the emergence and widespread adoption of automated systems consolidated this process by enacting a normative framework that functions at the margins of – albeit not fully independently from – external legal frameworks. The structures of copyright content moderation, initially almost exclusively reliant on

laws such as the DMCA, were progressively expanded towards and conflated with platform’s logics, technologies and interests – including that of serving large rights holders.

Consider the changes in rules we examined above. Typically, these provisions were initially characterized by a focus on users’ self-regulation: they were expected to be sure that their actions would violate others’ copyright (including platform’s). Over time, however, platform-oriented rules, such as platform’s obligations and rights, became considerably more prominent. In other words, platforms’ roles shifted over time, from one in which they worked as a mostly passive recipients of complaints to one that involved actively identifying and taking down content. This is particular true in relation to the two mainstream platforms we examined in depth (Facebook and SoundCloud) but is also visible in the case of PornHub (which saw an increase in the percentage of platform’s rights) and FanFiction (whose proportion of platform’s obligation experiences a considerable growth). In relation to alternative services, Diaspora’s framework also focusses heavily on these obligations; DTube appears to be an exception, though, as most of their provisions concern users’ rights and duties.

Platformisation does not mean that platforms have unambiguously embraced their controller role, which entail costly responsibilities and the possibility of accountability. In fact, platforms seem to have attempted not to attract much attention to their own new powers. Discursively, as we have shown in relation to Facebook and SoundCloud, for instance, the focus remained on users – their obligations and need to self-regulate. Moreover, these mainstream platforms tried, as much as possible, to remember users that they were expected to try to solve disputes on their own. The progressive restrictions imposed by these large platforms on the possibility of reporting copyright might also be understood as an attempt to relieve the administrative and legal burdens created by platformisation – without diminishing their powers in any real way.

Indeed, this power became more and more concentrated. The very fact that essentially all companies could expand the number of rules as they wished, following their own needs and logics, is evidence of that. But concentration means more than centralization of the control levers on the hands of platforms. It might be also described as the deepening of the chasm between ordinary users/creators and platforms/large rights holders.

Automated copyright content automated systems are key to cement these inequalities. This is obvious when one think of platform’s ability to decide unilaterally the factors that underpin algorithmic fingerprinting – and, then, intentionally hide these factors from their publicly-available documents. But arguably as worrying as this are the high entry barriers instituted by platforms (in the case of Content ID and Rights Manager, for instance), which in practice prohibit ordinary users/creators to
even enjoy these systems’ (alleged) technical sophistication. That the first uploader can have the upper hand during disputes, as we noted in regard to Rights Manager, might make these barriers more harmful, as cultural industry actors might be much more attentive to copyright issues than individual creators and ordinary people and, thus, more likely to upload disputable content to these systems. This is not to mention the diminished and poorly explained possibilities of disputing and appealing the decisions of these systems, which of course aggravate said unbalance.

Content upload restrictions are also a prominent evidence of power concentration in the context of copyright content moderation. In the case of Rights Manager, these restrictions appear at least partially linked with Facebook Inc.’s desire to keep the digital processes within their system simple and reduce possible disputes or unrightfully claimed copyrights of open intellectual property. However, in trying to avoid the submission of contents whose ownership is debatable, this sort of ex ante regulation precludes legitimate content from being protected. Logos, icons and design elements are not necessarily infringing. In fact, they constitute one of the best earning jobs on platforms such as Fiverr. The same arguably applies to video game-related content. Moreover, upload restrictions may end up artificially inflating any conclusion about how effective Rights Manager’s fingerprinting is, even if this was not Facebook’s intention. Inflated figures can have consequences to how the system is seen or not as legitimate by users, designers and policymakers. It is also unclear why Rights Manager only protects videos and images, and not, say, texts.

Final evidence of the disproportions between ordinary users/creators and platforms/large rights holders is the almost complete absence of copyright exception rules in the normative frameworks of the companies we analysed. The absence is so ample that it is actually hard to measure it, or to assess its evolution. Even alternative platforms, which in principle could be more open to doctrines such as fair use, appear to be silent about exceptions in their T&Cs.

5.5. INTERIM CONCLUSIONS

This Chapter mapped out the differing structures that mainstream, alternative and specialised social media platforms’ employ to enact copyright content moderation. Zooming in on two prominent kinds of structures (the rules communicated in public documents and automated systems of enforcement)
we showed that these structures make up normative, discursive and material frameworks that, complex and opaque, concentrate power in the hands of both platforms and large rights holders.

Lastly, let us tentatively note that legislation does not appear to be the determining factor in the evolution of platform’s copyright content moderation structures. Surely, law is a necessary background element of the structures we studied, and as such have had almost certainly a continuous and diffuse effect on platforms’ calculations, internal deliberation, decisions and actions. Yet the distinct trajectories of the platforms we studied were clearly not determined by the law alone. Not only because all platforms we analysed are roughly regulated by the same legislative frameworks but also because it seems hard to establish clear consistent causal links between the myriad shifts we identified and the legislative and case law developments in the area of copyright regulating these platforms over the past two decades. Our methodological choices do not allow us to answer conclusively what is, after all, associated with those differing developments. But size (very large platforms have much more complex copyright content moderation structures, and apparently have changed these structures much more often, than small ones) and main type of content (audio-visual platforms clearly put much more effort into their attempt to prevent copyright violations) seem to be at least as important as economic and governance models – one of the assumptions we had when we decided to include alternative platforms in our sample. The importance of those components is likely associated with the public and business pressures that having a very large number of users bring about, and the need to deal with large right holders in the movie and music industries, which have historically been particularly aggressive (and resourceful) in their attempts to enforce and defend their copyrights. As noted in Chapter 3, these elements are also key considerations in the legal assessment of the liability and copyright content moderation obligations of platforms in the context of EU copyright law (both in the context of CJEU case law on art. 3 InfoSoc Directive and in the scheme of art. 17 CDSMD), as well as in the broader context of platform regulation (e.g., as regards the asymmetric due diligence obligations in the DSA).
6. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

In this final chapter, we first summarize our main conclusions and findings from our mapping analysis into content moderation of copyright-protected content on online platforms in the EU (6.1). On that basis, we outline our policy recommendations for EU and national policymakers (6.2). Importantly, this mapping analysis provides a basis for our subsequent normative and evaluative research, which will be the subject of a separate report.

6.1. CONCLUSIONS

This mapping Report consists of six chapters. The main research question of our mapping analysis is as follows: how can we map the impact on access to culture in the Digital Single Market (DSM) of content moderation of copyright-protected content on online platforms? We divide this question into multiple sub-research questions (SQR):

- SQR(1): How to conceptualise and approach from a methodological perspective the interdisciplinary analysis of content moderation of copyright-protected content on online platforms and its impact on access to culture in the DSM?
- SQR(2): How is the private and public regulatory framework for content moderation for online platforms structured?
- SQR(3): How do the various elements of that regulatory framework interact?
- SQR(4): How are copyright content moderation rules organized by platforms into public documents?
- SQR(5): Which copyright content moderation rules do different platforms employ to regulate copyright, and how have they changed over time?
- SQR(6): How do platforms' automated copyright content moderation systems work?
- SQR(7): How are the various elements of the regulatory framework and the online platforms’ Terms and Conditions etc. likely to impact access to culture in DSM?

SQR1 to 6 are examined in this report, whereas SQR7 will be addressed in a future evaluation report.

Chapter 2 addresses SQR(1) by developing a conceptual framework and interdisciplinary methodological approach to examine copyright content moderation on online platforms and its potential impact on access to culture. The analysis clarifies our terminology, distinguishes between platform “governance” and “regulation”, elucidates the concept of “online platform”, and positions our research in the context of regulation “of”, “by” and “on” platforms. Our legal analysis focuses on the regulation “of” platforms – predominantly through EU and national law – and our empirical analysis on a subset of the regulation “by” platforms. Regarding the latter, an effort is made to clarify the meaning of the structures of copyright content moderation that underpin our analysis, namely the
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resources that platforms create and employ to regulate copyright. The main structure we focus on relates to the rules set by platforms to moderate copyright-protected content, mainly their terms and conditions (T&Cs), which we consider to play a dual role: normative and performative. A second structure we examine refers to the systems that platforms deploy to automatically moderate and enforce copyright through computational techniques, such as content recognition and filtering/blocking tools. Both structures are also examined later on from the perspective of EU law.

Building on the concept of “content moderation” in the Digital Services Act (DSA), the chapter further advances a working definition of “copyright content moderation” as

the activities, automated or not, undertaken by providers of hosting services – either as consequence of a legal notice-and-action obligation or as voluntary activity – aimed in particular at detecting, identifying and addressing content or information that is illegal under EU copyright law and is incompatible with their T&Cs, provided by recipients of the service, including measures taken that affect the availability, visibility and accessibility of that illegal content or that information, such as demotion, demonetisation, disabling of access to, or removal thereof, or the recipients’ ability to provide that information, such as the termination or suspension of a recipient’s account.

This concept, when seen in light of our subsequent analysis, elucidates the fact that many content moderation activities are not explicitly regulated in EU copyright law. Hence, the regulation of such activities is mostly left to the complementary application of other instruments (e.g., the DSA), national legislators’ margin of discretion, and – perhaps predominantly – private ordering by online platforms. Our research shows that EU copyright law mostly focuses on what could be understood as hard-line moderation of content items, namely certain measures aimed at addressing the availability or accessibility of content, such as ex ante filtering, blocking or removal of content items. This results in regulatory gaps in the EU copyright law coverage of copyright content moderation activities. In particular, there are no explicit rules on measures: (1) affecting the visibility and monetisation of content or (2) addressing a user’s ability to provide information, e.g., relating to the termination or suspension of his account. As we note below in our recommendations, this regulatory gap should be further examined by policymakers, especially as regards monetisation activities.

Finally, in preparation of the evaluation of the results from the mapping analysis, we briefly outline a possible approach to define access to culture for purposes of content moderation, highlighting the descriptive and normative dimensions of the concept. The descriptive dimension posits that the “quality” of copyright content moderation is correlated to access to culture, because access to culture
is considered embedded in the existing copyright framework. Since the existing framework is assumed to strike the appropriate balance between exclusivity in copyright protection and access to culture, any variation in that balance – beyond the margin of interpretation allowed by law – will impact on access to culture. While obviously insufficient per se, this descriptive dimension is useful insofar as it provides a theoretical framework to compartmentalize the specific issues of copyright content moderation by online platforms. The focus of our approach is on the “downstream” issue of mitigation of errors in content moderation (i.e., false positives and false negatives). This is particularly relevant in the context of EU copyright law, since the crux of the balance sought by the Advocate General (AG) and the Court in Case C-401/19 (on the validity of art. 17 CDSMD) is placed on whether ex-ante filtering measures can be deployed while avoiding the risks of over-blocking (and false positives) to platform users’ right to freedom of expression.

The normative dimension, on the other hand, rejects the notion that the existing copyright framework strikes the optimal balance between exclusivity in copyright protection and access to culture. The model suggests that substantive law relevant in the field of copyright can be amended in a way that changes the balance with the result that it further increases access to culture by providing more freedoms to third parties to use and disseminate copyright-protected works, without encroaching on the legitimate interest of copyright holders. The actual practices of content moderation by platforms are affected by the state-enacted law (including case law) that platforms are subject to, which determines their “autonomy space” in defining such practices. In other words, the legal regulation “of” platforms determines the space available for regulation “by” platforms. Under this framework, adjustments to state-enacted law can affect the content moderation practices of platforms either by narrowing down their autonomy space (e.g., by broadening the scope of liability for platforms) or by raising the costs of acting outside the autonomy space (e.g., introducing more severe sanctions and more effective remedies). Both the descriptive and normative approach are useful to frame and understand EU copyright law’s approach to regulating content moderation by platforms.

Chapter 3 carries out a mapping of copyright content moderation by online platforms at secondary EU law level. It aims to answer SQR(2) and SQR(3) from the perspective of EU law. The chapter starts with an analysis of the baseline regime from which art. 17 CDSMD departs from, which we call the pre-existing acquis. EU law has been subject to a high level of harmonization stemming from many directives on copyright and related rights, the interpretation of which is determined by the case law of the CJEU. In particular, the legal status of copyright content moderation by online platforms under this regime is mostly set by the Court’s interpretation of arts. 3 and 8(3) InfoSoc Directive – on direct liability for communication to the public and injunctions against intermediaries – and arts. 14 and 15
e-Commerce Directive – on the hosting liability exemption and the prohibition on general monitoring obligations. We explain this case law and its implications for platform liability and content moderation obligations up to the Court’s Grand Chamber judgment in *YouTube and Cyando*, and how developments contributed to the proposal and approval of art. 17 CDSMD. Setting aside the political nature of legislative processes, from a systematic and historical perspective, art. 17 CDSMD and subsequently the DSA can be seen as the result of efforts in EU law and its interpretation by the Court for the last 20 years to adapt to technological developments and the changing role and impact of platforms on society. The result has been an “enhanced” responsibility for platforms, characterised by additional liability and obligations regarding content they host, as well as an increased role of fundamental rights – especially of users – in the legal framework.

The heart of the analysis in this chapter is the complex legal regime of art. 17 CDSMD, which we carry out in light of existing scholarship, the Commission’s Guidance (COM/2021/288 final), and the AG Opinion and Court’s Grand Chamber judgment in Case C-401/19. Our analysis sets out in detail the different components of this hybrid regime, including:

- The creation of the new legal category of “online content-sharing service providers” (OCSSPs), a sub-type of hosting service providers under the e-Commerce Directive, and “online platforms” under the DSA;
- The imposition of direct liability on OCSSPs for content they host and provide access to;
- The merged authorization regime for acts of OCSSPs and their uploading users, provided the user act does not generate significant revenue;
- The lex specialis nature of art. 17 CDSMD in relation to art. 3 InfoSoc Directive and art. 14 e-Commerce Directive, which is endorsed explicitly by the Commission’s Guidance and AG the Opinion in C-401/19, and in our view implicitly by the Court in the same judgment;
- The relationship between the prohibition on general monitoring obligations in art. 15 e-Commerce and art. 17(8) CDSMD, where we argue that the latter may be understood as being of merely declaratory nature;
- The complex liability exemption mechanism comprises best efforts obligations on OCSSPs (to obtain an authorization and to impose preventive and reactive measures) in art. 17(4); and
- The substantive and procedural safeguards in the form of exceptions or limitations (E&Ls) or “user rights” and in-/out-of-platform (complaint and) redress mechanisms in art. 17(7) and (9).

Our analysis addresses multiple points of uncertainty in this complex regime, some of which will no doubt be subject to litigation at the national level and likely the CJEU. It is however worth highlighting the following aspects, as they also reflect possible points of improvement of this regime, from the perspective of copyright content moderation.

First, whether an online platform is subject to the pre-existing regime (as updated by the DSA) or the new regime in art. 17 CDSMD will depend on whether it qualifies as an OCSSP. Our research shows that there is significant legal uncertainty as regards this qualification, even despite the Commission’s Guidance. To be sure, certain large-scale platforms, especially with video-sharing features (e.g.,
YouTube, Meta/Facebook, Instagram), clearly qualify as OCSSPs. Others will also clearly be excluded from the scope of art. 17 because they will be covered by the definitional carve-outs in art. 2(6) CDSMD. Still, there remains a significant grey area, which affects both larger platforms and (especially) medium-sized and small platforms. The main reason is that the definition includes a number of open-ended concepts (“main purpose”, “large amount”, “profit-making purpose”) that ultimately require a case-by-case assessment of what providers qualify as an OCSSP. Furthermore, even where it can be established that a platform falls within the scope of the legal definition, it might remain unclear to what extent it does so. This is illustrated by the Guidance’s statement that if a provider offers multiple services, then there is a need for service-by-service analysis to assess whether it qualifies as an OCSSP. This approach, although understandable, introduces complexity in determining relevant services and subsequent attribution of liability. The outcome might well be that the same provider is subject to art. 17 CDSMD for certain services and the pre-existing regime for others. Once we scale up this issue to numerous platforms hosting copyright protected content, each providing different services, the complexity of determining liability regimes and respective content moderation obligations becomes clear.

Second, a crucial part of our analysis of platforms’ liability and copyright content moderation obligations refers to what we call the normative hierarchy of art. 17 CDSMD. We provide a critical analysis of how the Commission’s Guidance has attempted to address this hierarchy and strike the balance between the competing rights and interests of rightsholders, platforms and users, drawing from the arguments of AG Opinion and CJEU judgment in C-401/19.

The first important implication of the judgment is that the Court recognizes that art. 17(7) includes an obligation of result. As such, Member States must ensure that these E&Ls are respected despite the preventive measures in paragraph (4), qualified as “best efforts” obligations. This point, already recognized by the AG and in the Commission’s Guidance, is reinforced by the Court’s recognition that the mandatory E&Ls, coupled with the safeguards in paragraph (9), are “user rights”, not just mere defences.

The second and related main implication of the judgment is that the Court rejects the possibility of interpretations of art. 17 that rely solely on ex post complaint and redress mechanisms as a means to ensure the application of user rights. That was for instance the position defended by certain Member States during the hearing before the Court and in their national implementations. Instead, the judgment clarifies that Member States’ laws must first and foremost limit the possibility of deployment of ex ante filtering measures; assuming that occurs, the additional application of ex post safeguards is an adequate means to address remaining over-blocking issues. This conclusion should
be welcomed, especially in light of existing evidence that complaint and redress mechanisms are seldom used by users.

The third main implication of the judgment relates to the scope of permissible ex ante filtering by platforms. On this point, the Guidance states that automated filtering and blocking measures are “in principle” only admissible for “manifestly infringing” and “earmarked” content. However, the Court states unequivocally that only filtering/blocking systems that can distinguish lawful from unlawful content without the need for its “independent assessment” by OCSSPs are admissible; only then will these measures not lead to the imposition of a prohibited general monitoring obligation under art. 17(8) CDSMD. Furthermore, these filters must be able to ensure the exercise of user rights to upload content that consists of quotation, criticism, review, caricature, parody, or pastiche.

On this point, it is noteworthy that the judgment explicitly endorses by reference the AG Opinion, which states inter alia that filters “must not have the objective or the effect of preventing such legitimate uses”, and that providers must “consider the collateral effect of the filtering measures they implement”, as well as “take into account, ex ante, respect for users’ rights”. In our view, considering the Court’s statements in light of the previous case law and current market and technological reality, the logical conclusion is that only content that is “obviously” or “manifestly” infringing – or equivalent content – may be subject to ex ante filtering measures. Beyond those cases, for instance as regards purely “earmarked content”, the deployment of ex ante content filtering tools appears to be inconsistent with the judgment’s requirements.

It also remains to be seen whether this reasoning applies more broadly to other types of illegal content beyond copyright infringement. If it does, it might help to shape the scope of prohibited general monitoring obligations versus permissible “specific” monitoring, with relevance for future discussions on the DSA. In drawing these lines, caution should be taken in the application of the “equivalent” standard in *Glawischnig-Piesczek*, which likely requires a much stricter interpretation for filtering of audio-visual content in OCSSPs than textual defamatory posts on a social network.

Finally, we provide a brief analysis of the interplay between art. 17 CDSMD and the potentially applicable provisions of the DSA proposal to OCSSPs. On this topic, we refer readers to our parallel research, which offers an in-depth analysis. With regard to copyright-protected material and online platforms, the DSA matters at two levels. First, because it replaces the e-Commerce Directive, the DSA and its rules on liability and due diligence obligations will apply to all providers that do not qualify as OCSSPs. Second, and less obvious, the direct application of the DSA to OCSSPs covered by the liability regime in art. 17 CDSMD. Both art. 17 CDSMD and multiple provisions of the DSA impose obligations.
on how online platforms deal with illegal information. Whereas art. 17 CDSMD targets copyright infringing content, the DSA proposal targets illegal content in general, including that which infringes copyright.

Departing from the observation that a platform may qualify as an OCSSP under the CDSMD and an “online platform” (and “very large online platform”) under the DSA, we conclude that the DSA will apply to OCSSPs insofar as it contains rules that regulate matters not covered by art. 17 CDSMD, as well as specific rules on matters where art. 17 leaves a margin of discretion to Member States. This includes, to varying degrees, rules in the DSA relating to the liability of intermediary providers and to due diligence obligations for online platforms of different sizes. Importantly, we consider that such rules apply even where art. 17 CDSMD contains specific (but less precise) regulation on the matter. In our view, although there is significant legal uncertainty in this regard, such rules include both provisions in the DSA’s liability framework and in its due diligence obligations (e.g., as regards the substance of notices, complaint and redress mechanisms, trusted flaggers, protection against misuse, risk assessment and mitigation, and data access and transparency).

In light of the above, one important conclusion from our analysis is the emergence of a bifurcated legal framework for online platforms engaging in copyright content moderation. On the one hand, OCSSPs are subject to the regime of art. 17 CDSMD as regards liability and content moderation. On the other hand, non-OCSSPs are subject to the pre-existing regime under the InfoSoc and e-Commerce Directives (and soon the DSA), as interpreted by the CJEU (most recently in YouTube and Cyando). Although the regimes have similarities – and can be approximated through the Court’s interpretative activity – they are structurally different. This divergence may lead to further fragmentation, on top of the fragmentation that is to be expected by the national implementations of the complex mechanisms in art. 17 CDSMD. To this we must add the application of the horizontal rules on content moderation liability and obligations arising from the DSA. In sum, the multi-level and multi-layered EU legal landscape on copyright content moderation that emerges from our mapping analysis is extremely complex.

Relatedly, as anticipated above, certain copyright content moderation issues of relevance remain unregulated in the copyright acquis, namely rules on measures: affecting the visibility and monetisation of content; and addressing a user’s ability to provide information, e.g., relating to the termination or suspension of his account. Although both categories are relevant, the issue of monetisation is in our perspective the most glaring regulatory gap, since “monetisation” actions play a central and financial consequential role in platforms’ content moderation practices. This topic should therefore be subject to further research and policy action in the near future.
Still as regards regulatory gaps, it is important to underscore the complexity of the legal determinations and judgments required to assess human and algorithmic copyright content moderation practices. This strongly suggests a need for better transparency and access to data from platforms. In these regards, both the pre-existing regime and art. 17 CDSM offers very little. As such, this is an area where serious consideration must be given to the potential application to OCSSPs and other copyright platforms of the DSA’s transparency provisions, as well as to national solutions that impose on OCSSPs and non-OCSSPs transparency and data access obligations. In our view, the German transposition law provides an interesting blueprint in Section 19(3) UrhDaG in relation to rights to information.

Chapter 4 follows up on the EU level analysis with the comparative legal research at national level. It aims to answer SQR(2) and SQR(3) from the perspective of national law. The findings are based on legal questionnaires carried out in two phases with national experts in ten Member States, the first before the due date for implementation of the CDSMD and the second after that date. This corresponds to our work on Task T.6.1.2 (Comparative National Level Mapping).

The key findings of the first phase questionnaire are as follows. First, the majority of the Member States has conceptualized service providers that store and give the public access to a large amount of protected content uploaded by their users; but the direct liability of such service providers was far from uniform in the Member States. E-Commerce, criminal and civil law concepts are alternatively or complementarily applied; and such liability is missing in some countries at all. The new regime in art. 17 CDSMD will therefore require the introduction of new mechanisms in the majority of the Member States, as suggested by the Commission in its Guidance.

Second, the questionnaire indicated the need for the transformation of the liability regime of OCSSPs in the Member States’ laws. So far injunctions, secondary liability, safe harbour and content moderation practices were mainly present in the analysed countries, unlike complaint-and-redress mechanisms, which were regulated in a small number of Member States. Art. 17 CDSMD will require the implementation of all of these elements, and hence Member States will be required to amend their legal system to a greater extent.

Third, the analysis highlighted that the end-users might be directly liable for unauthorized uploading of protected subject matter to OCSSPs systems, but such liability is rarely enforced in the Member States. Art. 17 CDSMD will also tend to push OCSSPs to authorize online users, and Member States’ practices regarding end-user activities won’t need to be amended significantly. On the other hand, several Member States will need to make more significant changes related to end-user flexibilities.
(especially parody, caricature and pastiche) and complaint-and-redress mechanisms. Similarly, based on the national respondents’ reactions, it is conceivable that the “user rights” approach of the CDSMD might require a conceptual change in the way copyright laws qualify end-users and their entitlements in many Member States.

The key findings of the second phase questionnaire – taking place after the implementation deadline for the CDSMD – are as follows. The implementation of art. 17 CDSMD (or the related legislative proposals) took place in nine of the analysed Member States with important differences. A significant number of the elements of secondary importance of the new regime were almost uniformly transplanted. To the contrary, the implementation of the primary building blocks of art. 17, i.e., the economic rights affected; the new liability regime; or the balancing of fundamental rights of stakeholders show a diverse picture. Such diversity suggests that the initial goal of the CDSMD to harmonize certain aspects of copyright in the digital single market might not be met, leaving instead a fragmented legal landscape.

These nine countries might be grouped into three tiers. In tier one, the German and the Swedish models show above-the-average detail in the implementation of the new regime, with a special focus on the strengthened protection of user rights and detailed liability mechanisms. In tier-two, the Estonian, French and the Dutch legislation contain a smaller number of individual solutions. In tier three, Denmark, Hungary, Ireland and Italy took a rather restrictive approach through an almost verbatim transplantation of art. 17 CDSMD. Importantly, this three-tier system is not meant to convey any qualitative ranking among the countries. It is almost certain that all national legislative institutions shall reconsider their domestic rules to make their laws fully compatible with the CJEU ruling in C-401/19.

Our comparative research also flagged certain conflicting statements in the Commission’s and the CJEU’s view on the proper method of implementation and substance of the national laws, as noted the findings above, which are consequential for national implementations. The CJEU’s judgment requires that Member States implement art. 17 CDSMD in a fundamental rights compliant manner. As of now, various national solutions seem to be rather limited in terms of e.g., the priority of user rights over content filtering. Despite that, it is important to note that there is still no consensus on scholarship on the proper transposition method of art. 17, namely as regards the question of whether it is preferable to follow a (near) verbatim vs sophisticated implementation of the provision. With that being said, if one considers the Commission’s Guidance, the AG Opinion and the CJEU judgment in case C-401/19, there are strong arguments that national implementations must go some way beyond quasi-verbatim transpositions.
Our findings indicate that it is plausible that a number of preliminary references on different aspects of art. 17 CDSMD will find their way to the CJEU in the short to medium term. These references will most probably focus on: interpretation of the newly introduced autonomous concepts of the CDSMD; the consistency of national transpositions with the EU law, especially in a fundamental rights dimension; and the exact scope and implications of “user rights” and respective safeguards under art. 17(7) and (9).

Chapter 5 mapped out the copyright content moderation structures adopted by 15 social media platforms over time, with a focus on their T&Cs (rules) and automated systems. This corresponds to the empirical research carried out in the context of Task T.6.1.3 (Private Regulations by Platforms: ToS, Community Guidelines). The chapter suggested that two dual processes seem to explain these structures’ development. The first is complexification/opacification. Our empirical work indicates that virtually all 15 platforms’ T&Cs have become more intricate, in various ways and to different extents. Over time, more (kinds of) rules were introduced or made public, and these rules were communicated in increasingly more diverse sets of documents. These documents were changed and tweaked several times, producing sometimes a plethora of versions, often located in a dense web of URLs. We therefore conclude that the way platforms organize, articulate and present their T&Cs matters greatly. For one, under increasing public and policy pressure, platforms have felt the need to express and explain their practices and rules of operation, and they have done so with complex and greatly varying documentation. For observers, although this provides more information about platforms, it nevertheless makes understanding the trajectory of platforms and their T&Cs extremely challenging. For example, with YouTube as a major actor when it comes to copyright, our database of their highly fragmented T&Cs has not resulted robust enough to allow for a precise longitudinal examination of their rules. In that way, the very organization and presentations of T&Cs should be understood as one element of platforms’ governance of content.

Substantially, we demonstrated that complexification can be radically distinct, depending on which platforms one considers. Very large ones, such as Meta/Facebook, experienced an almost continuous and drastic transformation; smaller ones, such as Diaspora, have barely changed. Yet, when a change occurred, it made those sets of rules more difficult to comprehend. Whilst our analysis did not take a longitudinal take on automated copyright content moderation systems, their emergence and eventual transformation into a central governance tool for various platforms is, in itself, an important element of broader complexification processes. These systems work at a scale that is hard to comprehend, through computational operations that are technically intricate, and under largely unjustified and seemingly arbitrary protocols on, e.g., how to appeal decisions. In other words, they are remarkably
opaque, as so many of the T&Cs we studied. The chapter pointed out that while in some cases some complexification might be impossible to avoid, opacification is by no means necessary or necessarily justifiable. From this perspective, then, the imposition by law of rules on platforms’ internal content moderation procedures and their transparency is sensible and should prove beneficial.

The second process is platformisation/concentration. By categorizing rules into what we termed “normative types”, the chapter argued that various platforms in our sample altered their rules so as to give themselves more power over copyright content moderation, usually by increasing the number of their obligations and rights, which were, in turn, largely aligned with their own interests, logics and technologies. We suggested that this could be interpreted as a particular example of the broader phenomenon of “platformisation”. Nonetheless, the chapter argued that this transformation was by no means unidirectional. For platformisation enhances not only platforms’ power but also their responsibilities over content moderation. It was curious to note, therefore, that while emboldening their normative legitimacy to control copyright, platforms did not necessarily alter their discursive focus on users-oriented rules. As with complexification, platformisation has been experienced differently by different platforms and deepened by the rise of automated copyright content moderation systems, which may severely impair ordinary users’ ability to participate in and challenge removal decisions. That platformisation centralises power in the hands of platforms might be a truism – but our research also suggests that this process might end up giving more power to large rightsholders, to the detriment of essentially smaller rightsholders and creators, as well as other users. Nowhere this was clearer than in our study of Meta/Facebook’s Rights Manager, which does not appear to be accessible for small creators, for instance, a non-algorithmic bottleneck that has been rarely studied from an empirical perspective.

6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE POLICY ACTIONS

This is an interdisciplinary mapping report, which will be followed by a normative and evaluative report. As such, the following recommendations are limited to the type of analysis carried out here and should be understood in that light.

- Considering the potential for legal uncertainty and fragmentation of the digital single market as regards copyright content moderation, we recommend that the Commission reviews its Guidance on art. 17 CDSMD (COM/2021/288 final) in order to provide clearer guidelines on the definition of OCSSPs, especially for small and medium-sized online platforms.
• National legislators should review their national transpositions of art. 17 CDSMD to fully recognize the nature of the exceptions and limitations in paragraph (7) as “user rights”, rather than mere defences.

• We further recommend that the Commission reviews its Guidance in order to provide guidelines from the perspective of EU law as to the concrete implications of a “user rights” implementation of paragraph (7) in national laws. This should include, to the extent possible, concrete guidance on what type of actions users and their representatives (e.g., consumer organisations) may take against OCSSPs to protect their rights.

• National legislators should review their national transpositions of art. 17 CDSMD to ensure that ex post complaint and redress mechanisms under paragraph (9) are not the only means to ensure the application of user rights, but rather a complementary means, in line with the Court’s judgment in case C-401/19.

• We further recommend that the Commission’s Guidance is updated to fully reflect the Court’s approach in case C-401/19, as regards the complementary role of complaint and redress mechanisms under paragraph (9).

• The Commission should review its Guidance to clearly align it with the Court’s judgment in C-401/19, namely by clarifying that: (1) OCSSPs can only deploy ex ante filtering/blocking measures if their content moderation systems that can distinguish lawful from unlawful content without the need for its “independent assessment” by the providers; (2) such measures can only be deployed for a clearly and strictly defined category of “manifestly infringing” content; and (3) such measures cannot be deployed for other categories of content, such as “earmarked content”. Member States should further adjust their national implementations of art. 17 CDSMD to reflect these principles.

• In implementing these principles, the Commission and Member States could take into consideration the approach proposed by the AG Opinion on how to limit the application of filters to manifestly infringing or “equivalent” content, including the consequence that all other uploads should benefit from a “presumption of lawfulness” and be subject to the ex ante and ex post safeguards embedded in art. 17, notably judicial review. In particular, the AG emphasized the main aim of the legislature to avoid over-blocking by securing a low rate of “false positives”. Considering the requirements of the judgment, in order to determine acceptable error rates for content filtering tools, this approach implies that the concept of “manifestly infringing” content should only be applied to uploaded content that is identical or nearly identical to the information provided by the rightsholder that meets the requirements of art. 17(4) (b) and (c) CDSMD.
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• The Commission should review its Guidance to clarify which provisions in the DSA’s liability framework and due diligence obligations Chapters apply to OCSSPs despite the *lex specialis* of art. 17 CDSMD, within the limits of the Commission’s competence as outlined in art. 17(10) CDSMD.

• At EU level, EU institutions and in particular the Commission should explore to what extent the copyright *acquis* already contains rules addressing content moderation actions relating to monetization of copyright-protected content on online platforms (e.g., in arts. 18 to 23 CDSMD), and to what extent policy action is needed in this area. Further research is needed specifically on the imbalanced nature of the contractual relationship of online platforms and uploading users, as well as in the transparency and fairness of their remuneration.

• At EU level, EU institutions and in particular the Commission should explore the application of the DSA’s provisions on transparency and access to data to OCSSPs and non-OCSSPs hosting copyright protected content, as well study and if adequate propose EU level action that imposes transparency and access to data obligations on online platforms regarding their copyright content moderation activities. Inspiration could be drawn by the design and implementation of the German national transposition law under Section 19(3) UrhDaG as regards rights to information. In that context, special care should be taken to assess the potential negative effects of requiring researchers to reimburse the platforms’ costs related to complying with such requests. To the extent possible, the Commission should advance recommendations in this direction in its revised version of the Guidance on art. 17 CDSMD.
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The Legal Status of Information Society Service Providers in the Pre- and Post-CDSM Directive Era

Preliminary information

The present questionnaire aims to collect data related to the legal status of some information society service providers in the implementation phase of Directive (EU) 2019/790 (CDSM Directive). The questionnaire runs in two main periods or phases.

The phase one questionnaire collects and analyses legal data from the period preceding the implementation deadline of the CDSM Directive. As such, it focuses on the status quo. The phase two questionnaire will be dedicated to the national implementations of Article 17 CDSM Directive, and the consequences of such implementation. The phase one and two questionnaires aim to allow a comparison of the legal environment of the service providers at issue in the pre- and post-implementation periods of the CDSM Directive.

The questionnaire’s focus is on information society service providers that store or host copyright-protected content uploaded by the users or recipients of the service.

Article 17 CDSM Directive creates a new regime for a subset of hosting service providers, so-called online content-sharing service providers (OCSSP). These are defined in Article 2(6), with further guidance in recitals 62 and 63. While this concept is new to the copyright acquis, OCSSPs do not constitute a new category of service providers in a technological or business sense.

Various existing service providers fit the definition of OCSSP and their activities are currently regulated in different legal instruments, such as for our purposes: Directive 2000/31/EC (E-Commerce Directive); Directive 2001/29/EC (InfoSoc Directive); and the Directive 2004/48/EC (Enforcement Directive). These service providers are known under various names that sometimes correspond to (partially) overlapping legal concepts, e.g. “information society service providers”, “hosting service providers”, “intermediaries”, or “platforms”.

The present questionnaire therefore focuses on information society service providers that host copyright-protected content, with a particular emphasis on OCSSPs.

Whenever the questionnaire requests the provision of statutory texts, we kindly ask you to provide us the domestic language version and the official – if available – or unofficial English translation of the relevant norms.

Phase 1 Questionnaire: Pre-CDSM Directive Legal Landscape

Please respond with reference to the legal situation in your jurisdiction and applicable law by 22 January 2020.

I. Hosting service providers as users of copyright-protected content
1. Is there a legal definition or specific legal regime in your country for information society service providers that store and give the public access to a large amount of protected content uploaded by their users?

2. Are “good faith” hosting service providers directly or primarily liable under copyright law or general civil law for providing access to protected content uploaded by their users? If yes, please explain.

3. Besides direct licensing, is there any method, mechanism or model of authorization in your country that covers the uploading of protected content by end-users to the platforms of hosting service providers?
   3.1. If yes, could you please describe the model, including: legal basis, mechanism, scope of protected content and rights covered, beneficiaries, and sectoral variations.
   3.2. Please indicate the leading cases which are dealing with direct liability of service providers.

II. Hosting service providers as intermediaries for access to copyright-protected content

4. Does your country allow rights holders to apply for an injunction against service providers for copyright infringing content uploaded by third-party users of the service?
   4.1. If yes, could you please cite the relevant legal requirements, provision(s) and leading case law?

5. Are hosting service providers indirectly or secondarily liable under copyright law or general civil law for providing access to content uploaded by their users?
   5.1. If yes, could you please cite the relevant legal requirements, provision(s) and leading case law?

6. Does your country have any regime in place for the moderation of infringing content by hosting service providers?
   6.1. If yes, describe whether the regime is statutory, co-regulatory, self-regulatory, and/or best practices-based?
   6.2. If yes, is such regime applicable to exclude the liability of platforms for storing and giving access to contents uploaded by their users?
   6.3. If yes, do the obligations for service providers result from a duty of care, or any other legal construct?
   6.4. If yes, does the existing regime include a complaint and redress (C&R) mechanisms? If so, please briefly explain these.

782 We use the short-hand “protected content” to refer to works or other subject matter protected by copyright or related/neighboring rights laws.
783 In Case C-610/15, the ECJ, by focusing on The Pirate Bay, concluded that “those operators, by making available and managing an online sharing platform such as that at issue in the main proceedings, intervene, with full knowledge of the consequences of their conduct, to provide access to protected works, by indexing on that platform torrent files which allow users of the platform to locate those works and to share them within the context of a peer-to-peer network.” (Para. 36.) At the same time, in Joined Cases C-682/18 and C-683/18, Advocate General Oe has differentiated between service providers, like The Pirate Bay, and other service providers who have no direct intent to infringe copyright law. This questionnaire calls the latter group “good faith” hosting service providers.
784 Such regimes include e.g. preventive measures (e.g. for filtering and blocking content) and notice-and-action rules (e.g. notice-and-notice, notice-and-takedown, notice and stay-down, notice-and-notice, etc.).
7. Did your country introduce any liability exemption or “safe harbour” provisions for the benefit of search engines or linking service providers?  

7.1. If yes, how do courts apply concurring safe harbour provisions regarding service providers offering mixed services (e.g. a platform with both hosting and search/linking functions)? Please cite leading case law?

7.2. If yes, which right(s) are users infringing?

III. End-users

8. Are end-users directly liable under copyright law for uploading content to the services of information society service providers without authorisation?

8.1. If yes, which right(s) are users infringing?

8.2. If yes, could you please cite the relevant legal provision(s) and leading case law?

9. Did your Member State implement the limitations and exceptions (L&Es) on quotation, criticism, review & caricature, parody, and pastiche set forth in arts. 5(3)(d) and 5(3)(k) InfoSoc Directive?

9.1. If yes, please briefly describe how they were implemented.

9.2. If yes, can these L&Es effectively cover end users’ uploading activities in your country?

9.3. If yes, could you please cite leading case law on the application of these L&Es in an online environment?

10. In your country, are L&Es in treated as:

10.1. Defences against infringement claims? If yes, please explain.

10.2. Subjective or affirmative rights to use protected content? If yes, please explain.

10.3. Other? Please explain.

11. Is there any generally applicable C&R mechanism for the benefit of users of hosting service providers to ensure the exercise of L&Es in general, or for the specific L&Es of quotation, criticism, review, and caricature, parody, pastiche?

11.1. If yes, does such mechanism exist as a result of (i) statute or case law or (ii) private practices of hosting service providers?

11.2. If yes, can you describe this mechanism?

---

785 Compare to art. 21(2) of the E-Commerce Directive: “[i]n examining the need for an adaptation of this Directive, the report shall in particular analyse the need for proposals concerning the liability of providers of hyperlinks and location tool services, “notice and take down” procedures and the attribution of liability following the taking down of content. The report shall also analyse the need for additional conditions for the exemption from liability, provided for in Articles 12 and 13, in the light of technical developments, and the possibility of applying the internal market principles to unsolicited commercial communications by electronic mail”.

786 E.g. reproduction and/or communication/making available to the public.

787 E.g. reproduction and/or communication/making available to the public. Please note that the questionnaire intends to focus solely on the period that follows the implementation of the InfoSoc-Directive.

788 E.g. counter-notice; human oversight; flagging; time limits for responses etc.
IV. Preparation for the implementation of Article 17 CDSM Directive

12. Did your country take any steps to implement Article 17 of the CDSM Directive by the submission date of your national report?

12.1. If yes, could you please provide a full text of the draft/accepted document containing the draft implementation text of Art. 17?

12.2. If yes, could you briefly describe how such proposal diverges from the text of the Directive regarding

(a) The authorization by and liability of service providers;
(b) L&Es to the benefit of end-users;
(c) Compliance and overlap of new domestic copyright and existing e-commerce rules?

[Phase 1 Questionnaire ends here]

ANNEX I/B. PHASE 2 QUESTIONNAIRE NATIONAL LEGAL MAPPING

The Legal Status of Information Society Service Providers in the Pre- and Post-CDSM Directive Era

Preliminary information

The present questionnaire aims to collect data related to the legal status of some information society service providers before and after the implementation of Directive (EU) 2019/790 (CDSM Directive). The questionnaire runs in two main periods or phases.

The phase one questionnaire collected and analyzed the legal status quo of the period preceding the implementation deadline (June 7, 2021) of the CDSM Directive.

The present phase two questionnaire is dedicated to the national implementations of Article 17 CDSM Directive, and the consequences of such implementation. The phase one and two questionnaires allow a comparison of the changes of the legal environment of the service providers at issue in ten selected Member States of the European Union.

The questionnaire’s focus is on information society service providers (ISSPs) that store or host copyright-protected content uploaded by the users or recipients of the service. Article 17 CDSM Directive created a new regime for a subset of ISSPs, so-called online content-sharing service providers (OCSSP). These are defined in Article 2(6), with further guidance in recitals 62 and 63. While this concept is new to the copyright acquis, OCSSPs do not constitute a new category of service providers in a technological or business sense.

Return the completed questionnaire to Péter Mezei (mezei.peter@szte.hu) and István Harkai (harkai.istvan@juris.u-szeged.hu).
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Phase 2 Questionnaire: Post-CDSM Directive Legal Landscape

Please respond with reference to the legal situation in your jurisdiction and applicable law by 31 March 2022.

National reporters: NAME, AFFILIATION

The date of completion of the first version: DATE

I. Legislative history

**Question 1.** Summarize the legislative history of the implementation of Article 17 CDSM Directive in your country in max. 1-3 pages. Include all necessary data (dates, numbers etc.) related to all publicly available versions of the draft(s), bill(s) and the final source of law. Discuss to what extent, if any, did your country reflect the European Commission’s Guidance on Article 17\(^9\) and the Opinion of AG Øe in the Republic of Poland v. European Parliament case\(^8\).

II. Definitions

**Question 2.** How did your country implement the following concepts/expressions of Article 17? Highlight if there is any difference between the rules or terminology of the Directive and your domestic law.

**Question 2.1.** “Online content-sharing service providers” (OCSSPs)\(^7\)

Did your country expressly exclude

i. service providers e.g. B2B cloud services, cyberlockers, not-for-profit online encyclopedias etc., from the scope of the new liability and exemption regime,\(^9\), or

ii. piracy websites

from the scope of the new liability and exemption regime?

**Question 2.2.** “Large amount of copyright-protected works or other protected subject matter uploaded by the users”?

---


\(^7\) Article 2(6), Recital 61-62.

\(^9\) Compare to Recital 62.
Did your country require taking into consideration any factor other than those listed in Recital 63 when assessing “large amount”?  

**Question 2.3.** “**Adequate information** on the functioning of their practices with regard to the cooperation referred to in 17(4)”?

---

**III. Authorization**

**Question 3.** Did your country’s law necessitate authorization for (1) communication to the public and/or (2) making available to the public of copyright-protected works and/or other protected subject matter uploaded by the users?

**Question 4.** Did your country’s law allow for the authorization of the contents uploaded by the users via means other than licensing agreements?

**Question 5.** Did the relevant collective rights management organisation(s) amend its (their) yearly tariff announcement(s) to reflect the new authorization regime?

---

**IV. Liability**

**Question 6.** How did your country qualify the new liability provisions of Article 17(4), e.g. sui generis, lex specialis or other regime?

**Question 7.** How did your country implement the term “best efforts”

- per Article 17(4)(a);
- per Article 17(4)(b);

---

793 “The assessment of whether an online content-sharing service provider stores and gives access to a large amount of copyright-protected content should be made on a case-by-case basis and should take account of a combination of elements, such as the audience of the service and the number of files of copyright-protected content uploaded by the users of the service.”

794 Article 17(8).

795 Article 17(1); Recital 61.

796 Article 17(1) second sentence: “An online content-sharing service provider shall therefore obtain an authorisation from the rightholders referred to in Article 3(1) and (2) of Directive 2001/29/EC, for instance by concluding a licensing agreement, in order to communicate to the public or make available to the public works or other subject matter.” See further Recital 64.

797 “[M]ade best efforts to obtain an authorisation”.

798 “[M]ade, in accordance with high industry standards of professional diligence, best efforts to ensure the unavailability of specific works and other subject matter for which the rightholders have provided the service providers with the relevant and necessary information”. 
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Question 8. Did your country limit liability per Article 17(4) only to special contents (e.g. manifestly infringing materials)?

Question 9. Did your country introduce any special requirements regarding the notification of OCSSPs by right holders (e.g. earmarking; sufficiently substantiated notice)?

Question 10. When assessing the compliance of OCSSPs with the exemption rules under Article 17(4), did your country require taking into account any elements other than those listed in Article 17(5)?

Question 11. How did your country implement the following elements/terms of the complaint and redress mechanism:

- “effective and expeditious”;
- “undue delay”;
- “human review” [viewed from a substantive (WHAT should/can humans do) and procedural perspective (at WHAT STAGE of the service should human review be present); as well as WHO exactly can execute such review]?

V. Safeguards (exceptions and limitations; procedural safeguards)

Question 12. Did your country introduce any ex ante safeguard against overblocking under Article 17(4)? If so, what are the prerequisites of the application of such safeguard?

Question 13. Did your country introduce any sanctions, mechanisms or procedures against the breach of user rights by OCSSPs’ content moderation practices?

Question 14. Are quotation, criticism, review, and use for the purpose of caricature, parody or pastiche treated to be “user rights” following the implementation of Article 17 by your legislation?

799 “[A]cted expeditiously, upon receiving a sufficiently substantiated notice from the rightholders, to disable access to, or to remove from their websites, the notified works or other subject matter, and made best efforts to prevent their future uploads in accordance with point (b)”.

800 Article 17(5): “In determining whether the service provider has complied with its obligations under paragraph 4, and in light of the principle of proportionality, the following elements, among others, shall be taken into account:
(a) the type, the audience and the size of the service and the type of works or other subject matter uploaded by the users of the service; and
(b) the availability of suitable and effective means and their cost for service providers.”

801 Article 17(9)

802 Article 17(7)(a)-(b).
If yes, did your country also grant user right status to exceptions and limitations other than those listed in Article 17(7)?

Question 15. Did your country introduce quotation, criticism, review, and use for the purpose of caricature, parody or pastiche newly under the CDSM Directive?

If yes, did your country introduce the new exception(s) and limitation(s)

in general (as part of the already existing system of exceptions and limitations, and hence applicable to offline and any non-OCSSPs-related uses) or

in specific (relevant only for uses made via OCSSPs’ systems)?

Question 16. Did your country implement the prohibition of general monitoring obligation with the same or different meaning as included in Article 15 of the E-Commerce Directive?803

Question 17. Did your country impose any broader transparency obligations on platforms than what Article 17(8) requires, e.g. related to users or public authorities or affecting information other than related to the “functioning of their practices”?804

Question 18. Did your country introduce any mechanism to check whether OCSSPs comply with their obligation to inform users in their terms and conditions that they can use works and other subject matter under exceptions or limitations to copyright and related rights provided for in Union law?805

Appendix #1 [Compare to Appendix 1/C of the present report]

Provide us the domestic language version and the official or unofficial English translation of the relevant norms.

Appendix #2 [Compare to Appendix 1/D of the present report]

List (and if possible provide access to) your country’s leading academic sources and documents of judicial or administrative authorities related to the substance and/or the implementation of Article 17.

803 Article 17(8) first sentence.
804 Article 17(8) second sentence.
805 Article 17(9) last sentence.
ANNEX I/C. RELEVANT NATIONAL NORMS FOR THE TRANSPOSITION OF THE CDSMD

Denmark

The final version of the clause § 52 c implementing art. 17 DSM-Directive: https://www.retsinformation.dk/eli/ft/202013L00205

Unofficial English translation of the Danish law is available at the lead researcher.

Estonia

The legislative history can be viewed here:
https://www.riigiteataja.ee/eelnoud/menetluskaik/JUM/20-1276
https://www.riigikogu.ee/tegevus/eelnoud/eelnou/d3d07943-9d1c-4ebf-94a4-8ae1ebdf7a68

Estonian Copyright Act (Estonian version) https://www.riigiteataja.ee/akt/128122021003


France

Articles L137-1, L137-2, L137-2-1, L137-3 and L137-4 CPI (transposing Art. 17 with regard to copyrighted works):
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/codes/article_lc/LEGIARTI000006069414/LEGISCTA000043497266/#LEGISCTA000043497266

Articles L219-1, L219-2, L219-3 and L219-4 CPI (transposing Art. 17 with regard to objects protected by related rights):
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/codes/article_lc/LEGIARTI000006069414/LEGISCTA000043497323/#LEGISCTA000043497323

Article R136-1 CPI:
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/codes/article_lc/LEGIARTI000044230189/2022-03-14


Article L122-5 CPI (on exceptions and limitations to copyright):
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/codes/article_lc/LEGIARTI000037388886/

Article L211-3 CPI (on exceptions and limitations to related rights):
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/codes/article_lc/LEGIARTI00003835794

English translation of the CPI on WIPO Lex: https://www.wipo.int/edocs/lexdocs/laws/en/fr/fr467en.pdf (declared to be out-of-date and slightly incorrect translation by the national reporters)

Germany

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278

A working translation of the Copyright Service Provider Act ("UrhDaG", Article 3 of the Act, transposing Article 17 of the DSM Directive) in English can be found here: https://www.bmj.de/SharedDocs/Gesetzgebungserforfahren/Dokumente/UrhDaG_ENG.html;jsessionid=8292E47D5B3128FF1E06EC1BEE8FD221.1_cid289?nn=6712350

Hungary

1999. évi LXXVI. törvény a szerzői jogról: https://net.jogtar.hu/jogszabaly?docid=99900076.tv

No official translation available. Unofficial translation at hand with the lead researcher of the comparative report.

Ireland


Italy


The Netherlands


Dutch Copyright Act (DCA) – present version: https://wetten.overheid.nl/BWB0001886/2021-06-07/

Dutch Neighbouring Rights Act (DNRA) – present version: https://wetten.overheid.nl/BWB0005921/2021-06-07

Portugal

The abandoned draft proposal is available at the lead researcher.

Sweden

ANNEX I/D. LEADING ACADEMIC SOURCES AND DOCUMENTS OF JUDICIAL OR ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES RELATED TO THE NATIONAL TRANSPOSITION OF ART. 17 CDSMD

France


HADOPI, Recommandation n°1 de la Haute Autorité pour la diffusion des œuvres et la protection des droits sur internet relative aux mesures de protection des œuvres et objets protégés, prises par les fournisseurs de services de partage de contenus en ligne mentionnés à l’article L. 137-1 du code de la propriété intellectuelle:

Other sources related to the recommendation: https://www.hadopi.fr/ressources/etudes/travaux-prealables-mission-evaluation-mesures-techniques-protections-oeuvres-fournisseurs-services-partage-contenus

ARCOM, Évaluation des mesures de protection des œuvres prises par les fournisseurs de services de partage de contenus en ligne : questionnaires aux titulaires de droits et aux services: https://www.arcom.fr/evaluation-des-mesures-de-protection-des-oeuvres-prises-par-les-fournisseurs-de-services-de-partage-de-contenus-en-ligne-questionnaires-aux-titulaires-de-droits-et-aux-services


Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278
**Germany**

**Commentaries:**

Dreier, Thomas/Schulze, Gernot, Urheberrechtsgesetz, 7. eds 2022, C.H.Beck

Beck’scher Onlinekommentar Urheberrecht, Ahlberg, Hartwig/Götting, Horst-Peter/Lauber-Rönsberg, Anne, 33th eds. 2022, C.H.Beck

**Contributions:**

Becker ZUM 2020, 681

Conrad/Nolte, ZUM 2021, 111

Dreier GRUR 2019, 771

Frey, MMR 2021, 671

Gerpott, MMR 2019, 420

Gielen/Tiessen EuZW 2019, 639

Grisse, JIPLP 2019, 887

Hofmann GRUR 2019, 1219

Hofmann ZUM 2020, 665

Kaesling/Knapp, MMR 2021, 11

Lambrecht JIPITEC 11 (2020), 68

Leistner ZUM 2020, 897

Metzger/Pravemann ZUM 2021, 288

Nordemann/Waiblinger GRUR 2020, 569

Schwartmann/Hentsch MMR 2020, 207

Senftleben ZUM 2019, 369

Stieper ZUM 2021, 387

Wandtke/Hauck ZUM 2020, 671

**Hungary**

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210278


Italy


Giusella Finocchiaro - Oreste Pollicino: IL RECEPIMENTO DELLA DIRETTIVA COPYRIGHT. IL CASO ITALIANO IN UNA PROSPETTIVA COMPARATA ED EUROPEA (PDF copy available at the lead researcher)


Ireland


Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation note on tranposition: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bicGtD8AqVSP7adZwAnv0548Rsw5Y2a0/view

The Netherlands

Academic sources


Documents of judicial or administrative authorities

Full legislative process: https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/dossier/35454

The Dutch, Estonian, Portuguese and Swedish national reporters did not report on any relevant documents of judicial or administrative authorities related to the substance and/or the implementation of Article 17.
## Annex II. Codebook Used in the Analysis of Platforms’ T&Cs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-level themes (kinds of documents)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terms of Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copyright Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms of Service (automated copyright content moderation systems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitepaper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intermediary themes (kinds of rules)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normative types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform’s obligations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform’s rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users’ obligations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users’ rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated content moderation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copyrights disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copyright exceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infringement avoidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual content removal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low-level themes (copyright content moderation rules per se)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users should consult a lawyer on copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should contact owner of violated copyrighted content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should contact the platform if contact with apps on copyright violation doesn't work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should contribute their content to public domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should give due credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should officially copyright their content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should provide references to original work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Users should react to content instead of violating copyright</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users should report repeat infringers of copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should report violation of others’ copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should repost content instead of infringe copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should specify their role in the uploaded content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should think twice before appealing copyright infringement report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should think twice before claiming fair use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should think twice before posting risky content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should think twice before reporting copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should think twice before using CC-licensed content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should try to solve copyright dispute independently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should use an agent to report violation in case they are concerned with their information being shared with infringer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The platform must assist with copyright violations by third parties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The platform must decide on fair use claims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must disable or suspend accounts due to copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must document notices of alleged copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must have a fair copyright content moderation system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must have an automated copyright content moderation system that respects copyright exceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must keep content online during automated copyright content moderation disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must not count restored content as a strike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must not decide unilaterally what is a copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must not scan private videos via automated copyright content moderation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must not take copyright exceptions as a reason to restore video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must notify parties during copyright disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must publish a report on copyright content moderation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must remove or block access to content due to copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must respect and protect copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must restore accounts after strikes removal by users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must restore content if report was false or withdrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform must visually mark content taken down due to copyright reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can apply DRM technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can block account functionalities of copyright infringers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can consider the nature of the copyright infringement when deciding on punishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can decide unilaterally on copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can deny refunds to users terminated due to copyright infringers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can disable access to automated copyright content moderation in case of misuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can disable and suspend accounts who provide false information in copyright disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The platform can limit the visibility of content automatically identified as infringing copyright</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The platform can modify and discontinue automated copyright content moderation system at any time
The platform can monitor users' compliance with automated copyright content moderation system
The platform can punish users who submit false information during copyright disputes
The platform can require from users evidence of their copyright over content
The platform can require more information during copyright disputes
The platform can restore content if copyright report is false or withdraw
The platform can withhold payments from users if they infringe copyrights
The platform aspires to balance copyright and freedom of expression
The platform aspires to protect intellectual rights
The platform cannot remove a content from another website or app
The platform does not employ DRM
The platform does not monetise copyrighted content
The platform does not remove or suspend copyright infringing content posted in it
The platform employs automated copyright content moderation
The platform employs human content moderation
The platform is not liable for copyright-related issues
The platform publicizes information about copyright disputes
Users who falsely report copyright infringement risk suffering legal consequences
Users who infringe others' copyrights risk suffering legal consequences
Users must act as copyright content moderators
Users must apply to get access to automated copyright content moderation system
Users must be legally entitled to report copyright infringement
Users must be liable for copyright infringement
Users must be solely responsible for enforcing their copyright
Users must become a registered DMCA agent
Users must file a lawsuit against alleged copyright infringer
Users must indemnify the platform regarding copyright infringement
Users must not interfere with anti-copyright infringement features
Users must provide accurate information in copyright disputes
Users must provide the required information in copyright disputes
Users must respect copyrights
Users must use English in copyright disputes
User can apply DRM on their content
Users can appeal copyright-related content removal
Users can appeal copyright-related penalties to account
Users can avoid liability for content removed by platforms
Users can decide on fair use claims
Users can disable download of their content to avoid copyright infringement
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Users can moderate copyrighted content directly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users can post content under fair use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can post remixes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can report copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can report fake profiles who reported copyright infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can repost content that was falsely reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can stop using automated copyright content moderation system at any time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can use and assign CC license to their content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can use automated content moderation to monetise, block and track access to content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can withdraw copyright report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANNEX III. LIST OF QUESTIONS ABOUT RIGHTS MANAGER SENT TO FACEBOOK

Questions about Rights Manager

Scope

1. Why does Rights Manager not protect audio files?

2. Why does Rights Manager not protect texts?

Eligibility

3. Does a user have to apply twice in order to have Rights Manager access for both image and videos?

4. How many “pieces of original content” does the applicant need to own / have the rights over in order to be eligible for the Rights Manager?

5. Do the eligibility criteria vary according to content format type (video/image)?

6. Do the eligibility criteria vary according to user type (individual vs. company)?

7. Do the eligibility criteria vary according to content category? (sports/entertainment/news)?

8. When judging whether an applicant has infringed/violated copyright in the past, does Facebook consider only the infringements/violations that happened within Facebook?

9. If Facebook considers infringements/violations that happened outside of Facebook, which databases/instances does it consult (e.g., judicial rulings)?

10. How exactly do past copyright infringements/violations factor into the decision process?

Decision about application

11. Is the decision about an application for the Rights Manager program fully automated?

12. If the decision about an application is partly or fully automated, which kind of algorithms are used?

13. If the decision about an application is partly or fully automated, which parameters do the algorithms use?

14. (If applicable) If the decision about an application is partly or fully automated, which data are used to train the algorithms?
15. If human actors participate in the decision about an application, who are these people? Are they Facebook employees or contractors?

16. If this decision about an application is semi-automated (meaning, if it involves both people and algorithms), what exactly is done by who in the process – e.g., which steps are performed by humans, which steps are performed by algorithms?

17. Can the applicant appeal an eventual rejection to a Rights Manager application?

18. In case such an appeal exists, what are the requirements from the applicant – what new document should the applicant submit, in how many days, etc.?

19. In case an appeal is impossible, does Facebook explain to the applicant the exact reason(s) of the rejection?

20. In case of a rejection, can an applicant apply again for access to the Rights Manager? If so, how many times?

Reference files database

21. Does Facebook check if the applicant is indeed the owner of the content she is claiming copyrights over?

22. Does Facebook use or process the Reference Files Content, or the collection of files uploaded as Reference Files, for any end beyond identifying and matching content of a particular Rights Manager user (for e.g., training algorithmic systems that are not primarily related to the Rights Manager system)?

23. In the “Rights Manager Terms”, it is said that “If Rights Manager surfaces a potential match in the applicable territory between your Reference File Content and content uploaded to a Facebook Product by a third party, and you elect to allow such content to remain on that Facebook Product (“Claimed Content”), you grant Facebook the authorisation and/or licence to the Claimed Content as described in the Facebook Terms” (our emphasis). In face of this provision, what does Facebook do with such “claimed content”? Can you please give examples (e.g., use it to train algorithmic systems that are not primarily related to the Rights Manager system)?

24. Does the Rights Manager’s reference file database only consist of affirmative submissions by rights holders or are the other channels through which Facebook is acquiring content for this database? Could you give us some information about the size of the database (number of video/image reference files, number of requests)? Can you please explain, in general terms, what variables are taken into account by Rights Manager algorithms during the process of reading, matching and eventually taking down a piece of content?

25. Could you give us some information about the size of the database (number of video/image reference files, number of requests)?

26. Can you please explain, in general terms, what variables are taken into account by Rights Manager algorithms during the process of reading, matching and eventually taking down a piece of content?
27. What is the relative importance of these variables?

28. How does the Right Manager specify whether a given second of a video is an overlapping second of a reference file? Example: Imagine a video with a length of 20 seconds and a match rule of >=20 seconds’ overlap. If a copyright infringer now speeds this video up to 15 seconds, the content is 100% overlapping but not 20 seconds.

29. What are the thresholds for the similarity between two files and how robust is it to modifications (which may be not human perceivable)? Example: imagine two videos but one video has one pixel difference/slightly different colour/different resolution

**Matching process**

30. What are the match rules for images?

31. How does the location (country) of the user who uploaded infringing content is taken into account by the Rights Manager during the process of reading, matching and eventually taking down a piece of content?

32. What is the accuracy of matches that are generated within the Rights Manager for images and videos?

33. Does Facebook employ artificial intelligence in the matching process? If yes, in which ways?

**Monetisation**

34. What is the criteria used to define who can access the “collect ad earnings” action? Or can all Rights Manager users access this form of monetisation?

35. What is the share of ad earnings that Facebook pays to copyright owners via Rights Manager?

36. Is the share of ad earnings the same for all Rights Manager users? If different shares apply to different users, which criteria does Facebook use to define who gets a larger / smaller share?

37. What sort of data about the monetised content or linked ad does the copyright owner have access to?

38. Can the rights owner blacklist or somehow choose advertisers associated with their content?

39. Are the data on which monetisation is based validated / checked by any third-party, external actor (e.g., a consultancy firm)?

**Disputes**

40. Does Facebook get somehow involved in a non-DMCA dispute to a Rights Manager match? E.g., by making a decision on the validity of an appeal.

41. If Facebook does get involved in a non-DMCA dispute, could you please detail how this involvement occurs? E.g., which criteria Facebook uses to define the validity of an appeal.
42. If Facebook does not get involved in a non-DMCA dispute, why is that so?

43. What criteria (beyond the completeness of the required documentation) does Facebook consider when making a decision on whether a DMCA counter-notification regarding a Right Manager match is valid?

44. In which way are copyright exceptions, and in particular fair use, taken into consideration by Facebook when deciding on whether a DMCA counter-notification regarding a Right Manager match is valid?

45. Is this decision on the validity of a DMCA counter-notification regarding a Right Manager match made exclusively by human actors or does it involve some form of algorithmic system?

46. If this decision on the validity of a DMCA counter-notification regarding a Rights Manager match involves humans, which people participate, and who are they (e.g., are they Facebook employees, contractors etc.)?

47. If this decision on the validity of a DMCA counter-notification regarding a Rights Manager match involves humans, do the people involved in it have formal legal training, typically?

48. If this decision on the validity of a DMCA counter-notification regarding a Rights Manager match involves humans, and these people do not have typically formal legal training, does Facebook provide them with any form of training? If so, can you please explain what this training consists in?

49. If this decision on the validity of a DMCA counter-notification regarding a Rights Manager match is semi-automated (meaning, if it involves both people and algorithms), can you please explain what exactly is done by who in the process – e.g., which steps are performed by humans, which steps are performed by algorithms?

50. If this decision on the validity of a DMCA counter-notification regarding a Rights Manager match is partly or fully algorithmic, what kind of algorithms are used?

51. (If applicable) If this decision on the validity of a DMCA counter-notification regarding a Rights Manager match is partly or fully algorithmic, what datasets are used to train the algorithms?

52. If this decision on the validity of a DMCA counter-notification regarding a Rights Manager match is partly or fully algorithmic, what parameters are used in the design of the algorithms?

53. If this decision on the validity of a DMCA counter-notification regarding a Rights Manager match is partly or fully algorithmic, does Facebook automate (or have tried to automate) the characterization of copyright exceptions, such as fair use?

54. If Facebook does (or have tried to) automate the characterization of copyright exceptions, such as fair use, how this automation is done or was attempted – what kinds of algorithms, parameters, and datasets are/were used, for instance?
55. If the DMCA counter-notification regarding a Rights Manager match is successful and no lawsuit is filed, is the reinstatement of the content automatic? Or are there instances in which Facebook unilaterally decides not to reinstate a piece of content?

56. (If applicable) What reasons might lead Facebook to not reinstate a piece of content, regardless of a successful DMCA counter-notification regarding a Rights Manager match and no lawsuit?

57. What happens after a second publisher disputes the rejection of a dispute for conflicts in a reference file upload? In the Help Center it is said that, when a dispute over a piece of content uploaded to Rights Manager is rejected, the user can “contact us” [Facebook]. What happens then? Is this a formal process of appeal? If so, what does this appeal encompass — which necessary documentation is required, what are the steps of the process, etc.?

58. Can a user without access to the Rights Manager dispute an action taken by Facebook in the context of the Rights Manager?

59. After the rejection of a dispute by a reference file owner, what options does a content creator have?

60. Does Facebook use data associated with any dispute processes and decisions in the context of Rights Manager to train its own algorithmic systems? If so, how so? Which systems are trained?

**Audible Magic**

61. In which ways, exactly, does Facebook use Audible Magic technology in its attempt to protect copyrights? What is the relationship between Audible Magic’s technology and Rights Manager?
ANNEX IV. RIGHTS MANAGER’S APPLICATION FORM.

[Application Form Fields]

Which Page(s) do you want to protect? Users can choose from their managed non-private pages.

Primary rights holder

Name of person, company, brand who owns the rights to the content

Contact Email

What type of rights owner are you?

For video content, select from: Media company, Individual creator, Content aggregator, Legal representative of a content owner, Other

For image content, select from: Media company, Individual creator, Viral content aggregator, Image distributor, Legal representative of a content owner, Other

No additional description is necessary if “Other” is selected.

Which best describes your content? Select all that apply.

For video content, select all that apply from: Advertising/Marketing, Art, Education, Entertainment, Gaming, Music, News, Sports, Other

For image content, select all that apply from: Photographer, Illustrator/Visual Artist, Stock Site, News, Publisher, Entertainment, Image Archive, Artist Agency, E-Commerce, Public Figure, Sports League, Sports Team

How often do you publish content?

Select from: Daily, A few times a week, Weekly, Monthly, Less than once a month

For Image only: Do you use a third-party agency?

Yes/No

Have you issued a copyright report on Facebook before?

Yes/No

Where else does your Page have an online presence? (Optional)
Fields available for Instagram, YouTube, Website, Other

Do you have an example of the content you want to protect? (Optional)

Field for an URL.
The ReCreating Europe project aims at bringing a ground-breaking contribution to the understanding and management of copyright in the DSM, and at advancing the discussion on how IPRs can be best regulated to facilitate access to, consumption of and generation of cultural and creative products. The focus of such an exercise is on, inter alia, users’ access to culture, barriers to accessibility, lending practices, content filtering performed by intermediaries, old and new business models in creative industries of different sizes, sectors and locations, experiences, perceptions and income developments of creators and performers, who are the beating heart of the EU cultural and copyright industries, and the emerging role of artificial intelligence (AI) in the creative process.